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EDITORIAL
Dear Reader, herewith the first Bulletin since December 1978, not a phoenix, but a
re-awakening encouraged by the enthusiasm of its members. Announced initially in
the October 1984 edition of Seaby 1 s Coin & Medal Bulletin, and the London
Numismatic Club's Newsletter of the same month, the continuance of the Bulletin was
officially launched at this year's Token Congress, held on 3rd - 4th November 1984
at Blackwell Grange Hotel, Darlington, Co. Durham.

The format is similar to before,

only metricated, and more typing has been put onito a page by photo-reduction from
A4 to A5.

Four seasonal issues per year are planned, which should allow for some

elasticity in the timing of production, itself dependent upon a reasonably balanced
amount of correspondence material received.
In forthcoming issues this re-launch, as before, will contain a mixture of Articles
(however short);

Author-Compiler type preliminary catalogues/listings, to encourage

comment and additions or alterations from readers;
printable!);

Reviews of new works;

system will be operated.

Views;

Comments (most welcome - if

Queries - as before, a serial number

No payment will be made for contributions to the Bulletin,

and copyright will remain with the sender.

Your address will not be printed unless

you ask us to do so.
To assist continuity with the previous run of issues, this issue of the Bulletin
commences with the succeeding Volume number.

Please write with your articles,

comments, queries, observations, corrections, additions, criticisms, - anything to
provide food for this enterprise;

it can only prosper with your help.

will enjoy the TCS Bulletin, if not, then send in a contribution!

Hopefully, you

The editors wish to

warmly thank all those who have backed us with their time, faith and fortitude.
Annual subscription to the TOKEN CORRESPONDING SOCIETY is £6 for the UK.
The overseas rate is £10, and please remit in Sterling draft if possible, because of
steep bank conversion charges.

Price of the Bulletin per single additional copy:

£1-50 to members, fl-75 to non-members (includes UK postage).
ANTHONY J, GILBERT

STATEMENT FROM THE FOUNDERS OF THE ORIGINAL TOKEN CORRESPONDING
SOCIETY
30.9.84
Jean M. White and Christopher Brunel founded the Token Corresponding Society,
and issued the first Bulletin in the Autumn of 1971. As we said in our first
Editorial, "correspondence must be the Society's life-blood." And so it was - the
faith we had in the idea of a Bulletin to collect together a blend of short notes and
queries with longer contributions was wonderfully supported by an enthusiastic
band of mem)Jers.
Each volume contained 12 issues and the last was Vol. 3. No. 2., which came out in
December 1978. The Society's funds were sound, but the infrequency of the
Bulletins - and eventually putting the publication into deep freeze - was because we
were both involved in different time-consuming commitments. This was despite
sterling help from Brian Edge and D.L.F. Sealy and others in trying to keep the
Society rolling.
Now, we welcome the resurrection of the Society and its Bulletin under a new
regime, and we hand over the responsibility and residual material to Anthony Gilbert
and his band of new enthusiasts.

There are a number of copies of some of the issues

of the original Bulletins, as well as indexes of Vols. 1 & 2, and Brian Edge's
Alphabetical Catalogue of World Paranumismatica left over.
Some members are "owed" subscriptions beyond the last issue of December 1978 and the Founders will honour any claim for return of money that may be made
through Mr. Gilbert.
The interest in paranumismatica is stronger than in 1971, and we are both excited
at the prospects of the new Token Corresponding Society.

SOME UNPUBLISHED LONDON COUNTERMARKS
by Gavin Scott
The following countermarks on British coins have come to light since publication of
my book "British Countermarks on Copper and Bronze Coins" in 1975.
Countermarks are incuse except where shown otherwise, with lettering defined as
small below 2 mm, medium 2 mm but less than 4 mm, and large 4 mm and above.
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COUNTERMARK

OBV.(O)
OR REV.(R)

COIN TYPE

SOURCE
REF.

APPROX.
DATE*

G. ALLCORN/LONDON
Medium letters with
serifs

0

Halfpenny 1799

A.Wager

1842-53

BEST/LONDON
Medium letters with
serifs (also grill
pattern O& R)

R

Irish Halfpenny

J.G.Scott

1840-53

J .BUCK/124·NEWGATE
ST/LONDON
Medium letters with
serifs

0

Penny 1797

J .G.Scott

1839-53

DURROCH (curved)/
(crown)/LONDON
(curved)
Very small letters with
serifs (also 202 2xO,
2/0/2 2xO, R on side
20 R)
(crude lines forming
frame for letters and
numbers 0)

0

Penny 1797

E.Bott

1842-53

EVENS (curved)/
LONDON (curved)
Medium plain letters
engraved around large
0 in centre

R

Halfpenny 1911-27 J.G.Scott
(pierced 12 o 1 c)

19201 s

G.FALLSHAW/LONDON
Small (1) and medium ( 2)
letters with serifs

0

Penny 1797

J. G.Scott

1863-94

FARROW& JACKSON
(curved)/LONDON&
PARIS (curved) forming
outer circle/FARROW'S
PATENT (curved)/261816
(curved) forming inner
circle
Medium plain letters

O& R

Halfpenny 1860-94 J .G.Scott

1860-94

J .G.Scott

18661907

. J .G.Scott

18531901

E.FORD (curved)/
LONDON (curved,
inverted) /HURST sr
Medium (1,2) and small
( 3) letters with serifs

0

Penny 1797

HA(YNES&) SON
HAYNE(S)& SON,
LONDON
Medium serifed and plain
(LONDON) letters

0
R

Penny 1806
(pierced 2 o 1 c)
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COIN TYPE

SOURCE
REF.

APPROX.
DATE"'

2xO

Twopence 1797

J .G.Scott

1840 1 s

0

D.G.Vorley

1811-41

R

Middlesex
Halfpenny
(D&H 1037 /8)

LEI(TCH), (LEI)TCH
Small plain letters

0

Halfpenny 1885

J .G.Scott

1873-82

J.LEITCH &C� (curved)/
LONDON (curved)
in an oval. Small plain
letters (also large 8 R)

0

Penny 1862

D.G.Vorley

1873-82

2xO

Penny 1826

B .Swanson

1850-60

MOSLEY/LONDON/
(crown)( ?)
Small letters with serifs

0

Penny 1797

J .G.Scott

1831-51

MOSLEY/LONDON/
( crown)/W.W/1836
Small (1), very small (2)
and medium letters with
serifs

0

Penny 1797

C.Brunel

1831-51

(Crown), MOSLEY
MOSLEY over E.COATES
Large (MOSLEY) and
medium letters with
serifs

0

Penny 1797

J.G.Scott

1831-51

E.COATES
Medium letters with
serifs

R

Penny 1797

C.Brunel

1831-51

MOSLEY
Small letters with serifs

0

Farthing 1834

D.G. Vorley

1831-51

O&R

Halfpenny 1799

J .G.Scott

18831910

PAGET/LONDON
Small letters with serifs

0

Halfpenny 1807

J.G.Scott

1830-53

POTTER/LONDON
Small letters with serifs

ZxO
lxR

Halfpenny
18(6)1 (?)

C.Brunel

1860 1 s

COUNTERMARK
HURST/LONDON
Small letters with
serif
KOOYSTRA/69 OXFORD/
OXFORD, PAYNE
A.LOWE/DARTFORD,
ASH &SONS, ROTTON
Small letters with serifs

S MAW/LONDON
Small letters with
serifs (?)

OLD TIPPECANOE
Medium letters with serifs

OBV.(O)
OR REV.(R)

R
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OBV.(O)
OR REV.(R)

COIN TYPE

SOURCE
REF.

APPROX.
DATE*

PRIEST /93 ALBANY S '!/
REGTS.PARK
Small letters with serifs

O&R

Penny 1797

J.G.Scolt

1830

A.RANSOME&CO
( curved)/•CHELSEA •
( curved) forming a
circle, also SMITHY
across centre 0
Large letters with serifs

O&R

Halfpenny 1799

C.Brunel

l880's

A.RANSOME&Co
(curved)/· CHELSEA•
(curved) forming a
circle
Medium letters with
serifs

O&R

Penny 1860-94

COUNTERMARK

A,H.Baldwin
&Sons

18801s

W.F.SADLER
Medium letters with
serifs
( •READ•LLOYD'S•
PENNY• SUNDAY •TIMES
0)
Scott 22. 28A

R

Penny 1797

J.G.Scott

1842-7

W.F.SADLER
Medium letters with
serifs

0

Penny 1797

J.G.Scott

1842-7

SHOLL/LONDON
Small letters with serifs

0

Essex Halfpenny
(Davis 33)

C.Brunel

1820-53

(Crown on side)(left)
SMITH/LONDON (right)
all in relief in rectangular indent
Small letters with serifs

0

Penny 1805-7
J.Gardner
(English or Irish)

1810-53

VERINDE(R) I sr PAULS
Small letters with serifs
cf Scott 22, 65
GOULD&VERINDER/
S"! PAULS
Small letters with serifs
cf Scott 22. 65

R

Halfpenny 1806

J.G.Scott

1820-53

2xO
2xR

Penny 1797

J.G,Scott

1815-20

2xR

Halfpenny 1861

J.G.Scott

1857-63

WADIE/LONDON
Very small plain letters
(also THOMAS O&R
small letters with serifs)

WILTSHIER/8 LONG
0
Halfpenny 1806/7 J.G.Scott
1830-48
LANE/(rosette)
Small letters with serifs
* See notes on issuers. Counlermarks are assumed to predate the 1853 Act to
prevent the defacing of the current Coin of the Realm (16&17 Viet, c 102) unless
there is clear evidence to the contrary.
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NOTES ON ISSUERS (In brackets directory publisher and date)
Allcorn
George Allcorn, trussmaker: 26 Stanhope St., Clare Market (PO 1842-6),

additionally at 36 Museum St., Bloomsbury (PO 1848), solely at 36 Museum St.,
(PO 1850, 1852), 4 Albion Place, Upper Kennington Lane, S (PO 1860).

Best
Various possibilities:
Hiram William Best, boot

&

c. maker, 36 York St., City Road (PO 1842, 1845).

Richard Best, watchmaker, 3 Fountain Court, Strand (PO 1842), 15 Savoy St.,

Strand (PO 1845).

Thomas Best, dressing case maker, 2 Tower Royal, Watling St., (PO 1851).
William Best, carpenter, 21 Whittlebury St., Euston Sq. (PO 1845).

William Best, silversmith, jeweller, 16 Wimpole St., Cavendish Sq., (Robson 1841,
PO 1851).

Buck
Joseph Buck, saw, file and mechanical tool maker: 1 Gibson St., Lambeth (Pigot
1826/7), 1 Waterloo Rd., Lambeth

&

245 Tottenham Court Rd. (Pigot 1832-4).

3 Gt. Waterloo St., Lambeth (Robson 1838), 124 Newgate St. (Pigot 1839).
124 Newgate St. & 1 Waterloo St. (PO 1842, 1843), 124 Newgate St. & 91 Waterloo

Rd. (PO 1845-56), 124 Newgate St.

E.G.

&

164 Waterloo Rd. (PO 1867), Holborn Viaduct

& 164 Waterloo Rd. (PO 1875), 56 Holborn Viaduct E.C.l (Morris 1922).

Durroch
William Fraser Durroch, surgical instrument maker: 2 New St., St. Thomas' St.

East, Borough (PO 1842 - 1859), in 1856 described as surgical instrument
artificial leg, arm

&

truss maker, in 1859 (by appointment) to Royal Navy

&

&

Greenwich Hospital, in 1862 additionally to Guy's Hospital. At 28 St. Thomas' St.

East, Borough (PO 1862-3), 3 St. Thomas' St., Borough (PO 1864-70). In 1865
advertisement states established 1798 (sic). At 2 New St., Guy's Hospital,

St. Thomas' St., Borough (PO 1872), 2 New St., Maze Pond, St. Thomas' St.,
Borough (PO 1873-6). Styled William Durroch

&

Co. from 1872, additionally (by

appointment) to Aberdeen Royal Infirmary (1873), when advertisement claims

established in Southwark in 1742 (sic), Prize Medal 1862 (Class 17 No. 3505). In
1877 J. Millikin

&

Co. surgical instrument makers are listed at 3 St. Thomas' St.
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Evens
T.N. Evens & Co. Ltd are listed (Morris' 1922) as signmakers, "Bett�rway Signs",
3 & 4 Eagle St., WCI & 77 New Oxford St., WGL
Fallshaw
George William Fallshaw, sawmaker and tool maker: 7 Pitman's Buildings,
St. Luke's EC (PO 1863-7), 7 Ironmonger Row EC (PO 1872), 98 Ironmonger Row,
St. Luke's EC (PO 1873-94). By 1900 Frederick Hawkes occupied coffee rooms at
the latter address.
Farrow & Jackson
Established in 1798 according to their 1879 (PO) advertisement, Farrow & Jackson
were "wine and spirit merchants' engineers & manufacturers of iron wine bins &
tools, publicans' bar fittings for spirit stores, bottle wax & c, seal engravers,
die sinkers, letter cutters, iron brand makers, hydrometer & gauging instrument
makers & soda water machine manufacturers. 11 Address and style varied as
follows: 18 Great Tower St. (PO 1860), 16, 17, 18 Great Tower St., 8 Haymarket,
factory 89 & 91 Mansell St. (PO 1877), Farrow & Jackson Limited (PO 1898),
16, 54 Great Tower St., 24 Charles St., Haymarket (PO 1935), 24 & 25
Eastminster St., Royal Mint St., El (PO 1946), 41 & 42 Prescot St., El,
described as brewers' engineers (PO 1956-74).
Ford
Hurst St., SE24 (Herne Hill) is between 99 Dulwich Rd., and 198 Railton Rd. in
the borough of Lambeth. The name was approved in 1866. No E. Ford has been
traced in PO Suburban 1880, 1888, 1894, 1898, 1900, 1902, 1903, 1905, 1908,
1915, 1920 or 1930. Frederick Ford & Sons had a laundry at nearby 85 Dulwich
Road 1905-7.
Haynes & Son
Alfred Haynes, saddletree maker: 27 Brownlow St., Long Acre (PO 1842-52);
Alfred Haynes & Son, machine rulers, 32 Brownlow St., Drury Lane (PO 1852);
Alfred Haynes & Son, saddletree makers, 27 & 28 Brownlow St. (PO 1853-66),
26, 27 & 28 Brownlow St. (PO 1873-8), 12 & 14 Betterton St., Long Acre
(PO 1879 - 1901). In 1902 the style changed to Haynes & Son Limited, continuing
at the same address until 1909, then 75C Fortress Rd., NW (PO 1910), harness
makers 318 Goswell Rd., EC (PO 1911-12), at same address and saddletree makers
1 Queens Rd., Dalston NE (PO 1915), and at Dalston and 615 & 617 Romford Rd.,
Manor Park E (PO 1916-17).

a

Hurst
Richard Hurst, file & saw maker, 8 Greenhill Rents, Smithfield (Robson 1841,
PO 1842-5), followed by George Hurst at the same address (PO 1851).

Kooystra etc.
- Kooystra: working cutler, 69 Oxford St., with varying styles and initials: J .D,
62 Oxford St., working cutler (Holden 1811, Kent 1812), J .B, working silver
smith, 69 Oxford St., (Holden 1811), J.B., working cutler (Critchett & Wood
1813-15), J.D (Kent 1816, Johnstone 1817, Kent 1823, 1828), Justus B (Pigot

1826-7), J.B (Critchett 1834), Justus B. Hooystra (sic), surgical instrument

maker & cutler (Pigot 1836), Justice Bartholemew (Kelly 1838), Justus B, surgical

instrument maker & cutler (Pigot 1839-40), Josiah B. (Robson 1841). Thomas

Steer, working cutler, is listed at the same address (PO 1842).
-

Rotton: cutler: John Rotton, cutler to the Prince of Wales, 27 Vigo Lane,

Sackville St. (Holden 1808), cutler to the Prince Regent, 25 Sackville St.,

Piccadilly (Holden 1811), cutler, same address (Kent 1812, 1816), J.Rotton, pen

& table knife cutler, 25 Sackville St., Piccadilly (Johnstone 1817), Rotton & Son,

cutlers, same address (Kent 1823, 1828), not listed (Critchett) 1834, (Kelly)
1838, (Pigot) 1839.

Ambrose Rotton, cutler, 15! Gee's Court, Oxford St., &

11 Ray St., Clerkenwell (Pigot 1836), Rotton & Co., cutlers, 25 Sackville St.,

Piccadilly (Robson 1841).

Lowe: Thomas Lowe, furnishing ironmonger & silversmith, Dartford (Pigot
1826-7).

-

Ash & Sons: Jos. Ash, working silversmith, 3 Angel St., St.Martin's-le-Grand

(Holden 1808, 1811), worldng goldsmith, 146 Aldersgate St. (Kent 1812, Critchet1.
& Wood 1813, 1814), Ash & Sons, silversmiths, 64 St. James 1 s St. (Critch1itt &

Wood 1814, 1815), Ash & Sons, silversmiths & jewellers, same address (Kent 1816,

Johnstone 1817, Kent 1823). Not listed Pigot 1826-7, Kent 1828.
-

Payne: George Payne, umbrella maker, 32 St.Martin's-le-Grand (Robson 1830).

Jas. Payne, ironmonger & watchmaker, 25 Noble St., (Robson 1830).

Wm. Payne, watchmaker, 163 New Bond St. (Robson 1830), watch, clock &
pedometer manufacturer, same address (PO 1856).

Leitch
John Leitch, stereotype founder, with various styles and addresses as follows:

,John Leitch & Son, stereotype founder, 4 Newcastle St., Farringdon St., EC
(PO 1863-6), John Leitch as above (PO 1867-9), stereotyper & electrotyper,
9

4 & 5 Newcastle St., (PO 1870-2), John Leitch & Co. as above (PO 1873),

engineers, photolithographers, stereotypers & electrotypers, 4 & 5 Newcastle St.,
Farringdon St., EC, 13, 14 & 15 Bear Alley, Farringdon St., EC (PO 1874-6),
3, 4 & 5 Newcastle St. and as above (PO 1877-9), 3, 4 & 5 Newcastle St. only
(PO 1880-1). By 1883, Godfrey & McCall, electrotypers, were at this address.

Maw
J & S Maw, manufacturers of surgical instruments, trusses, pharmaceutical

implements etc., 55 Aldermanbury (Robson 1830).

Maw & Stevenson, surgical instrument makers, 11 Aldersgate St. (PO 1842).
Solomon Maw, surgical instrument maker, dealer in medical glass, earthenware,
druggists• fixtures, 11 Aldersgate St. (PO 1850, 1856, 1860).

S. Maw & Son, surgical instrument & bandage makers, dealers in medical glass,

earthenware & druggists• sundries, medical label writers, medical plaister (sic)
makers, lint makers & medical chest makers, 11 Aldersgate St. (PO 1866).

Mosley
William Mosley, working cutler, 21 Little Saffron Hill, Clerkenwell Road, EC

(Robson 1831, 1837), 2 St. James1 s Wallt, Clerkenwell (Robson 1843, PO 1850),

9 Clerkenwell Close (PO 1851) •

Thomas Mosley, cutler, same address (PO 1853, 1861), working cutler, 162
Clerkenwell Road, EC (PO 1896).
The link, if any, with E. Coates, has not been established.

Old Tippecanoe
This was a brand name for one of the products manufactured by H.H. Warner &

Co. Ltd. and their successors c. 1883 - 1910. PO 1891 shows H.H. Warner & Co.

Ltd., patent medicine manufacturers, proprietors of "Warner's Safe Cure11 ,
86 Clerkenwell Road, EC.

Richard Paget and successors, cutlers, Piccadilly: Richard Paget, working cutler,

184 Piccadilly (Robson 1830, 1833), 195 Piccadilly, razor maker (PO 1836), working

cutler (Robson 1837); William Paget, cutler & surgical instrument maker, same

address (Robson 1843, PO 1847); Richard Paget, surgeons' instrument maker &

cutler, table knife, wild boar spear & hunting knife & tailors' shear maker, same
address (PO 1851, 1856); John Paget, occupation as above, 196 Piccadilly
(PO 1861). Richard Paget advertised on the Mulready envelopes of 1840-41.
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Potter
Two possibilities:

Thomas Potter, smith etc., 44 South Molton St. (PO 1865), Thomas Potter
smiths
Potter

&
&

brass

&

iron founders, 44

&

&

Son,

45 South Molton St. (PO 1870), Thomas

Sons, statue founders, ecclesiastic

&

general gas fitters, medieval metal

workers, 'engraver of monumental brasses, engineers

&

smiths, manufacturers of

wrought iron, fireproof flooring, iron roofs, girders, joists, strong room doors

&

safes, hot water & gas apparatus makers & stove & range makers: offices, factory
& showrooms, 43, 44 & 45 South Molton St., 298 Oxford St., Sedley Place, Oxford
St., foundries & works, West End, Hampstead (PO 1875, 1880), 44 South Molton

St., 361 Oxford St. (PO 1885, 1895), 44 South Molton St. (PO 1900, 1905).

John Dennett Potter (successor to R.B. Bate), optical, mathematical, philosophical
& drawing instrument maker, 31 Poultrey & 11 King St., Tower Hill (PO 1865,
1870), also sole agent for the sale of Admiralty charts, publishers of nautical
works & manufacturers of Sykes hydrometer & saccharometer (PO 1875, 1880),

SeptimiusGharles Potter, (successor to the late J.D. Potter) as above (PO 1885,
1890), John Dennett Potter as above (PO 1895, 1900), 145 Minories, 2A Little
George St., 11 King St., Tower Hill (PO 1905).

Priest
William Priest, cutler, and successors at various addresses as follows:

William Priest, cutler, 1 Melina Buildings (Pigot 1826-7), 93 Albany St. (Robson
1830), 32 Norfolk St., Middlesex Hospital (Robson 1831, 1837), also 246 Oxford

St, (Robson 1836), 253 Oxford St. (Robson 1837), 253 Oxford St. only (PO 1838-

40), William Priest & Son, same address (Robson 1841), John Priest, same address
(Robson 1842, 1843), razor maker

Ransome

&

&

cutler, same address (PO 1846, 1856).

Go.

A. Ransome

machinists

&

&

Go., engineers, saw mill engineers, iron founders

&

wood

sole agents for Perin's patent French band saw blades, Battersea

Foundry, Wellington Rd., Battersea; principal works & offices, Stanley Works,
King's Rd., Chelsea (PO 1880),

Sadler
This mark is assumed to originate from London as it occurs with a Lloyd's news
paper countermark.

William F. Sadler, millwright, engineer etc., 96 Tooley St. (PO 1842, 1847).
William F.

&

James B. Sadler, miJlwrights, engineers

&

makers of the Patent air

tight diving apparatus in all its branches, same address (PO 1850, 1854), James B.
Sadler (PO 1856), James B, Sadler & Go. (PO 1857, 1862), Sadler & Skipper (PO
1863), 20 Three Oak Lane, Horsleydown, SE (PO 1881).
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John Sholl, 11 Elder St., Norton Falgate, screw bill fire maker (Underhill 181617), silk manufacturer (Robson 1830).
James Sholl, oil & colourman, 33 Lamb St., Spiialfields (Robson 1841, PO 1856).
Samuel Sholl, bootmaker, 2 High St., Bow (PO 1851), Joseph Sholl, same address
and occupation (PO 1856) •
Smith
A typical gunsmith's mark, which could apply to any of a number of London
makers: Charles T. Smith (1825-50),· Edwin Smith (1850-70), George Smith
(1859-97), H. Smith (1825-40), Samuel & Charles (Son) (1849-75), 64 Princes
St., Leicester Square, Thomas (c 1850), William (1810-45), Leicester Square,
maker of 11 G. Moore Patent" sporting guns,
Verinder
Gould & Verinder, cutlers, 79 St. Paul's Churchyard (Underhill 1816-17),
H. Verinder & Co., working cutlers, same address (PO 1823-32), Henry Verinder,
same address (Robson 1833, PO 1856), Mrs. Emma Verinder, manufacturing
cutler, same address (PO 1857-67), John Verinder, same address (PO 1868-87).
Henry Verinder, same address (PO 1888-90). Henry Verinder, manufacturing
cutler, is listed at 17A Ludgate Hill, EC (PO 1891-96, Morris' 1922), while by
1891 James Spence & Co. Ltd., silk mercers, are shown at 79 St. Paul's
Churchyard.
Wadie
Thomas Wadie, surgical instrument maker, 32 Raphael St., Knightsbridge, SW
(PO 1857-63). Wadie followed Joseph Lystor, register office for servants, at this
address.
Wiltshier
Jonathan Wiltshire or Wiltshier, cutler, 8 Long Lane, Smithfield (Robson 1830,
PO 1848), George Henry Matthews, cutler, same address (PO 1849-51).
Jonathan Wiltshier was at 20 Crescent St., Euston Sq., (PO 1853-54) and moved
to 15 White Conduit St. (PO 1856).
©

lZ

Gavin Scott July 1984

HEREFORDSHIRE TAVERN CHECKS
Introduction:
Tavern checks, at least in plentitude, are usually found in highly urbanised/
industrialised areas (Hawkins, 1978;

Todd, 1977;

1980; 1983; 1984). That is not

to say that all such areas have a major series of checks (e.g. Plymouth, Stanton
and Todd, 1982; Liverpool, Todd, in press), for surely other factors are involved.
On the other hand, it is unusual to find any substantial numbers associated with
smaller, non-industrial towns and, accordingly, such cases are interesting and worth
close scrutiny through which, eventually, it may be possible to identify the common
denominator(s) that stimulate check emission. Exeter (Stanton and Todd, 1982) is a
case in point. The special circumstance in this town appears to have been the
presence of exceptionally active local makers of checks.
Herefordshire is a county in which no profound urbanisation or industrialisation
ever took place. In 1861, while there were nearly 14,000 farmers and agricultural
workers, there were only 153 miners!

In subsequent decades no important mining or

manufacturing developed to provoke the migration of a large population to the county.
Hereford, the principal town with a population (1861) of 15,585 owed its prosperity
to market futictions and, to a lesser degree its relative importance as a local railway
junction. Hence, to find a significant series of checks poses the question of why it
should be so.
Hereford sits astride the main railway link between Birmingham and South Wales, the
former the principal focus of check manufacture and use, the latter a major
"consumer" of checks. Therefore, one might posit that Hereford, at least, if not the
county as a whole, was a market en route that was developed conveniently, but
coincidentally, as an adjunct to the larger traffic. However, this simple notion finds
no support when the facts are analysed. In the first place, the temporal distribution
of checks (Figure 1) for the county, insofar as it may be judged at this time, shows
the period of greatest emission to be 1870 and later ( compare, !:..:..8.:.. Newport, Cardiff
and Swansea, Todd, 1980, where most issues are earlier). In the second place, the
major makers, Pope, Cottrill and Daniell, who participated vigorously in the South
Wales trade are but feebly represented in the Herefordshire series. Cottrill, of
course, had ceased to operate about 1867 /8 (Hawkins, 196 0), before the Hereford
shire demand for checks was peaking. Pope is revealed by a single signed product
(Angler Inn, J.C. Goodman, [1870] ... 1876/7,,..1879 ... [1885]). A few other pieces
may be tentatively allocated to Cottrill or Pope, and Daniell may have been
responsible for one item (Barton Tavern, S. Herbert, [ 1885] ... 1890

~ 1896 ...

[1900]). Otherwise, signed pieces occur for minor Birmingham makers, W.H. Bartlam
(2 examples); C. Dipple (3 examples) and G. Pettitt and R. Whitaker (1 example each).
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None of these makers played any {or a significant) role in the South Wales Trade
{a judgement based, perforce, on signed products or their absence ).

A rather large proportion of Herefordshire checks do not carry a proprietor's name

and, therefore, cannot be dated with precision. However, several of these are of a
type that appear to be the work of Vaughton, Birmingham, and probably date to the

period between 1890 and 1910. This suggests the form thal the presently incompleted

histogram will take when sufficient data are available. It also further distinguishes
Herefordshire from South Wales, both by the proportion of presumed Vaughton pieces
and the relatively late dates of issue. Even where late checks occur with some
abundance in South Wales (� Rhondda, Todd, 1983), Vaughton pieces are rare.

Indeed, only 6 examples of Vaughton (or presumed Vaughton) products are recorded
for the South Wales series of more than 600 pieces.

Eventually, a comprehensive comparison between Herefordshire and each adjacent
county might be in�tructive. At the moment, this is not possible as not all of these

counties have been studied in detail. Best known are Monmouthshire and Brecknock
shire (Todd, 1980; Todd, unpublished) and their checks clearly differ in many ways
from those of Herefordshire. The Shropshire group (Priestley, 1980), too, seems
distinct in several key respects {temporal distribution, makers, etc.). Gloucester
shire and Worcestershire have not been summarised, but a preliminary evaluation

indicates no obvious shared feature of importance that would link them with

Herefordshire.

From the above considerations, it would appear that the Herefordshire series of

checks has an individuality and integrity of its own, and is not simply an appendage
or extension of some other focus of activity. Why this may be remains to be

explained. Clearly, the first order of business is to increase the sampling of material
and to date it more completely. Only than can attention be turned more profitably,
and less speculatively, to the larger questions of the impetus for the series and its

relationship to those of other places.
Acknowledgements:

Special thanks are due to Mr. M.L. Rhodes, Museum Assistant, Hereford City
Museum, and to Mr. R.J.H. Hill, Senior Librarian, Hereford Lib1·ary. Messrs.
John Durnell and R.N.P. Hawkins, as usual, offered helpful comments at many stages
of this work. I am also grateful to the museums and private collectors who have
provided information concerning their pieces.
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Schedule of checks:
Almeley
JFS

New Inn
Bromyard
Crown & Ceptre [sic], Richard Rogers/3

F2806

Crown & Sceptre, Richard Rogers/3

D GV

D

D

Colwell
NBT

D

Horse & Groom, E. Nash/3
Eardisley

Ls.M.

D

New Inn, S.A. Griffiths, 3
Fownhope

per YCS

Green Man, 3d
Hereford
D

Angler Inn, Union St., J.C. Goodman/3

(T. Pope &
Hf.M.

Co. Newhall SL)

Hf.M.

Barrel Inn, Henry Chiles/3

D

Barton Tavern, S. Herbert/3

NBT

Bay Horse/3

Hf.M.

D

(Vaughton type reverse)

D

? Black Lian, Rd.

NBT

D avies/P

N27462; F311 8

Black Swan Hotel/Game 3
d
3

D

Guest 11 53

Bowling Green/Game

D GV

D

Bowling Green/W. Mason, 3

D

(D urning/Pope reverse)

Hf.M.

D

(Coach & Horses), James Hain/3

Lickey, Nov. '81

Eign Gate Hotel/1¼

Hf.M.

Britannia Inn, Cotterell St./3
D

85 Eign Street, l¼

NBT

D

The Globe Inn, New Market St. James Powell, 3

Hf.M. ;

Half Moon, J.B.

D GV

D

Heart of Oak, 1¼

D

D GV

Hf.M.

Heart of Oak, 3

D

JD
D

The Hereford Brewery, Watkins & Son, 3 (Ardill Leeds)

Hf.M.

Imperial Brewery, Widemarsh St., C. Watkins

N26454;Hf.M.; Ls.M.; NBT

Imperial Hotel/4

Hf.M.

D

D

King's Head/3

(W.H. Bartlam, 1 Caroline St.)

l5

F3119;Hf.M.; Ls.M.;
Hawkins, 173, p.289

D
Mazeppa Hotel, 3 , c/m G. Williams (C.

D

ipple,
KM

85 Grt. Hampton St.)
D

Merton Hotel, C. Farr/3

NBT

No 10 Widemarsh Street

N26455
Hf.M.

Orange Tree Inn/lid
Orange Tree Inn/3
Plough Inn,

A

D

(W.H. Bartlam, 1 Caroline St.)

ubrey St. /Hd

F3120; Hawkins,1 71,p.289
Hf.M.

D

Plough Inn, White Cross St., Thos. Griffiths/3

NBT

Plough Inn, James Smith, lid

LB

Plough Inn, White Cross St., James Smith/3

D

Hf.M.

D

Royal George, E.R. Fleming/H

D

Royal George Hotel, lid

Ls.M.

Royal Oak Hotel/Bridge Street, 3

D

F3121; Hf.M.

Sun Tavern, J. Bannister, 3d (C.

D

ipple)

Sea by, 1 71, p.120

Sun Inn, T. Tandy/3d

Batty 3876

Vine Inn, Blue School St., ,John Parkes/3

D

(C,

D

Hf.M.

Volunteer, Marden, H
A

rms/3

D

A

ipple,

85 Gt. Hampton St.)
Wellington

GV

KM;

(Edwin Cottrill, St. Paul's Sqr.)

D

GV

N27463; F3122

Kington
Mitre Inn, S.C. Hutchinson, 3

D

A

D

Talbot Inn, Thomas Hatton/3

GB

NBT;

D

GV

Ledbury
George Hotel, J. Matthews/3

D

NBT
D

Horseshoe Inn, Francis Matthews/3

NBT

Marley Hall, Walter Betteridge

Seaby, 1 71, p.433

The New Inn, 3
Oak Hotel,

D

KM
D

inner Check, M. Mathews/6

The Old Talbot Inn, 3d

ex JD
NA C

Leominster
Blue Boar Hotel, B. Carter, 3d (R. Whitaker,
13¼ A nn St.)
Blue Boar Inn, F. Wrigglesworth, 3D (George
Pettitt, Maker, Suffolk St.)

Bi.M. 191. 75
D

GV

Ross (including Tudorville)
George Hotel, J. Cole, 3d

LB
16

Lamb Inn/3

D

JFS
RAW

(Vaughton type reverse)

Plough Inn, Tudorville, H. Lewis, 3

D

Hf.M.

New Inn/�¼d (Vaughton Birm)

JD

New Inn, Wellington, 3

JD
AGB; JD

New Inn, J. Preece
New Inn, 3D (Vaughton type reverse)
D

White Hart/3

NBT

(Vaughton type reverse)

Sources:
Hf.M
Bi.M.
F.•.
Ls.M.

-

Hereford City Museum
Birmingham Museums (Gunstone, 1982)
Freudenthal Collection, British Museum
Leicestershire Museums (Gunstone, 1984)

Batty - see Literature cited
Lickey - Lickey Coins/Whitmore Coins, sales lists
N...
- Neumann, see Literature cited
AGB
LB
NAC
JD
KM

-

D ates

Mr. A.G. Byde
Mr. Lloyd Bennett
Mr. Nigel A. Clark
Mr. John D urnell
Mr. K. Morgan

JFS
YCS
NBT
D GV
RAW

-

Mr. Jerry F. Schimmel
Ms. Yolanda C. Stanton
Neil B. Todd
Mr. D .G. Varley
D r. R.A. Ward

of proprietorships

J.Bannister (Sun) [1863] .•.1868..• [1870]; ( ?Halfmoon) [1868] ..•1870 ••• [1876/7]
Walter Betteridge - not traced

B. Carter [ 1863]...1870 ..•[1879]

Henry Chiles [ ?1870]..•1876/7 •.. [ ?1879]

J. Cole [1856] ...1863
Rd.

D avies

~ 1870 .•• [1879]

1859 ""'1863 ... [1868]

E.R. Fleming - not traced
C(harles) Farr ••.1870 ..,1885...
J(ames) C(harles) Goodman [1870].•.1876/7~1879•••[1885]
S • A. Griffiths - not traced

Thos. Griffiths ...1885 ..•

James Hain [1879] .•.1885 ••.
Thomas Hatton •..1856... [1863]

S(tephen) Herbert [1885]...1890 .., 1896... [1900]

S. C. Hutchinson - not traced

H. Lewis - not traced
W. Mason ( ?New Inn) [1868]...1870 •.. [1876/7]
Francis Matthews ...1870 ~1879.•• [1885]

J. Matthews [1856].•.1863 ••• [ ?1870]
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M(aria) Matthews [1863]... 1870~ 1879...
E. Nash [1863]... 1870� 1885...
John Parkes [1870) ..•1876/7 ~ 1879•.. [?1885]
James Powell [1863].•.1870... [?1876/7; 1879]
J. Preece - not traced
Richard Rogers L1863]..•1870... [1879]
James Smith [1870]...1876/7 1879...
T. Tandy ...1868 � 1870..• [1876/7]
C. Watkins ...1851 ""1879...
,(John) Wellington ... 1856 ,., 1870...[ 1879]
G. Williams - not traced
F. Wrigglesworth - not traced (maker active 1853 - 1876 or 1878)
Literature cited:
Batty, D.T. 1868-1884. Catalogue of the Copper Coinage of Great Britain, Ireland,
etc. T. Sowler & Co., Manchester.
Guest, M. 1930. Catalogue of the Montague Guest Collection of Badges, Tokens and
Passes, etc. British Museum.
Gunstone, A. 1982. Catalogue of ... Tickets, Checks and Passes .•. [in Birmingham
City Museums and Art Gallery]. Publications Unit, City Museums and Art Gallery,
Birmingham .
Gunstone, A. 1984. Catalogue of •.• Tickets, Checks and Passes .•• [in Leicester
shire Museums]. Leicestershire Museums Publication No. 54, Leicester.
Hawkins, R.N.P. 1960. Dictionary of makers of British 19th century metallic tickets
and checks. Coin and Medal Bull. (B.A. Seaby, Ltd., London): (Cottrill, pp 140-,
141).
Hawkins, R.N.P. 1978. Public House Checks of Birmingham and Smethwick. City
Museums and Art Gallery, Birmingham.
Neumann, J. 1858-1865. Beschreibung der Bekanntesten Kupferml'mzen. (reprint)
Johnson Reprint Corporation, New York and London.
Priestley,E.J, 1980. Shropshire public house tokens. British & Irish Tokens Jour.
1 : 29-31.
Stanton, Yolanda and Neil Todd. 1982. Devon Tavern Tokens. Dept. of Economic
History, University of Exeter.
Todd, N.B. 1977. Dublin Tavern Tokens. Colony Coin Co., Newtonville,
Massachusetts.
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Figure 1, Cumulative distribution of date spans of check-issuing Proprietors in E"erefordshire.

Todd, N.B. 1980. Tavern Tokens in Wales. National Museum of Wales, Cardiff.
Todd, N.B. 1983. Taverns and Checks in the Rhondda Fawr. Rhondda Museum,
Llwynypia, Rhondda.
Todd, N.B. 1984. Staffordshire Tavern Checks:

A County Listing and a

Wolverhampton Catalogue. Colony Coin Co., Newtonville, Massachusetts.
Addendum
The Manor of Sawley piece is, indeed, the one with the fish (see rubbing). However,
I cannot find it listed in Davis & Waters - at least not in the index, nor in pages
300-8 (Corporation & Boundary Tickets) . There are some similar items, but not the
Manor of Sawley. Furthermore, the reverse states "THE BEARER TO GIVE THIS UP
BEFORE LEAVING THE INN".
© Neil B. Todd

BOOK REVIEWS
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KANGAROOS ON ENGLISH TOKENS" - A History and Catalogue of Late 18th Century

Copper Tokens Depicting Kangaroos, by Peter Lane, N.S.S.A., 1984. 8 x 5.3/4 ins.,
7 pp., gold card cover, $2 A. from the author, P.O. Box 80, Adelaide 5001, South
Australia.

Edition limited to 150 copies.

A delightful little booklet tracing the historical background of Kangaroos from the
16th Century to the time they appeared on English trade tokens of the late 18th
Century. Also reproduced in the Australian Numismatic Journal, 1983, vol. 34. This
has stimulated much interest and has prompted Mrs. Stella Greenan to write the
R. S.

following: -

Thomas Bewicks picture ( l) of a kangaroo in his "General History of Quadrupeds 11
(
(published 1790) is so similar to the engraving Z) from the drawing by Sydney
Parkinson, Captain Cook's young artist, who actually saw a kangaroo at Endeavour
River on 23rd June 1770, that it seems unlikely that Bewick worked from Stubbs 1 s
picture from a stuffed kangaroo skin. As Stubbs was said to "bear a very high
3
character ... and give peculiarly correct portraits of horses and hounds" ( ) his
drawing, if it shows the incorrect tail appearing on Hall's token D/H 313 and 314,
may have been made from a damaged skin. Or perhaps Hall's 11 kanguroo 11 can be
traced to the 1 kanguroo and kanguroo-rat 1 described in Governor Phillip's Voyage
20

lo Botany Bay", published 1789 (4), or even to engravings 'made by or supervised

by Mr. Milton' in White's "Journal of a Voyage to New South Wales" published in
1790 ( 5 ). Both Parkinson and Bewick show what seems to an English eye an authentic

tail, as does Pidcock's kangaroo (D/H 424); what renders the Pidcock picture so
convincing is, of course, the baby in the pouch, clearly supporting the caption claim
that this is the living animal in Pidcock's Strand menagerie, with its baby born
6
September 10th 1800. The collection of animals there was said in 1806 ( ) to be

"exceeded only by those in the Royal Menagerie" in the Tower of London. Both seem
to have had keepers in beef-eater costume, and a two-storey lay-out of cages - the
animals sleeping in first floor dens and spending their days in second-floor rooms.

At least two of the animals shown on Pidcock tokens e.g. D/H 430 and 433, seem to

have had a counterpart at the Tower in "the Bengal tyger Harry ... who is fond of

a little dog which often plays with it in the den...11 •

Thomas Hall's tokens D/H 315 and 316 show the famous Sir Jeffery Dunstan (7)

Mayor of Garrat from 1785 to 1796, carrying his bag of old wigs for sale.

The die crack noted on the reverse of D/H 315 is present, but at an early stage, in

my two examples; the "kanguroo 11 die also shows clearly the re-engraved ROO and a
faint second O in Armadillo. Two of my specimens of the Pidcock elephant do not

show a die crack along !BIT but both are worn. Also a clear die crack is noted on

an example of the Antelope, running from the nose across to right rear hoof, with a

broken IB.

S.M.G.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

"Bewick - Wood Engravings" HMSO: by F. Hicklin, page 29.
"The opening of the Pacific" National Maritime Museum, page 13.
Leigh's "Picture of London 1806 11 page 313.
v. Monthly Review for Jan. - April 1790, page 166.
v. Monthly Review for Jan. - April 1791, page 322.
Leigh's "Picture of London 1806 11 pages 120 - 122.
v. Dictionary of National Biography; also e.g. "Theatre and Counter-Theatre in
Georgian Politics: the Mock Elections at Garrat 11 : "History Today" Feb. 1983,
pages 14. 23, by Prof. John Brewer.

Neil B. Todd, Staffordshire Tavern Checks.

A County Listing and A Wolverhampton

Catalogue. (1984, vi plus 82 pp. illustrated, card covers; published by Colony
Coin Company, PO Box 281, Newtonville, MA 02160, USA. Available to personal

callers only in UK at BKW, Stall 6, Embankment Market, Villiers Street, London WC.
Sats. 8:30 am to 3 pm. £7.50).

Dr. Todd once again has pursued his sterling work in preparing and publishing quite
a considerable listing of 19th century tavern checks. As he writes in his
Introduction, "The work, to date, should be considered preliminary and is presented
as such". It certainly will stimulate others to add to it, and so move forward
21

towards a comprehensive catalogue of Staffordshire tavern checks.
It is, however, quite a considerable work, and lists some 590 pieces, (not including
those of Handsworth, Harborne and Smethwick, which have already been well

recorded with the Birmingham series). The core of the listings is from J. Neumann's
Beschreibung der Bekanntesten Kupferm!\.nzen, (1858-65) and Dr. Freudenthall's
collection at the British Museum, which was accessed in 1870.

The relationship between these two early listings is the subject of a fascinating essay

by the author, which forms an appendix to the book. Later listings that are included
come from present-day collectors and dealers, together with other museum
collections.

Most of the pieces were issued in the highly-industrialised areas of Staffs., and

denominations (where stated on the checks) vary between Id. and 6d. - the Id. is

most unusual, as generally Hd. is the lowest denomination. Dr. Todd has entered
into the controversy about how tavern checks might have been used in their day,

but he does not advance Ms views in the present book.

The county listing is a simple, clear, one line an entry one, while the catalogue of
the Wolverhampton pieces (some two-thirds of the book) includes fuller details of

obverse and reverse, edge, metal of each check, the maker and details of the issuer.
Most of the Wolverhampton checks are illustrated; these illustrations vary in origin
from photographs to rubbings, and are adequate for the purpose of this book they also show the size of the pieces.

C.B.
MORE UNPUBLISHED SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY TOKENS RECOVERED FROM THE

THAMES - by Robert Sharman

Since my article in Seaby's Coin and Medal Bulletin, May, 1983, pp. 122-125, a

further six trade tokens have come to light from the Thames foreshore. Here are

the details : Chick Lane

LONDON

(Star)IOHN .FISHWICK

(Star)IN .CHICK.LANE

catherine-wheel as the helm.

I.F

.F.

A cat seated in a boat with a

¼a

This tavern sign is obviously an attempt at the transmutation of the Catherine-wheel.

Religious signs such as this were vigorously suppressed during the Commonwealth
period.
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Old Fish Street
(Star)NICOLAS. TOMPSON
A unicorn trotting left

(Star)IN: OLD: FISHSTRETE
(Star) T (Star)
N.E

¼a

Found in the Thames near Trigg Lane, 1983.
Wapping
(Star) AT.YE:OVLD.WHIET!,
Lion rampant

(Star)LION.IN.WAPPING
(Lozenge) P (Lozenge)
GE

¼a

Found at Billingsgate, 1984.
NORFOLK
North Yarmouth
(Mullet)FRANCIS.BELL .OF.
A drum

(Mullet)NORTH.YARMOVGHT.
(Lozenge) B (Lozenge)
FM

¼a

Found in the Thames near Custom House Quay, 1983.
SOUTHWARK
Blackman Street
(Star)IOHN. WABB.IN.BLACKMAN
A crowned rose

(Star)STREET .IN.SOVTHWARK:
HIS /HALF /PENY

Found near Custom House Quay, 1983.
Horsley Down
( Cinquefoil)IOHN (rosette)BRIGHT
(rosette) 1668(rosette)
An apple-tree

(Star)AT .HORSLY .DOWNE(rosette)
HIS /HALF /PENY

Found near Custom House Quay, 1983.
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¼d

r
CHECK LIST OF 19th CENTURY AND LATER METAL TOKENS ISSUED SINCE
ABOUT 1820 IN BERKSHIRE
Pieces marked * have been seen but I would like to acquire a specimen as a1so I
would items marked i<* which havo been recorded but which I have not seen.
Details of any Berkshire pieces not recorded in this list would be much appreciated.
( 1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(25) *,rMAIDENHEAD. CLIVE0EN COFFEE
HOUSE. 1D .
(26) NEWBURY. COFFEE HOl!JSE COY. 2D .

* WIN DSOR THEATRE PASS
(ENGRAVED GEORGE III COINS)
SIR HENRY ENGLEFIELD TOKEN.
SILVER.
SIR HENRY ENGLEFIELD TOKEN.
COPPER-GILT.

(27) REA D ING. HIGHBRID GE COFFEE
TAVERN. 2D .

SIR HENRY ENGLEFIELD TOKEN.
COPPER.
WANTAGE FRIEN D LY SOCIETY
D IES A.
WANTAGE FRIEND LY SOCIETY
D IES B PLAIN ED GE.
WANTAGE FRIEND LY SOCIETY
DIES B MILLED EDGE

(28) *READ ING. HIGHBRIDGE COFFEE
TAVERN. 1D.
(29) READING. BRITISH WORKiMAN. 1D .
( 30) WANTAGE. COFFEE HOUSE COY. 1 D .
(31) 1ST. VOL. BATT. ROYAL BERKS.
REG'r. SGT. MESS. ID.
(32) 4TH. BATT. ROYAL BERKS. REGT.
3D_
(33) ,rG.W.R. LOCO.
WIN DSOR.

(8) BLEWBURY. S. HUGGINS
(9) CAVERSHAM HOUSE ACADEMY
(10) *CAVERSHAM HOUSE ACADEMY
(11) *EAST ILSLEY. A. W. WHEELER

&

CARR. WORKS.

(34) *READ ING. THEATRE ROYAL BOX
PASS.
(35) *READ ING. THEATRE ROYAL PIT
PASS.

(12) i<*NEWBURY. H. CUMBER
(13) NEWBURY. ROAKE
(14) NEWBURY. ROGERS.
(15) READING. CHESTERTONS.
(16) REA D ING. POLE.
(17) WINDSOR. JOHN GREGORY.

(36) ct-READ ING. THEATRE ROYAL
GALLERY PASS.

(18) *WALLINGFORD. FIELD HAWKINS
& CO. 1D
(19) ctCHOSELEY. MOORE.
COUNTERSTAMP.
(20) *REA D ING. BUTLER/LOTT.
COUNTERST AMP.
(21) REA D ING. HORNIMAN.
COUNTERSTAMP.

(39) **HAMPSTEA D NORREYS CHURCH
TOKEN. WHI'.tE METAL.

(37) **HAMPSTEA D NORREYS CHURCH
TOKEN. SILVER.
(38) **HAMPSTEA D NORREYS CHURCH
TOKEN. BRONZE.

(22) *READING. MOOD Y.
COUNTERSTAMP.

(40) READING & HENLEY. A DAMS & CO.
(41) ARD INGTON & DISTRICT GENERAL
SUPPLY STORES. 2/-.
(42) REA DING IN D . CO-OP SOCIETY. £1.
(43) REA D ING IND . CO-OP SOCIETY.
HALF-SOVEREIGN.
(44) REA DING IND . CO-OP SOCIETY. 10/-.
(45) READING IND. CO-OP SOCIETY. 5/-.
MILLED EDGE.

(23) *WIND SOR, PRIDIE.
COUNTERSTAMP.
(24) ABINGD ON. NAGS HEAD PUBLIC
HOUSE. R. CORNISH. 2D.

(46) READ ING IND . CO-OP SOCIETY. 5/-.
PLAIN EDGE.
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( 47) READING IND. CO-OP SOCIETY.
2/-.

(61) READING CO-OP SOCIETY. ¼D.

( 48) READING CO-OP SOCIETY. 2/-.

(63) WINDSOR DISTRICT CO-OP SOCIETY.
¼ QTN. LOAF.

( 49) READING IND. CO-OP SOCIETY.
1/-.
(50) READING CO-OP SOCIETY. 1/-.
(51) READING IND. CO-OP SOCIETY.

60.

(52) READING CO-OP SOCIETY. 6 D.
(53) READING IND. CO-OP SOCIETY.
3D,
(54) READING CO-OP SOCIETY. 3D.

(55) READING IND. CO-OP SOCIETY.
2D.
(56) READING CO-OP SOCIETY. 2D.

(62) *SULHAMPSTEAD STORES. £1.

(64) WOOLHAMPTON. W.A. BROWN.
(65) WOOLHAMPTON. F. BROWN.
(66) *BERKS IRON WORKS.
(67) *READING. KATESGROVE IRON
WORKS. BREAKFAST TALLY.
(68) *READING IRON WORKS. BREAKFAST
TALLY.
(69) *READING. IRON WORKS. MORNING
TALLY.
( 70) MORTIMER. T. & E. WISE. ENGRAVED
LOVE TOKEN.

(57) READING IND. CO-OP SOCIETY.
1D.

(71) MAIDENHEAD. J. MOORES. PLAIN

(58) READING IND. CO-OP SOCIETY.
1D.

(72) MAIDENHEAD. J. MOORES. MILLED

(59) READING IND. CO-OP SOCIETY.
1D.
(60) READING CO-OP SOCIETY. fD.

( 73) READING. HERBERT ENGINEERING
COY.

EDGE.

EDGE.

A.B.
If any readers can assist the compiler of this check list, then please in the first
instance, send your stamped letter for forwarding to the compiler, to the Editor.

NEW ISSUES
Tokens struck within the last few years
AUSTRALIA. New South Wales. Admission Tickets to Wollongong Recreation Ground
and Greyhound Race Track.
1. Obv. Greyhound at full speed over large letter W, semi-dotted
border above, WOLLONGONG below.
Rev. WOLLONGONG PUBLIC RECREATION AND SHOW GROUND
---- ADULT ADMISSION (32 mm Brass)
2. Obv. as last
Rev. similar, but word CHILD instead of ADULT ADMISSION
( 27 mm Nickel)
CANADA.

North West Territories. Yellowknife Milk Tokens.
Obv. RED CAP/DAIRY/YELLOWKNIFE/N.W.T./----/MADE IN USA
Rev. GOOD FOR/1 QUART/MILK (32 mm).
White sunken lettering on hard red and green plastic (1,000 of each
colour issued).
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R. S.

NOTES AND QUERIES
4/1-01.

ENGLAND. Kent, Rosherville Botanical Gardens Pass (Davis & Waters

p.95, no. 369),
Obv.

ROSHERVILLE/BOTANICAL/GARDENS in curved letters, pierced in centre.

Rev. as obv. (31 mm Copper).
These gardens were opened in 1837 and were situated between Gravesend and
Northfleet.

They were well laid out largely amid disused chalk quarries which

stretched along the river-side. Their name derives from Jeremiah Rosher, who was
the original proprietor. In the 18801 s and 1890 1s one of the main attractions was a
steamer journey along the Thames from London, and a rail journey back, or vice
versa. The gardens had their own landing pier and according to one writer,
one of those places in which the Cockney takes his pleasures.

11

H was

11

In 1920 the gardens were closed and factories were built on the site.
R.S.

4/1-02.

I have in my possession a Love Token dated 183 3 relating to a Thomas

Alsop who was transported to Tasmania. I have confirmed through English and
Australian records that he was tried at Stafford U. K.
As T. ALSOP was a brick labourer and the engraving on the love token was done by
a skilled engraver, it is reasonable to assume that the token was done by a local
Jeweller-Engraver. Can any collector in Stafford or nearby to whom I could write
would be prepared to check local records and supply me with a list of Jewellers
Engravers circa - 1833 . Further, who were the poets who wrote the following two
verses
1.
The time may pass and the years may fly and every hope and die and
every joyful dream be set yet thee I never forget.
2.

When this you see remember me and bear me in your mind let all the
world say what they will speak of me as you find.

The above verses appear on my piece (dated 1833) and they also appear .on other
love tokens (refer SEABY's Bulletin May 1982 Nos. N94 & N97 - both dated 1830 &
1835.
Replies to:
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NEWS
Extract from a letter received from the Science Museum, South Kensington .....
"We have about 280 tokens, dating from the period of the Industrial Revolution.
They are soon to be on show to the public, as part of a display designed as an
introduction to the Museum's collections as a whole, ...•..••..• 11
Dr. J.V.F.

*********************************************
FRUIT PICKERS, FARM, NURSERY, MARKET GARDENERS
AND GROWERS TOKENS, CHECKS, TICKETS AND TALLIES OF KENT
WANTED TO BUY OR EXCHANGE
ALSO ANY INFORMATION ON ISSUERS RELATING TO ABOVE

*******************************************t*

******************************************�*�
Private Collector wants to buy Halls & Pidcock Middx 18th Cent.
Tokens depicting Kangaroos and Love Tokens relating to
convicts, etc.

************************************�**�*****

If you have enjoyed this BULLETIN, then please write!
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EDITORIAL
Dear Reader, we have arrived at No. Z, which I thought would be more testing than
the re-launch issue, for its publication would depend more on readership response.
This response has bet?n most encouraging, and perhaps after a few more Bulletins,
with a consequent greater backlog of articles and comments in print, a proliferation
of written thought on published material will really establish this venture.

Advice

and suggestions have been forthcoming following the first issue, and where deemed
appropriate, have been acted upon - e.g. the 'Contents' page now lists the articles'
authors.
Now that the Society has taken root, it must continue, for I consider that its organ
covers a defined field of interest which is, in the main (though by no means
exclusively), not suitable for the major N umismatic Publications.
Policy Statement (not definitive)
Unlike our North American counterpart, TAMS (Token and Medal Society), which
covers both tokens and commemorative medals, the TCS editors wish to restrict the
contents of the Bulletin to a coverage of tokens, checks, passes, counters, and
advertizing pieces, i.e. tokens or pieces directly, intrinsically, nominally or actually
used as a substitute for regal specie, where a 'value' or 1 worth 1 is being
transacted, either to a second party or by exchange at a later period.

'Advertizing'

pieces could, in some cases, be described as medallic, but are included as examples
of token sinkers' work. There is naturally some difficulty here with certain
advertizing and imitation pieces, but there must inevitably be some grey areas, and
the TCS will not be issuing its own Green Paper on such a definition of inclusion/
exclusion. However, what will be omitted are 1out and out' commemorative medallic
pieces, e.g. for coronations, investitures, presentations, battles, etc., as covered
in "Medallic Illustrations of the History of Gt. Britain and Ireland".

It has been

necessary to make this Statement in order to help those readers whose interests cover
a broader spectrum of non-regal issues, and to explain to some erstwhile contributors
whose nonetheless welcomingly submitted articles (on medallic pieces) have had to be
editorally turned down, for no other reason than the aforementioned content of this
Policy Statement. No doubt this paragraph will generate some heat somewhere,
however, in the main I think that the Token fraternity and membership will understand
what this Statement is elucidating;

your comments are nonetheless welcomed.

I will not expand further on the contents of this issue. If there is not enough material
on your particular field of interest or study, then it really is up to the membership to
improve or adjust the balance, depending on one's point of view, of course.

In any

event, the Bulletin is a Society magazine produced by the submissions of ii:], members.

z

Annual subscription to the TOKEN CORRESPONDING SOCIETY is £6 for the UK.
The overseas rate is no (net), i.e. overseas members can either remit no Sterling
in cash or draft drawn on a British bank, or if that is not possible, then please remit
the equivalent of n3, to allow for Bank conversion charges. Price o! the Bulletin per
single additional copy, including postage : members n-50 (UK), £2-50 (Overseas):
non-members £1-75 (UK), £2-75 (Overseas).

Overseas rates include dispatch by

Airmail. All remittances should be made payable to TOKEN CORRESPONDING SOCIETY
and not to individuals .
ANTHONY ,J. GILBERT

NOTE:

Articles on seventeenth century tokens are proving difficult to 'flush' out, i t

i s not necessary t o have a minimum 'full house' before showing your hand!
apologises to non-poker playing specialists).

(The Editor

Seriously, we are 'calling' some hands.

See you.

FRUSTRATION PARTIALLY ASSUAGED
by John Whitmore
When buying mixed numismatic lots at auction, one sometimes finds one or two pieces
quite out o! context with the remainder.

They often look particularly interesting,

and perhaps valuable, but can take a great deal of time and effort to identify, if
identification is in fact possible.
I call these frustration pieces. What seems to happen is that the owner fails to find a
solution to the problem, gives up in disgust, and throws the piece in an unrelated
accumulation ready for auction, which is the way the subject of this article was
acquired some years ago.
The legend is "GOULD & TURNER 3 CRANES" on five lines - obviously a pub check,
one might think. But the fabric is white metal, probably pewter, and the reverse
shows a hand in a heavily ruffed sleeve, holding a rose, and most curiously of all,
the figure 1735.
Could this be anything other than the date? But British tokens o! this period simply
don't exist, do they?

There is an Irish series in the 1730's, but this doesn't look in

the least like them.
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The first clue came when leafing through Dalton & Hamer. On page 454, among the
Scottish non-local farthings, of all things, are two illustrations scored with horizontal
lines, with the rather odd remark "This is a London token" below each of them, but
you can search diligently through D & H Middlesex and fail to find them again.
Doubtless the authors decided that they were not appropriate to their series. Fortun
ately the details of the illustrations are all still visible, and on one of them is a very
similar hand to the one on my mystery piece, this time holding a bottle instead of a
rose, and a legend also including 11 3 CRANES".

Since the size and style of the pieces

also appear similar, we clearly have two, if not tnree, of a series, the one significant
difference being that my piece is dated.
Months later, another idea emerged.

If Dalton & Hamer once thought they were later

than the 1730 s, others might have thought they were earlier, so despite the fact that
1

nothing could look more different from a Seventeenth century token, what about
Williamson? And there they were again, on page 802, part of an appendix to the main
London listings, headed "Large Tokens of Leather, Pewter, and Copper, of different
style from the rest of the series".
One of the Dalton & Hamer pieces is included, "Thomas Harman at the Chequer Inn
Dowgate", but not the other "Iohn Askew at the Hand & Bottle 3 Cranes".

Amazingly,

the list does include three more references to 3 Cranes among a total of not more than
fifteen;

"Edward Bvrford near ye 3 Cranes" and "Coates & Biddle at 3 Cranes", both

in pewter, and "Iohn Hunter at the 3 Cranes", in leather.
The conclusion that 11 3 Cranes" must be an area is confirmed by the main Williamson
London list which has a meagre three pieces for "Three Cranes Wharf {Thames Street) 11,
providing more information on its location. Even a modern street map shows that
Dowgate Hill and Upper Thames St. share a corner.
It is rare for exercises like this to result in a positive addition to knowledge, but I
think we can conclude that there is a connected group of at least six pieces, five in
pewter and one in leather, from a very small part of the City of London, which can
now be dated with some security to the 17301s.
Solving one question leads to others not so easily answered.

What was the function of

the pieces, and why were they restricted to such a tiny area? None of them show a
value, and there was no shortage of small change in the 17301 s, particularly where the
Mint was just down the street.

Tokens might have been used in a dockland area to

pay casual workers but such evidence as there is suggests the issuers were publicans
rather than wharfingers.

Can anyone find further examples, perhaps lying where

they were thrown in frustration, which will provide some further insight?
4

©

i.

Whitmore

Has John Whitmore offered any members an opportunity to continue?

Perhaps you

have some oddments which will really test the grey matter.
- Ed.

UNOFFICIAL FARTHINGS - ALDEN'S LAMPS
by A. Pardoe
Those of us who collect "Unofficial Farthings" - I wonder how many there are? - are
likely to be using R.C. Bell's book.

That is why we call them "Unofficial Farthings".

Using it can, occasionally, present problems.

I do not propose to go into them here

but a minor example is the token of the Norwich lamp manufacturer - R. Alden.
token is listed as Norfolk 3 by Bell (Batty 581).

This

He refers to:- "two variants with

slight differences in the spacing of the word LAMP. There are also slight differences
in the reverses, the most obvious being the ornament in the legend; in one His a
diamond, and in the other a quatrefoil.
For anyone interested in minor varieties, this does not go far enough. I prefer a
positive listing or description of even minor varieties - once they are known, I like
to see them clearly documented.

Furthermore,, it seems to me that there is at least

one variety which is not referred to in Bell. I like to see varieties clearly identified
and documented, so I suggest the following expansion of Bell's note;

it is based on

my own specimens.
3A Obverse: A carriage lamp.

Legend, the two halves being separated by small

quatrefoil o.rnaments: LAMP * MANUFACTURER

*·

The M of manufacturer is

about in line with the middle of the lamp body, the bottom of the lamp body
(between the body and the shoulder of the stem) is formed of three horizontal
lines on the right hand side;

the lamp stem points just to the right of A.

See Fig. 1 on page 6.
Reverse: An inscription in four lines across the field: R. ALDEN/ST. STEPHENS/
NORWICH/1847; and the legend BRAZIER & TINPLATE WORKER with a
quatrefoil ornament.

The O of Norwich is beneath the first S of Stephens;

the

7 is under the C.
3B Obverse: A slightly different lamp, there are four horizontal lines between body
and stem.
lamp body;

The first line of the M of manufacturer reaches to the top of the
the lamp stem points to C.

Reverse: As 3A.
Note: One of my specimens of 3B has a severe die flaw through the bottom of
the word LAMP.
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Fig. 1

AiiDEN"'S LAMPS

three
lines

f'our

lines �

Fig. 2

FOLEY AND SUOUJR

TYPE ONE'

TYPE TWO

TYPE THREE

TYPE FOUR
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3C Obver�e: New lamp with finer work and more "perspective"; M of manufacturer
in medium position; stem points slightly left of C; larger ornaments in legend.

Reverse: As 3A.
3D Obverse: As 3C

Reverse: New reverse; slightly larger lettering in outer legend; 7 of date under
gap between I and C; ornament small and elongated;

s.

the O is to the left of the

We can see that there are at least three obverse dies and can infer that the second one
broke up. There are at least two reverse dies and I have described the four

combinations found so far. There may or may not be others. My own holdings - I
acquire as many Unofficial Farthings as possible - are as follows:3A -

4;

3B -

3C

8;

This is a common token by common consent!

-

2;

3D

-

2.

On the other hand, the "later" varieties

may well be scarce. I would like anyone who has further information on this token

(or on any other "Unofficial Farthings" or related items) to contact me on Sittingbourne

(0795) 24968.

© Tony Pardoe, Kent Numismatic Society

ADVERTISING TICKETS OF FOLEY AND SHOYER

by John R.P. King

The retail ironmonger business of Foley and Shoyer first appears in the 1893 Post

Office Directory at 34, Lisle Street, London, West. Scrutiny of Directories for a five
year period prior to this reveals no reference to Number 34, only a 34A is recorded,
and this occupied by James Anthony Ducatel, bookbinder. With the arrival of Foley
and Shoyer the listing for 34A ceases, there being no further reference to it. Foley

and Shoyer remained at Lisle St. until 1905 as the Directory entry for the following
year shows Samuel Goldberg, tobacconist as resident at this address. Their transfer

to 34, Little Newport Street, London, West Central, superseding Antoine Marcourt,
provision merchant, is listed in the 1906 Directory and continued until their final
entry in 1930. No further trace was found of either Partner. After a year 1s break

this address was simultaneously occupied by the National Association of Theatrical
Employees and The Stageland Club Ltd.

The term Advertising Tickets is used to describe the following pieces as this is what
the writer feels them to be rather than Unofficial Farthings. There was no shortage
of Regal Farthings during the period of Foley and Shoyer trading, necessitating the
7

issue of substitutes. If any denomination was intended it was that of Sovereign or
Half with their probable use comparable to that of the Advertisement Imitation Spade
Guinea. They appear to be scarce on the market with only two (Bell 1975) of the
Four Types having previously been fully detailed in print. (See Fig. 2 on page 6).

�

Obverse "VICTORIA REGINA" in small serif letters around a Young Head bust of
Queen Victoria facing left.

Reverse "FOLEY & SHOYER//- � - IRONMONGERS//34 LISLE sT - + -//LONDON. W.C"
in four lines, the first and last curved and separated from the middle two by
ornaments.
Comments Brass. 23 mm. Milled Edge. Inverted Reverse. (Bell - Middlesex No. 9)

�

Obverse As Type 1 but medium sanserif letters.

Reverse FOLEY & SHOYER. //IRONMONGERS. //34//LITTLE//.NEWPORT ST// .LONDON.
W.C in six lines all curved except the third.
Comments Brass. 23 mm. Milled Edge. Upright Reverse.

�

Obverse As Type 1 but large sanserif letters.

Reverse As Type 2.
Comments Brass. 22 mm. Milled Edge. Upright Reverse.

(Bell - Middlesex No. 10)

�

Obverse "EDWARDVS.VII REX.FID.DEF" in medium sanserif letters around a bust of
King Edward the Seventh facing left.

Reverse ".FOLEY & SHOYER.LONDON.W.C" around a 10 mm diameter circle.
Comments Brass. 19 mm. Milled Edge. Reverse Die Axis 4 o'clock.
There would appear to be variants on those as listed above, for Catalogue (Todd 1979)
entries, though brief, indicate at least die axis and diameter differences. Mention also
is made of a Plated Brass Ticket. This seems to concur with that observed whilst
studying Types Three and Four as both show traces of slight deterioration in their gilt
finish and could therefore be AE rather than Brass.
References
Post Office Directories for London. 1888-1935
Unofficial Farthings 1820-1870. R.C. Bell 1975; Page 76
Alphabetical Classification of World Paranumismatica. Brian Edge 1977; Page 2
British and Irish Tokens, Advertising Tickets, Checks, Passes Etc. Ca. 1830-1920
Neil B. Todd 1979; Page 29
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This article does clear up a few points that need to be answered, i.e. the erroneous
inclusion of two pieces in Dr. Bell's book on Unofficial Farthings 1820-1870, - Foley
& Shoyer were not founded until 1892.
© ,J.R.P. King

SOME UNPUBLISHED LINCOLNSHIRE COUNTERMARKS
by Gavin Scott
The following countermarks on British coins have come to light since publication of my
book "British Countermarks on Copper and Bronze Coins" in 1975.
Countermarks are incuse except where shown otherwise, with lettering defined as
small below 2 mm, medium 2 mm but less than 4 mm, and large 4 mm and above.

COUNTERMARK
J.GOOD BUTTERWICK
"crudely punched"
LAWIS
11more neatly punched"
GRIMSBY
Small letters with serifs
I.SMITH/KEADBY
Medium letters with
serifs

O BV.(O}
OR REV.(R)

SOURCE
REF.

APPROX.
DATE�

Penny 1806/7( ?)

City and
County
Museum,
Lincoln

pre 1853

Halfpenny 1799
edge hammered
up

J.Gardiner

Penny 1797
6. 5 mm centre
hole

J .G.Scott

1842-53

COIN T YPE

0
R
0

O&R

J.L/LINCOLN
Large (1) and medium
(2) letters with serifs

0

Penny 1861

J.G.Scott

1861-3

ESBERGER& CO
(curved) /LOUTH
(curved) within 27 mm/
14 mm ring
Large letters with serifs

0

Halfpenny 1806/ 7

J. Hutchinson

1841-9

MORRIS /STAMFORD
MORRIS
Medi.um letters with
serifs (0 of MORRIS
incomplete) (also P
incuse O, large letter
wi.th serifs)

0
R

Penny 1826

Dr.C.R.Hill

1811-53
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COUNTERMARK
JOSEPH.TAYLOR.
TRUSTH (forming
circle) /ORPE. (curved)
above
J (inverted) OS
Medium letters with
serifs individually
unched

OBV. 0
OR REV. (R)
0

COIN TYPE

SOURCE
REF.

Penny 1806/7

C.Brunel

APPROX.
DATE "°

R

* See notes on issuers. Countermarks are assumed to predate the 1853 Act to
prevent the defacing of the current Coin of the Realm ( 16 & 17 Viet. c 102) unless
there is clear evidence to the contrary.
NOTES ON ISSUERS (In brackets directory publisher and date)
Butterwick
Good
Wm. Good, shopkeeper, blacksmith (White 1856).

William Good, blacksmith & shopkeeper (PO 1861).

J. Good was presumably a relation - father ( ?) No Lawis is listed under Butterwick
for either year.
This piece is listed, without biographical data, in Lincolnshire Museums
Numismatic Series No. 2, Cat. no. B 5 a.

The population of Butterwick was 579 in 1841, 625 in 1851.
Grimsby
This countermark is assumed to have been made by using a cutler's punch. A
separate punch would bear the name of the cutler

Keadby
Smith
John Smith, wheelwright (White 1842, PO 1849, 1855).
John Smith, wheelwright & joiner (White 1856).

John Smith, farmer & wheelwright (PO 1861).

John Smith, wheelwright (White 1863, PO 1868).

The population of Keadby was 369 in 1841, 414 in 1851'.
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Lincoln
J.L.
The most likely issuer with these initials was

John Lawrence, block & shoeing smith, 4 Eastgate (PO 1861, White 1863).
Other possibilities are:

James Lowther, grocer & baker, 16 Melville St. (PO 1855, 1861, White 1863, PO
1868), also at Norman St. (1861).

John Luddington, hosier, glover and cattle medicine dealer, 6 Guildhall St.
(PO 1855), 317 High Street (PO 1861, White 1863), linen draper, 319 High St.
(PO 1868).

Joseph Lunn, tailor, 4 St. Pauls Lane (PO 1861, White 1863).
Louth
Esberger & Co.

The firm was established in 1818, but the precise title has not been traced.
Esberger & Co., coachbuilders, Ludgate (Pigot 1841, White 1842).
Frederick Esberger & Co. (PO 1849).

Esberger & Mason (PO 1855).

Frederick Esberger, coachbuilder, house Ludgate (White 1856).

Esberger & Son (PO 1861).

For this information I am indebted to Jim Hutchinson.

Stamford
Morris
John Morris, saddle tree maker (Holden 1811, Underhill 1816/7).

John Morris, saddle tree maker, St. Martin's (Pigot 1841).

John Morris, saddle tree maker, High Street, St. Martin's (PO 1849).

Mrs. & Miss Morriss (sic), St. Martin's, under "Berlin Wool & c depots" (White 1856).
Mrs. Mary Morris, fancy repository, High St., St. Martin's (PO 1861).

Mrs. Mary Morris, saddlers 1 ironmonger and netmaker, High St., St. Martin's
(White 1863).

Trusthorpe
Taylor
Lot Taylor, shopkeeper (White 1842).
William Taylor, farmer (White 1842), farmer & shopkeeper (PO 1849, 1855, 1861,,
White 1863), grocer & draper (Pigot 1849, White 1856).
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Fig. 3

See - TCS Bulletin Vol.4 No.1 p11 Potter line 11
"John Dennett Potter". Illustrated here is his trade
card.

F.com "Scientific Trade Cards in the Science Museum
Collection" by II.R.Calvert, 1971, plate 37.

I 2.

Edwin '1,aylor, farmer (White 1856).

Henry Taylor, shopkeeper (White 1863), farmer & shopkeeper (PO 1868).

William Taylor jun., farmer (PO 1868).
Joseph Taylor was presumably a relative.
The population of Trusthorpe was 286 in 1841, 289 in 1851.

© Gavin Scott, March 1985
To assist continuation - WANTED
1. Rubbings and details, for eventual listing, of any tokens, checks, tallies or
commemorative medallions relating to Alton, Hampshire.

2. Rubbings and details, for eventual listing, of (usually) farthing-size brass

tickets with Victoria or Edward VII head or bust, or Austrian arms, obverses and
blank reverses countermarked with names, letters, numbers, devices etc. incuse.

Please write to Gavin Scott, 8 Spicers, Alton, Hants. GU34 2SJ, with any information
on the above.

Readers are reminded of Mr. Scott's listing in Vol. 4 No. 1, p.11 - Potter. In line 11

a John Dennett Potter (successor to R.B. Bate) is noted as a possibility. Fig. 3 on

page 12 is his tradecard, as illustrated on plate 37 in "Scientific Trade Cards in the
Science Museum Collection" - by H.R. Calvert, 1971.

TOKENS OF W. DORSETT & COMPANY
by Alan A. Miles

Having recently purchased a set of Borough Market tokens issued by W.H. Dorsett &
Company I happened to show them to a colleague at my office who exclaimed 11That is
now my brother's Company still trading in Spitalfields".

From this chance incident it was arranged for me to visit her brother and to find out

more about the history of the Company and in particular the W. Dorsett tokens issued

at Spitalfields market. On Tuesday 29th January last I made my way to Spitalficlds
market arriving at 10.30 a.m., the market having already been open since 3 a.m. for
the hectic business of the day.

It had been many years since! last visited a London market and although the general
atmosphere had not changed much, the hustle and bustle of the porters was missing.

In their places were now many fork-lift trucks carrying huge amounts of produce
quickly around the market. Spitalfields market was first created in 1682 when
13

TOKENS OF w •.DORSETT & co. - See Text.
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Charles II granted a charter to John Balch to hold a market on Thursdays and

Saturdays in or near Spital Square. Spital or Spittle is an old English name for a

hospital and the Spital (hospital) stood at the north end of the square.

The firm of W. Dorsett and Company does not extend that far back but was originally
started by a Mr. T. Mills circa 1890. He had some farms in the Barking area and

brought his produce to his market stall which one assumes was called T. Mills & Co.

About 1910 a Walter Dorsett bought the firm from Mr. Mills and with his two sons

Wally and Stanley continued the business in Spitalfield market. ln 1936 Wally Dorsett
started up a business in the Borough market and also in Billingsgate fish market,

Lower Thames Street. During the Second World war Wally Dorsett moved Lo Wisbech
and sold the firm to his partner, a Mr. Jack Lang. Both the Borough market and

Billingsgate firms closed in 1980. The other son, Stanley Dorsett, remained in
Spitalfields market and in 1941 Walter Dorsett, his father, sold his share of the

Dorsett firm to Mr. William Cole and a Mr. George Calcutt. William Cole's son, Jack,

joined the Company in 1947 after war service and then in 1978 Stanley Dorsett left the

Company, moving to Somerset where he died in 1981. Mr. William Cole retired from the

firm in 1967 and died in 1971. W. Dorsett & Son (Spitalfields) Ltd., carried on under
the management of Jack Cole and George Calcutt and according to Jack Cole 'The

market is like a very happy village',

Resembling a village environment enabled the tokens to be readily traded and they

started circa 1860. The system operated by Dorsett 1 s in Spitalfields market was as
follows:-

A greengrocer, when buying his various items of produce would require the carrots,
plums etc,, in separate wooden crates or bags. An invoice would be made out by
Dorsett 1s showing the cost of the various items of produce and the last t}lree items

printed at the bottom of the invoice read, 'Empties, Porterage and Additions', see
Fig. 4, Say a greengrocer purchased 10 crates at 6d. each, 5 crates at 2/- each and
1 crate at 5/-, he would be charged £1. O. Od. and given a 20/- token in exchange for
legal currency paid, Sometime later the greengrocer's boy or assistant would bring

back, say, 5 empty crates or bags to Dorsett 1s at, say, 6d. each and he would be
given a receipt for these empties to the sum of half-a-crown (2/6d.), see Fig. 5,

Eventually, when the greengrocer felt he had enough receipts for the empties he

handed in the receipts together with the same amount of tokens and was then paid

the equivalent amount in legal tender.

A greengrocer would not be paid unless he had both the matching receipts and tokens
and that the tokens were in fact Dorsett1s and not another firm's. It would usually be
a permutation of various receipts that would be required to match the standard token

values.
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The reason for i ss uing the tokens for the wooden crates was that there was much
thieving from the market and the empty crates etc. , could be s tolen and then
presented for payment without the presenter having purchased any produce.
The genuine dealer with Dorsett' s buying their produce would have the tokens to
prove the•trans actions . It was during Jack Cole's time, about 1960, that the Dors ett
tokens were phased out. Ins tead of having wooden crates made by craft s men the
plas tic and cardboard era had arrived and with it the new dis posable crates . There
were no more empti-cs to be returned and thus no more tokens to be i ssued;

s

o ended

another chapter in Spitalfields ' his tory, but left to us as a reminder of thos e times
are the tokens themselves . It i s also interes ting from a his torical point of view that
after more than 300 years , Spitalfields market i s still flourishing and has remained on
the s ame site.
DORSETT SPIT ALFIELDS TOKENS
DORSPIT (1) 6d Brass (Oval 3 x 2 ems )
Obv.

DORSETT I & SON/R. NEAL PERCIVAL ST /SPITALFIELDS

Rev.

Large 6 , to the left R.NEAL MAKER. To the right PERCIVAL ST. E.G.

D

Under the D of 6

3 pellet s .

Viewed from the obverse 2 open D' s are punched out.
DORSPIT (IA) 6d Zinc (Oval 3. 2 x 2. 2 ems )
Obv.

As last

Rev.

As last
Viewed from the obver se only one

D

is punched out.

DORSPIT (2) 1/- Brass (Oval 3 x 2 ems )

D

Obv.

DORSETT/& SON/SPITALFIELDS

Rev.

Square cut ls , 2 lines =- under s of ls .

ORSPIT (2A) 1/- Brass (Oval 3. 2 x 2. 2 ems )
Obv.
Rev.

D

ORSETT I & SON/R. NEAL PERCIVAL ST/SPITALFIELD S

Large

s

quare cut ls T under

s

of ls

DORSPIT (2B) 1/- Brass (Oval 3. 2 x 2. 2 ems )
Obv.

As for 2A

Rev.

Square cut ls but base of 1 s maller i.e. 2A = 1. 3 ems , 2B = 1 cm.
3 asterisk s under the

s

of ls

The flan has a raised lip at the ends of the oval.
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DORSPIT (3) 2/- Copper (Oval 3. 2 x 2. 2 ems)
Obv.
Rev.

DORSETT/ & SON/SPITALFIELDS

+

+

inside the 2.
Curvey 2. Three
under s of 25 • Also
5
The 2 and C.NEAL enclosed in a circle of pellets.

The maker, Charles Neal, commenced business in 1936.
DORSP!T (3A) 2/- Copper (Oval 3 x 2 ems)
Obv.

Rev.

As last

Smaller open 2 no

+

inside. Two lines-=- under the s of 25

DORSPIT (3B) 2/- Copper (Oval 3.2 x 2.2 ems)
Obv.
Rev.

DORSETT/& SON R/NEAL PERCIVAL ST/SPITALFIELDS

Smaller open 2, no ornament inside. Two large pellets under s of 2 5 •
R.NEAL 49& 50 PERCIVAL ST. E.G. around the edge.

DORSPIT (3C) 2/- Copper (Oval 3.1 x 2.1 ems)
Obv.

Rev.

As last

Large open 2 with the words TWO SHILLINGS inside. Three rosettes under
s of 25 •

Two vertical raised borders of 3 mm width at each end.

DORSPIT (4) 5/- Copper (Oval 3. 2 x 2. 2 ems)
Obv. DORSETT/& SON /SPITALFIELDS
Rev.

An artistic 5. Three pellets below s of 55 •

A toothed oval border which disappears off the flan tcp and bottom.

DORSPIT (5) 10/- Brass (Oval 3. 2 x 2. 2 ems)
Obv.
Rev.

DORSETT/ & SON /SPITALFIELDS

Open 1 and O of 105 having a mottled ornament inside. Three small
pellets under s of 105 •
C-NEAL at top of flan depending on striking

All enclosed by an oval of pellets disappearing at top and bottom of flan.
As viewed from the obverse a D has been punched out and filled with
copper.
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TOICEl{S OF W.. DORSETT & CO.

SPITALFIELDS (Dorspit Ifos.)

OBY'

REV

(1)

/

/

UNIFACE (6)

/

(5)

BOROUGH MARKET (Dorboro Nos.)

(2)

(1)

OBV
(3)
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(4)

DORSPIT (5A) 10/- Brass (Oval 3. Z x Z. Z ems)
Obv. DORSETT/& SON/R.NEAL PERCIVAL ST/SPITALFIELDS
Rev. Open 1 and O of 10 no ornament inside. Inner line to numbers . Flower
ornament under the s of 10s . lZ ? on edge of flan between the 1 and O.
As viewed from the obvers e a D has been punched out and .filled with
copper.
DORSPIT (5B) 10/- Nickel (Oval 3. Z x Z. 2 ems)
Obv. As last
Rev. Open 1 and O of 10 no ornament inside. Inner line to numbers.
Lozenge s hape under s of lOs . R.NEAL above.
As viewed from the obverse a D has been punched out and .filled with
copper.

DORSPIT ( 5C) 10/- Nickel (Oval 3. 2 x 2. Z ems)
Obv. As las t
Rev. As last but much s maller numbers and no maker's name.
A s viewed from the obvers e a D has been punched out and filled with
copper.
DORSPIT (6) Z0/- Brass (Oblong with rounded corners 3. 5 x 2. 8 ems) UNIFACE,
DORSETT/& SON/201-/SPITALFIELDS
DORSPIT (6A) Z0/- Brass (Oblong with rounded corners 3.3 x 2.6 ems)
Obv. DORSETT/& SON/201-/R.NEAL/SPITALFIELDS
Rev. An artistic Z0/-

It would appear that DORSPIT 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 cons titutes a pos t-war set issued
by Dorsett' s . Poss ibly lA, 2A, 3B, 5A and 6A cons titutes the original version with
various res trikings although 2B and 3C would appear to pre-date this set.

DORSETT BOROUGH MARKET TOKENS

DORBORO (1) 2/- Aluminium (Square, rounded corners 2. 5 x 2. 5 ems)
W. H.DORSETT/ &/COY./ BOROUGH MKT.
Open Z with motifins ide. C.NEAL above EAST FINCHLEY below.

DORBORO (2) 3/- Bras s (Square, rounded corners Z. 5 x 2. 5 ems)
As last
Rev. Open 3 with ornament inside. C.NEAL above.
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DORBORO (3) 4/- Zinc (Square, rounded corners 2.5 x 2. 5 ems)
Obv.

As las t

Rev.

Open 4 with ornament inside. 3 lozenges under

s

of 4s above C.NEAL

below 378 HIGH RD E.FINCHLEY
A key hole des ign is punched out of the flan.
DORBORO ( 4) 5/- Copper (Square, rounded corners 2. 5 x 2.5 ems)
Obv.

As last

Rev.

An artistic 5, above C.NEAL below E.FINCHLEY N.12 all enclosed
within a circular toothed border.

Details of Dorsett 1 s Billings gate Market tokens as referred to by Neil B. Todd in his
Catalogue of Market Tokens 1985.
DORBILL (1) 1 /- Copper Obv. R.NEAL 32 STATION RD. N.11/R.NEAL PERCIVAL ST.
LONDON.
DORBILL (2) 10/- Copper as above.
This concludes the known tokens of Dorsett's to date.
Acknowledgements - Mr. J.T. Cole and the late Mrs. G. Shields B.E.M.
A further group of Spitalfields tokens will be described in the next i ss ue.
© A.A. Miles

ALFRED SMITH - BONUS TEA MERCHANT
by N.L. Cox
The absence of a II g[ft catalogue" for the London and Newcastle Tea Company (see
Andrew D.N. Andison - 'The London & Newcas tle Tea Company in Scotland' - British
& Irish Tokens Journal Vol. 1 No. 1) i s perhaps partly answered by the description
of an Illus trated Catalogue issued by Alfred Smith. Alfred Smith was a Whole sale Tea,
Coffee and Cigar Importer/Merchant at 150, Commercial Street, London E. and his
catalogue is interesting on two counts, firstly it contains details of over 550 gift items,
many of them illustrated, and, secondly, because he lays claim to be the originator of
the Bonus Tea trade. The Catalogue, which cancelled all previous lists (s uggesting
that the emission of such lists was a frequent event), measures

s

ome 9.1/2 inches in

width, and 14 inches in depth, and contains 64 pages. It is bound in a thick card
board cover and bears the ins cription:
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THE MAMMOTH
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
OF
PRESENTS
GIVEN WITH OUR
WORLD-RENOWNED BONUS TEAS
The Catalogue is undated but was undoubtedly issued in Queen Victoria's time - one
present offered is a handsome picture of the Queen, whilst ,mother is of lhe Prince and
Princess of Wales. Unfortunately the catalogue has been used as a scrap book but
although many of the pages have been lost to view, it has been possible to compile a
sample list of the presents offered. This is given below together with the exchange
value of each gift expressed in lbs. of tea.
Nutmeg Grater

1/4 lb.

Cutlery - tea spoon

1/2 lb.

dessert spoon

l lb.

White metal candle stick

l lb.

Set of three jugs

1 lb. and upwards

Brooms and brushes

1 to 4 lbs.

Curly dogs - pair

3 lbs.

Large milk pan

3 lbs. and upwards

Handsome picture of Queen Victoria

6 lbs.

Child's warm frock

6 lbs.

Range kettle with copper well

6 to 14 lbs.

Ladies Trunk - various

6 to 20 lbs.

Footballs - association or rugby

12 lbs.

Large Gothic Clock

16 lbs.

Gladstone Bag

20 lbs. and upwards

Patent Carpet Sweeper

24 lbs. and upwards

Splendid Walnut or Rosewood piano

800 to 1,000 lbs.

In £sd. terms, assuming that the tea cost 2/-d. per lb., the list shows that a Nutmeg
Grater could have been obtained for an outlay of 6d. whilst
an expenditure of HOO.

:i

piano would have invol"ed

The range of gifts offered is immense, and the catalogue is at

least equal to the more glossy catalogues issued in more recent times, by the tobacco
companies, and others. One point of interest, however, is that the catalogue
specifically excludes solid silver and gold articles on the basis that both the wholesaler
and the retailer had to hold an Excise Licence and that this was expensive.

Reference

is made to the fact that several retailers had recently been convicted and fined heavily
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for distributing these articles, and the practice of including these items in the

catalogue was now being stopped. Plated goods were, however, still in order, and
would continue to be offered.

The pictures pasted into the catalogue depict national and world events of the late
18901 s and early 1900 1 s, for example, the South African Campaign is vividly

illustrated, but whilst these are in themselves interesting they again support the view
that the catalogue was in use by 1900. It remains a point of speculation as to whether

or not the owner used it as a scrap-book because he knew it had been replaced, or,
simply, because he had no further use for it as a catalogue.

The catalogue is equally interesting because it suggests that the Bonus Tea Trade was
very competitive, and also asserts Alfred Smith as the leader in the field.

These claims are made in the first page of the catalogue which reads:"We have much pleasure in handing you our New Mammoth Illustrated Catalogue

of Bonuses for your customers' perusal. Kindly read Extract from the "Grocers'

Gazctle11 as under, which, without comment on our part, will explain our
position in the Bonus Tea Trade.

RETAIL PRICES, 2/-, 2/2, 2/4, 2/6 and 2/l0d. per lb.
These teas are a fine Ceylon and Indian Blend, drawing a rich, red, pungent

liquor of exquisite flavour. They are guaranteed absolutely pure and therefore
are the best.

In the number of Testimonials we receive daily to the excellent quality of our

Tea, and the wonderful value in presents, and the enormous increase of Trade

created when introduced, the question is frequently asked:
HOW IS IT ALL DONE?

(The next paragraph is not fully readable but the gist of the text is that it was

all possible by careful buying of both Tea and Presents throughout the World,
and by good management).

EXTRACT FROM THE GROCERS' GAZETTE
SPECIAL TEAS, COFFEES ETC. : Mr. Alfred Smith, managing director of

Alfred Smith Limited, claims to be the originator of the Bonus Tea System. He
tells us that some 29 years since, when a traveller in the tea trade, he started
the system by giving away a 3d. piece in every fourth packet. The Scheme
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instantly 'caught on' and, like most successful schemes, was soon copied and
extended, other houses giving away books and similar articles. Thus the

thing grew and grew till now a person can almost provide for existence from

the cradle to the grave by buying Bonus Tea. With a large available capital,

the company assert that they buy on the best markets and secure the best

terms, and that they can, therefore, offer their customers the best value.

They occupy important and commanding premises in Commercial Street, E.,
comprising no less than five warehouses - each devoted to one of the

departments which go to make up the firm's extensive trade. The firm pack
Bonus Tea in 1/4 lb. and 1/2 lb. packets to retail at 2/-, 2/2 and 2/4d. per lb.

and also pack other kinds of Tea from 1/4 lb. to 1.1/2 lb. to retail at 1/4,
1/6, 1/8 and 1/l0d. per lb., and having tested its qualities we can freely

acknowledge that each blend yields good value for the money. Customer's

names are printed on the packets gratis. An immense variety of useful articles
constitutes the stock reserved for presents, and judging from a teapot which

has been seen as a specimen of what is presented as a bonus for a pound of
tea, it is undeniable that good value is given in this way also. But the

company's trade is not, as we notice from their order form, entirely confined

to Bonus Tea. They also supply original packages from their extensive stock,

also Blended Teas, as well as Coffees, at market value."

On the basis that the catalogue was issued by 1900 and by reference to Smith's claim

to have been in business 29 years it is possible to determine, with fair accuracy, that

Smith was in business by 1870 and most certainly before the formation of the London
and Newcastle Tea Company. Although the names of competitors are not mentioned

there appears to be little doubt that his bonus system was copied by, amongst others,

the London and Newcastle Tea Company. Sadly, however, from a numismatic point of
view, the catalogue makes no reference as to how payment by the customer for the

presents offered was to be made. There is no mention of the issue and exchange of
tea checks, the customer simply being asked to quote the name, page number, and

number of the item required. Neither have I been able to trace a check bearing Smith's

name, possibly, because he was a wholesaler, this would have been left to the retailer.
Perhaps, other readers can help in this respect, as well as to confirm the dating of

Smith's company by reference to local trade dh-ectories in the London area.

© Noel L. Cox
The above article refers to a paper on the London & Newcastle Tea Company, which

appeared in the one and only issue of the British and Irish Tokens Journal. It was

to have been concluded in subsequent issues of that Journal. Perhaps some members

may be able to assist in investigating this possibility.
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- Ed.

THE DIVIDEND CHECKS AND PREPAYMENT TOKENS OF THE DALTON-IN-FURNESS
CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED
by Brian Edge
The Dalton in Furness Cooperative Society Ltd., was established in the year 1861
and was registered in 1862. The first Secretary was Mr. James Peters. The first
meeting of the society was held at the George and Dragon Hotel in Dalton on the 11th
March 1861.

A deputation from the newly formed Barrow in Furness Cooperative

Society was invited to attend but it was unable to do so.

The first premises

owned by the Society was built in Wellington Street,Dalton in 1862, the first shop being
in Skelgate where Thomas Harrison was Shopman and General Manager. There was
further expansion in 1872 when a shop was rented in Linda! in Furness and it was at
this branch, that as a boy in 1873, John Kitchen worked and who eventually became
the General Manager of the Society. In 1873 a branch was opened in Askam in
Furness and in 1875 a new Cooperative shop and five cottages were built in Lindal.
In 1887 the society had 2891 members. The Cooperative Directory for that year shows
the Society's Head Office being in Chapel Street., Dalton and further branches having
been established at Broughton Road (Dalton) and at Roose. The Society further
expanded in 1898 when the Castle Branch was opened and in 1899 a further branch
was opened in Gleaston.
The seal of the Society bears the symbol of the "Furness Miner1' and all the places
aforementioned were the hub of the Iron Ore mining industry in Furness at the time.
DIVIDEND CHECKS - DALTON COOPERATIVE COMPANY
Except where indicated to the contrary. all pieces are circular and made of tinned ii-on.
Item No's 1 to 41 are bracteates (i.e. thin discs where the reverse shows the obverse
legend in mirror image and incuse (intaglio)). The number immediately following the
denominations indicates the diameters which are in millimetres.
I have been unable to discover why the title DALTON COOPERATIVE COMPANY was
shown on checks 1 - 26 below, as the Society seems to have been known as the
DALTON IN FURNESS COOPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED.
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1.

DALTON CO-OPERATIVE COMPANY¼ (curved around) /HALF/PENNY
(¼ = a Maltese cross)

2.

similar •••••.••••••••••.•••••••••• *
(* = an eight petalled ornament)

/ 1

/PENNY

24

3.

similar ........................... *

I U /PENCE

25

4.

similar •.••••.....•.•...••.•..•••. *

/ 2

24

24

/PENCE

5.
6.

similar
similar

. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · * . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .

I
I

3

/PENCE

24.5

4

/PENCE

24.5

5

/PENCE

24.5

7.

similar

8.

It is difficult to imagine in view of the large range of denominations in this
series that checks bearing the value of 6 PENCE were never issued, but there
was no trace of the denomination during the examination of the hoard. A
reference number has been allocated to this check in the hope that perhaps,
one day, it will turn up.

9.

similar to No. 2 above ............

*

7

/PENCE

24.5

10.

similar ••.•.•••••.••••.•••.•••.... *

/ 8

/PENCE

24. 5

11.
12.
13.

/ 9

/PENCE

24. 5

similar ........................... *

/ 10

/PENCE

25

similar .•.•...•••••••••...•.•..•.•

*

24
similar .. ...•• ••. •••. • .•.•.•....• • + • ••••••••••• • ••• / 11 /PENCE
(the legend on this disc is right against the edge of the flan and the ornament
is a six pointed star)

14.

similar to No. 2 above ............ *

/ l

/SHILLING

15.

similar ........................... *

/ 2

/SHILLINGS 29.5

16.

similar .....•••••••••••••..•.•••.. t

3

/SHILLINGS 29.5

similar ...••••••••• , , , , • , •.•.,. • •• *

/ 4

/SHILLINGS 29.5

17.

29.5

18.

similar ........................... *

I 5

/SHILLINGS 29.5

19.

similar ••..••..••••••••. , •..•.•... *

/ 6

/SHILLINGS 29.5

20.

similar •..•..•••••• , .•..•.••..•••• *

I

7

/SHILLINGS 29.5

/ 8

/SHILLINGS 29.5

21.

similar ........................... t

22.

similar •...••••••••.• , ••••.•••, •.• "'

/ 9

/SHILLINGS 29.5

23.

similar , ••..•••••.••••••••••••••••
(this piece is in copper)

/ 10

/SHJLLINGS 29.5

24.

similar ........................... *
(this piece is tinned iron)

/ 10

/SHILLINGS 29, 5

25.

similar •••.....•.•••••..•••.•.••.• o ...•.•••.•..•••. / ONE /POUND
(this piece is copper and the ornament is a four petalled flower)

22.5

26.

similar , .......................... o ................ / ONE/POUND
(this piece is brass and the ornament is a four petalled flower)

22.5

PRE-PAYMENT

T

*

OKENS - DALT ON IN FURNESS CO-OP. SOC. LIMITED
T

*

27.

DALTON-IN-FURNESS CO-OP SOCY L D
(curved around)/110/
ARDILL LEEDS (curved) beaded borders (*=six pointed star)
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28.

DALTON-IN FURNESS (sic).COOP.SOCY.LIMITED * (curved around)/
ONE/SHILLING (* = six pointed star)

2CJ

ALTON-IN-FURNESS CO-OP.SOC.LIMITED. (curved around)
1/1 in large circle

29

similar ••••......•.•... , .••.•••••.••..•••..•...••.•.•.•.••••
1/2 in large circle

30

29.
30.

D

25

31.

similar .........•....•.....•...•.•...••......•.. , ••.•.......
1 /3 in large circle

30

32.

similar .........•...•••....•.......•....•..........•.•...•..
l/ 4 in large circle

30

Note

The denomination of No. 30 is not clearly indicated, for in isolation, being
without the letters 1s' or 'd' one could not be sure whether the value was
a halfpenny or one shilling and twopence. However, the existence of
pieces with the value 1/1, 1/3 and 1/4 (No's 29, 31 and 32) in the same
style seems to clear the point beyond reasonable doubt that the
denominations are one shilling and one penny to one shilling and fourpence
inclusive.

The above :five pieces are hardly dividend checks otherwise a

full range would almost surely exist bearing the revised title. One can
only conjecture that these are prepayment tokens for a commodity, say
coal, which, after several increases from lld to l/4d (No's 27-32) to meet
rising prices, were discontinued in favour of a token which bore no
money value, like No. 33 q.v.
33.

DALTON-IN-FURNESS./.COOP.SOCIETY/(all curved around) COAL/
.l CWT. (inside circle)

28

34.

DALTON COOP SOCy LIMITED (curved in a heart shape around)
(greatest dimension)
MEAT/ 7D heart shaped

J5.

23.5

similar .........•....•.•.•.....•...•....•......•.......•..•.....
MEAT I 8D heart s haped
( greatest dimension)

23.5

36.

similar , ..........•..•........•..•..•••••........•....•.........
(greatest dimension)
MEAT/ 9D heart shaped

23.5

37.

similar ..................•....•..•.••...•..•..•.....•........•..
(greatest dimension)
MEAT/ 2/- heart shaped

28

38.

CO-OP.CINEMA.DALTON-IN-FURNESS. (curved around) t2f?.
(in circle)

28

39.

similar .....................................•..•....•.. /3'?.
(in circle)

28

40.

similar .......•...••...•...•.... , ...••...•....•.•...... / 4f?.
(in circle)

24. 5

41.

similar ..•••.•..... , ..•...... , . , •....•.....•... , •...••. t 1'f? •
(in circle) (this piece is struck in copper)

29

E

Note

The 4f?. piece is unusual insomuch that it has a diameter less than that of
the smaller denominations.

This tends to indicate that it was struck at a

different time from the others otherwise a regular size pattern would
normally have existed.
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A LATER'SERIES OF UNCERTAIN PURPOSE
4Z.
43.

.DALTON-IN-FURNESS CO-OP SOC. LTD. (curved all around)//

11? within a wreath. Struck in Aluminium coated brown

Z6

similar ••••••••••••.••. , •.• . • . • • ••••••••• • ••• • • • • • • ••••• • . •• / /

Z6

/:. within a wreath. Struck in Aluminium coated green
44.

similar .•••. •••••••••• ••••••• .. •••• •• • • ..••• •• • • ..••••• • •. .. //

3? within a wreath.

Struck in Alumhtlum coated brown but

Z6

different from No. 4Z.
45.

46.

similar •••••••••••••••• , ••.• •••. •••. •••.•••. •• •. •.••.. •.• . .• / /

l: within a wreath.

Z6

Struck in Aluminium coated brass

similar ••. • ••••••••••••••. •.•.••. •. ••• . .••• • •• • . ••••••••. • .• //

61? within a wreath. Struck in Aluminium coated blue
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

It is, indeed, encouraging to find a Museum Curator who, not only appreciates the
importance the role Paranumismatica plays in social history, but actually devotes a
considerable area in his museum to e;xhibitions of such pieces.
David Hughes of the Furness Museum.

The gentleman is Mr.

Mr. Hughes realised the importance of a

hoard of badly rusted checks and tokens which were destined for scrap and I was
delighted to have the opportunity of studying them in detail.

Thanks also to the

Secretary of the Barrow in Furness Cooperative Society for the loan of the Booklet
11

Dallon Cooperative Society - 1861-196111 • I would also like to thank Mr. Philip Meldrum

£or his constructive criticism which by and large I have heeded. Last but not least
thanks to the late Mr. Fred Edge (my Father) who was, in his retirement years of
great assistance to me by spending much of his leisure time in libraries and museums
sifting through the records.
© B. Edge

There is still a massive amount of work to be done on the British Co-op dividend
check system. The pieces are not strikingly beautiful, they are numismatically
recent, and likely to disappear fast as buckets of scrap, but if their locally especial
and particular functions are not more recorded in the foreseeable future, then these
tokens of British commercial and sociological history may, sadly, be forgotten.
Don't let this happen.
- Ed.

Z7

UNTRACED ISSUERS OF COVENT GARD EN TALLIES BY THORNTON
by Neil B. Todd
The re exists a substantial g roup of tallies from Covent Garden produced by the make r
J. Tho rnton of Tu rnham Green who was active ca. 1873-1909... (Hawkins, 1968,
pp 249-250). A list o{ the issue rs and thei r pieces is contained in the following table.
John Odell, !/-

B. Connell, 1/
D

Rich

Albe r t Pa rrish, 6D , 1/

Evans, 15
5

W.F. Field, 1

G. Russell, 1/-

T.W. Gough, 15

T .R. Skinner, 15

Cha5 G ray, 1/

W

W. G ray, 1/-

J.T. Taylo r, 15

M

D

Spittle, 15

Tho5 Thompson, 15

J. Hill, 6

C. Newman, Long
r

Albe rt Vincent, 10/-

a ket, 2/6

M r
D

C. Newman Jun , 6 , 1/Thos. Randell Skinne r , f ruit salesman, is the only issue r who has been t raced at
Covent Ga r den, and only fo r the period .•• 1864 ... [1869), which would seem to be
too early fo r a Thornton p roduct. From [1864 ) ... 1869,..,1894 •.. , he continued to
ope rate as Thos. Randell Skinner & Son. Of the othe r issue rs, no t race has been
found.

London directories, both alphabetical and tr ades sections, have been searched

fo r the years 1873, 1 80, 1 90, 1900 and 1 09. In addition, t ra des listings have been
checked for 1864, 1 69, 1 72, 1 74, 1 76, 1 79, 1 84, 1 89, 1 94, 1 99 and 1904.
It seems inconceivable that the director y sampling has, by chance, failed to reveal at
least seve ral of these issue rs. Rather , it seems that they must have been engaged in
activity at Covent Garden fo r which they were "ineligible" for listing at the market.
Fu rthe rmore, they do not appear to have ope rated from any othe r base in London.
One possibility is that they were p rovincial growe rs who routinely conducted some sor t
of business at the ma rket, but were not stall holders. But, even if that is so, it does
not answer the puzzling question of why Tho rnton was responsible fo r all of thei r
tallies, yet fo r no othe rs of the many salesmen at Covent Garden

a ket.

M r

© Neil B. Todd

HEREFORD SHIRE TAVERN CHECKS (TCS BuU Vol. 4 No. l; 13-20. 1984)

ERRATA

AND AD D END UM
by Neil B. Todd
The illustr ation (p. 19) and Addendum (p. 20) we re e rroneously included in the text of
this pape r . In fact, they are unrelated to the series under conside ration and should be
igno red.
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ti

The following additional pieces have been recorded:
Hereford
NBT

The Angler, M.H. Mills, -fJ
D

NBT

Kerry Arms Hotel, T. Hill/3
Ross
D

per JD

Railway Inn, R. Pye/3
D
Royal Oak Inn/3

per JD

The following new and revised facts relating to proprietorships have been determined:
B (enj amin) Carter [ 1863] ...1870 ,v 1877... [ 1879 j
C(harles) Farr •.•1870,.., 1885..•[1895]
E.R. Fleming - not traced
Thos. Griffiths ... 1885.••[ 1895]
James Hain [1879] ...1885...(1895]
T(homas) Hill [1879] ...1885 ""1901...
(Miss) S(alina) C. Hutchinson ...1895,.., J.900 ...
M. H. Mills - not traced
E. Nash [1863] ...1870,., 1895 ...[1900]
R. Pye [1856] ... 1863...(1870]
F(rederick) Wrigglesworth [1863] ...1868... [ 1870]
© Neil B. Todd
Notes:

The Editor accepts responsibility for the error referred to above. In this

Bulletin, see also "Notes and Queries" 4/2-03, and 4/2-05 in this Bulletin may be
relevant to those interested in Tavern Checks.

MACHINE TOKENS OF BELL FRUIT MANUFACTURING CO. LTD .
by Ralph Hayes
The following series of machine tokens were issued by the Bell Fruit Manufacturing Co.
Ltd. The legend on both sides is BELL-FRUIT LTD ., NOTTINGHAM. There is a
Jetter on both sides, on some examples the letter is circled.

They are approximately

18 mm in diameter and the series runs from A to J.
Obverse Letter

Reverse Letter

A

(Smaller A)

Alloy

A (Circled)

Same

Brass

A

F

Alloy

B

Same

Alloy
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Material

Obverse Letter

Reverse Letter

Material

C

Same

Brass

C

Same

Alloy

C

(Smaller C )

Alloy

D

Same

Brass

D

Same

Alloy

D

Same

Copper

D (Circled)

Same

Brass

D (Circled}

Same

Alloy

D

F

Brass

E

Same

Brass

E

Same

Alloy

F

Same

Alloy

J

Same

Alloy

Details of any examples not recorded above would be much appreciated and of course I
should be happy to acquire examples by purchase or exchange where possible.
©

R.D.H.

Replies to: Ralph D. Hayes, 50 Thorpe Gardens, Alton, Rants. GU34 ZBQ. See also
Query 4/Z-03 in this Bulletin.

AUCTION REPORTS
Included in Glendining's sale of English and Foreign coins held on Wednesday, Z7th
February, was the collection of 18th and 19th Century tokens formed by the late Philip
Gee of Cheshire. The collection, which was sold with the owner's original tickets,
realised £9,940.
This was Glendining's third sale subject to a Buyer's Premium of 10% of the hammer
price plus VAT at 15%, but this did not seem to deter 'would-be' buyers.

Nearly all the

lots were eagel"ly bought-up by dealers, the only exception being a few 'bids from the
book' and a collector who secured a lot of thirteen Burchell Halfpennies for £Z30.
There was keen competition from Seaby, Dolphin, and Schwer, who between them
bought almost half of the 60 lots.

A rare Skidmore1 s Beeston Castle Halfpenny sold to

Baldwin for £140, and a Rutland County Halfpenny issued by Colonel Noel of the
Rutland Fencibles was sold to Davisson for £130. Both items were described as
11

extrem·ely fine 11•
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Two lots of Pidcock's Menagerie Halfpennies (28 in all), described as II An attractive
group, extremely fine, many lustrous", were sold to a postal bidder for a total of
£560, against the lower estimate of £330.

R. Sharman

In Christie's Coin and Medal sale held on Thursday, 7th March (lot 222), there was an

unpublished 17th Century token of Exeter. Although quite worn in places, we

managed to decipher the inscriptions without much trouble. The token is not listed
in Williamson, Gilbert, or Norweb, neither was there any ticket with details of its

provena11ce. Here are the inscriptions for future records:Obverse

(Pierced mullet) RIC(H: T)ILLY.OF.EXON

Shield with Baker's Arms.

Reverse
(Lozenge) NEAR.S! (l0)HENS.ROWE
(Lozenge) T (Lozenge)
R (Lozenge) A

id

1657

R. Sharman

Spink Auction No. 43, April 1985
Spink's annual token auction took place in the by now familar surroundings of the
Cavendish Hotel in London on 18th April. These sales have almost become sodal

events, with most major British token dealers present and a good selection of the

specialist collectors. Even non-participants benefit too, thanks to the quality of the
cataloguing of Peter Preston-Morley. This year's was as masterly as ever, and the

plates were better than last year's. These catalogues remain essential library material

for token collectors.

The Sale itself realised about £82,000 (figures quoted exclude buyer's premium and
VAT), close to the highest achieved in these rooms for a token sale. There was a

very high number of different buyers and under 1% of lots were unsold.

The first lots on the block were John Harris' Suffolk 17th Century pieces which made

in excess of £6,000. The first group of 12 x Bury St. Edmunds went to Sharman for
£370, who also bought the square Ipswich at £320. Spink bought the Ipswich heart
shaped ¼cl at £300, and 5 x Long Melfords went to a collector for £240.

David Spink's Surrey collection made between £9 - 10,000. 7 x Croydon pieces were
bought by Spink at £280, and Clark paid £380 for the heart-shape of the same
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locality. Seabys paid £510 for a pleasing group of 24 x Rotherhithe, but an
unrecorded piece (in 1Williamson1 ) of the same place, catalogued as probably unique,
made only £45 to Clark. Prattent1s 18th Century ld token struck over a Suffolk ld
was sold to a collector for £510.

The other pre-lunch offering was an extensive collection of Welsh 18th Century

tokens, chiefly Anglesey pieces. Pedigrees abounded on these, - pieces from Dalton,

Longman, Cockayne and Jan being frequently noted. The apparent disinterest of

the National Museum of Wales left the door open for collectors and smaller (probably
mainly Welsh) museums. They took full advantage. The collection realised nearly

£30,000.

An Anglesey ld proof in silver (OHS) went to Spink for £560 who also bought one

dated 1788 (DH99) at £1200. Another of 1788, also in silver (DH128) went to a

collector for £680. A pattern ld by Taylor, one of only two known (DH265 bis) was
bought by Spink at f.960, whilst a Carmarthen uniface die trial (DHl) was bought

privately at £550. The most disappointed dealer during this session should have been
Baldwin, who took up the bidding on many of the Welsh lots, causing some to double

in price, only to be pipped at the post on every occasion.

The afternoon offerings contained many more general lots and examples in very wide

ranging states of preservation. A London 17th century ! d of Aldersgate, unrecorded

in 'Williamson' made £110 to Baldwin and an Appleby, Westmorland piece with the
legend 11 serve for change' went to Clark for £200. A group chiefly consisting of

10 x Scottish 18th century pewter tokens made £450 to Spink (est. £50/70). These
three lots were all part of the property offered by the Carnegie Museum of Natural

History in Pittsburgh.

The final 200 or so !ots in the sale gave ample opportunity to fill gaps at moderate

prices. 17th century tokens in groups sometimes in well-worn condition were realising
under £10 per token but there were elusive items within these lots. 18th century
pieces were being knocked down reasonably too. Exceptions were the very ,fine

Middlesex 18th century ld in silver depicting Eaton's Trial which made £1550 to Spink,

Baldwin again being the unlucky underbidder. The same buyer paid £620 for Miller
the bookseller's Bungay 18th century id. And an Essex 17th century piece, unrecorded

in 'Williamson' made £510 to Clark, believed to be a new record for an English 17th
century token. A Chichester 19th century silver five shilling token disappointed the

estimator (£500/750), falling to Baldwin for £460.

A generally satisfactory day for both buyers and sellers. For collectors needing a

11second bite at the cherry" or wanting odd pieces from mixed lots, there may still be
opportunities. For instance, Seaby appeared to be restocking their token trays.
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They bought around 100 of the 553 lots on offer - many of them multiple offerings.
Material has already been consigned to Spink's 1986 token sale which wilJ be eagerly
awaited by 19851 s participants.

Nigel A. Clark
BOOK REVIEW
Coins & Tokens of Cornwall - by J.A.D. Mayne & J.A. Williams, 1985, AS (8¼" x 5¾")

pp 4 + 92, card covers, A Constantine Publication, ISBN O 9510029 0 2. Published
date 25/4/85. Price £3-95.
Received too late to make an in-depth appraisal, this outwardly presentable book

printed on a coarse medium weight paper attempts a coverage of the hammered series

of coins, and the tokens, medals and banknotes of the duchy. It is written in a

fluent style and is personable and an easy read, a combination of story and catalogue.

It fits somewhere into that wide space between no -nonsense specialized works

arranged purely by catalogue number and those flashily pretty coffee table works.

It reads more like a story book than a catalogue, and, as the paragraph on the back

cover states, (my paraphrasing) "more suited to the casual reader and local

historian". The first sentence of that same paragraph states

11

• • • •

the entire range

of numismatic items of one county is covered, with every known specimen fully

described". Were this work not mainly of a general and historical nature, then this
statement would be extraordinary, for no serious numismatist would make such a
claim.

The author tells me that it updates J.A. Williams' attractive booklet "Cornish Tokens"
(n.d.) published in 1971. This earlier work ilJ11strated some of the tokens with

photographs - a definite record, whereas the book under review unfortunately resorts

to line drawings only, a pity for, with the thus inherent danger of errors creeping in,

the value of the work to the specialist is completely lost. Again, the numbering system

annoyingly commences each town or sub-section at 1, which tends to hinder serious
researchers for cross-referencing to other works.

However, there is a potentially interesting section (to the reviewer) on miscellaneous

tokens (p. 62) - inn tokens, millers and co-op checks, which, like the antique shop's
junk box, could give up hidden treasures to present-day researchers. This section
alone could make the book worth its price, albeit to serve as a reference or cross
check.
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All works on tokens are to be encouraged, and in today's world, the book is not
over-priced.

It is easy on the eye and a handy size. With a brave print run of some

2000, the reviewer sincerely wishes the authors well with their sales. It is likely to
be available from the usual sources, but in case of difficulty, write to me (editor)
enclosing a s. a. e. , and .I: will put you in touch with a stocldst.

Serious and informed

detailed comment on the token sections is welcomed.
A.J. Gilbert

DICTIONARY OF PARANUMISMATICA
- Progress Report by B1ian Edge
In 1977 the Token Corresponding Society published a booklet entitled II Alphabetical
Classification of World Paranumismatica 11 •

The booklet listed most of the coin-like

objects by type and attempted to place them into specific categories.

The publication

was concluded with a note to the effect that the next logical step would be a Dictionary
of Paranumismatica.
At the National Token Congress held in Crewe in November 1982 the idea of such a
dictionary was launched.

I agreed to act as Editor and ever since contributions have

been flowing in at a satisfactory rate.

It is to be hoped that by giving details of work

already achieved and of that in hand it will encourage members to contribute material
on subjects not yet covered. I am sure that most members will have some valuable
piece of information which they feel should be included in such a publication.
do not hesitate to send me any such contributions.

Please

The more I receive the better the

dictionary will be when the presses eventually roll.
The following subjects have been completed: Banana tallies, Burial tickets, Bus and Tram tokens, Coal Miner's Lamp tokens, Coaling
tokens, Coin or Money weights, Columbia farthings, Concert Hall checks, Communion
tokens, Co-op Dividend checks, Co -op Pre-payment tokens, Co-op Mutuality Club
change, Countermarked coins, Fertilizer Tokens (Bat's), French Emergency tokens,
Hairdresser's checks, Hop Picker's tokens, Imitation Spade and Half-Spade
Guineas, Iron talismans of Indonesia, Leper Colony tokens, Love tokens, Lundy
Island tokens, Market tallies, N8tmunzen, Oil Drum tallies, Public House checks,
Rama-tankas, Salt tokens, School Attendance medals, School Merit Mark counters,
Sisal tokens, Spielmarken, Telegraph Messenger's tokens, To Hanover counters,
Valuer's Machine Identification discs, and Whist markers.
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The following subjects are currently in hand:Coffee House tokens (P.M.), Fruit Preserver's tokens (P.J.C,), Mis-strikes (P.G.).
Archaeologist's Excavation discs (Y.S.), Boundary tokens (R.G.), Framed coins
(C.B.), Jettons (P.M.), Touch pieces (R.G.), Masonic Tokens (Y.S.), Elongates
(P.L.), Shot Firing tallies (J.G.), Royal Commemoratives (D.P.), 17th, 18th and
early 19th century Tradesmen's tokens (A.W.), Bank Tokens (M.R.), Lauer
Imitations (D.M.), Swedish Emergency Dalers (P.M.), Railway Pay checks (R.R.),
Deciders (B.E.), S.A. Ponds (D.M.), P.O. Wales made¼ sovereigns (D.M.),
Moore's models (D.M.), Hyam 1s Models (D.M.).
The following are subjects which need attention:Essays, Patterns, Models, Trial pieces, Enamelled coins, Dance tokens, Lifesaving
medals, Conjurer's palming coins, all aspects of Machine Tokens (Amusement and
Gaming Machine tokens, and Vending machine tokens which cover such things as
Car Parking tokens, Car Wash tokens, Washerette tokens, Gas Meter tokens, Juke
Box tokens, Locker tokens, Paraffin Oil tokens, etc., etc.), Petrol Companies'
Promotional tokens, Club Pint checks, Dog Licences (Hundemarke), Badges for
Miners clothing, etc., etc. The list is endless!
I look forward to receiving your contributions.
Brian Edge

Brian Edge is to be praised for his efforts. but still requires some assistance.
If you can help, then please contact him at xxx

"QUILL CORNER"
To the Editor of the Bulletin
Sir,
Congratulations! And thanks for the copies of the new-style, revived, off-the-shelf,
phoenix-like - or whatever - TCS Bulletin. It looks very good, and the content is
excellent. The three pages of tables of Gavin's countermarks, in particular, have
been beautifully laid out, and are as clear as in his printed book.
Christopher Brunel
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Sir,
Congratulations on the first Bulletin of the revived TCS. Not only has it achieved
existence, but is has done so in very fine clothes. The paper will last much better
than before - already mine are yellowing;

the typeface is very clear; the layout

is good; and the result is a neat piece of work. Let's hope the contributions roll
in. (My promised one is well advanced).
Could I encourage you to engage in a little more editorial work? A statement of
authorship would have been desirable on p. 13, as well as for all contributions on
the Contents page; ...•..•..
The arrangement of the check-list, pp 24-5, could have been clearer.
and

The first verse on p. 26 surely omits two words? - which makes nonsense of it;
verse should have the line-endings indicated.
Just some suggestions on a most creditable achievement - I look forward to more.

Robert Thompson

Structural shortcomings are my responsibility, specific errors in the content of
articles, etc., must revert back to the contributors, though the Editor does seek
assistance on 1checkable 1 points, or looks them up himself jn the Standard Works.
Such laudableness as may be heaped, should mainly be directed towards the
contributors themselves who made No. 1 possible. Thank you.
- Ed.

Sir,
It is now 46 years since the Rev R.W.H. ACWORTH, MA published the second of
his lists of hop tokens known to him. Many will be aware that these lists appeared in
the Journals of the Wye Agricultural College in July, 1937 and July, 1939. Another
list appears in a booklet produced by the Kent Social Services (now Kent Voluntary
Service) dated 3rd September, 1930 under the title 'Kent Hop Tokens and their
Issuers' by E.H. CLARK. This was a reprint from the 'South Eastern Gazette'.
Another article produced by the Kent Social Services entitled 'Hop Tokens in Kent',
author unknown, lists llO tokens from Kent.
Several knowledgeable collectors have researched and recorded additions to these
lists but to my knowledge nothing has been published.
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The following gentlemen have been interested in hop tokens and have done
considerable research : Alan HENDERSON OF Tunbridge Wells, Dennis VORLEY of
Sandgate, Dr. A.J. ALLNUTT of Chislehurst and Harry CHAMBERS of Folkestone.
There are, I am certain, many others not known to me.
Through your columns perhaps those interested could collaborate by correspondence
and/or meetings and produce an extension of these lists. I am willing to help with
administration and a central meeting place in Kent.
Richard H. Hardy

Sir,
my current main interest is non-regal ( 11 evasive") issues of the 18th century
if it would be possible to plead through the Society for members to send me
details of pieces in their own collections, I would be most grateful.
Alan W. Judd

Sir,
an appeal . . . . . . . asking people to write to me with details on Northampton
shire pieces of the following:- Co-operative checks, Traders• checks, Advertisement
pieces, Public House checks, Beer checks, Coffee house tokens, Time checks, Tool
checks - all 19th & 20th century.
I will answer all letters in time and it is hoped to issue details of items found and
publish wherever possible. The collation of material is part of a project by the
Northampton Numismatic Society.
P. Waddell
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Sir,
I am aiming to produce a comprehensive catalogue of commemorative medals issued in
connection with exhibitions and other events held at the Crystal Palace from 1854 to

1936. . .•.•.. In addition to the commemorative and prize medals, there were some
firms who, while exhibiting their products, sold or gave away medals as advertisements,

so far I have only managed to trace the one issued by Phillips Royal Hat

D epot,

of

High Street, Nottingham, but am convinced that there are others in existence. All
correspondence will be answered and proper recognition given.

Les Allen

This request is a borderline case for the TCS. The Editor has underlined 11as

advertisements", which could, in other situations (e.g. some calendar medals). be
classified as 'tokens'. I have included Mr. Allen's letter here because it is an

honest request and was written in good faith without knowledge of my Editorial at the
front of the Bulletin.
- Ed.

NOTES AND QUERIES
4/2-03.

BLUE BALL HOTEL. Assistance and comments are requested on the following

token that is of brass and 29 mm diameter:BLUE BALL. HOTEL.
Obv.
a)

b)

Rev.

"VALUE'TO THE PLAYER ONLY 6'f?. (in centre)'

Where is or was the Blue Ball Hotel?

In what context can the legend Value to etc. be taken?

Articles written regarding this type of token never seem to be very specific as to their
actual use, in this instance the legend appears to imply an award, i.e. ejected from a

machine perhaps similar to the spring loaded Bagatelle (Pessers & Moody ?) type game

when a high score was made.

In the Bulletin Vol. 4 No. 1 reference is made to Herefordshire Tavern Checks having
D

on the reverse Game 3 , I presume that this type was purchased at the bar to be
presented where the games were played and/or to control the number of players and
the order of play.
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The earliest machine token that I have recorded was issued circa 1898, whether for
vending or amusement has not been established but firms like Pessers & Moody (1910),
British American Novelty Co. (1908) and British Auto Co. Ltd. (1911) who marketed
amusement machines, plus the diameter of the token, give some indication towards
dating of issue.

Ralph D. Hayes
See also Mr. Hayes' article on Machine Tokens hereinbefore for the addressing of

suitable replies.

4/2-04.

- Ed.

I would be grateful if anyone can let me have a pencil rubbing of any

(Charlie Chaplin) "The Gold Rush" Advertising Ticket other than the following:-

*
*
*
*

Gaiety Theatre, Manchester
Picture House, Urmston

Queen's, Hollingwood

The Havelock, Sunderland

Princess Cinema, Wigan

Palladium, Stockport

The Grey Street, ? (unknown location)

The Electric Printing Co., Manchester

Replies to Brian Edge, 48 Woodside Avenue, Wistaston, Crewe, Cheshire CW2 BAN.

4/2-05.

HEREFORDSHIRE TAVERN CHECKS, Under LEDBURY the MARLEY HALL
WALTER BETTERID GE check is, I believe a Hop/Fruit token. In the Journal of the

South Eastern Agricultural College, Wye, Kent, No. 44, July 1939 by the Rev. R.W.H.

ACWORTH, there are described tokens of a W. RUSSELL of MORLEY HALL, and an
illustration of one with the correct spelling MARLEY HALL clearly visible.

I £eel that research into Herefordshire Hop and Fruit Farmers will reveal Walter

Betteridge listed there. MARLEY HALL is still shown on the 1974 ORD NANCE SURVEY
MAP. An addition to the listing that may be of interest is as follows: -

T .H. COUNSELL PRINCE OF WALES INN ROSS/BOWLING GREEN 3D
James Wallis-Larwood
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OBITUARY
Mr. V.J. Newbury
It is with much regret that we record the death on 23rd February 1985 of Viney JamE's
11Nicky" Newbury of HoJlingbourne, Kent, at the age of 75.
He grew up in Kensington and went to Southend Technical College where he learned
the art of etching. Later he became interested in farming and moved to Kent.

At

Egerton near Maidstone he started a business as a Market Gardener. During the war
years he joined the Kent Numismatic Society and began collecting 17th Century tokens
of Kent.

His collection was one of the finest in England containing over 500 specimens

most of which were in very fine condition,

Sadly, during forty years of collecting,

he never obtained the HoJlingbourne token of his own village which he wanted most
of all.
His death is a great loss to the token world to which his knowledge and love of
tokens gained the respect and affection of all who knew him.
TCS

********�******��************************�****
Countermarked coins mentioning RAZORS wanted
e.g. 31.2B, 28.4B, 22.62A-C, 40.10 and 40.11
in Gavin Scott's book on British Countermarlcs

********************************�*************
*��***�******************�*******************
WANTED

*

The following two 17th century Southwark tokens (Williamson refs.)
1) 224. AT. THE.DOGG .AND .DVCKE/IN .SOVTHWARKE
2) 291. HENRY.MILES.IN. KENT/STREET.WOOLCOMBER
Send details to the Editor

****************���**********�******�*********
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*•********•******************•t*••
A Catalogue of
BILLINGSGATE MARKET TALLIES
Neil B. Todd, Compiler
£7-50, postpaid
(personal sterling cheques acceptable)

t • • t • • • • • t • •

* • � * • • From:
•*•***•••*•*•••*•••*•*••�*•*•***•�•***•*
17th Century Tokens wanted for cash or by exchange.
Large list of 17th Century Tokens and smaller sections of
later pieces available.
Send large SAE to NIGEL A. CLARK

**•**••**•••**•�********•*****t**•••**•�•*••�•
DENTAL TOKENS FROM ANY COUNTRY
ALSO MEDICAL, DENTAL, CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS TOKENS FROM THE U.K.
WANTED TO BUY OR EXCHANGE
Telephone:

********•*****•**•*•**********t******t•t***••

t

**•****t**t•******•*****•*****•***•t*•*t******
Private Collector wants to buy and exchange information about
NAAFI tokens, MOOSE, L.O.O.M. (Loyal Order of Moose
and unrelated "MOOSE" tokens and medals

•t• t• • • • • • • • •
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EDITORIAL
Dear Reader, this issue is mainly devoted to Robert Thompson's continuing development
of his work on the seventeenth century tokens in the Norweb Collection. It was
considered that it should be published whole, and not split between consecutive issues
of the Bulletin, because of the cross-referencing system employed in the Work. It's
numbering will be lost to those not in possession of •sylloge of Coins of the British
Isles - The Norweb Collection - Tokens of the British Isles - Part I England : Bedford
shire to Devon (pub. 1984 by Spink• Son Ltd.), arid will therefore not be readable

as

such. However, the stated aim of the TCS is to remain in the forefront of publishing
material on tokens which might not otherwise appear. Please note Mr. Thompson's
request for your comments.

I must thank members for showing faith in the project by placing advertisements, but
please do not expect too much too soon by way of replies. The TCS needs time to re
establish itself, and, if I blow our own trumpet, a good wine, malt or port needs time
to improve, for eventually, with a stack of back-issues to hand, future readers will be
able to look back afresh and offer assistance, clues, answers, replies to requests and
questions raised in your contributions and advertisements. Whilst on this subject,
some interesting notes, queries and observations are coming in, and more will be
published in the next issue.
In response to your letters, an index is obviously a good idea, nay - a necessity I
After a few more issues, one will have to be commenced. Back numbers of the
previous runs of volumes Nos. 1-3 (1971-8), will be organised when the funds situation
bas been ascertained at the end of the year, as obviously money has to be tied up in
maldng an economic quantity. Members• requirements for back numbers made known to
the Editor have been noted.
ANTHONY J. GILBERT
Extracted from

(abridged) "A Descriptive Catalogue of the London Traders, Tavern,

and Coffee-House Tokens Current in the Seventeenth Century• by Jacob Henry Burn
( 1853)
"Though at present no high value be set upon English Town-pieces and Tradesmen's
Tokens, by men of learning, a time will come when these coins will be much esteemed
in this country as the Town-pieces of the Greeks; indeed, the use of the names of

towns on the Anglo-Saxon and early English coins is now universally acknowledged. 11
- Dr. Combe
The above was quoted over a century ago - food for thought, or should we make it
�?
- Ed.

TRADE SIGNS ON THE NORWEB TOKENS
by R. H. Thompson
In April 1984 Messrs Spink & Son published Part I of the seventeenth-century tokens
in the Norweb Collection.• This follows the establshed pattern of the Sylloge of
Coins' of the British Isles in having a minimum of text fadng each plate.

Tokens,

however, raise a particular problem in the variety of types they exhibit and
consequently the space needed to describe many of them.

There is ambiguity and

imprecision even in such a name as The Apothecaries Arms (does it or does it not
include crest and supporters?), The Castle (ls it a tower, or masonry with towers?),
and The George & Dragon (does St George bear a spear, or a sword over his
shoulder, or a sword above his head?);

and the names and identities of some types

is q uite uncertain.
The solution adopted is a class number in the catalogue entries referring to a
classification of the types according to their appearance, based on Neubecker's
Wappen-Bilder-Lexikon.

Since the types have not yet been completely arranged

there was no better alternative:

to number the types in sequence as they occurred

on the tokens would have been cumbersome and unhelpful, whereas the classification
of types adopted may in addition suggest names for types unnamed on particular
tokens, and will permit studies of how specific and related trade signs were
represented on seventeenth-century tokens.
The key to such studies will be a classified index of the types, which has been
promised for the final volume. This, however, will not be published for a consider
able time;

and in the interim it might be possible to provide forthcoming volumes

with a classified index of the types therein, even though one would wish to supersede
it with a final complete index.

To try out this idea, the Classification of Types in

Part I is here reproduced with the addition of the catalogue numbers.

It ought to be

noted that the numerous tokens on which the type consists of two or three, or even
six letters, or an inscription (5.77), did not seem to be worth detailing in the
Classification, hence the title chosen above,

At the end is the alphabetical index

which such a classification requires.
I should welcome comments on how useful this classified index is found to be, and
anything on experience of us ing it. Anyone who does not see me at the British
c
Numismatic Sodety or elsewhere could forward comments /o the Editor.
•Sylloge of coins of the British Isles, 3 1. The Norweb Collection, Cleveland, Ohio,
U.S.A : tokens of the British Isles, 1575-1750.
Devon, by R.H. Thompson.

Part I : England : Bedfordshire to

London : Spihk, 1984.
3
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0.2

Uncertain shapes - 656

1

GEOMETRICAL

1.33
1. 33.1
1.38
1.38. 9
1.40
1.40.15
1.43
1.44
1.69
1.69.5

Cheeky

2
2.1
2.2
2.2.1
2.3
2.3.1
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.6
2.4.7

Cheeky, unaccompanied - 461
Lozenge
A lozenge fusily of nine, ?Loaf of bread - 405-407
Roundle. Ball
Three roundles or balls, two and one - 835
Cross couped - 607
Cross formy or patte - 815
Saltire couped. See also 5.7.8
Two staffs in saltire, transversed by a third palewise - 447, 448
UNIVERSE
Sun.

See also S, 7.8 - 704, 769, 779

Crescent. Moon.

See also 2.3; 5.7.8; 5.13.20 - 294, 512

id., accompanied by candles suspended from a rod - 701
Crescent and mullets or estoiles. Moon and stars
One crescent and one mullet or estoile - 507
Mullet. Estoile. Star.

See also 2.3

Mullet of five points - 561
Estoile of six points - 618, 619
Three estoiles,. one and two - 193, 194
Seven mullets. - 533

3

LIVING BEINGS

3.1
3.1.20
3.1.25

One person
Holding club over shoulder - 431
Holding plunger shaft in churn, perhaps- pats of butter behind.
Dairymaid - 189

3.1.27
3.1.37
3.1.42

Supported on two crutches - 17
Holding bow and arrow - 655
Holding sword behind head with right hand, in left hand a staff
with pennon( 7), overwhelming a living being. Foot-soldier
'bestriding a King' (Milne, Berks., p •.,Zl); but perhaps a
serpent or devil - 247

3.1.47
3.1.57

Holding hammer, cask beside - 428
Holding tobacco-pipe to mouth - 663

4

,.

f.

3.1.69

Holding a pair of scales - 88

3.1.90/.94

Body and body-shaped clothing

3.1. 9Z

Bodice. Corset. Pair of stays

3.1.94

Id. , accompanied by inscription

3.Z

Entry transferred to
Uncertain I

Rider. Horseman

3.Z.8

Killing dragon, with sword over shoulder. St George and the

3.Z.9

Id., with sword or scimitar above head. St George and the

3.Z.11

Id., with spear or lance, St. George and the Dragon - Zl3, Zl4

Dragon - 105, 185, 186, 7Z5
Dragon - 38, 44, ZZl, Z65, 575
3.3

Person issuant

3. 3.10

Crowned, bearing sceptre, issuant from hull - 645-647

3. 3.13

Person issuant from further side of dipping trough, case, or vat,
holding a rod fesswise with candles suspended. Candlemaker.
Chandler. Tallowchandler - 31, 66, 86, 1Z9, 170, Z06-Z08,
Z74, Z75, Z77, Z86, 38Z, 613, 654, 801

3.4
3.4.16

Several persons
Person seated holding oar, another seated smoking, issuant from
boat - 569

3.4.18

Woman seated, person kneeling before- her attending to her foot.

3,4.Z5

Three persons around a globe, perhaps holding instruments - 571

3.4.Z6

Three persons before building with gable, working at anvil - 77Z

?Shoemaker - Z47

3.5

Head

3.5.1/.19

Human head affronte, uncrowned

3.5.1

Skull. Death's Head - 1Z4

3.5.7

Bust with long hair, apparently uncrowned. ?Maidenhead - 97,

3.5.40

Head with turban, facing or three-quarters turned. Turk's Head

3.5. 65

Head with hood or veil facing - 147

3.5.77/.99

Human head affronte, ·crowned

834
- 659, 660

3.5.84

Id., square�jowled. bearing sceptre. Henry VIII - Z88, Z89

3.5.9Z

Id., with hair in ringlets. Catherine, queen of Char� II - 590

3.5.96

Female bust affronte, crowned. Maidenhead. Maiden. Virgin. See
also 5.14 Mercers - 19, 78-80, 100-103, Z81, 517, 531, 54Z,
545, 546, 573, 578, 586, 614, 685, 711, 7Z4

3.5.98

Id., accompanied by letters (

) - 74

3. 5. 99

Id., accompanied by inscription

.....;

3,5.105

Human head in profile, crowned. Charles II. King's Head - 184
5

Z57, 7Z8

3.5.106

Id., C - R beside - 76

3. 5. 109

Human head in profile, crowned. Charles I. King's Head - 593

3.5.110

Human head in profile,

ap

parently female, crowned. Queen's Head

- 318
3.6
3.6. 4

Hand and arm
Arm, the hand empty, as crest. Cubit - 65Z

3.6.30

Hand holding sceptre - ?585

3.6. 40

Hand holding chopper over leaf - 346

3.6.50

Hand holding coffee pot - 659

3.6.51

Id., accompanied by bowl into which coffee is pouring, perhaps

3.6.55

Hand holding covered cup - 577

3.6.6Z

Hand holding glove - 139, 377, 378

other bowls - 4Z6

3.6.63
3.7
3.7.3

Id., accompanied by letters (

) - 379

Legs and leg-shap ed clothing
Leg or stocking accompanied by two annulets, perhaps intended
for buttons - 7Z9, 730

3.7.15
3.7.30
3.9
3.9.1
3.10

Two legs or stockings crossed - 154
Foot in shoe - 597
Heart. See also 5.38. Z
Unaccompanied - Z96-Z98
Mythological beings with human f ace

3.10.1

Angel with hands clasped in prayer - 169, Z03, 584

3.10. lZ

Apollo: a person with head radiant holding in his left hand an
arrow and in his right hand a bow , astride a type of monster
with two legs, long neck, and long tail nowed. See also 5.14
Apothecaries; 5,15 Apothecaries - ZZ6, ZZ7

3.10.17

Mermaid bearing mirror in right hand, perhaps comb in left 173, Zl9, Z53, 703

3.11

Lion, rampant - 37, Z4Z, Z43, Z69-Z7Z, 360, 366, 581, 670, 710, 748,

3,Z6

Id., bearing rod - 357-359

3.3Z

Id., accompanied by letters (

3.39

Lion • • . guardant

753, 756
) - 474

3.39. l

Li.on passant guardant - 93, 669

3.39.5

Id. , accompanied by inscription - 68

3. 44
3.44.3
3.49
3. 49.5

Lion's face
Three leopards' heads, two and one. See also 5.14 Weavers - ZZ9
Bear
Bear passant or statant, collared and chained - 149, Z38-Z40

6

3.49.7
3.51
3.51.1
3.52
3.52.1
3.52.6
3. 52.25
3.53
3. 53.1
3.53.5
3.53.12
3.53.22
3.54
3.55
3.55.1
3.55.2
3.56
3.56.1
3.56.2

Id. , accompanied by inscription Elephant

Elephant statant and on his back a castle. Elephant & Castle Horned cattle
Horned cattle passant. Bull - 3
Horned cattle statant. Bull - 417
Bull's head -

187

Deer and kindred animals.

Id., trippant reguardant -

3.63.20

307

Three stags etc., trippant, one and two -

308

Stag etc., lodged, accompanied by inscription Goat. Ram.

See also 3. 57

Sheep. See also 5. 3. 61

42, 362, 430

419

67
- 220, 639

Ewe or lamb statant -

Ewe or lamb passant
Paschal lamb

Lamb couchant with nimbus about its head -

302

Lamb passant, perhaps with nimbus, supporting on the dexter
shoulder a (cross-)staff from which flies a pennon charged
with a cross.

�
,I

See also

Stag or hart, reindeer, roebuck etc., trippant -

Lamb & Flag -

3.57
3.57.4
3.58
3.58.1

Head of goat, ram, etc.

3.60
3.60.1

Horse. Donkey

3.60.4
3.60.7
3.60.9
3.63
3.63.20
3.63.22
3.63.25
3.64
3.64.1
3.64.4
3.64.9

241

290

Three goats' heads couped, two and one Fleece

601

Fleece in shape of the animal, perhaps suspended from ring -

335,' 767, 789, 790

Horse passant, without bridle or saddle -

?780

258, 5%, 717, 750,

Horse passant, bridled and saddled - 196
Horse passant, bearing bales. Pack- horse
Id., accompanied by inscription - 642
Beasts not otherwise specified
Heraldic antelope, passant or statant
Id., accompanied by inscription Lion rampant, antlered Griffin
Griffin segreant -

122

419

538

Griffin passant - 319, ?337
Demi-griffin pierced with a lance, as crest -

7

515

210

3.65
3.65.16

Boar
Three boars' heads, couped close, each pierced by an arrow, two
and one - 345

3.67

Hound. Dog

3.67.1

Talbot passant - 425

3.67.20

Greyhound courant, perhaps collared - 361

3.67.23

Id., holding in the mouth a hare, accompanied in chief by two
tobacco-pipes in saltire, in base by a roll of tobacco - 28

3.68

Hare. Rabbit

3.68.2

Rabbit or hare sejant. Cony - 130, 131

3.68.5

Three rabbits sejant, two and one. Conies - 43

3.78

Eagle displayed, uncrowned - 779

3.92

Eagle-like birds

3.92.2

Bird of prey rising, wings displayed and inverted, belled and
jessed. Falcon - 20

3.95
3.95.1
3.99

Two-headed eagle
Two-headed eagle displayed, uncrowned - 396, 397, 751
Stilt-bird

3.99.1

Stilt-bird close

3.99.3

Three stilt-birds close. Three Cranes - 770

3.101

Cock. Hen

3.101.1

Cock, close, perh aps also gamecock, and moorcock or heathcock

3.101.3

Three cocks, two and one - 563, 795

- 197, 797, 814
3.102

Swan. Goose

3.102.1

Swan, close, perhaps water in base - 21, 29, 457

3.102.10

Swan, rising, wings elevated and addorsed, ducally gorged and

3.102.17

Swan with two necks, close - 760

chained - 355
3.103
3.103.9

Duck. Martlet
Martlet (without legs), close, holding in the beak a cross £itchy;
for the crest of Shalcross, of Shallcross in the hundred of
High Peak, Co. Derby, A martlet or holding in the beak a
cross pattee £itchy gules. a mullet on the breast fur difference
(Burke, p.916) - 605

3.107
3.107. 2
3.108

Feathers. Plume
Out of a crest-coronet a plume of three feathers - 175
Bird, unspecified

3.108.3

Bird close, accompanied by inscription - 632, 633

3.108.14

Two birds close, confronte - 603
8

3. 108. 15

Three birds close, (apparently) nothing in the beak, one and two

3.108.16

Id., two and one - 506, 556

3.108.19

Three birds close, in the beak a branch (of olive), one and two.
Three Doves.

See also 5.14 London City 2; 5.14 Tallow

Chandlers - 82, 171, 244-246, 254
3.108.20

Id. , two and one - 251

3.108.30

Pelican standing above its nest and vulning its breast with its
beak to nourish its young with its blood. Pelican in her Piety
- 190, 191

3.109

Fish. Cetaceous mammal

3.109.l

Dolphin embowed - 549, 787

3.109.12

Three fishes naiant - 199

3.112
3. 112.3
3.114

Shell. Scallop
Three scallops, two and one - 534
Dragon. See also 3.2.8/3.2.11

3.114.2

Dragon passant to right - 381

3. 114.9

Wyvern (with two legs), statant - 806

3.115
3.115.1

Shoulder of meat. Bladebone
Bladebone - 75

4

PLANTS

4.1

Tree, unaccompanied

4.1.1

Single tree (bearing foliage), perhaps on a mount. Cherry - 98,
99

4.2
4.2.5

Tree accompanied
Tree accompanied by inscription, perhaps incorporating letters (
- 298

4.3
4.3. 4
4.7
4.7.2
4.10

Trunk, .,ranch
Branches, spreading out from a base. Bush. ?Thor n bush - 325
Leaves
Trefoil, slipped - 620
Grain and stalked plants. See also 5.7.8

4.10.1

Garb. Wheatsheaf - 273, 830

4.10.9

Three garbs in fess - 822

4.11
4.11.1
4.11.24
4.12

Stalked flowers
Rose, leaved and slipped - 351, 649
Out of a pot with handles several stalked flowers - 615
Roses ( not leaved and slipped)

4.12.1

A rose - 81, 83, 198, 344, 354, 421-423, 635, 636, 757

4.12.2

A rose and in chief a crown. Rose Ii Crown - 456
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4.13
4.13.1

Fleurs de Bs
One fieur de lis. Flower de Luce - 233-235, 664, 732. 798, 807,

808
4.13.11
4, 13.12
4.13.15
4,15
4.15. 3
4.15.4

Three fieurs de Bs, one and two - 799, 800
Id., two and one - 548
From water in base a fieur de lis issuant - 811, 812
Cloves. See also 5.14 Grocers
Three cloves, one and two - 13, 34, 370, 371, 414
Id., two and one - 84, 85

5

INANIMATE OBJECTS

5.2
5.2.30
5.3
5.3.61

Columns and column-like structures

5.5

Towers

Turnstile - 365 ·
Lesser constructions
Within a square pen three sheep statant. Sheep-pen - 555

5.5.1

Single tower (battlemented at the top and having a portway in

5. 5.4
5. 5.5
5.5.18
5.6
5.7
5.7.4

Id., battlemented of three embrasures - 113, 114, 118-lZO, 695

the base), battlemented of two embrasures - 106-111, 687, 759
Id., battlemented of four embrasures - llZ, 115-117
Three towers, two and one - see 5. lZ.1
Building with gable. See also 3. 4. 26
Masonry with towers

Masonry with windows and lateral tower with port, all battlemented,
a flagpole surmounting the tower. Church

5.7.5
5.7.8

734

Id. , accompanied by inscription - 735
Masonry with windows and central battlemented tower with port
and windows, a. spire surmounting the tower, accompanied by
a teasel, left, and a saltire, right, in chief the sun, left, and
moon, right - 609

5.7.20

Masonry with port, perhaps with portcullis, and two battlemented
towers, perhaps with arrow-slits, a central tower behind.
Castle, triple-towered - lZl, 141, 155, 156, Z03

5.9
5.9.5

Building with charge issuant laterally

A stone bridge of three arches, water in base, and passing
through the middle arch a one-masted ship, the mast rising behind
the bridge - 6ZZ, 6Z3

5.12
5.lZ.l

Several buildings
Three towers, two and one - Zl6, ?544
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5.13

Ship. Boat.

See also 3.3.10; 3.4. 16; 5.9.5

5.13.18

Three-masted ship, square-rigged - 162, 439, 508, 570, 726,

5.13.20

Id., sailing right, and astern a crescent - 364

754, 805, 810
5.14

Shield as theme or heraldic charge. (Arms of guilds and other
corporations are identified by alphabetical extensions of 5. 14,
or of 5. i4. l, 5.14.2, 5.15, the blazoning of the London guilds
being taken from Bromley; royal arms are at 5.14. 4+; other
arms are at 5.14.10+)

5.14 Apothecaries

On a shield a person, perhaps with head radiant, holding in
his left hand an arrow and in his right hand a bow, astride a
type of monster with two legs, long neck, and long tail nowed;
for the arms of the Worshipful Society of Apothecaries of London,
Azure, Apollo, the inventor of physic, proper with his head
radiant holding in his left hand a bow and in his right hand an
arrow or, supplanting a serpent argent.

The bow and arrow are

each in the wrong hand, as they also are in Holme 3.19.8 583, 594, 650, 651, 714
S.14 Bakers

On a shield three garbs, a chief barry wavy of six, over all
issuant from a cloud in chief a cubit arm descending therefrom,
the hand holding a balance; for the arms of the Worshipful
Company of Bakers of London, Gules three garbs or, on a chief
barry wavy of six argent and azure two anchors or cabled gules
over all issuant from a cloud proper radiated in chief or a cubit
arm descending therefrom vested argent cuffed sable the hand
proper holding a balance or. The anchors and rays are omitted
- 9, 136-138, 150, 201, 249, 250, 316, 317, 368, 385, 386, 402,
413, 416, 420, 446, 455, 474, 475, 485, 498-500

5.14 Butchers

On a shield two poleaxes in saltire, blades outwards, between
- three bulls' heads couped, two in fess and one in base, on a
chief a boar's head couped between two bunches of broom; for
the arms of the Worshipful Company of Butchers of London,
Azure two poleaxes in saltire or 1 blades inwards, between two
bulls' heads couped in fesse argent, on a chief argent a boar's
head couped gules, tusked or, langued azure, between two
bunches of holly vert I banded or. The placin� of the poleaxes
and the number of bulls' heads do not agree with Bromley (an
interpretation of early records in the College of Arms), but
accord with Stow, 3H2a = p. 627, and with W. Berry - 580
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5.14 Clothworkers

On a shield a chevron ermine between in chief two havettes
and in base a teasel cob; the arms of the Worshipful Company of
CJothworkers of London - 782, 783, 788, 818

5.14 Coopers

A shiekl gyronny of eight, on a chevron between three
annulets a royne between two broad axes, on a chief three lilies;
the arms of the Worshipful Company of Coopers of London - 755

5, 14 Cordwainers

On a shield a chevron between three goats' heads erased; the
arms of the Worshipful Company of Cordwainers of London - 161,
628, 629, 837

5.14 Drapers

On a shield (three clouds), perhaps with sunbeams issuing,
crowned with imperial crowns; the arms of the Worshipful
Company of Drapers of London - 22, 53, 284, 321, ?466, 762

5.14 Dyers

On a shiekl a chevron between three bags, perhaps corded:
for the arms of the Worshipful Company of Dyers of London,
Sable a chevron engrailed argent between three bags of madder
argent corded or - 237, 589

5.14 Fishmongers 2

On a shield three dolphins naiant embowed in pale, perhaps
crowned, on a chief three pair&' of keys in salUre; for the arms
of the Worshipful Company of Fishmongers of London, Azure
three dolphins naiant embowed in pale argent, finned, toothed
and crowned or, between two pairs of stockflshes in saltire
argent, over the mouth of each fish a crown or; on a chief gules
three pairs of keys of St Peter in saltire or . The stockfishes are
omitted - 444, 445, 452, 501

5.14 Glaziers

On a shiekl two grozing irons in saltire between four closing
nails, on a chief a demi-lion passant guardant; the arms of the
Worshipful Company of Glaziers of London - ?775

5. 14 Goldsmiths Z

A shield quarterly, in the 1st and 4th a leopard's head, in
the 2nd and 3rd a covered cup; for the arms of the Worshipful
Company of Goldsmiths of London, Quarterly gules and azure, in
the first and fourth a leopard's head or, in the secorid and third
a covered cup between two buckles, the tongues fessewise, all or.
The buckles are omitted - 522

5.14 Grocers

On a shield a chevron between nine cloves; the arms of the
Worshipful Company of Grocers of London - 5, 6, 14, 15, 30, 41,
46, 56, 62-65, 71, 95, 123, 125-128, 132, 145, 146, 180, 205, 225,
230-232, 261-264, 287! 323, 336, 369, 380, 391, 395, 401, 442, 458,
459, 471, 472, 476, 477, 484, 489, 491, 492, 494-496, 505, 536,
551, 579, 582, 591, 606, 608, 667, 668, 672, 683, 746, 761, 765,
824, 826, 827, 836

lZ

5.14 Grocers 2

On a shield a chevron between eight cloves, five in chief and
three in base; for the arms of the Worshipful Company of Grocers
of London, Argent, a chevron gules between nine cloves sable
- 47, 48

5.14 G rocers 3

On a shield a chevron between nine cloves, five in chief and
four in base; for the arms of the Worshipful Company of Grocers
of London - 443

5.14 Haberdashers

A shield harry wavy of six, on a bend a lion passant guardant;
the arms of the Worshipful Company of Haberdashers of London,
and of the Incorporation of Cappers, Haberdashers and
Fehmakers of Exeter (Izacke, Prooemium p.65) - 342, 375, 376,
410, 435-437,

5. 14 Ironmongers

468,

493, 510, 576, 691, 832

A shield: on a chevron between three gads of steel three
swivels; the arms of the Worshipful Company of Ironmongers of
London - 77, 204, 511, 7588, 674, ?678, 696

5. 14 Leathersellers

On a shield three roebucks passant reguardant; the arms of
the Worshipful Company of Leathersellers of London - 411, 412

5.14 London
City 1
5.14 London
City 2
5.14 Mercers

On a shield the cross of St George, and in the canton the
sword of St Paul; the arms of the City of London - 524
Id., between three birds close, each holding in the beak a
branch (of olive) - 215
On a shield.perhaps issuant from a bank of clouds a figure
of the Virgin couped at the shoulders, the neck perhaps
encircled by a jewelled necklace, perhaps wreathed about the
temples with a chaplet of roses, crowned with a celestial crown,
the whole perhaps within a bordure of clouds; the arms of the
Worshipful Company of Mercers of London - 51, 54, 55, 61, 72,
73, 94, 96, 276, 283, 285, 293, 305, 341, 462, 520, 523, 525, 527,
550, 565, 567, 572, 604, 617, 686, 688, 742, 763, 792, 793

5.14 Merchant
Taylors

On a shield a pavilion between two mantles, on a chief a lion
passant guardant; the arms of the Worshipful Company of
Merchant Taylors.of London - 27, 367, 741

5.14 Saddlers

On a shield a chevron between three saddles; the arms of the
Worshipful Company of Saddlers of London - 595

5.14 Skinners

A shield ermine, on a chief three ermine caps tasselled and
enfiled with crowns; the arms of the Worshipful Company of
Skinners of London - 438

5.14 Tallow
Chandlers 1

A shield: on a field of six pieces three doves, each holding in
its beak an olive branch; the arms of the Worshipful Company of
Tallow Chandlers of London - 701
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5.14 Tallow

Similar, but divisions o f field omitted - 148

Chandlers 2
5.14 Weavers

A shield: on a chevron between three leopards' heads each
holding in the mouth a shuttle, three roses; the arms of the
Worshipful Company of Weavers of London - 666, 817

5.14.1 Grocers

Arms as at 5.14 Grocers, accompanied by letters (

)-

460, 5 2 4
5.14. 2 Grocers
5.14.5

Arms as a t 5.14 Grocers, accompanied by inscription - 304
Royal arms of 1603-88: Quarterly, 1st and 4th grand quarters
France Modern and England quarterly, 2nd Scotland, 3rd
Ireland. King's Arms - 133, 134

5.14.10

A shield: on a bend raguly three bezants; the arms of Eldred,

5.14.11

On a shield alion rampant between three fleurs delis; the arms

of Norfolk, Suffolk, and London (Burke, p. 320) - 209
of Goodwin or Goodwyn, of Buckinghamshire etc. (Burke,
p. 410) - 2 11
5.14.12

On a shield "two chevrons, on the upper one a crescent for a

5.14.13

On a shield a bend cotised; cf. the arms of Whitfield, Argent a

difference• (BW Berks. 136) - 2 12
bend plain between two cotises engralled sable (Burke,
p.1104) - 2 36
5.14.14

On a shield a chevron between three mullets; the arms of Bruch,

5.14.15

O n a shield a chevron surmounted by another between three

5.14.16

A shield: on a fess three crosses patonce, a canton charged
with five fieurs delis; the arms of Winch (Burke, p.112 2)

of Bruch near Warrington, Lanes. (Burke, p.137) - 2 4 8
trefoils slipped; the arms of Speer (Burke, p, 95 3) - 278

- 36 3
5.14.17

A shield: on a chevron between three leopards' faces as many

5.14.18

A shield per chevron, in chief two mullets, in base a heathcock;

trefoils slipped; the arms of Frohock (Burke, p.380) - 389
the arms of Heath. of Co. Durham, Middlesex, and Norfolk
(Burke, p. 474) - 392
5.14.19

On a shield two bends engrailed, the k>wer one couped at the
top, in chief an escalk>p;, the arms of Wagstaffe, of Co.

Warwick (Burke, p.1062) - 453, 454
5.14.2 0

On a shield three garbs, two and one; the arms of Meschines,
Earl of Chester (Burke, p.190), or of the Earldom of Chester
(Boutell, p.86) - 505 .
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5.14.21

On a shield three fishes hauriant, a crescent for difference,

5. 14.22

A shield fretty and a chief, between two laurel branches in orle,

impaling a two-headed eagle displayed, within a bordure - 510
accompanied by an inscription; the arms of Radford, of Irby,
crest an escutcheon between two laurel branches in orle
(Burke, p.835; Papworth, p. 885) - 514
5.14. 23

On a shield a chevron embattled between three spearheads - 521

5.14.24

On a shield three griffins passant in pale, a bordure engrailed
bezanty - 529

5.14.25

On a shield three boars! heads erased, two and one - 532

5.14.26

A shield: on a bend three trefoils - 532

5.14. 27

On a shield three butterflies volant, two and one; the arms of
Penhellicke, of Penhelleek, Cornwall (Burke, p. 789) - 540

5.14.28

On a shield three garbs, two and one - 557

5.14.29

On a shield two bars, in chief a chevron, impaling On a bend
engrailed three fleurs de Jis; the arms of Spry, of Cornwall,
impaling -- (Papworth, pp. 24, 239; Burke, p. 956) - 559

5.14.30

On a shield an eagle displayed double headed; the arms inter alia
of Worth, Co. Cornwall (Papworth, p, 298; Burke, p.1136)
- 560

5.14.31

On a shield three lions rampant guardant, two and one - 562

5.14.32

On a shield three cocks, two and one; cf Papworth, pp.323-4

5. 14. 33

On a shield . • . three--. Not confirmed as the Vintners' Arms

5.14.34

On a shield a saltire between four annulets; the arms of Shalcross,

(Cock, Cocke, etc.) - 564
(BW Derbyshire 57); perhaps the Ironmongers' Arms - 588
of Shallcross in the hundred of High Peak, Co. Derby
(Papworth, p.1067) - 605
5.14. 35

A shield per fess, a pale, three trefoils slipped; the arms of
Symons etc., Co. Devon (Papworth, p.1010; Burke, p.993)
- 621

5.14.36

On a shield a six-pointed figure formed of two triangles, one

5.14.37

On a shield a bend between six crosses crosslet; cf Papworth,

inverted - 626
p.213 (Furneaux etc.) - 737
5.14.38

A shield vair, a chief, over all on a bend three mullets; the
arms of Shebbeare, of Shebbeare Towne, Abbotsham, Co. Devon
(Burke, p.918) - 745

5.14.39

On a shield a chevron between three pears - 758
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5.15
5.15 Apothecaries

Complete achievement as theme on coin
Arms as at 5.14 Apothecaries; crest, upon a wreath a
rhinoceros; supporters, two unicorns; the achievement of
the Worshipful Society of Apothecaries of London - 164

5.15.5

Royal Arms of 1603-88, as at 5.14.5; crest, a crown, for the
Royal Crest, On the Royal Crown proper a lion statant
guardant or, regally crowned proper; supporters omitted

- zoo

5.15.10

A shield: on a cross engrailed a mullet, within a bordure

5.15. 11

On a shield a lion rampant, within a bordure; crest, a demi

billety; crest, a griffin sejant; cf. Burke, pp.797-8 - 403
goat;. the achievement of Russell, Co. Norfolk (Burke, p.880)
- 409
5.15.12

A shield: on a bend three pierced mullets, a crescent for a
difference; crest, a demi-unicorn rampant; the achievement
of Manaton, of Manaton in Southill, Co. Cornwall (Papworth,
p.251; Burke, p.654). differenced for a second son - 528

5.17
5.17.23
5.24

Portcullis and similar
Five-barred gate - 429
Boat-hook, etc.

5.24.5

Fish-hook - 255

5.24.7

Id., and in chief a double-sided hair comb - 57

5.25

Staff flory. Sceptre. Lance. See also 3.6.30

5.32

Candlestick, chandelier, etc. See also 5.64.150

5.32.1

Candlestick - 151

5.32.9

Candles suspended from a rod ( formed by dipping). See also
Z. Z, 1; 3.3.13 - 291, 372-374, 394, 398, 434, 449-451, 473,
478

5.32.10

Id., accompanied by letters (

5.32.12

Id., and in base a dipping trough, case, or vat - 702

5.34

) - 813

Shovel, spade, and similar

5.34.1

Spade, shovel, or baker's peel, palewise with blade downwards

5.34.4

Two shovels in saltire. Cross Shovels - 259

- 631
5.35

Mace, oar, and similar

5.35.23

Palewise a handle upwards, a circular composite head downwards.

5.35.28

Three St James's Clubs or bats palewise two and one,

'Mop'. ?Fan with long handle - 820, 821
accomp·anied by letters (

); cf. Holme 3.7.148 (Marshals'

and Gaolers' Instruments) - 69, 70
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5.37
5.37.20
5.38

Hammer. Mallet. Martel. See aJso 3.1.47
Mallet - 176
Anchor

5.38.1

Anchor, uncabled or apparently so - 637

5.38.2

Id., piercing a heart - 634

5.38.20
5.40
5.40.1

Anchor, cabled - 568
Arrow. Pheon. See also 5. 41
Arrow palewise, point downwards - 252

5.41

Bow and arrow. See also 3.1.37

5.42

Sword. Dagger

5.42.1

Sword or dagger erect (point upwards) - 689

5.42.28

Dagger fesswise, accompanied by inscription - 784

5.43

K"'lives. Scissors. Shears

5.43.20

Scissors, open, blades upwards - 152, 736

5.43.23

Scissors, open, blades to right, and in chief a pair of pince-nez

5.43.30

Shears, blades downwards - 722

spectacles - 57
5.43.35
5.45

Shears, blades upwards - 159, 160
Axe. Hatchet. Chopper. See also 3. 6.40

5.46

Flag. See aJso 3. 56. 2

5.49

Globe. Armillary sphere. See also 3.4.25

5.49.1
5.50
5.50.15

Globe, unsupported - 648
Other circular charges
An annulet, wide, with uneven surface. Platter. Pewter Platter
- 440

5.50.20

Garter - 256

5.50.30

An annulet-headed staff. 'Key or frying-pan' - 464

5. 50.41

A staff with in base an annulet or roundle, in chief a smaller
annulet ( for suspension), accompanied by letters (

)•

Frying-pan - 11
5.51

Wheel

5.51. 4

Wheel of four spokes - 352, 353

5.51.7

Wheel of twelve spokes, supported in vertical frame standing on
base, arc above to which a driving band passes, perhaps a
crank handle at 7 o'clock half a radius from the centre.
Ropemaker's wheel - 676

5. 51.10
5.52

Spinning wheel, horizontal type - 17
Cog-wheel - 497
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5.53
5.53.6

Carriage

5.54
5.57
5.57.1
5.57.10
5.57.16
5.57.17
5.57.20
5.59
5.59.3

Plough -

Coach drawn left by horses, upon it a coachman holding a whip,
accompanied by inscription -

257

39, 153

Comb
Hair comb, double-sided.

See also

5.24.7 - 682
772

Wool-comb, teeth palewise, head in chief -

Wool-comb, handle palewise, one pellet either side - 488

630
Comb with short, spaced teeth palewise, handle palewise - 486, 487

Wool-comb, teeth palewise, head in base, fibres bendwise Celestial and clerical head-gear
(Three clouds) with sunbeams issuing crowned with three
imperial (triple) crowns; from the Drapers' Arms -

5.59.20
5.60
5.60.1

Mitre -

143, 168

399, 400, 418

Crown. Coronet.

See also

3.5. 77/3. 5.110; 4.12.2

Crown with four arches studded with pearls, a jewelled headband,
and (four) crosses patte alternating with (four) fleurs de lis

- 89-92, 157, 228, 482, 585
5.60.5
5.60.6
5.61
5.61. l

Id. , accompanied by letters (

282
68

) -

Id., acoompanied by inscription Hat

Hat with high crown, straight convergent sides, wide brim,

177
312
Similar, trimmed with ribbons - 587
perhaps trimmed with hat-band -

5.61.3
5.61.8
5.61.10

Id. , accompanied by inscription -

Hat with high crown, straight perhaps parallel sides, perhaps
trimmed with feather -

5.61.20

Other hats with low crown, perhaps rounded, perhaps trimmed

5.61.26
5.64
5.64.1
5.64.22
5.64.30
5.64.33
5. 64.40
5.64.50
5.64.62
5.64.65
5.64.69

Hat with low crown; flap brim, trimmed with feather -

with hat-band -

I

343

347; 348, 727

Containers, and objects shaped by containers.
Sugar-loaf -

See also

723
·4, 11. 24

202, 408
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3.1. 47
Three tuns, one and two - 314, 424
Three tuns, two and one - 315, 513
Wool-pack, single, fesswise - 135, 387, 388, 441, 644, 747
Three sugar-loaves, one and two -

Tun. Barrel. Cask. See also

Sack, palewise, accompanied by letters (

) - 140

Still or distillatory on masoned base, armed left Id., armed right, with receiver -

18

144

104

5.64.80

From a mortar (no handles) two pestles issuant - 383, 384

5.64.81

Id., but one pestle - 167, 503

5.64.85

Jug, pitcher, or black-jack (sides curved), handled left - Z66-

5.64.100

Covered cup: from the Goldsmiths' Arms. See also 3.6.55 - 663

5.64.104

Three covered cups or salts, two and one, perhaps shedding salt:

5.64.113

Open cup, chalice, etc., between rosettes - 707

Z68

from the Salters' Arms - 18Z, 183
5.64.130

Coffee-pot, left. See also 3.6,50/3.6.51 - 660

5.64.150

Lantern, enclosing candle, in chief a suspension ring - 684

5.64.170

Container with horizontal lines, rising at one side to a short
handle. A milk pail or skeel, cf. Holme 3.8.Z7 and York Dairy,
fig. 11. An ale-brewer's gawn, cf. Holme 3.7.1Z4 - 777

5.65

Balance. Pair of scales. See also 3.1.69

5.65.1

Balance in equilibrium, pans apparently uncharged - Z4, ZS,

5.65.Z

Id,, accompanied by letters (

5.65.3

Id., accompanied by inscription, perhaps incorporating letters

5.65.Z0

Balance in equilibrium, pans charged - 3ZZ, 334

310, 3Z4, 3Z8-33Z, 463, 638, 693, 773, 774, 8Z3, 8Z8
) - 3Z0

) - 744
5.66

Key. See also 5.50.30

5.66.Z0

Two keys in saltire, bows in base, bits outwards - 7, 40, 483

5.66.30

Id., bows in chief, bits outwards - ZZZ

5. 70
5.70.1
5.70.10

5. 71
5. 71. 1

5. 73
5. 73.1
5. 73.Z
5.73. 4
5.76

Bell
One bell palewlse - 195, 558
Two bells in fess - Z95
Harp
One harp - 509
Mill-rind. Mill-Iron. Fer-de-moline
Mill-rind similar to Bouten, fig. Z4Z(a) - 35Z
Id,, accompanied by letters (

) - 353

Mill-rind similar to Boutell, fig. Z4Z(b), fesswise - 140
Letter, a roman capital unless otherwise specified, with 'I'
representing both I and J, 'V' both U and V, Monogram (in
the case of simple monograms of two letters the letters are added
within parentheses in the entries, the larger Jetter, which is
normally that of the forename, being given first). Merchant's
mark incorporating letters

5. 76(P) .1

Letter P, crowned - 679
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5.76.Z

Two letters

5.76.3

Three letten;

5.76.6

Six letters

5.76.10

On a letter I a letter S, palewise - 49

Not used; instead the letters are transcribed,
with horizontal Jines separated by

I

5. 76.11

A monogram incorporating I, 0, Bin fess, I in chief - 369

5.76.lZ

On a letter W a letter W(?) inverted - 452-454

5. 76.13

On a letter I a letter C, palewise - 543

5. 76.14

On a letter T a letter S, palewise - 559

5.76.15

A monogram of 'WF conjoined' (BW Devon 5) - 610

5.76.16

A mark incorporating a letter D - 643

5. 76.17

A monogram of W, C, P - 667, 668

5. 76.18

A knopped L, or a monogram of I (knopped) and L - 681

5.76.19

On a cursive letter M a letter I fesswise - 683

5.76.Z0

A letter W voided, perhaps for W, W - 703

5.76.Zl

A monogram of N, F - 724

5.76.Z2

A monogram of H, P - 770

5.76.23
5. 77

On a cursive letter J (i.e. I or J) a letter G - 794
Inscription, in roman capitals, perhaps incorporating arabic or
roman numerals, perhaps incorporating single letten; (

).

(Not further specified: the content of inscriptions is
incorporated in the entries; the specific readings are given in a
reference,or, failing that, inserted within parentheses. 'Date'
is substituted where an inscription consists solely of a date.)
5.77.1

Inscription, in italic letters, perhaps incorporating arable or
roman numerals. (For treatment of italic inscriptions see 5.77)

5.81

Abstract device. Merchant's mark, not incorporating letters.
Perhaps accompanied by letters (

5.81.1

A (particular) mark, accompanied by letters (T E) - 571

5.81.2

Device resembling two letters X in fess, or, on a letter Va
letter V inverted - 681

5.82
5.82.1

Tobacco roll etc., with square ends. See also 3.67.23
Oblong figure fesswise, divided palewise, upper and lower edge
perhaps uneven, one end perhaps showing circular cross
section and paJewise divisions correspondingly curved, no
projections. Tobacco roll, formed from a coiled pigtail of spun
or twist tobacco - 217, Z23, 2Z4, 706, 727

5.82.2

Id., accompanied by letters (

5.8Z.4

Id., and in chief a tobacco-pipe fesswise - 616

5.82.5

Id., in chief and in base a tobacco-pipe fesswise - 32(,

20

) - 70Z

5.82.15
5.82.20

Three oblong figures in pale - 699
Similar oblong figure, but from one end (perhaps showing
circular cross-section) a thick projection. ?Tobacco roll,
showing end of the pigta il -

5.82.30

260

Similar oblong figure, surface perhaps ribbed, from both ends
(one perhaps showing a circular cross-section) a thin
projection, apparently a rod at the centre of the roll.
'Tobacco roll'. 'Roll of cloth' -

5.82.32
5.82.55

Id., accompanied by inscription -

23, 163
304

Oblong figure of four pieces fesswise, indented in chief. ?Lace

- 300
5.82.56
5.83
5.83.1

Id.; accompanied by letters

) - 301

Shuttle etc., with pointed ends
Almond-shaped figure with rectangular or oval piercing at
centre, fesswise. Shuttle -

181, 433, 640, 712, 778

5.83.43

Figure with curved sides, ends pointing in opposite directions,

5.83.50

Figure with curved sides, ends pointing on same side, and oval

5.83.53
5.84
5.84.27
5.84.30

Two such figures in pale - 731

and long, wide piercing, fesswise. ?Bread roll - 178, 179, 733
piercing at centre, fesswise Tobacco-pipe.

See also

671

3.1.57; 3.67.23; 5.82.4; 5.82.5

Two tobacco-pipes in saltire, bowls in base and inwards - 311
Three tobacco-pipes fesswise in pale, bowls of first and third
upwards to left, bowl of second upwards to right -

5.85
5.85.1
5.85.10
5.86
5.87

45

Book
Closed book, clasped, the binding tooled. Bible -

121

Open book, perhaps· clasped - ?768
Spectacles.

See also

5.43.23

A staff palewise, from the chief issuant two curling projections.
'Cheese-taster'. 'Chirurgeon's instrument'. ?A rush-light holder,
with steel spring clip, cf. Lindsay, fig. 237; although that is
mounted on a base, not on a handle -

21

188

INDEX
Abstract device, 5.81

Bowl,

5.15
gawn, 5.64.170

Ale-brewer's

3.6. 51
4. 3
1.38.9, 5.83.43

Branch of tree,

Achievement of arms,

Bread,

5.38
Angel 3.10.1
Annulet, 3.7.3, 5.50.15, 5.50.30
Antelope (Heraldic), 3.63. Z0
Antlers, 3. 63. ZS
Anvil, 3.4.Z6
Apollo opifer, 3.10.lZ
Apothecaries' Arms, 5.14 Apothecaries
5.15 Apothecaries
Arm• hand, 3.6
Armillary sphere, 5. 49
Arms, 5.14, 5.15
Arrow, 3.1. 37, 3.10.lZ, 3. 65.16
5.40, 5.41
Axe, 5.45
Bakers' Arms, 5.14 Bakers
Baker's peel, 5. 34.1
Balance, 3..1.69, 5. 65
Ball (roundle), 1.40
Barrel, 5.64. 30
Bat (inanimate object), 5.35.ZS
Bear, 3.49
Beasts not otherwise specified, 3.63
Bell, 5. 70
Bi ble, 5.85.1
Bird, 3.78/3.108
Black-jack, 5.64.85
Bladebone, 3.115.1
Boar, 3. 65
Boat, 3. 4.16, 5.13; see also Hull; Ship
Boat-hook, 5. Z4
Bod\ce, 3.1. 9Z
Body & body-shaped clothing, 3. 1.90
Book, 5.85
Bow & arrow, 3.1.37, 3.10.lZ, 5.41
Anchor,

zz

Bridge, 5.9. 5

5.14.14
3.4.Z6, 5.1/5.lZ
Bull, 3. SZ. l
Bull's head, 3.5Z.Z5
Bush, 4.3.4
Bruch arms,
Building,

Bust, 3.5

5.14
3.1. ZS

Butchers' Arms,
Butter pats,

Butchers

Buttons, 3. 7.3
Candlemaker, 3. 3. 13

Z.Z.l, 3.3.13, 5. 3Z. 9
Candlestick, 5.3Z. l
Candles,

Cappers etc. of Exeter arms,

5.14 Haberdashers
Carriage, 5.53
Cask, 3.1. 47, 5. 64. 30
Castle (masonry with towers},

5.7.Z0
Castle (tower},

3.51.1, �

Catherine, Queen of Charles II,

3.5.9Z.
Cattle (horned), 3. SZ
Cetaceous mammal,

3.109

5.64.113
Chandelier, 5.3Z
Chandler, 3. 3.13
Charles I, 3.5.109
Charles II, 3. 5.105
Chalice,

1.33
5.87

Checkers /Cheeky,
'Cheese taster',

Cherry tree, 4.1.1
Chester earldom arms,

5.14.Z0

'Chirurgeon's instru ment', 5 .87
Chopper, 3 .6.40,

5.45

Church, 5.7.4

Dairymaid, 3. I. ZS

Churn, 3. 1. ZS

Date (inscription), 5.77

Circular charges, 5.50

Death's head, 3. 5.1

Clothing shaped like body, 3. I. 90

Deer, 3. 53

Clothworkers' Arms, 5.14 Clothworkers

Demi-griffin, 3. 64. 9

Clove, 4.15, 5.14 Grocers

Devil, 3.1. 4Z

Club, 3.1.Z0, 5.35.Z8

Dipping trough, 3. 3.13, 5. 3Z.1Z

Coach & horses, 5.53.6

Dog, 3. 67

Cock, 3.101

Dolphin, 3.109. 1

Cock arms /Cocke arms, 5.14.3Z

Donkey, 3. 60

Coffee pot, 3.6.50, 5.64.130

Dove, 3.108

Cog-wheel, 5.SZ

Dragon, 3.Z.8, 3.114

Columns & column-like structures, 5. Z

Drapers' Arms, 5.14 Drapers

Comb, 3.10.17, 5.57

Duck, 3.103

Company arms, 5. 14/5.15

Dyers' Arms, 5.14 Dyers

Constructions (lesser), 5. 3

Eagle, 3. 78

Containers, 5. 64

Eagle (two-headed), 3. 95

Cony, 3.68

Eagle-like birds, 3. 9Z

Coopers' Arms, 5.14 Coopers

Eldred arms, 5.14.10

Cordwainers' Arms, 5.14 Cordwainers

Elephant, 3.51

Coronet, 5.60; see also Crest-coronet

Escallop see Scallop shell

Corporation arms, 5.1415.15

Estolle, Z. 3, ��

Corset, 3. I. 9Z

Ewe, 3.55.1

Covered cup, 3. 6.55, 5.64.100

Exeter Cappers etc . arms,

Crane (stilt-bird), 3.99

5.14 Haberdashers
Falcon, 3. 9Z.Z

Crescent, �. Z. 3
Crest-coronet, 3.107.Z

Fan, 5.35.Z3

Cross couped, 1. 43

Feathers, 3.107

Cross formy or patte, I. 44

Feltmakers etc. of Exeter arms,

Crown, 4. lZ.Z, 5. 60, 5.76

5.14 Haberdashers

Crown imperial or triple, 5.14 Drapers,
5.59.3

Fer-de-moline, 5.73
Figure (numeral), 5.77

Crowned head, 3.5. 77/3.5.110

Fish, 3.109

Crowned person, 3. 3.10

Fish-hook, 5.Z4.5

Crowned rose, 4. lZ.Z

Fishmongers' Arms, 5.14 Fishmongers

Crutches, 3. 1, Z7

Flag, 3.56.Z, 5.46

Cubit, 3. 6. 4

Fleece,· 3.58

Cup, 5. 64.113; see also Covered cup

Fleur de lis, 4.13

Dagger, 5. 4Z

Flower (stalked), 4.11

Z3

Flower de luce, 4.13
Flower-pot, 4.11.24

Head of boar, 3. 65.16
Head of bull, 3.52.25

Foot I footwear, 3. 7.30

Head of goat, ram, 3.57

Frohock arms, 5.14.17
Frying pan, 5.50, 30, 5.50. 41

Head of leopard, 3.44.3
Head-wear, 5.59/5.61

Furneaux arms, 5.14.3 7

Heart,

Gamecock, 3.101.1

Heath arms, 5.14.18

Garb, 4.10
Garter, 5.50. 20
Gate, 5.17. 23

Heathcock, 3.101.1
Hen, 3.101

hl,

5.38.Z

Henry VIII, 3.5.84

Gatehouse (tower), 5.5

Hook, 5.24

Gawn (ale-brewer's), 5.64.170

Horse, 3.60, 5.53.6

Geometrical types, 1

Horseman, 3.Z

George I dragon, 3.2.8

Hose (leg-shaped clothing), 3. 7

Glaziers' Arms, 5.14 Glaziers

Hound, 3.67

Globe, 3. 4.25, 5. 49

Hull, 3.3.10

Glove, 3.6.62

Imperial crown, 5.59. 3

Goat, 3.54

Inanimate. objects, 5

Goat's head, 3.57

Inscription, 5. 77

Goldsmiths' Arms, 5.14 Goldsmiths

Instrument see Scientific ..• ,

Goodwin/Goodwyn arms, 5.14.11

Surgical •.•

Goose, 3.102

Ironmongers' Arms, 5.14 Ironmongers,

Grain I stalked plants, 4.10

5.14.33

Griffin, 3.64
Grocers I Arms, 5.14 Grocers ,

Jug, 5.64.85
Key, 5.50.30, 5.66
'King', 3.1.42

5.14.1 Grocers, 5.14.2 Grocers
Gryphon see Griffin

King's Arms ( 1603-88), 5.14.5

Guild arms, 5.14/5.15

King's Head affronte, 3.5. 84

Haberdashers' Arms, 5.14 Haberdashers

King's Head in profile, 3.5.105

Hair comb, 5.24.7, 5.57.1

Knife, 5.43

Hammer, 3.1.47, 5.37

Lace, 5.82.55

Hand I arm, 3.6

Lamb, 3.55.1; see also Paschal lamb

Hare, 3.67.23, 3.68

Lance, 3.2.11, 3.64.9, 5.25

Harp, 5. 71

Lantern, 5.64. 150

Hart, 3.53.1

Leaf I leaves, 3.6.40, .!:,I.

Hat, 5.61

Leathersellers' Arms, 5.14 Leathersellers

Hatchet, 5.45

Leaves see Leaf I leaves

Head, 3.5

Leg • leg-shaped clothing, 3.7
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Legend as type, 5.77
Leopard heads, 3.44. 3
Letter, 5. 76, 5.77
Lion passant guardant, 3.39. 1
Lion rampant, 3.11/3. 32
Lion rampant, antlered, 3.63.25
Lion's mask, 3.44
Lis, 4.13
Living beings, 1, 3.1.42
Loaf of bread, 1.38.9
London City arms, 5.14 London Cit-y
London Company arms, 5.14/5.15
Lozenge, 1.38
Lys see Lis
Mace, 5.35
Maidenhead, 3.5. 7, 3.5.96, 5.14 Mercers
Mallet, 5. 37.20
Man see Person
Manaton arms, 5.15.12
Martel, 5.37
Martlet. 3.103
Masonry with towers, 5.7
Mercers' Arins, 5.14 Mercers
Merchant Taylors' Arins, 5.14 Merchant
Taylors
Merchant's mark, 5. 76, 5.81
Mermaid, 3.10.17
Milk pail or skeel, 5.64.170
Mill-iron/Mill-rind, 5.73
Mirror, 3.10.17
Mitre, 5.59.20
Monogram, 5.76
Monster, 3.10.12; see also Serpent
Moon, 2.2, 2.3, 5, 7.8
Moorcock, 3,101.1
Mop, 5.35.23
Mortar, 5. 64.80
Mullet, 2.3, !:,.!
Mythological beings, 3.10
25

Numeral, 5. 77
Oar, 3.4.16, 5.35
Pack-horse, 3.60.7
Paschal lamb, 3.56
Peel (baker's), 5.34.1
Pelican, 3,108.30
Pen (lesser construction), 5.3.61
Penhellicke arms, 5.14.27
Person, 3.1, 3.4
Person issuant, 3.3
Person riding horse, 3.2
Pestle, 5. 64.80
Pewter platter, 5. 50.15
Pheon, 5.40
Pitcher, 5.64.85
Plants, 4
Platter, 5.50.15
Plough, 5.54
Plume of feathers, 3.107
Portcullis, 5.17
Pot of flowers, 4.11.24
Prince of Wales1 s Feathers, 3.107
Queen's Head affronte, 3.5. 92
Queen's Head in profile, 3.5.110
Rabbit, 3.68
Radford arms, 5.14.22
Ram, 3.54
Ram's head, 3.57
Reindeer, 3.53
Rider, 3.2
Roebuck, 3.53
Roll of cloth or tobacco, 5.82
Ropemaker's wheel, 5.51.7
Rose, 4.12
Rose (stalked flower), 4.11.1
Roundle, 1.40
Royal Arms (1603-88), 5.14.5, 5.15.5
Rush-light holder, 5.87
Russell arms, 5.15.11

Stays (bodice), 3.1.92

Sack, 5.64. 62
St James's Clubs, 5.35.28

Still (container), 5.64.65

Saints see individual names

Stilt-bird, 3.99

Saltire, 1. 69, 5.7. 8

Stocking, 3.7

Scales, 3.1.69, 5.65

Sugar-loaf, 5. 64.1

Scallop shell, 3.112

Sun, �. 5, 7.8

Sceptre, 3.3.10, 3.5.84, 3.6.30, 5.25

Surgical instrument, 5.87

Scientific instruments, 3. 4.25

Swan, 3.102

Scimitar see Sword

Sword, 3.1. 42, 3.2. 8, 5. 42

Scissors, 5_·43

Symons arms, 5.14.35

Serpent, 3.1.42; see also Monster

Tailors see also Merchant Taylors

Shalcross arms, 5.14.34

Talbot, 3,67.1

Shalcross crest, 3.103.9

Tallow-chandler, 3. 3.13

Shears, 5.43

Tallow Chandlers' Arms, 5.14 Tallow

Shebbeare arms, 5.14.38

Chandlers

Sheep, 3.55, 5.3. 61

Teasel, 5.7.8

Shell (scallop), 3.112

Thorn bush, 4.3.4

Shield, 5.14, 5.15

Tobacco-pipe, 3.1.57, 3.4.16, 3.67,23,

Ship, 5.9.5, 5.13; see also Boat; Hull
Shoe, 3.7. 30

5.82.4, 5. 82.5, 5.84
Tobacco roll, 3, 67.23, 5. 82

Shoemaker, 3. 4.18

Tower,�- 5.7, 5.12.1

Shoulder of meat, 3.115

Tree, 4.1

Shovel, 5.34

Tree accompanied, 4.2

Shuttle, 5. 83

Trefoil, 4.7.2

Skinners' Arms, 5.14 Skinners

Triple crown, 5.59.3

Skull, 3. 5.1

Trunk of tree, 4.3

Soldier, 3.1.42

Tun, 5.64. 30

Spade, 5.34

Turban, 3.5. 40

'Sparger', 1.69.5

Turk's head, 3.5.40

Spear, 3.2.11; see also Lance

Turnstile, 5.2,30

Spectacles, 5.43.23, 5.86

Uncertain shapes, 0.2

Speer arms, 5.14.15

Universe, 2

Sphere (armillary), 5.49

Wagstaffe arms, 5.14.19

Spinning wheel, 5.51.10

Water, 3,102, l, 4.13.15

Spry arms, 5.14.29

Weavers' Arms, 5.14 Weavers

Staff, 1.69.5, 3.1.42, 3.56.2, 5.50.30

Wheatsheaf, 4.10.1

Staff flory, 5.25

Wheel, 5.51

Stag, 3. 53.1

Whitfield arms, 5.14.13

Star, 2.3, 2.4

Winch arms, 5.14.16
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Woman see Person

Worth arms, 5.14.30

Wool-comb, 5.57.10

Wyvern, 3.114.9

Wool-pack, 5. 64. 50

©

R.H. Thompson

SOME UNPUBLISHED SOMERSET COUNTERMARKS
by Gavin Scott
The following countermarks on British coins have come to light since publication of
my book "British Countermarks on Copper and Bronze Coins" in 1975.
Countermarks are incuse except where shown otherwise, with lettering defined as
small below 2 mm, medium 2 mm but less than 4 mm, and large 4 mm and above.

COUNTERMARK

OBV.(O)
OR REV.(R)

COIN TYPE

SOURCE
REF.

APPROX.
DATE*

HILL/CUTLER/BATH
Small letters with
serifs
First two lines one
punch

R
R

Halfpenny 1799
Penny 1806

J.G.Scott
J,G.Scott

1826-53

W.GOLD/B.WATER
Very large (1) and
large (2) letters with
serifs

0

Penny 1797

J.G.Scott

1840 1 s

Farthing 1822

J.G.Scott

1830-53

( 7)

Penny 1797

Bonhams 1
Sale
24 Sep. 1980
Lot 152

pre 1853

GOL(D)SWORTHY
TAUNTON
in a rectangle
(in relief?)

R

Iris.h Penny
1805

Lickey Coins
April 1981
p.20 29480

1822-30

TAUNTON
Very small letters with
serifs

R

Penny 1797

J.G.Scott

pre 1853

SNELLGROVE/WELLS
Small letters with
serifs

0

Dublin Penny
Token 1819/20
(Davis 40-2)

J.G.Scott

1822-30

ANDREWS IC. CARY
J. DAVIS HIGHBRIDGE

OIR

• See notes on issuers. Countermarks are assumed to predate the 1853 Act to
prevent the defacing of the Current Coin of the Realm (16 • 17 Viet. c 102) unless
there is clear evidence to the contrary.
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NOTES ON ISSUERS (In brackets directory publisher and date)
Bath
Hill
Robert Hill, working cutler, 45 Walcot Street (Keenfl 18Z6), 49 Walsot Street
(Pigot 1830, Silverthorne 1833, 1837, 1844, Post Office 1856, 1858-9), 46 Walcot
Street (Pigot 1844), 40 Walcot Street (Clark 1850). Described as a cutler from 1837.
James Hill, working cutler, 34 Kingsmead St. (Post Office 1856), cutler, same
address (Post Office 1858-9), cutler 49 Walcot Street and working cutler
34 Kingsmead St. (Post Office 1861), working cutler, lZ Monmouth Street (Post
Office 1864), cutler, lZ Monmouth Street (Post Office 1866, 1875).
Henry Hill, cutler, lZ Monmouth St. (Post Office 188Z-3).
William Whiting, cutler, was at 49 Walcot Street (Post Office 1864), and George
Whiting, cutler and saw maker at the same address (Post Office 188Z-3).
It ls assumed that the countermarked pieces were issued by Robert Hill before
1853.
Bridgewater
Gold
Pigot 1s 1844 directory lists Richard Gold, blacksmith, Angel Crescent and
William Gold, blacksmith, Gold's Cottage.
Castle Cary
Andrews
John Speed Andrews, Britannia Inn, wine & spirit merchants, maltster (Pigot
1830), maltster and wine & spirit merchant, High St. (Pigot 1844), Britannia Inn,
Fore St., and ma1tster (Hunt• Co. 1851).
Highbridge
Davis
This piece came from the Dorset County Museum collection.
Frederick Davis, blacksmith, is listed in Hunt & Co's 1851 directory. It is
assumed that J. Davis was a relative, possibly his father.
Taunton
Goldsworthy
Thomas Gold.worthy (sic), gunmaker, Fore St. (Pigot l8ZZ-3).
Thomas Goldsworthy, as above (Pigot 1830).
Z8

Taunton
This countermark is assumed to have been made by one of a cutler's brand
marking punches.
Wells
Snellgrove
Jas. Snelgrove (sic} I Son, paper manufacturers, Wookey Hole near Wells (Pigot
1822-3).
Jno. Snelgrove, paper manufacturer, Dulcote, near Wells (Pigot 1822-3).
Jno. & Jas. Snelgrove, paper manufacturers, Wookey Hole (Pigot 1830).

©

Gavin Scott, May 1985

UNTRACED ISSUERS OF COVENT GARDEN TALLIES BY THORNTON
by Neil B. Todd
A list of 17 Thornton-signed Covent Garden tally issuers was presented in TCS
Bulletin Vol. 4, No. 2 (p. 28).
Covent Garden Market.

Two of the checks in this series give a location within

The piece of C. Newman shows Long Market, while that of

J. Hill indicates 351 & 352 Covent Garden Flower Market.
Directories give only a few listings for Long Market stall holders (16 in 1889 and 1899,
only 9 in 1919).

All of these are of fruit salesmen (or merchants}.

No directory has

yet been found that lists any salesmen at Covent Garden Flower Market (opened, 1872)
despite the fact that there were between 450 and 500 stalls (Maughan, Markets of
London, 1931).

Perhaps the business of most of these stall holders was too ephemeral

and/or irregular to justify listing by directory compilers.
What C. Newman may have been doing at Long Market is problematical.
J. Hill was selling plants and/or flowers at the Flower Market.

Presumably

If this was also the

principal activity of the other issuers, then it is at least possible to offer some
speculation on the circumstances surrounding this group of issuers.

In the first

place, even if some salesmen were multiple stall holders, and allowing for tallies not
yet recorded, there would appear to have been little demand for tallies as hundreds
must have used the market facilities over the years.

In the second place, operations

at the Flower Market were unusual in that they began in the small hours of the morning
and the hall was closed (to the public} by 9 am.

These conditions (and presumed

circumstances} suggest that there may have been few continuous occupants of the
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Flower Market and, in part because of this, only a very limited demand for tallies.
One may further surmise that Ralph Neal saw the potential tally business as unworthy
of his consideration (or, perhaps, he was a late sleeper!) and simply left Thornton a
free hand to glean such custom as he could.
I would be very grateful for any information that anyone can provide on the holders of
stalls at the Flower Market and the precise nature of their business activities. In the
works that I have consulted, these are rather glossed over as relatively unimportant
in comparison to the fruit and vegetable trade.

@

Neil B. Todd

Replies to the author at P.O. xxx or through the Editor.

AUCTION REPORTS
On Friday, June 28th, an important collection of Oxfordshire 17th Century tokens was
auctioned at Phillips in Oxford. The collection, which attracted may buyers from
London and the provinces, was formed by the late George Joins of Banbury. Despite
several errors in cataJoguing and grading, and the fact that it was advertised in coin
magazines and the local press as "The Joiner Collection", the grand total realised was
just over £2,600 (excluding buyers' premium and VAT).
Over 100 lots were on offer, each token being described separately.

Included in the

sale were two heartshaped tokens and a few described as "Not recorded in Williamson".
The main buyers of the sale �ere Nigel Clark and the Oxford coin dealer, Simon
Porter. Also represented were Spinks and the County Museum. Clark purchased both
heartshaped tokens:- Lot 118, Bicester, Will. Stevens, 1669 (W.43). for £150, and Lot
126, Chipping Norton, E.D.R., 1668 (W.70), ex Mabbot Collection, U.S.A., for
£115. Clark also bought Lot 133, Thomas Newman of Anston (Enstone), 1669 , for £55.
This was described as having a standing lion on the obverse, whereas it was obviously
a talbot dog. Three other

rare halfpenny tokens in the sale were sold for £42 each:-

Lot 127, Cropredy, Margret King, 1664 (W. 75). Lot 131, Ewelme, William Jones, 1669
(W.87). and Lot 158, Wootton, John Wyatt, 1670, man shoeing a horse
(not in Williamson, but recorded by Milne). A high price of £65 was paid for Lot 129,
Michael Elkington at ye Unicorne in Dedington, 1668 (W.80). This was secured by a
collector. Prices of the commoner tokens were anything between £10 and £ZZ.

R. Sharman
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Sotheby's general sale of coins, etc. held on 18th-19th July offered some mixed lots
of seventeenth century tokens. These were duplicates from the D.L. Smith Collection.
No report on this part of the sale is to hand.
- Ed.

BOOK REVIEWS AND PUBLICATIONS
Staffordshire Tavern Checks - A Catalogue for the Potteries and Environs
Nell B. Todd (1985 Ix plus 51 pp. illustrated, card covers; published by Colony Coin
Company, P.O. Box 281, Newtonvllle, MA 02160, USA).
Much that has been said about Dr. Todd's previous Staffordshire listing ("A County
Listing and a Wolverhampton Catalogue" - see TCS Bulletin Vol. 4 No. 1 p.21) can
apply to this work. Essential reading and reference material for the Pub Check
enthusiast.

Clear illustrations. Priced at £6.50, the reader could try the U. K.

outlet mentioned in the Vol. 4 No . l review of his previous work, or through the
Pub Check Study Group.

Further information can be obtained via the TCS.
- Ed.

The Pub Checks of Devon : A Supplementary Catalogue
Ryton • William Elston (pp. 2 + 20, 9 plates) June 1985.

Yolanda Stanton, John
fl. 50. Paper.

A4.

I can do no better than quote In full Miss Stanton's foreword to this publicatlon:
"This, the first publication of the Pub Check Study Group, ls intended to fulfil the
specialist need for information about new pub check records at reasonable cost.

The

introductory remarks are aimed partly at newcomers to the subject however, because
it ls still an expanding one, attracting both numismatists and local historians. The
more detailed implications of these new finds wlll ( be) discussed In the PCSG Bulletin
in due course.11•
- Ed.

TOKEN CONGRESS 85
The fourth annual Token Congress will be held In Manchester at HOLLY ROYDE, the
University extra mural department Residential Centre on the 9th and 10th November.
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A provisional programme has been arranged to include talks on Seventeenth century
Tokens, Eighteenth century Tokens, Co-op Dividend Checks, Pub Checks, Sunday
school Medals and Checks, Medals and Tokens of Cheshire.
Reports from the Pub Check Study Group and the newly res1111citated Token Corres
ponding Society will be presented on Saturday afternoon, and the popular Token
Market will follow the Congress Dinner in the evening.
Activities will continue after lunch on the Sunday this year with short talks by
members and Token Congress 85 will close at 3. 30 p. m.
Previous congresses have provided participants with a congenial atmosphere in which
a wide variety of Token and allied interests can be pursued. Manchester will do its
best to uphold the standard.
Overnight accommodation is available at the centre, mainly in single study bedrooms
with a few twin bedded tooms. The total cost of the weekend will be forty five
pounds for residents and thirty three for non-residents including all meals except
breakfast for tlie latter.
F or further details contact the Congress Organiser

SECOND EUROPEAN TOKEN CONFERENCE
The Second European Token Conference is to be held on Sunday 3rd November 1985,
at the Tannhauser Bar,• Holbergsgade 17, DK-1057 Copenhagen K, apparently from
7 p:m. until dawn (according to the organizers). F eatures include: bourse, auction,
exhibition, and planning of an international token newsletter. The fee for the
Conference is 100 Danish Kroner or $14 US.
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Interested persons should contact xxx

"QUILL CORNER•
To the Editor of the Bulletin
Sir,
I am doing a study of deciders. Can any reader who has any "tossing" or "spinning"
pieces let me have pencil rubbings please? Also is any reader aware of any early
references to tossing pieces 7 It seems probable that the Ancient Greeks or Romans
tossed coins in order to arrive at a decision but can anyone turn up any proof that
they did7 Additionally I wonder at what period in history did unscrupulous persons,
and others, first' resort. to making double faced coins 7 ( like the double headed penny
we often see).

The earliest example I have is an 1805 halfpenny (double tails) no

doubt some reader can come up with something very much earlier?
Brian Edge

Sir,
It was recently pointed out to me by Dr. Bullmore, President of the Kingston Numis
matic Society, that the description in Davis's "Tickets and Passes" of the well-known
Kirk Toy Shop ticket is incomplete, so as I have a readable one it might perhaps be of
interest to record that the reverse legend is: DUTCH/AND ENGLISH/TOYS, FANS,
,c. /SOLD BY I. KIRK, /IN s T. PAUL S/CHURCH/YARD.
I have traced two references to James Kirk in Directories of the period.

The first,

in Lowndes' London Directory for 1788, reads:
Kirk, James

Engraver

5Z St. Paul's Churchyard

and the second, in the Universal British Directory for 1790, reads:
James Kirk, Seal Engraver I Toyman, 5Z St. Paul's Churchyard.
On Robert Horwood's map of London 'published as the Act directs, 24th May 17991 ,
52 St. Paul's Churchyard was one of a linie of buildings facing the north-east corner
of St. Paul's Cathedral, which ran between Paternoster Row and the Cathedral.
No. 5Z was about due north of the north-eastern corner of the Cathedral, and about
7/8" from it, - on the scale of 26 inches to the mile, this is about 60 yards.
Horwood'& map is said to have been compiled between 1792 and 1799, but could well
have taken even longer than that. His List of Subscribers includes Samuel Johnson,
who died on 13th December 1784. Indeed it also includes what ls probably, though a
little blurred, an entry for 'Thrale, Mr I Co., Brewers' - and Henry Thrale died in
April 1781.

So I think it is fair to think that Kirk was actually at that address when

Horwood compiled his map.
Stella Greenall
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Sir,
I would be interested in buying tokens from all centuries (any condition considered)
from ••.••• East Anglia: 1)

Special interest:

Suffolk - Bungay, Mendham, Beccles
Norfolk - Diss, Harleston

(The writer lists over thirty further towns and villages in Suffolk, Norfolk and Essex,
stated to be only of general interest to him)
If any members have any pieces from any of the above towns, then please write to me.
Ken Palmer

I am prepared to list items of special interest to members. Long listings would, of
course, tend to fill the Bulletin on their own!
- Ed.

Sir,
I happened to be looking through a recent Seaby's Bulletin, and noticed that they
were advertising a 17th Century token of Chancery Lane - The Kings Head Tavern,
which was an ex-Nott and Bird piece. The interesting point is that the edge had a
chip.

My own token of the Kings Head Tavern also has a clearly defined cut or chip

in one edge.
ls this, I wonder, simply a cutting fault, or is there possibly some significance here?
It would be interesting to know how many more of these pieces had chips in them.
John Greaves
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Sir,
HONDURAS:

Geographical listing of all tokens of this Republic .•• descriptions,

rubbings, dates of issuer activity (if known or suggested by accession records,
believed or verified maker(s), etc.) MUCH appreciated.

(Honduran tokens also

swapped for, or bought). All contributors to be acknowledged, unless anonymity
requested. Researching group of 4 or 5 recognized 'buffs' need your information.
(Thanks) Contact DANA ROBERTS, Box 2163, Albany, N.Y.; 12220, USA.

NOTES AND QUERIES
4/3-06.

HERTFORDSHIRE TAVERN CHECKS (TCS Bulletin Vol 4 No. 1 p.16)

ADDENDUM. The following additional piece has come to light:
Kington
Talbot Inn, E. Meredith,

/J
Robert Sharman

4/3-07.

The useful comments of Mr. James Wallis-Larwood (see 4/2-05) provided the

clue that led to an immediate resolution of the question concerning the Marley Hall,
Ledbury, Walter Betteridge piece. Kelly's Directory of Herefordshire, 1905, p.132,
under Ledbury Rural, lists Walter Betteridge, farmer, Marley Hall. This would seem
to confirm the suspicion that the piece is• a picker's check.
Mr. Wallis-Larwood also reported a •new• item for the Herefordshire series, viz.
Prince of Wales Inn, T .H. Counsell. Thomas Henry Counsell was landlord at this
tavern in Ashfield, Ross (1856) .. • 1863 "'1879 .. [ 1885] •
Neil B. Todd

4/3-08.

I have a copper diac 22 mm diameter. On the obverse is the legend MAXI MUS

curved either side of a •punk" type head left with 5 pointed star below. The reverpe
bears a plain tablet with• NON.PLUS.ULTRA curved around. Can anyone give me
any information on this piece 7
Brian Edge
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4/3-09.
1)

UNIDENTIFIED CO-OP CHECKS

Co Partnership Limited 1/Rev.

Free Loans/Free Ins urance/Self Help Tea

White metal (zinc?)
Z)

Z3. 5 mm, milled edge

Equitable Co-ope. Society Llmited/G. Yorke Iliffe/l s /-/Birm England
Rev. Same
Bronze, ZZ mm, milled edge

3)

CWM Gorse Co-op. Soc. Ltd/iP.
Rev. Same
Bronze, 19 mm

4)

Premier/Mine/Co-op/Lt�
Rev. One/Penny/I�
Red Fibre, ZS mm

5)

Stanwick Co-operative Society/Half/Sovn/Limited
Rev.

Dotted circle

Brass, 19 mm, milled edge.
Ronald A. Ward, Ph.D

I know that there are plenty oi you Co-op check beaver s out there. Can you help?
- Ed .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
DENTAL TOKENS FROM ANY COUNTRY
ALSO MEDICAL, DENTAL, CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS TOKENS FROM THE U.K.
WANTED TO BUY OR EXCHANGE

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
························································••*••·····················
WELSH PUB CHECKS REQUIRED
"

TOP PRICES PAID

"

STUART J. NIELSON

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
36

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Always sought

Pewter Tokens and Badges
Communion Tokens

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
WANTED

The following two 17th Century Southwark tokens (Williamson refs.)
1) 224 AT.THE.DOGG.AND.DVCKE/IN.SOVTHWARKE .
2) 291 HENRY. MILES.IN. KENT/STREET.WOOLCOMBER

......................
............................................................
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Send details to the Editor

,

FOR SALE

Kangaroos on English Tokens, A history and catalogue of late 18th Century
copper tokens depicting kangaroos,

fl plus postage

WANTED
Convict Jove tokens, Hall's and Pidcock1 s "Kangaroo• tokens,
hemisphere medals, medallions of England and Europe relating to Australia
up to 1868, and French Explorers-of the Pacific.
• Also interested in corresponding with any other collector with similar interest •

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
..................................................................................
WANTED FOR PURCHASE OR EXCHANGE

Masonic Mark tokens, pennies or shekels from any country
These often bear one or more of the following features:- name and number of
• lodge or chapter, a keystone with the letters HTWSSTKS, a mallet and
chisel

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
WANTED

To complete my Berkshire Collection
Toksns on the Berks. Check List marked • or ** published in TCS Bulletin
Vol, 4 No. 1 pp.24-5. Also Berks. 17th Century

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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EDITORIAL
Dear Reader, this issue, No. 4 in the present series, completes your first batch

of Volume No. 4. Membership has reached the 120 mark, which is nearly twice

the total I had expected by the end of two years since reform;ng, let alone one

year. Perhaps some of you were just curious, but I hope that you have come to

look upon it as a Bulletin to be kept for future reference and, whatever your

specialization, there has been something in it for you. Media and dealer support
has been encouraging and praiseworthy - I just hope that I can, with your
contributions and enthusiasm, continue to match their faith in this project.

How'ever, the acid test will be the renewal rate, or how many of the membership
like the idea and the package sufficiently enough to pay again. Subscription
rates for the next four issues will remain the same (see page 1) , and this level

appears at the moment to be about d ght for this market.

If you wish to continue receiving your Bulletin, then please remit as soon as

convenient to the Token Corresponding Society. USA/Canada members may now
remit the equivalent to HO Sterling in their own currency (see local press/bank
for conversion rate) to:-

If remitting in this way, then please make your cheque (check)/draft payable to
Dr. N.B. Todd, and not to TCS. You can, of course,• still remit to the Editor if

you so wish,

·res 4/4

ANTHONY J, GILBERT
2

TOUCHING CEREMONY - ADMISSION TICKETS
by D.G. Vorley
"'Ticket• is only another word for 1 token 1 and these pieces are referred to both as
1tokens1 and 'tickets' in the works I have quoted - appropriate for the T, C, S, I
hope,
At a recent visit to Seaby1 s I mentioned my intention of writing this article 1 ••••••
and having described the admission tickets, ..•. , •. interesl had already been
�oused. I hope .•..... members of the T.C.S. will likewise find the subject new
to them and of interest."
- The above is quoted from the author's accompanying letter

- Ed.

About two or three years ago, I came into the possession of the Supplement to Vol, 13
- No. 1 ( 49) of the New Zealand Numismatic Journal which contained the
Sutherland Memorial Lecture, 1970, entitled the "Royal Touch in England" by
Dr. L.K. Gluckman.
1\s would be expected, the subject was treated from a medical angle and very well
illustrated.

Amongst these illustrations were examples of four halfpenny-size

brass and copper tickets which I had not come across before. They were
described as very similar in design, but somewhat larger than, the gold touch
pieces. It would seem their use was as admission tickets to avoid undeserving
persons attending the touching ceremony, "there being abundant evidence that
many with no other desire than greed desired to be touched to obtain the gold
angel or touch piece. 11
The following is an extract from the lecture: "These tickets were coins usually referred to as pattern halfpence. The obverse
bears a galleon and the royal title. The reverse shows St. Michael trampling on a
dragon and has the legend GLORIO SOL! DEO.

11

There are several varieties of these pattern halfpence. Some are in copper,
others are in copper surrounded by a band of brass. Others are in brass or in
brass surrounded by a band of copper.

Many have a nick in the edge above the

word DEO, above the angel's head. The nick was probably made by the Mint
prior to re-issue.

TCS 4/4
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Once a patient had been accepted for tne ceremony (by the Sergeant Chirurgeon)
he received an admission ticket which was later collected from him and returned
to the Mint (to compute the number of gold coins required for the touching
ceremony and) for re-issue.
Occasionally, pierced admission tickets are seen.

It is possible that those unable

to be b:eated by the King (failed to return them and) wore them as a poor man's
talisman.
Despite the important religious ritual it is clear there was a substantial re-sale a black market if you like - of the healing coins.

The coin, like a holy relic, had

intrinsic healing value but greater monetary value.

11

Having previously possessed no interest in what had always been described in
catalogues as patterns, I now felt in this new light I should add specimens to my
ticket/token collection and as confidently expected, obtained the various examples
from the extensive stock of one of the leading London Numismatic dealers.
Like other bi-metallic numismatic products the obvious purpose of the brass band
round copper and copper band around brass was to make counterfeiting muc:h
more difficult, but it is not mentioned whether the original plain ones which
rendered this necessary were of copper or brass.
I think an analogy can be drawn between these admission tickets and communion
tokens as both were intended to sort out the worthy from the unworthy.

However,

there appears never to have been a serious attempt to counterfeit the tokens used
for admission to the Lord's T.ible.
I subsequently found that these admission tickets had been referred to by Helen
Farquhar in her extensive work "Royal Charities", published in the British
Numismatic :Tournal, Volume XII, 1916.

Although possessing reprints, I must

admit never previously to have studied this work in any depth.
At the time <llf Helen Farquhar 1 s work these pieces were thought to be base touch
pieces used by Charles I before the Civil War began at a time when the gold
angels had become too valuable to be distributed at the touching ceremonies.
However, Miss Farquhar whilst searching in the State Papers Domestic on another
quest found a contemporary copy of a letter addressed to Sir William Parkhurst,
Warden of the Mint, proving that the brass pieces were only admission tickets
(reproduced in full on P. 85 of the reprint of Part I of "Royal Charities").
TCS 4/4
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Montague in his "Copper Coins of England", 1893, calls them pattern halfpence

of Charles II (P. 41), but Helen Farquhar1s research almost certainly proves them
to be admission tickets to the touching ceremonies and manufactured by the

Royal decrees of Charles I in 1635 and Charles II in 1662, to prevent fraud.
Despite a close study of Helen Farquhar's work I have not been abl� to satisfy

myself whether or not the admission tickets of both monarchs were identical, even

allowing for the doubts expressed concerning the earlier ones being cast or struck
(P. 87, Part I).

@

D.G. Vorley

UNOFFICIAL FARTHINGS - LESSY'S YARMOUTH TOKEN

by A. Pardoe

R.C. Bell has this piece as Norfolk ZO, it is, apparently, Batty 603. The
obverse has the garnishes array of the borough (three lions impaling three

heriings) and the reverse has details of Lessy and his business. This is a copper
or bronze token with a plain edge. Bell makes no mention of varieties but my ten

specimens show a fair variation in thickness. I have not bothered, as yet, to

weigh them. What is rather more important is that there are two distinct obverses
among my pieces - the reverses are identical.

Obverse 1 is as the illustration on P. 91 in Bell's book. I have six examples

including two showing severe die flaws running from the rim at 1 o'clock through
the garnishing to 3 o'clock. Hence the need for a new obverse. I have four
examples. The main differences are:(a) beading is coarser;
(b) lion's face higher;

(c) herring's tail well clear of circular line of shield;
(d) bottom central curls of garnishing fall below circular line of shield.
We might call this type Bell 20A for the time being (see Fig. 1 Page 6).

@
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Tony Pardoe, Kent Numismatic Society
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Fig. 1 LESSY 1 S YARMOUTH TOKEN
BELL 1120A 11

BELL 20

I
\

I
I

BELL 20
l

,,.
1'

\

\

Flg. 2

SHORT'S COCOA ROOMS

Fi'g. 3

81:IORr.r•s

COCO.A ROOMS.
IlTt IrJ1.E S 111\'fl�N rrs
O, '£111; 1''m,-r (),uun, AT

10, Friar Gale, Derby.
Large Cup of COCOA,
TEA, or COFFEE,

j QNJi1l� p]:iNNY
11
•

DUllS, l'tE!l, DUTTEREO ROLLS, SUMMER BEVERAGES,
C<HD10n1ou,; IJOt}lJS Ul',l)J'AUm. l,,\llll:S' ROOM,

-

-

Bn11Nr:1-1-MISSJON ARCH, WfLLOW ROW.
t'Qr lh1t,,Jw,r Tr:vl\' 1 C',,eu,\. 111111 t�olfc11 OZ\'I: Pl!NNY PJ:n PJN'r.
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HOW AT LEAST ONE REFRESHMENT CHECK WAS USED
by E.W. Danson
The Derbyshire Red Book for 1879 contained an advertisement for Short's Cocoa
Rooms, Friar Gate, Derby, the last line, in small italic type, reading: Tokens
for the Poor on Sale (see Fig. 2 Page 6).

That the tokens in question were

metallic is surely confirmed by a piece in the collection of Mr, Peter Moffat which
may be described as follows (see Fig. 3 Page 6)
Darkly toned brass (or copper?), 29 mm, edge grained, die axis 0 °.
Obv

GOOD FOR/ONE/PENNYWORTH/OF/REFRESHMENT/AT

(6 lines);

arabesques on each side of the short, even lines; beaded outer
circle.
Rev

SHORTS/; COCOA. /ROOMS ; arabesques between the three lines;
beaded outer circle.

Although there were coffee houses in Derby over two centuries earlier, evidenced,
for instance, by Luke Neyld's octagonal halfpenny token of 1667 (Williamson's
Boyne, Derbys, 86), Simon Short's was the first cocoa house in the town, the
rooms in Friar Gate being opened in the presence of the Mayor in February 1878.
The following November, a part of the Mission Arch, Willow Row, (beneath the
newly constructed Great Northern Railway line) was opened as a coffee and cocoa
house. In 1881 a number of Derby gentlemen, prominent in the local temperance
movement, founded the Derby Coffee and Cocoa House Company Limited which
took over Short's business and opened three more houses.

The Willow Row branch

was closed in 1883 but the remaining four houses survived well into the
twentieth century.
The obverse of the Short's piece is from a stock die and one wonders how many
similar issues were given as alms to prevent the recipients spending the gifts on
ale.
The term 1 check1 is now in general use to denote a value-bearing disc, such as
Short's, which was intended for restricted exchange, 'token' being reserved for
a piece which circulated much more widely and freely. However it will be noted
that the advert cited above does use the word •token' - and in this case the
American 1good for' would be entirely appropriate.

TCS 4/4
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Finally, the writer, who would be pleased to learn of the existence and details of
any checks of the Derby C. and C.H. Co. Ltd., wishes to express his thanks to
Mr. Moffat for bringing the check to his attention.

@

E.W. Danson

Replies can be forwarded to the Editor.

SOME UNPUBLISHED NORT HAMPTONSHIRE COUNTERMARKS
by Gavin Scott
The following countermarks on British coins have come to light since publication
of my book "British Countermarks on Copper and Bronze Coins" in 1975.
Countermarks are incuse except where shown otherwise, with lettering defined as
small below Z mm, medium Z mm but less than 4 mm, and large 4 mm and above.

COUNTERMARK

OBV.(0)
OR REV.(R)

COIN TYPE

SOURCE
REF.

APPROX.
DATE-t-

B.REDMIL(L) /DEEN
Medium letters
with serifs

0

Penny 1806/7

J.G. Scott

1847

R.READ/GILSBRO
Medium letters
with serifs

R

Penny 1797

J.G. Scott
(cf Scott
ZS.Z)

1847

Halfpenny
1772 hammered
up to Zlmm
Diameter

J.G. Scott

1773

Halfpenny
1862

J.G. Scott

1875-1900

Twopence 1797

J .G. Scott

1847-53

*Wm ROUGHTON"!'
KETTERING"' !773
engraved on edge
Small letters
with serifs
WILLIAM WREN & CO
(curved) /(Wren) I
o NORTHAMPTON o
(curved)
Small plain letters
Strong relief
impression of same,
retrograde
W.BROWN/SCALDWELL
Small letters
with serifs

-

0

R

Z xO
lxR

* See notes on issuers. Countermarks are assumed to predate the 1853 Act to
prevent the defacing of the Current Coin of the Realm ( 16 & 17 Viet. c l OZ)
unless there is clear evidence to the contrary.
TCS 4/4
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NOTES ON ISSUERS (In brackets Directory publisher and date)
DEEN
Redmill
Deene had a population of 516 in 1841, 504 in 1851. It is 7 miles west north west
of Oundle. Benjamin Rcdmille (sic) was a blacksmith (Post Office 1847), followed
by (his son?) Rowland Redmill (Post Office 1854).
GUILSBOROUGH
Read
This is an unpublished variety of a piece published in my book, where number
25. 2 is:
G. NEALE /R. READ/GILSBRO
Medium letters with serifs
TA
Large letters with serifs

Penny 1797

R

D.G. Vorley

0

Gttilsborough had a population of 939 in 1841.

There were two blacksmiths in

1847 (Post Office) - Robert Read and William Loydell. There is no further entry
for Robert Read, Whellan's 1849 Directory listing William Loydell and James
Wormleighton.
KETTERING
Roughton
William Roughton has not been traced. He may not have been a tradesman.
could be a "hatch match or dispatch 11

This

type one-off and personal engraved item.

NORTHAMPTON
Wren
This piece is presumably the result of unofficial use o.f a brand-marking punch by
a workman of the well known Northampton company. In 1922 William Wren and
Company, boot and shoe polish manufacturers, were in Grey Friars Street.

TCS 4/4
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SCALDWELL
Brown
Scaldwell had a population of 416 in 1841, 400 in 1851 and is 8½ miles north east
of Northampton. William Brown was a carpenter and wheelwright (Post Office

1847, 1854). Slater 1 s 1863 Directory shows Charles Brown, wheelwright,

Samuel Brown, carpenter.

@

Gavin Scott, August 1985

CO-OP TOKENS

.,

<

by John M. Ferrett
It is often assumed that the origins of the modern Co-operative movement go

back to the Rochdale Pioneers who founded a Co-operative store in Toad Lane,
Rochdale opened on the evening of 21st December 1844.

However this was not

the case, nor was it the case that the movement was merely represented by the

stores which we see today. It is thought that the beginnings were in the dock

yards of Woolwich and Chatham where as early as 1760 flour !'lills had been run on
a Co-operative basis to combat the high prices charged by the local corn millers

who had a monopoly. Later, in Hull too a corn mill was set up in the year 1795,

followed by a second mill in 1801. This second mill was run by the Hull

Subscription Mill Society which remained in being until 1890. A mill was built in
Dansom Lane paid for out of money raised by donations and subscriptions. As
you may know Philip Meldrum has a token in his possession made from thin iron

bracteate of this Society. During this period small Societies were being formed
around the country. In 1795 the Oldham Co-operative Supply Company opened
the first English Co-operative store.

In the pre-Rochdale clays two men stand out as influencing the development of the
movement. The first of these is Robert Owen. Owen was born in Newtown,

Montgomeryshire in 1771, the son of a saddler and ironmonger. He began working

at the age of nine and by the age of eighteen had set up a business making
spinning machines. By tl\e age of Zl he was manager of a mill in Manchester
employing 500 men.

More success was to come. The founder of the New Lanark Mills on the Clyde in
Scotland had no male heirs. The chance was there for the taking and Owen and
his partners bought the mill in 1799. The mill was then developed by Owen on

TCS 4/4
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new and extraordinary lines.

As numismatists we know New Lanark for the

countermarked 8 Reales pieces used as tokens at the village store and the
surrounding areas.

Owen also married Dale's daughter Ann Caroline.

Lanark was turned by Owen into a model village.

New

Children were not employed,

under the age of 10 and Owen pressed for reforms in Parliament to this end.
They were compulsorily educated at the village school, and there was also free
health care and the workers were given pensions.

Owen was a man of ideas. One

of these was that of Co-operative Communities, and records have shown that it
was hoped to found one at Chat Moss, Huddersfield in 1831.

Sadly these proved

to be a gigantic failure.

The most famous was at Queenswood in Hampshire

known as Harmony Hall.

This failed due to lack of money and was eventually

wound up by the Court of Chancery in 1846.
The idea was slow to die however and a Community called the Leeds Redemption
Society was set up in 1847.

They purchased an estate in Wales and fruit

produced there was sold on the streets of Leeds.

Eventually the farm was sold

in 1855.
The second Co-operator of note was Dr. William King of Brighton.

He helped

found a Co-operative Society in Brighton in 1827 and published a periodical known
James Smithies, one of the ploneers
as the Co-operator between 1828 and 1830.
,
is known to have had a copy of the publication. King felt that the only way
working people could improve their lot was by self-help and in particular the
founding of Co-operative stores.

King can therefore be credited with the

thinking behind the modern movement.
the idealist.

He was the pragmatist whilst Owen was

It is interesting to note that Owen sold New Lanark and went with

his sons to America where a colony was founded.

The sons stayed but Owen

returned to live in London and continued to support the movement.
The times in which the Rochdale Pioneers lived W'ill"e hard for working people.
Employees were expected to buy their goods at the mill-owners' shops known as
Tommy shops.

They usually purchased goods on credit and found themselves

quickly in debt.

It was this that the pioneers were fighting against and one of

the most important rules was that no goods in the store could be taken on credit.
Such was the difficulty that we are told that no woman in Ripponden would make
a purchase at the store and that men would only go there after dark.

In Wales

the truck system was even stronger and we do not see Co-operative Societies
being formed there until later.

TCS 4/4
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Another innovation and the most famous one connected with the pioneers was the
payment of a dividend on all goods purchased at the store.
earlier origin.

Yet the idea was of

The Society at Meltham Mills in the Yorkshire Pennines was

founded in 1827 by employees of James Brook and Brothers.

A meeting was held

in the Mill workshop where a committee was appointed to draw up rules.
member held a £1 share.

Each

The store was a success and we are told that it was like

gold fever in Meltham when the dividend was paid.
In Scotland too some Societies were paying dividends and the pioneers consulted a
Scot when deciding how to go about this.

The rules were drawn up at Rochdale

by Charles Howarth and were mainly adopted from those of lhe Rochdale Sick and
Burial Society and the Friendly Societies Acts.

Our interest is in Rule 31 which

states, "That the amount of money expended by each member during each quarter
to be determined by check receipts produced by each member. 11 It would seem
that the pioneers envisaged a check syi,tem and it is interesting to note thnt one
writer has stated that he had had in his possession a £2 check dated 1840 of
Ashington Co-operative Society in Northumberland.
The contribution of the pioneers to the movement cannot be e;rnggerated.
Lane has been described as the, "Right plan for realising Owen's dream. 11
are various reasons for their success.

Toad
There

The failure of the local Bank in 1849 made

the citizens of Rochdale turn to the Society as a new form of investment.

The

working man had more money in his pocket than ever before and the store
survived hard times particularly the period when the American Civil War blighted
.the local Cotton industry.
The pioneers had vision of a much larger movement and they contributed towards
the formation of the Co-operative Wholesale Society to supply goods to local smaller
Societies.

Gradually too, legislation was passed to enable the movement to have

its own Bank seen on every major high street today.

In addition the

Co-operative Insurance Society was founded together with the Co-operative
Building Society which has now left the Co-operative Union and is called lhe
N ationwicle Building Society.
Co-operative Societies were founded in different ways.

We have already seen that

Meltham Mills Society was formed by workers at a local mill.

Another Society to be

founded this way was Bowling Old Lane Society in Bradford which was formed by
workers from a local Iron Foundry.
works.
TCS 4/4

Interestingly the Paley family once owned the

They were responsible for the issue of a Leeds 18th Century token as
12

well as the issue of Bank notes at the works.
On the 30th December 1859 a tea party was held at the Church School,
Hec,kmondwike, West Yorkshire.
to form a Co-operative Society.
Minutes read,

11

The surplus of 12s was handed to the founders
On the 22nd March 1860 the Heckmondwike

that we have given checks to our customers. 11 A check system was

used in Heckmondwike from then on until about 1927. The £1 is one of the more
elaborately designed showing a crescent moon and three stars. The Halifax £1
shows a man ploughing.
The Leeds Society, one of the biggest in the country, grew out of the Leeds
district Flour Mill Society which later became the Leeds Industrial Co-operative
Society Limited in 1847.

A director of the Leeds District Flour Mill Society was

John Ardill. It was his company which produced many tokens for Co-operative
Societies all over the country. Specimens of his advertising tokens and samples
are still known. Surprisingly Leeds Co-op tokens were not produced by Ardill
although his company is still in existence in Meanwood, Leeds, today.
In Hull there was Co-operative fever. The first Society in Hull was the Hull
Co-operative Provident Company Limited. This Society was formed in 1857 at
2 Dark Street and had dividend tokens, that is tokens which recorded the amount
of your purchase. Each quarter the tokens were taken in and a dividend paid on
the amount of lhe Tokens.

As in Heckmondwike, you exchanged smaller values

for higher ones to make calculating easier. Often members could not wait until
1divi1 day and in Heckmondwike went to the Pawn shop to trade them in. In
Leeds they were prepared to cash the checks early at a reasonable discount.
The Hull Society was wound up in 1882.
A second Hull Society was created at a meeting held on the 14th June 1890 and a
shop also opened al the junction of Wassand Street and Hessle Road.

The Society

never had dividend checks preferring lhe Climax system instead. However they
did have commodity tokens.

The souvenir booklet tells us that when the new

diary was opened in Hull in 1915 coupons were to be used to be replaced by metal
discs when the War Office permits them to be issued.
I know of coal tokens also being used by the Hull Society, and cheap milk scheme
tokens as well.

Under this scheme expectant and nursing mothers together with

children between five and sixteen years of age were entitled to milk at a reduced
price. The token was valid for a week and provided for the purchase of seven
pints.
TCS 4/4
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The use of tokens varied from Society to Society. In Batley they had a system
which combined the use of paper and metal checks.

It is interesting to note that

when the first dividend was declared 994 checks were handed in and that the
'divi' was 2s in the £.
In Kilsyth in Scotland a full token sys�m was used.

No cash was accepted and

customers on being paid exchanged their money for tokens on the Friday night.

A third use for tokens was the Mutuality Club. These Ch1bs were formed between
the Two World Wars and by which members purchased goods on credit.

In London a

decimal token was issued. It was produced by H.B. Sale of Birmingham.

It is

interesting to note that H.B. Sale also produced the recent Lancashire and
Cheshire Society medal.
Dated checks are rare. Only five or six dividend checks are known to be dated.
In Northamptonshire the Walgrave Society has a bread token dated 1892, the year
in which the Society was founded.
Forgery of tokens is not unknown.

Chris. Brunel has discovered a forger of

tokens from Societies in the Bradford area called Thomas Clarke.

He had a press

in the cellar of his Brighouse home. In Birmingham button manufacturers were
doing a roaring trade in forged tokens while in Halifax, a man was sentenced to
15 months' imprisonment for producing tokens. In Lincoln the Society found, on
making enquiries in 1866, that the nominal value of the checks handed in was
£4,000 more than the sales for that quarter.

They soon found that local

engineering workers were malting large quantities of their own checks for use in
collecting their dividend.

It is interesting to note the numbe:r of checks o:rdered by Societies. In 1860 the
founders of the Keighley Society o:rdered 26,000 checks and the Midgley Society
near Halifa.x ordered 1,000 ld, 2d and 3d checks in 1900.
We have seen that the Hull Society never used dividend checks. The dates that
checks went out of use varied from Society to Society.

The Great Horton Society

near Bradford stopped using them on the 1st October l 905.
that there was resistance to this,

The history tells us

"Plenty of opposition was raised against a

proposal most of it arising from a section who did not want a change of anysort
(sic), much less one that required the giving of a number with every purchase. 11
Eventually the checks were sold for scrap, 1 ton 18 cwt and 8 lb of checks
realising £113-13s-3d.
TCS 4/4
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The Lincoln Society are known to have buried their tokens while many of the
Royal Arsenal Society's checks were dumped in the River Thames.

Royal

Arsenal was one of the last Societies to use checks finishing in 1960.
So we come to the present day.

Commodity tokens are still used in some areas.

Milk tokens changing colour with the change in price.

When tokens are

eventually replaced a piece of our Social History will go with them.

@
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NOTES ON SCOTTISH TOKENS
1)

by Andrew MacMillan

I always assumed that as there were virtually no 17th Century Scottish trade
tokens there was no point in buying a copy of Williamson, but maybe I should
revise my ideas.

Recently I acquired a FORTH colliery token when I saw it in a

list under a Williamson unidentified number.
Copper would be totally unexpected (though not impossible) for such a token in
Scotland.

But the cross over IHS is typical of Scottish Episcopal tokens (see

Kerr & Lamb illustrations), and might therefore be expected in a token from
England.

I suppose that there is great variety in Williamson tokens, but who

would have the Common Cup (or Communion Cup) on one side and a sacred
layout on the other except a church?
Tokens were used in the Church of England in a different way from that which
was done in Scotland (where the Sacrament was never sold).

It seems that

in

order to raise the dues needed to meet expenses the Church of England sold
tokens for Easter Communion (? and at other times).
records refer to 1 Commurion halfpence'

Henley-on-Thames parish

in 1659; at Southwark 2200 tokens were

sold in 1596 at 2d each, and in 1620 2000 were sold at 3d, as examples of
collecting Church dues.

Recently I borrowed THE STORY OF THE! TOKEN (1902 2nd Edn) by Robert
Shiells and, by pure chance, and with the use of the index I have turned up the
following (pp. 55-56) 11

"T.he following extract from a work on commercial Tokens also refers to the

antiquity of Church Tokens.

TCS 4/4
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"(No.) 1319. THE COMMON (Communion) CVPP
Rev. I.H.S.

Sacramental cup and cover.

A cross, Calvary, rising from the horizontal bar of the H;

a11d

seven stars below.
"Possibly this piece has reference to what is occasionally noticed i11 church
wardens1 accounts as token money.

James the First, by patent dated May 18,

1609, granted to Francis Philips and Richard More, the rectory and church at
St. Sepulchre in the City of London, with all its rights, members, and
1also all tithes and profits of the servants and apprentices, and

appurtenances;

strangers (extraneorum), and other parishioners, commonly called the token
m oney, paid or payable at Easter time.1 The custotn, it is said, prevailed long
before the period of the Reformation, when each parishioner was 1houselled,1 that
is, received the sacrement and was shrived;

though the practice has long since

been commuted by the payment of a certain sum."*

* Jacob Henry Burn.

1A

1

Descriptive Catalogue of the London Traders, Tavern

and Coffee-House Tokens current in the ,Sevenleenth Century."
London, 1855, page 265.

2nd Edition,

Ult

Even though one cannot be 100% sure of the use of the piece, or even where it
comes from, it is certainly very satisfying to get this far.

What do the seven

stars denote? They were used at times as a space filler, or maybe to tell one
token from another.

@

Andrew MacMillan

2) by Alex R. Neish
It is well known that many of the Scottish communion tokens were made by
pewterers.

The Haddington Church records of 1745 note

11 The

Session, taking

advantage of the absence of the rebel army in England, resolved to observe the
communion and send to Mr. Wright pewtherer (sic) in Edinburgh for 3,000
tokens 11 •

This is highly likely to have been Alexander Wright who had his shop

in the city's West Bow - number 131 on the Edinburgh touch plates.
Two pewter trade tokens from Edinburgh that have come my way suggest further
links.

TCS 4/4
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6 J.J. & J.R. BEDWELL

TY.PE ONE

UPE TWO

TYPE THREE
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One is a circular token for H. Maclarane of the Lawmarket, presumably a wines

and spirit merchant because on the reverse in relief is an extremely fine repro
duction of a tankard (see Fig. 4 page 17 ) with scroll handle and upturned filial

that is very similar to one I have that was made by Robt. Whyte, a pewterer in
Edinburgh's Cowgate around 1820. It would seem that apart from serving as a

trade token this one was also used as indirect,advertising by its maker.

The second is much older and also made in Edinburgh but otherwise as far as I

know unidentified. On one side appears a hammer beneath a crown, (see Fig. 5
page 17 ), a symbol that had been used by Scottish pewterers in the 16th and 17th
centuries (see Cotterell 5901 and 6085). This same symbol in fact appears in the
pewter badge of the Incorporation of Hammermen of Edinburgh.

On the other side in script are the initials 'J N'. The only freeman pewterer of

the Edinburgh Incorporation this would seem to fit is John Napier, admitted in
1700. Could this token have been his trade card?

{g)

Alex R. Neish

ADVERTISING TICKETS OF J.J. & J.R. BEDWELL, COLCHESTER PAWNBROKERS
by John R.P. King

During a brief lull in my normally hectic pastime of Numismatic Research I began
pondering over the two Advertising Tickets detailed below, and owing to their

similarity concluded that one contained a naming error with the other its replace
ment. A search through the only Essex Directory to hand revealed an entry for

John Robert Bed well with the added bonus of a self-advertisement (see Appendix

Two) giving 1886 as the Company's establishment date. A short journey to my

local Reference Library gave me access to a run of Essex Directories (these were
not issued annually) covering the period 1886 - 1937; after this date no Essex
County Directories were issued. My search showed that only J. R. Bedwell had
traded at the given addresses during this time, so I (wrongly) assumed the J .J.

Bedwell ticket to be the erroneous issue. It then occurred to me that the 1886
Directory was, o:C course, compiled during 1885 and therefore it gave an entry for
a Company that was, in their own words, yet to be founded. The 1882 Directory

was then consulted which gave an identical listing to that as for 1886, so obviously

it was necessary to dig deeper. Owing to the lack of earlier Directories, within
my locality, contact was made with the Colchester Reference Library and their
TCS 4/4
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speedy reply quashed my theory regarding the false issue of the J .J. Bedwell
ticket as there before me were many entries for a John Jermyn Bedwell. With a
little topping-up of entries from Directories held at London's Guildhall Library I
offer (see Appendix One) a basic history of the Bedwell1 s business undertakings
with addresses, etc.
It would appear that !:his Business only changed hands through the death of its
proprietor.

It is recorded that J.J. Bedwell was teslding at 47, North Hill (this,

as with all other addresses mentioned in these notes, form part of Colchester)
0

until 1870, and A. Bedwell lived until 1874 at 72, High Street, But by 1878 entries
show both residences are occupied by a Mrs,Bedwell, presumably the wives of the
two aforestated gentlemen. J.R. Bedwel1 1s dwelling was, hi 1890, 65 High Street
and continued to be so until 1926 when only a Mrs. Bedwell is listed.

The nexl:

available entry, for 1929, gives the occupant as Mis:, A. Bedwell and it seems
likely that she had a hand in the management of the J.R. Bedwell firm as a fresh
proprietor is not detailed until 1937.
The study of all available data has not yielded the answer to why 1886 is given as
Bedwell1 s establishment date, perhaps this is only a printer's error and should
read 1836, a much more probable date given the occupation of 63 High Street for
around 100 years by A. Bedwell in business as a Pawnbroker.
Tickets (see Fig. 6 page 17)

Obverse

J.J. //BEDWELL II 62 8i 63 in three lines, the second dividing a circle.
With curved below: HIGH STREET and curved above: COLCHESTER

Reverse

PLATE//WATCHES//&// WEDDING RINGS in four lines, the first and
last being curved, within a circle. With outside and around the
circle: FURNITURE BEDS 8i PAPER HANGINGS (ends with a
horizontally elongated cross).

Comments

Brass. 24 mm. Plain Edge.

Obverse

As Type 1 but J. R. replaces J. J.

Reverse

As Type 1 but outer legend ends with a cinquefoil.

Comments

As Type 1.
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Addendum
Since the foregoing was written the following ticket has been loaned to the writer
for inspection and recording, courtesy of Mr. J. Wallis- Larwood. It is most
likely identical to be one of the two catalogued by Dr. N. B. Todd (1979).

Obverse

As for other J.R. Bedwell tick.et.

Reverse

CLOCKS JEWELLERY CLOTHING BEDDING. around a 14 mm circle
which has within it, in four lines, the first and last being curved,
PLATE//WATCHES//&J/WEDDING RINGS.

Comments

As Type 1.

These tickets appear infrequently on the market but from the few examined no
varieties have been encountered, although a Catalogue entry (Todd 1979) gives
brief details of a Type 2 with Reverse legends differently arranged.
APPENDIX ONE
KEY TO DIRECTORY TYPE COLUMN
= Pigot's London & Provincial Directory
= Kelly's Directory of Essex
= Benham1 s Directory of Colchester

P
K
B

KEY TO BUSINESS ACTIVITIES COLUMN
A = Appraiser, CM = Cabinet Maker, C = Clothier, FD :. Furniture Dealer,
HAV = House Agent & Valuer, HF = House Furnisher, I = Insurance,
J = Jeweller, P = Pawnbroker, S = Silversmith, UN = Undertaker,
U = Upholsterer, V = Valuer
Directory
Date

Type Company Name

1832-3-4 P
p
1839
K
1845
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No listing
John & Robert Bedwell
John Jermyn Bedwell

High Street
Number(s)
Occupied
63
II

Business
Activities

Notes

P.
II
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Directory

High Street
Number(s)
Occupied

Business
Activities

Date

Type

Company Name

1850
1855
1859
1862
1866
1870
1870
1874
1874
1878
1878
1882
1886
1890
1895
1899

K

John Jermyn Bedwell

1902

K

1904
1906

II

II

II

IT

II

63 & 64

1912
1917
192;:
1926
1929
1933
1937

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II
II

63 & 65

fl

11

II

11

II

II

II

II

II

II

fl

II

It

"

II
II

fl

II

II

fl

fl

1939
1940
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P. & S.
P. CM. &

u.

lt

II

fl

II

II

II

II

II

P. & FD.
U. & FD.

62 & 63

fl

fl

II

II

fl

fl

II

II

II

II

II

It

II

II

II
II
fl
II
II
II

II
II

John Robert Bedwell
Arthur Bedwell
John Robert Bedwell
Arthur Bedwell
John Robert Bedwell
Arthur Bedwell
John Robert Bedwell
II

62
63
62
63
62
63
62 & 63
II

t>.

u.

P.

II

62,63 & 64

II

II

II

II

II

fl

II

II

fl

II

II

II

B

B

J.R. Bedwell
(George W.B. Hazell
Proprietor)
J.R. Bedwell
No listing

62,63 & 64

63

II

& A.

u. I, A.
P.
P. & u.

It

John Robert Bedwell

Notes

II

II

11

II

II

P. U. & HAV.
P. J. U. UN. Furniture
stores
HF. & HAV.
21 & 22
Culver St.
As above
As for 1899
plus C.
II
fl
As for 1902
P. J. C. I. &
HAV.
As above
II

II

II

II

P. J. & V.
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APPENDIX TWO

BY APPOINTMENT

RELLY'S 'DIRECTORY
or

ESSEX, HERTFORDSHIRE
Al'-ll

ThIIDDLESEX
(WITH

COLOURED

MAPS/

19.26

J.
ESrABLISIIED
IUfo.

rm,c11mmm ,\T)VF.:RTISEi\lENTS.

II

R. BEDWELL,
JEWELLER, :� VALUER,

PURCHASES for PROMPT CASH
Chests of Family Plate, Old Jewels,
::
:: Gold and Silver, ::
::

ANTIQUE SILVER,

Worn-out Silver, Old Gold Coins
and Medals, Early Sheffield Plate,
::
:: Ancient Bead Purses,::
::

CANDELABRA, &c.

FOREIGN
MONEY
EXCHANGED.
PARCELS SENT BY POST

wo.L RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.

63 High Street, Colchester.
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Re £erences:
Unofficial Farthings 1820 - 1870 by R.C. Bell 1975. Page 232

ADDENDUM, ESSEX No. 1.

British & Irish Tokens, Advertising Tickets, Checks, Passes etc.

Ca. 1830 - 1920 by Neil B. Todd, 1979. Page· 15.
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HAYDON & URRY'S PATENTS

by R.D. Hayes

George Haydon and Frank Urry were both engineers and had been involved in

the design of automatic machinery for several years before incorporating as
Haydon and Urry Limited in July 1885 at 34, Gray's Inn Rdad, Holborn. Their
article reads "Proprietors of the business of Automatic or Coin Freed Machine

Owners, Exploiters and Dealers".

Haydon had been concerned with the design and working of an automatic or coin

freed machine known as the "Flower Machine".

In September 1892 Urry had taken out a patent with the title of "Combined Game
or amusement and machine for the automatic delivery of prepaid articles".

In November 1894 they joined wilh George Sommerville to take oul a furlher
patent "Improvement of coin freed games of skill machines".

Expansion of their interest and ingenuity is shown when in October 1897 they took

out a patent titled "Combined coin freed apparatus for playing modified or
miniature games of Billiards, Bagatelle, Skittles and the like",

Automatic Machines (Haydon & Urry 1 s Patents) Limited was formed in March 1900,

subsequently the business of Haydon & Urry Limited was purchased by them and
voluntarily wound up in September 1900.
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Fig. 7

Fig. 8
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To elate two tokens have been collected that were obviously issued in respect of
the patents, they are both 21. 5 mm in diameter with impressed inscriptions that
are the same on the obverse, one of Brass is impressed 1� on the reverse, the
other of an Alloy type material is uniface (see Fig. 7 page Z4)
Although their business name remained the same an agreement was made in
February 1901 for an amalgamation with the Automatic Diversions Syndicate
Limited, Haydon and Urry remained as directors.
At an Extraordinary General Meeting held on the 5th day of July 1902 the
following resolution was passed:-

"That is has been proved to the satisfaction of

this meeting that the Company cannot by reason of its liabilities continue its
business and that it is advisable to wind up the same and accordingly that the
Company be wound up voluntarily, and at the same meeting Mr. Hercules was
11
appointed Liquidator for the purpose of such winding u p.
'fhe Company was dissolved by notice in the London Gazette dated 27th August
1907.

@

R.D. Hayes

"SPINNERS"
by R.D. Hayes
These tokens normally found with an arrow and the words 'you pay1 on the
reverse are commonly known as 'Spinners', they were often given to customers
on purchase of an article, drinks or f ood etc.

Actually they formed two purposes,

firstly as an advertising token for the business concerned and secondly as fun
and a game of chance for the customer and any friends involved.
Frequently used in Public Houses the token was spun on the bar or table to
determine who paid for the next round of drinks.

No doubt many other uses were

found for them such as who pays for the food, raifle tickets, etc.
Having only started to collect these recently I have so far f ound them to the
following firms:Smirnoff : Franklin Mint Ltd. : Wotan : Ind Coope (two types) : Mint
Security Ltd. : Readhead's Engineering Salisbury : Bosch : Deinhard &
Co. : Chef & Brewer (the words 1you pay' omitted but wHh a knife and
fork design on the arrow). (See Fig. 8 page 24).
TCS 4/4
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Since the publication of "Coins & Tokens of Cornwall" by J. A.D. Mayne &

•
J.A. Williams (reviewed in TCS Bulletin Vol. 4 No. 2 p. 33-34), I enclose details
of two Cornish Sack Tokens that do not appear in the book, and therefor (I
presume) are previously unrecorded.
The above is a pr�cis of the covering letter to the following:

- Ed.

TWO UNRECORDED CORNISH SACK TOKENS
by Robert Taylor
The information concerning the two tokens was kindly supplied by Mr. H.L.
Douch, B.A., Curator of the Royal Institution of Cornwall County Museum I'< Art
Gallery, River Street, Truro.
See Fig. 9 Page 27
No. 1

Brass, 25 mm with central hole, and plain edge.
Obv.

S. EDDY. PENDARVES MILLS. written around a circle.

Rev.

ONE SACK horizontally, above and below the hole.

Pendarves Mills is in the parish of Camborne. S. EDDY is shown as being the
miller there in the Kelly's Directory for 1856, but does not appear in the 1873
Directory.
No. 2

Brass, 26 mm with a hole at 9 o'clock (Obv.) and a milled edge.
Obv.
Rev.

T.P.EDWARDS . PERRANWHARF . written around.
(star) ONE SACK (star) TOKEN written around, with large 6
and small D in centre.

Perran Wharf is in the parish of Perranworthal, and is situated on a creek of the
River Fal. What is still known as Edwards' Mill was originally a tin-smelting house,
then a foundry where beam-engines were built; latterly, it was a flour mill.
Thomas Ball was the miller there in 1873. Thomas Philip Edwards' name first
appears in the Kelly's Directory of 1883. In his letter Mr. Douch added: "An
ancient Miss Edwards still survives in the locality"!

@
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Fig. 9

No. 1.

No. 2,

Fig. 10
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TWO UNRECORDED CORNISH SACC TOKENS

S, EDDY

PENDARVES HILLS.

T,P .EIMARDS.

PERRANWHARF.

WENDRON, CORNWAL'L
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AUCTION REPORTS
The following report is on the Sotheby1s general sale held on 18th - 19th July

1985, and contains a correction to the statement made on p. 31 of Bulletin Vol. 4

No. 3, that the seventeenth century tokens offered were duplicates.

- Ed.

The Derek L. Smith Collection of 17th Century Tokens
Derek Smith spent over 20 years building the collection of 17th century tokens,
the pursuit of which he finally relinquislied in early 1985. His aim was not lo

complete any particular group of pieces, but to have representative tokens of the
English counties, the many varying arms and trades, town pieces, shapes and
sizes, together with pieces from places of interest to him. Being a North

countryman, some of the counties there were better represented than in many

general collections. London was also strongly represented.

He had an eye for a

nice grade, attractive token, but was not servile to the invest:nent criteria' in
1

coins, and many lower-grade tokens of considerable interest are to be found in

the collection. In this he was consistent with most Specialist collectors of the
series.

Derek often researched the issuers of pieces he acquired, and much of his work
is original and will hopefully be published in some form in due course. He aJso

wrote up the tokens themselves on distinctive green tickets in a neat hand, and

many pieces which he owned now grace some of the best current collections with

his own and some earlier pedigrees attached.

The major part of the collection was purchased by Nigel Clark in 1985, the

remaining 200 or so pieces - generally the more common or less commercial items -

were sold at Sotheby's in July, 1985. These were not, as was stated in an earlier
TCS Bulletin, his duplicates - there were no duplicates in the collection.
The tickets which accompany the tokens show that most were acquired from the

London dealers who, in the 'sixties', had plentiful supplies of this series. Many
show his cost prices, which make sad reading for current collectors who cannot

hope to build good collections for so little outlay. The only compensation they

have is that general coin collectors are now often purging these pieces from their
cabinets, now that they are no longer 'worthless trifles', and new specialists get
another bite of the cherry.
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Derek Smith gained much pleasure from his collecting. The result was a fine
collection which now gives pleasure to many more collectors in the best traditions
of McFadyean, Faulkner, Gilbert and Carthew.
Nigel A. Clark

Featured in Christie's Coin and Medal sale on February 18th 1986, is an important
collection of Norfolk tokens formed by David Cornell oi. Poringland, near Norwich.
The main attraction of the collection are the 17th Century issues where over ZOO
specimens are rep resented ( nearly two-thirds of the County). Many of the tokens
are in good condition and there are several examples of rare villages where only
one issuer is known for the place.

These include Bawdeswell (W .11), Brancaster

(W.12), Massingham (W.105), Mileham (W.107), Stoke (W. 239), Watton (W. 276),
and Wells (W.277). Another extremely rare piece is from Snettisham (W. 238).
Some of the tokens have old tickets with them showing they once belonged to
Colonel Carthew whose collection of Norfolk and Suffolk was acquired by B. A.
Sea.by Ltd. in 1963. Christie's are hoping to produce plates of the 17th Century
Norfolk issues, which will be on sale in the Coin Dept., but please check if you
are interested. A full report on this sale will be made in the next issue of the
Bulletin.
R. Sharman

BOOK REVIEWS AND PUBLICATIONS
The Life and Times of Thomas Spence - by P.M. Ashraf, 1983, AS (8¼" x 5¾11),
ISBN 0 85983 172 8, originally published at £8. 50, but individual copies available
from the publisher, Frank Graham at £2. 50 including inland (U.K.) postage and
packing;

his address - 6 Queens Terrace, Jesmond, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Tyne

& Wear, NEZ ZPL ( tel: 0632 813067).
This first work which I am reviewing was spotted whilst perusing the stands
displaying their wares at the Bourse held during the Token Congress 85 weekend
last November. I happened upon one of the stands selling this most attractive
'remaindered' work, and at the price asked, I considered it a very good buy.
On good quality paper, this publication states on the inside cover of the dust
jacket - "· •.. is the result of many years of research and is the most comprehenTCS 4/4
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sive account of Spence's life and work yet published. 11
is colossal and is deserving of praise.

The research undertaken

Sadly, Mary Ashraf is no longer with us.

The Contents page has some numerical errors, but of no consequence to
researchers used to handling works of this type. It is a social historian's account
of and an insight into the man and his aims and, some would say• for the times,
his dreams.

This work is more than a well-written biography by a polished and

linguistically accomplished writer, as it is absolutely crammed full of references
and cross-references.

Twenty pages of notes follow the section on "Thomas

Spence's Life and Works", and the "Teachings" section has some six following
pages of notes.

The bibliography is extensive - seven pages' worth listing news

papers, periodicals, books and pamphlets.

'l'his book appears to me to be a

hybrid, and a type all too commonly found in those 11modern secondhand" book
shops in London;

it presents itself as a cross between an expanded lexicon and

an anecdotal compartmentalised biography - but, for Token enthusiasts, pure
meat!

However, the Index in a work of this nature can thus be everything or

nothing, as the work itself is so chronologically self-explanatory, and much
cross-referencing and reading would need to be done to extract just any one
particular note or subject.

Yet, the work is delightful to the eye and, more

importantly, most readable and beautifully structured.

I consider it a worthwhile

addition to any Token enthusiast's library of reference works, whether Thomas
Spence's Messianic emanations in 1tokeno-medallic 1 form be your series, yea or
nay.

- Ed.

Somerset Public House Tokens - by S. C. Minnitt, J. Durnell and A.J. H.
Gunstone, 1985, AS ( 8¼ 11 x 5¾ 11 ), pp. 144, card covers. Pub. Somerset County
Gouncil Library Service, ISBN O 86183 099 7.

Price - not shown, but around

£5-95,
Clearly and boldly set with a sharp type face and leaving the reader in no doubt
as to where he is.

Printed on good quality glossy art paper, with the excellent

illustrations alongside the text, on first impressions it is a professional job.

The

Contents page appears misplacecl, as it refers backwards to the Preface and
Acknowledgements, but this is a small quibble, and of no consequence.

It comes

complete with a distribution map and a liberal addition of old photographs and
advertisements relevant to the establishments issuing the tokens.
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There is a list of Plates, sometimes missed in such 1 minor 1 works.

The intro

duction outlines the uses of Public House Tokens, categorising them under Games,
Friendly Societies and Miscellaneous:
luncheon voucher and truck ticket.

the last includes that as an early form of
This Miscellaneous section is most

interesting from the point of view that it recounts commuf.ications received by
the authors in response to earlier requests for information.
find!

Seek and ye shall

No doubt further additional Miscellaneous uses await publication (members

please note). Other preliminary sections cover the Check makers and their dies,
and a useful Bibliography covering works, papers and articles, and an equally
useful sub-section on Trade directories.

A small error has crept in here on

page 25 line 13, for 'Wagner' read 'Wager'.
The meat, the cataloguing, is most professional in its presentation.

The tokens

are listed within their town /village, which are arranged alphabetically, and it is
pleasing to see the numbering system running straight throueh the catalogue.
ends at No. 364b, with a small Addenda.

It

Where relevant, the descriptions are

followed by named Collection and Catalogue attributions and sources.
follows two lists - Public Houses and Publicans.

There then

The illustrations sometimes show

an artistic arrangement, where the different token shapes makes this desirable.
The more one delves in to ils pages, the more pleasing thu whole package appears.
This unpretentious little tome is one of those works which the researcher and
enthusiast will not necessarily pore over constantly, but one which will release
both visual and numismatic pleasure when sifted from the shelf.

Potential pre

print authors of token works could possibly gain some useful guidance on
presentation after viewing this book.
To sum up, superb!

A must for Pub Check enthusiasts.

Buy one - but please

check the price first. It is available from the major U. K. dealers.
- Ed.

A Catalogue of Billingsgate Markel Tallies
(1985 iii plus 53 pp.

Neil B. Todd

illustrated (rubbings), card covers, 8¼" x 11 11 ;

published

by Colony Coin Company, P.O. Box 281, Newtonville, MA 02160, USA), from whom
available at £7. 50 (postpaid, surface) or add £1. 00 for alrmail postage.

Personal

Sterling cheques are acceptable .
A further piece from the prolific pen o f Dr. Todd, this volume should b e regarded
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more as a working document for comment, discussion, expansion and development
than as a definitive work. This statement should not be interpreted as being
derogatory, either, for the author's aim is to 1get something published'. Others

working along similar lines and in other Token fields could benefit by this
approach. Simply produced, concisely structured and easy to follow with sources

and a liberal helping of illustrations in the text, it is all lean meat for researchers

of checks.

This catalogue is No. 1 in a planned projected series of five covering London
Market Tallies. Others to be issued, with dates:
II
III
IV
V

Borough Market

Covent Garden Market

Spitalfields Market

Other London and Vicinity Markets

1986
1986
1987
1988

Interested parties will receive notice of the availability and costs of forthcoming
catalogues.

- Ed.

REPORT ON TOKEN CONGRESS 85
This annual Congress, specifically for those interested in Tokens and 1Para

numismatica1 , was held over the weekend of 9 - 10th November at Holly Royde,
University of Manchester Department of Extra Mural Studies. The venue was

formerly a merchant's house, which has been tastefully refurbished, with modern

extensions providing Conference and accommodation facilities.

Fifty-two enthusiasts attended the Congress, the tried and trusted format of

previous years being adhered to by its Organiser and MC, Bill Kennett.

A distinguishing feature of these Congresses is the especial friendliness of the

whole weekend, marrying in with the intensity of debate and plethora of questions
flowing from the talks. They tend almost naturally to present talks, whilst
complete in themselves presentation-wise, yet still requiring and indeed asking

for further information, development and discussion - surely the pedigree of true
numismatics. This was demonstrated by the fact that all available time was
allotted to Token matters.
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No less than seventeen papers and reports were read by Speakers from, not only,
as one would expect, the North and North West, but also by some national figures
and two from the U.S.A.

,I

A vaiiety of specialist interests was covered - Sunday

school medals, tickets, Co-operative dividend checks and pre-payment tokens,
pub checks, Savings Bank medals, ticket makers and commemorative medals.
Reports were presented on the progress of the Token Corresponding Society,
the Pub Check Study Group, and the long hoped-for publication - The Token
Dictionary;

all followed by good and meaty debate.

The College provided excellent fayre throughout the Congress.

The usual

Saturday Token Bourse was well supported, carrying on over to the small hours
of Sunday.
These Congresses, originally instituted by Brian Edge at Crewe, fill a need for
those interested in (questionably) the "cheaper" end of numismatics, but
numismatics nevertheless, and nobly and unashamedly so, as ably demonstrated
by the fully crammed but unpadded programrne, several Limes overrunning the
allotted meal/coffee breaks. With this formula and keen collector support, and
whereby all participants pay their own way, these Token Congresses must surely
continue to succeed.
Anthony J. Gilbert
The following list is to place on record the talks (excluding Reports and
discussion) delivered at Holly Royde:
Symbolism on Lancashire 17th Century Tokens - John Shaw
The Muled Tokens of Thomas Spence - Robert H. Thompson
Sunday School Medals - Peter Crummett
Tokens of the Parys Mines Company - Richard Doty
Tokens, Tickets and Medals of Cheshire - Ken Banham
Co-operative Dividend Checks and Prepayment Tokens in the North Philip Meldrum
Taverns and Checks of Liverpool - Neil Todd
Short talks Charlie Chaplin Discs - Brian Edge
Commemorative Medals of the 'Joiner' Mint - Robert Bell
Medical Tokens - Colin Jackson
Ticket Makers - Roy Hawkins
Savings Bank Medals - Stan Bewiey
Gigantic Wheel Medals - Bill Kennett
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N EW S

* *

Nigel Clark has moved to and continues to trade in 17th Century tradesmen's tokens, also currency, proof
and pattern farthings.
"Nelson Commemorative Medals", by T.A. Hardy (1985), 40 pages, illustrated,
includes a Token section and a few other items of non-medallic interest. Available
from:

Yolanda Stanton, Pub Check Study Group, 9 Tewkesbury Place, Cathays,

Cardiff CF2 4QU, at £3 (includes UK postage).
An article on "The Love Tokens of Thomas Alsop" by TCS member Peter Lane,
appears on pages 58-60 of Volume 1 (July 1985) of the Journal of The Numismatic
Association of Australia.

"QUILL CORNER11
Sir,
In the TCS Bulletin Vol. 4 No. 3 you published in "Quill Corner" a letter from
Mr. John Greaves about a 17th century token of Chancery Lane listed in a recent
issue of Seaby's Coin and Medal Bulletin.

I am the staff member who regularly

writes lists of tokens for sale and in that publication so I feel well qualified to
reply to Mr. Greaves.
Where I mention that a token is chipped, i t always means that the token has been
thus affected after it was struck.

With copper coins and tokens metal at the edge

can break away because of corrosion and/or brittleness of the flan, especially
with thin flans. Where a token exists on a planchet which has a clearly defined
cut, I describe it as having been struck on an 'incomplete' flan;

this is a quite

common feature of 17th century tokens.
Michael Dickinson
Sir,
Query 4/3-08 ("MAXI MUS" &c.)
Van Hende - Numismatigue de Lille (pp. 100-101), cat. no. 241, plate 28) - states
that this item originated in Liege, where 320,000 were struck, and circulated
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unofficially in Lille, Year 1827 apparently. The portrait was popularly thought

to be that of the Duke of Reichstadt (Napoleon's son). Other Cat. refs. (without

explanation) Neumann 35670; Atkins, Non-local no. 207. (p. 381).

R.N.P. Hawkins
Sir,
a member .•..... able to help me with a dissertation being undertaken.

I am working on the 18th Century Copper Trade Token the Anglesey (Druid)
series 1787 - 1792, and would indeed be honoured to hear from anyone prepared to
write to me on the subject. Although I have seen nearly all the published works
on late 18th Century Copper Tokens, nevertheless I would be delighted to be

informed of anything concerning the 'Druid' series from a new source.

You may be assured, Sir, that no snippet of informalion will be thought too
trivial, indeed it might well provide a most valued corroboration.

I welcome-:--

1) Details of collections (D r, H), individual Tokens, unlisted varieties including
Counterfeits ( discretion assured).

2) Any evidence of Thomas Williams' Coinage activities, Tokens/Regal.
3) Anything concerning - mints - and/or distribution of 'Druids'.
4) Details of local Museum holdings of Druid Tokens.
5) Knowledge about Druid Die Engravers especially of G. Hancock.
All letters will gralefully be acknowledged and reimbursement made of any photo

copying costs incurted. Furthermore, with goodwill, the writer would be

prepared, voluntarily to undertake, the research of specific items concerning
Coinage matlers which might be found in the Assay Office or Boulton & Watt

collection within the City of Birmingham Reference Library Archives.

Colin Hawker
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NEW ISSUE
ENGLAND. Cornwall.

Admission Ticket to Mr. Peter Young's "Halfpenny Park"

in Wendron near Helslon.
Obv.

A Newcomen pumping engine with horse-powered winding

machine lo r. and smoking chimney to I. , dated J 985 in exergue

Outer legend, CORNISH HALFPENNY

Rev.

tin.

A pilchard between four ingots of copper and three blocks of

Outer legend, POLDARK MINE WENDRON CORNWALL
Plain edge (29 tnm, Brass).

A well-struck and attractive piece, the designs based on penny tokens issued by

John Williams at Scorrler House in 1811.

Apparently, Mr, Young was so disheartened at the thought of demonetising our

lillle halfpenny coin, that he asked and received permission from the Treasury to
strike these 'Cornish Halfpennies' for use in his own park. Both Mr. Young and
his manufacturer musl be congratulated on the high standard of workmanship in

truly traditional fashion. The new tokens have a spending power of 3p, but mosl
visitors retain them as souvenirs.

(See Fig. 10 page 27).

R. Sharman

NOTES AND QUERIES
Erratum The heading on page 35 of Vol.4 No. 3,Note 4/3-06, should have read
HEREFORDSHIRE and not HERTFORDSHIRE.

4/4-10. TWO UNUSUAL COUNTERMARKED BRITISH COINS
The first is a 2d of 1797 with the word, or name, "PRINGE" countermarkcd

vertically behind the head of George III. The coin itself was a slrong XF and the

countermark, while not deeply indented was very clear.

The second pjece is a 1915 !d. On the reverse it has been countermarked with 8
tiny circles - not in any artistic or geometrical pattern - each circle has the
letters 11 P E C B" running from 9 o'clock to 3 o'clock with a numeral 11 1 11 at
6 o'clock.

Because of lhe heavy countermarking it is impossible to give a grade

to the coin itself, but the C/rn 1 s arc strong and clear and would probably merit a
TCS 4/4
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;

grade of "XF".
I have carefully researched all the information on C/m's in my possession. but
have found nothing relating to the above.

James Lorah
4/4-11.

DO LOVE TOKENS CIRCA, 1830 EXIST OF THESE THREE PEOPLE?
GEORGE KIRBY, HENRY ABBOTT, AND WILLIAM PENDRED

I acquired a love token recently bearing the name of George Abbott, he and the

above three men were transported in 1830. The host coin on my token is a cart
wheel penny, and the crude lettering reads as follows:

Side 1:

Side 2:

Geo Abbott to Mary Abbott Feby 18 1830.

When this you see remember me in a foreign country.

I have confirmed that George Abbott was transported to New South Wales in 1830

and the date of his trial was the 18th of Feb J 830, which matches the date on the
token. He was 19 and single when he was tried at the Old Bailey. George was
convicted together with the above three for stealing 30 bushels of onions from a

Thomas Deadman. AJI were sentenced to 7 years transportation. As George
Abbott presented Mary Abbott with the piece prior to his departure it is

conceivable that his older brother Henry, then aged 24 also gave a love token.

Likewise with the other two prisoners.

Has any reader ever come across a Jove token relating to the other three ·· George

Kirby, Henry Abbott and William Pendred? If you have please write to me, Peter

Lane, 8 Martindale- Avenue, Toorak Gardens, South Australia 5065, Australia.
4/4-12.

Lot 156 in the "Catalogue of Coins and War Medals, Church Tokens .....

including the colleclion formed by the late Rev. John Ferguson, D.D., Linlithgow",

held at No. 18 George St., Edinburgh on 2nd & 3rd December 1913, lists amongst
44 other tokens and regal coppers, Wilson's Scottish Entertainment Token. More
information please?

Andrew MacMillan
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Can anyone help with locations for the following checks?

4/4-13.

D

AYRESOME/ 1¼

SOCIETY OF D AY WORKING BOOKBIND ERS, INSTD 1850/2¼D MEMBERS
REFRESHMENT CHECK
D

OLING & CREMER /¼D

D. GAIN, COFFEE TAVERN, CUMBERLAND ST. / ONE MEAL

,fJ

A. GILBERT, 134 WHEELER ST., ENGLISH & FOREIGN FRUITERER/2 D
HIBERNIAN COOPERATIVE SUPPLY ASSOCIATION/ £1 (ARDILL LEED S)
JOHN JENNINGS, GROCER, 98 & 99 LAD YWOOD ROAD /JENNINGS'
XMAS CLUB

p

W. PRICE, WELL ST., PREMIER STORES/2¼D
D

D
R. SIMPSON & CO. /H /6

THOMAS WILKES, GROCER, CLARK ST. / 1¼D (SALE BIRM)
Several of these are likely to be Birmingham, but confirmation is lacking. Any
information regarding these issuers will be most welcome.
Neil B. Todd
4/4-14
l\. group of ? Hop Tokens recently came into my possession, via the Numismatic
Tracie, but unfortunately I have been unable to locate their like in either of the
Rev. Acworth1 s Listings of Hop Tokens. Would anyone care to put me out of my
misery and offer any information relating to these pieces?
See Fig. Jl page 40,
a)

JF 30 . Lead.

b)

JF 60 . Lead. 32 mm. UnHace. Plain Edge

c)

SF12 0 . Lead. 35 mm. Uniface. Plain Eclge

3 0 mm. Unifar::e.

Plain Edge

John R.P. King
4/4-15.
Can anyone identify the location of the following? Also can anyone say exactly
how such pieces were used? The firm could be Wholesale Market Auctioneers
although there is no suggestion on the Token as to this.
NIXON & SON (curved clockwise)/ -).(-/ AUCTIONEERS /-)·<-/ CLAYBROOKE
(curved anticlockwise)// 4!? inside a circle, all within a wreath, BRASS,

grained

edge 1't 26 mm.
See Fig. 12 page 40.
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Fig. 11

a

b

0

Fig. 12

Fig. 13
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4 / 4-16.

For identification

Three-tier (Papal-like) crown above Crossed Keys with SP below // OBRA DE
SAN PEDRO DEi< (curved all around)/ REUS. BRASS. 22 mm plain edge.
See Fig. 13 Page 40.
Brian Edge

**********1'***1<*************1<****************1<***t1<*******1<***.,,****************:
DENTAL TOKENS FROM ANY COUNTRY
ALSO MEDICAL, DENTAL, CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS TOKENS FROM THE U.K.
WANTED TO BUY OR EXCHANGE
*********1<********1<******1<*1'*�****************1<1<*******************************
*****1<'�**1<*******************1<*1<*1<**************1<*************1<*********�******
WELSH PUB CHECKS REQUIRED
= TOP PRICES PAID =
STUART J. NIELSON
******1<****1<**********1<1<*******1<******************************************1<****
�**********1<*********************1<1<*****1<*********************1<****1<***********
WORCESTERSHIRE TOKENS WANTED
17th, 18th & 19th CENTURY;
ADVERTISING;

PUB; FARM; HOP;

UNOFFICIAL :l d's; ETC, ETC

- GEOFF WOOD *******1'**********t*i<*t*****1<**********1<***1<******1'*******************·�*******1<
*****1<1<�1<******1<*1<*********1<tt,tttt*1<**1<********t*****�'***1'1<********************
WANTED
The following two 17th Century Southwark tokens (Williamson refs.)

1) 224 AT. THE.DOGGE.AND.DVCKE /IN.SOVTHWARKE
2) <l91 HENRY.MILES.IN. KENT /STREET. WOOLCOMBER
Send details to the Editor
t****t************i<i<tti,,t-1<,tt***t*i<*i< �***i<ti *****i<*****i � ti"*'tt**ti<ti<i<ti<,tt'f<ti<*tt•�'f<
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Private Collector wants to buy and exchange information about
NAAFI tokens, MOOSE, L.O.O.M. ,(Loyal Order of Moose)
and unrelated "MOOSE" tokens and medals

****-�*i"*"'**i<******i<**********,..*******i<*******"'"'-f.i'i<i<*t****i-***i<************ �**-�**
*"'*i<i<t*1'********i<****i<**********************i<***********i<ti<i<t******�·*i<*******i<**
Canadian Merchant tokens wanted, aluminium or brass
Counterstamps on Canadian Breton tokens or Cdn. coins wanted
Encased Cdn. coins, pocket-size advertising mirrors, anything Canadian!
Also collect Mavericks - e.g. Sc in Trade or Merchandise
(no town names) must be in cents
**f.*i'i'*i<***i<***i<***i<*****1'***********i<*i<**i'**i<ti<*i 4 i'i'*i< t•t·�ti<****'t*i<t********"'***
**>t*******i<t******i<*"l<**i<**i'****"l<*****"'*i<****t*t*i'*i i<i<i'*i''1'*1•i<i<>!"*-l'i<****""**"'*t*-I'***
WANTED FOR PURCHASE OR EXCHANGE
Masonic Mark tokens, pennies or shekels from any country
These often bear one or more of the following features:- name and number of
lodge or chapter, a keystone with the letters HTWSSTKS, :1 mallet and chisel
i!<>l<>l<>l<i'*i<,t*i<i'*i<ti<***i<*i<i'i<*t**"'i<'1't*i *i<***"'****t*i<ti<**i<tti<t·�,t.i � �--f--�*141i<.fe1'�•*>f"t>l"*t>t*,!,"'
lf<lf<i'**i<*i'i<*i<*i<,t**i<*1'***i<*tt1'*i<*t,tt****1'*****ti<i<*ie*,t*t·H>l"ti'i" �t*1'1'*>1"i't1'i't>f.t*i'*t***t
WANTED
17th Century tokens of Waltham, Waltham Abbey, Great Waltham and
Little Wallham. These pieces are needed for part of a permanent
exhibit to be held by the City of Waltham, Massachusetts.
Please send particulars of any available pieces to:
.
1jlf<*t**"'i'i'i<ti<i•t t-t-·t-�1'*"ti-ieti',t tt,ti'i'i'*tt,t*i'*i'**i'*****""*"�ti<*i *tt �1<-�>l<i<ti<****ti'i'-l'i-*"'""*"'*
!J<•�tti'*ti<i'ti i'·�tt,t,ti•i'i ·t� � i<tttt,t-f.tt �t*1'ti'i<*,ti'*i<i<1'tt4·-t-i·t-�4·***i'i< ti<**� **1'****1"****"'* �*
WANTED
MACIIINE TOKENS NAMED TO:- THE TIMES AUTOMATIC Co
EDGARTEN AUTO LTD. : THE AUTOMATIC AMUSEMENT Co.
CHALLENGE L.V.S. Co. : SKILL AUTO MACHINE Co.
AUTO SLOT SALES LTD. : SUCCESS
>1<1'i<i'i"*tt·t-t1't-l-* t*1'i'i<i<ti'·�,!,i',f.i i°'t*i<t*i·,!,1'ttt*tttt*t1'*i'*tti t1'·�,t.,tt*,!,i<t,t**i<1'*****:!"t*****
�· t•t*i·,�t*i""'**-t�•"f""f" ti<4"i"i"1'1"t,ti<i'1't-feiet*t*1'*i"***1'ti<*t1'·�*1'*11'ti'tt-t<t*•�•�,t,!,i<t********>I-**"'**
MY NEW (SPRING 86) 17th CENTURY & OTHER TOKENS LIST
available at cost of s.a.e.
Also a Ust of Currency, Proof & Pattern ¼d's
NIGEL A. CLARK

i',t1'i'i<t,t·� t*1"*i'i<>l<1'****"'i'*i'*i'tt1'>1<t*i<ie�·,i.t*4 i<***i<t�•*i<tt>l<1'ti<i<1'� *"�**1'***t �********1'****
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EDITORIAL
Dear Reader, gratifyingly, most members have wished to renew their sub
scriptions and a further reminder slip is enclosed for those who have yet to
remit, A few have fallen by the wayside, some even expecting a full colour
glossy complete, no doubt, with modern-day silver token proofs on offer touting
their 'investment• potential!

Lack-aday, one must not be too cynical or hard,

the TCS is just catching the fag-end of the 701 s investment-led boom and the
nouveau-riche victims of the historically recent art investment advertising in
the Sunday Colour Supplement media!

Enough said about that.

I feel that most

members are mature enough in their collecting habits to understand what I mean,
for it should have become obvious by now that the Bulletin is not pre-digested
nor buffed-up with diamond paste;

this evidenced by the variation in the

styles of item authorship, and shown by some tabular formats presented in the
Bulletin. These could possibly have been re-designed to a more economic format
in some instances, but in response to your letters, I have decided against this
for the most part, as to do so could have been to the disadvantage of the
contributor, who necessarily and rightly expects his piece to appear similar (or
very nearly) to how it was drafted. Possibly or probably this is because the
author has a definite referral back to his own live and expanding personally
constructed and uniquely identifiable or useable card-index system, working
collection, cuttings, etc. Expectedly most, if not all, regular 'bookstall'
magazines and publications will have adopted some identifiable style or formula.
As I see it, my job as editor is to mainly busy myself with anacoluthon, context,
order, overall presentation and production. I feel that to push a member's
contribution into a, say, new TCS Bulletin •style' would only cause inhibition
amongst possible future contributions. Like Socrates' thoughts and to steal from
his dialectic in our context, true progress on token knowledge and matters can
be obtained by uninhibited discussion and logical argumentation, and never mind
the style.

However, unlike Socrates, I hope that your editor does not end up

thereby drinking the literary hemlock!
The Token Congress is coming round fast this year.

On this occasion it is being

organised by the Society and will be held in North London. The surroundings
are not as scenic as that at some previous excellent Congresses, .but should
nevertheless prove comfortable and affordable. This will be the first one to be
held 1down South', and regular Congress attenders will have an opportunity to
meet a few new faces and establish fresh contacts. A preliminary advertising
write-up which I drafted for the numismatic press appears later in this Bulletin.
TCS 4/5
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Td date, the reports on auctions of token material have limited themselves to the

major London Houses. This has not been by design, but I can only publish

what is made available to me, and members can only be grateful for some really

good reviews and accounts. Now there are many Auction Houses around the
country, at least, in every County Town (the County capital), which provide a

service to the mainly local community, and auctioneering everything from modern
day bric-a-brac to ancient collectibles. Whilst specialised coin auctions are not

that common with provincial auctioneers (excepting those few Houses that do so
specialise), who mainly deal with what is known as 1 house clearance• or 1 estate 1

sales, my experience has been that you do, on occasions, come across some very
interesting lots; to wit one description which hit me between the eyes: 1Lot x one near stone of enumerate leaden disks compl. witd (sic) gallvanised (sic)
bucket'. One assumes a horde, sorry. hoard of not quite illiterate hop-pickers'

tokens, weighing just under 14,lb., and the Auction House in question expecting
to get more for the bucket! Some members must have local knowledge of, for
instance, group lots of tokens or individual. pieces listed in such general type

sales. Where the more important, interesting or unusual material is catalogued
and. the items are readily discernible, then I feel that a service could be
rendered to fellow members by sending in a small report. Local auction

reporting could prove to be of real benefit to those members actively engaged in
'the hunt• for those elusive pieces and, as we all know, those as yet

uncatalogued. The searcher for material already knows his potential haunts, -

antique shops, flea markets, dealers' junk trays (decreasingly), spoil tips and,

for the few, eight feet below the Thames, though here only when the tide is

favourable. Local aution reports could just provide another avenue for the

super-terranean token bloodhound and answer the ever-present question -

"Where oh where for new material ? 11 As they say in the Antipodes (originally)
and increasingly in the UK - 11Go for it! 11
ANTHONY J. GILBERT

LEAD TOKENS FROM SOUTH-EAST ENGLAND
by Robert Sharman
Whilst sor.ting through some old papers over the Easter holidays, I came across

five rubbings of lead tokens which had been shown to me at various times during

my last three years at Seaby1 s. Because these tokens are unkown to anyone
TCS 4/5
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except myself and the finders, I feel that they should be recorded in the TCS
Bulletin in the hope that someone will be able to shed some light on the reason
for their issue and possible use.

At any rate they arc on record for future

students of the series.
The first two pieces are probably hop-pickers' tokens because they both have
values on them of twelve pence and one shilling respectively together with the
issuer's initials. One I have drawn from memory (See fig. 1, p. 4 ).

This was

shown to me by Mr. Alex Wilson, proprietor of the Eastbourne Coin Shop, in
March, 1983. He said it was issued at Snodland, Kent, hence the large letter
S 1 (sideways) above the initials 'R. S'. It is dated 1780. The second token was

1

dug up at Limpsfield, near Oxted, Surrey, in the Autumn of 1982. It bears the
initials 'W. C' (See fig. 2 p. 4 ), and is very similar to William Crump 1 s hop token
of Polhill Farm, Harrietsham, Kent (Acworth, Part 1, no.14).

From the style of

letters, I would guess the date to be early 18th Century.
Two other tokens from Kent which I have since acquired have tickets with them
written in an early hand.

They each state, "Lead Tally about 17th/18th Cent.

Found under the floor of an old Pub at Lydd (Kent) 11• One has the initials
'F. G1, and the other 1G. F' (See figs.3 and 4 p. 4 ).
Finally, two more tokens were shown to me by Mr. Tony Pilsen of the Mudlarks
Society. They were both recovered from the Thames foreshore in recent years.
One has on the obverse the inscription, IOHN /BILINS /LE+, whilst the reverse
depicts a wild beast with tail erect and a cross and pellet above (See fig. 5 p. 4).
The second piece is slightly larger with a blank reverse. This also bears c1n
inscription in three lines across the field, THE /DVTCH /BLACK, with three
cinquefoils below, one large and two small (See fig. 6 p. 4).
If anyone can give any further information on the above tokens, I would be
pleased to hear from them. Except for fig. 1, they are rubbings of actual size
which have been inked over for good reproduction. All the tokens are lead
cast.
© Robert Sharman
Replies can be forwarded via the Editor.
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'UNPUBLISHED LEADEN TOKENS OF THE MID-SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
by Robert Sharman
In a recently published article on English tokens, c.1425-1672, BNJ 54, pp.123133 ( 1984), Michael Mitchener and Anne Skinner list a number of leaden tokens
with mid-Seventeenth Century designs which are similar to copper and brass
trade tokens issued between 1648 and 16'72. Some of these tokens are recent
finds, whilst others are from 'The Catalogue of the Museum of London
Antiquities' (London, 1854), by C. Roach Smith, 'Leaden Tokens', BNJ 4, pp.110 (1908), by J.B. Caldecott and G.C. Yates, and 'Early leaden tokens', SCMB,
1981, pp.282-284, by D.G. Varley.
Now, just two months after the article was published, Mr. Tony Pilsen of the
Mudlarks Society has come up with a further six which were shown to me on one
of my weekly visits to Charing Cross Saturday Collectors' Market. It is to him
that I am indebted for bringing them to my attention for the purpose of
publication:
1. Cole Harbour (Thames Street)?
Obv.

IN.COLE.ARB(

Rev.

Letters-IS, rosettes around

) around a bear walking 1.

2. Knight Rider Street (Doctor's Commons)?
Obv.

IN.(

Rev.

Letters-TML with flowers entwined

)RIDER STREET around a bird

3. St. Paul's Churchyard.
Obv.

GROSER IN. PAVLS around letters ID

Rev.

CHVRCH YARD around a sugar-loaf.

Issued by John Dickenson, Cf. Williamson-London "2720
4. Uncertain
Obv.

AT.THE/CO K.AND/HOOPE (three lines)

Rev.

Letters-CAP

5. Uncertain
Obv.

BLA/NCK (two lines), pellet above

Rev.

Letters-RAB, pellets between

6. Uncertain
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Obv.

THE/HAND/IN/HAND (four lines)

Rev.

Letters-RAP, clasped hands below
6

7. Witham, Essex
Obv.

(!)AMES PAYN(E) around letters I.P

Rev.

OF WITTHAM around a woolsack

(See Fig. 7 p. 4)
© Robert Sharman

TWO DURHAM COMMUNION TOKENS
by Jeffrey Gardiner
Surprisingly Herdman in his book on Sacramental Tokens 1. failed to record two
County Durham pieces, namely Copinger 2• numbers 45 and 70. Recently while
attending to the ancient temperamental central heating boiler below St. Georges
Church, Darlington, I uncovered a long forgotten tin trunk covered in layers of
coke dust. The contents of the trunk however were safe and sound, consisting
mainly of old church deeds, building records, minute books and letters of
ministers of the Presbytery of Durham. From the earliest of the Church minute
books it was possible to glean information to the purchase of Communion tokens
for use in the Church.
St. Georges Presbyterian Church recently joined with the Congregationists to
form what is now the United Reformed Church. It stands in the corner of
Chestnu� Street and North Road, Darlington. The Church is Gothic in style,
and built of local Haughton .stone with a spire 120 feet high. The design of the
Church was selected by a body of men. with a vision, who worked for many years
to raise the £3,600 needed for its erection.

Nonconformism in the town of

Darlington dates from the mid-seventeenth century, although it took an influx
of Scots some two hundred years later to put Presbyterianism on a stronger
footing. This small congregation then.grew rapidly and was finally recognised
by the Synod of Liverpool in the year 1865. One of the earliest places of
worship was the Mechanics Institute at the entrance to Skinnergate shopping
centre, which is now a Billiard saloon as well as a haunt for junk collectors. At
that point in time the congregation was recognised by ihe Presbytery of
Newcastle. On the 18th August 1865 the first minister was called, it would be
during the Reverend W. A.P. Johnman1 s ministry that Communion tokens would
be purchased and used for the first time in the Communion service. The details
of these tokens are: TCS 4/5
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Obvs. ST GEORGS /PRESBYTERIAN /CHURCH/DARLINGTON 1869
Revs. THIS DO IN /REMEMBRANCE/OF ME/ I COR. XI 24
Reference Copinger No. 70.
All of the following extracts are taken from the first management committee book
of the Presbyterian Congregation in Darlington.

This first minute book records

events from 1863 up to September 6th 1874. For convenience all the extracts
have been photo-copied on the one page, and are numbered.

All the above

records are now housed in the reference library at Darlington.
No. 1 Recorded on 6th October 1869
Messrs. Hope and Porter or Potter both managers of the Church were
responsible for collecting money for the purchase of the tokens.

This would be

done in the usual way by asking for donations.
No. 2 and 3 Recorded on Monday November 8th 1869
The raising of the money to purchase the tokens is still in progress by the
managers.

A sample of tokens was exhibited by the minister.

that there were several types on offer.
the type to be ordered.

It would appear

The minister would make a decision on

Unfortunately there is no reference as to who the

manufacturer was.
No. 4 Recorded on Friday December 10th 1869
A design must have been acceptable to the minister, and an order for 300 tokens
was placed with the manufacturers. According to this record the tokens were to
be made of nickel silver, at a cost of £1. 17. 6d.
No. 5 Recorded on 4th February 1870
This reference is confusing. It would appear that tokens and communion cards
were being used at the same time. There is strong evidence that the tokens
would have been issued in the traditional way by the Elders similar to the method
used nowadays with Elders visiting Communicants quarterly and giving out
Communion Cards.

At this point in time no reference has been found when

tokens ceased to be used by the membership of the Church, in favour of
Communion cards.
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A regular visiting preacher to this Church in its early days was the Rev. T.
Boyd of Trinity Church, Bishop Auckland, who was instrumental in the issue of
the second Durham Communion Token.

The details of this token are as follows:-

Obvs. U.P. CONGREGATION BISHOP AUCKLAND. In the field REVD/
THOS BOYD /1867
Revs. TICKET OF ADMISSION TO THE LORDS TABLE. In the field,
a cross and I COR XI 24
Reference Copinger No. 45.
The congregation at Bishop Auckland dates from the time when a William
Armstrong arrived in the town and found no Presbyterian Church. He and a few
fellow Christians contacted the Newcastle Presbytery for advice and guidance, In
the year 1864 managers were appointed. to find means and ways for raising
sufficient money to start the building of a church, and to appoint a minister. A
minister was called from Glasgow, however, he became ill and was unable to
carry out his duties. The Reverend Thomas Boyd B.A. whose name appears on
the token was the next minister to be called, he arrived from missionary work in
Jamaica.

Boyd's ministry was to be a long and happy one, becoming a very

popular minister throughout the northern province. His sermons attracted
overflowing congregations. Unfortunately most of the early records of this
Church have long disappeared.
The Presbyterian faith in the counties of Northumberland and"Durham was once
very strong and quite a number-of Churches were built. Most of these Churches
issued Communion tokens. There is still a great deal of information regarding
these tokens awaiting the would-be researcher. With this in mind I would like to
hear from anyone who has information relating to these northern Communion
tokens.
References
1. Sacramental Tokens of the Presbyterian Churches in England, by
E.F. Herdman
Z. Com·munion Tdkens Used in England, Wales and The Channel Islands, by
H.S.A. Copinger.
© Jeffrey Gardiner
Communications can be passed on via the Editor.
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SOME UNPUBLISHED BERKSHIRE COUNTERMARKS
by Gavin Scott
The following countermarks on British coins have come to light since publication
of my book 11British Countermarks on Copper and Bronze Coins" in 1975.
Countermarks are incuse except where shown otherwise, with lettering defined
as small below 2 mm, medium 2 mm but less than 4 mm, and large 4 mm and above.
OBV. (0)
OR REV. (R)

COIN TYPE

SOURCE
REF.

APPROX.
DATE*

CARTHEW/CUTLER/
ABINGDON
Small (1) and very small
letters with serifs
cf Scott 28. lA

0

Penny 1797

J.G. Scoit

1824-53

MOORE/CHOLSEY,
crown on side to left
in relief in rectangular
indent
Small letters with
serifs

0

Penny 1797

J.G. Scott

1847-53

BUTLER/READING/
LOTT/READING
Small (1.2) and medium
letters with serifs

0

Penny 1797

J.G. Scott

1824-48

HORNIMAN/READING
Small letters with serifs

0
+

Penny 1797
Penny 1797

E. Bott
A. Byde

1823-6

LOTT/READING/ (scroll
ornament) in relief in
oval indent
Medium (L) and small
letters with serifs

R

Halfpenny
George II or
George III

J.G. Scott

1796

(Crown)/LOTT/READING
in ornamental scroll in
relief in shaped indents
Small letters with serifs

0

Halfpenny
George II

J.G. Scott

1796

COUNTERMARK

* See notes on issuers. Countermarks are assumed to pre-date the 1853 Act to
prevent the defacing of the Current Coin of the Realm ( 16 & 17 Viet. c 102)
unless there is clear evidence to the contrary.
+ Not known or illegible
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NOTES ON ISSUERS (In brackets, Directory publisher and date)
Abingdon
Carthew
James Carthew was a cutler in Bicester, Oxfordshire (Holden 1811, Underhill
1816/7), with William Carthew following as a. working cutler in Market End,
Bicester (Pigot 18Z4, 1830, 1844) and at Market Place (Post Office 1847, 1854).
By 1863 (Dutton, Allen & Co.) Mrs. Sarah Carthew is !;lhown, and in 1868
(Edward Cassey & Co.) Eliza Carthew. Cart�ew1 s Bicester countermarks are
listed as Scott ZS.IA and B. While the first two lines of this piece appear
similar to those on Scott ZS. IA, there is no evidence from directories between
1796 and 1877 that Carthew had an establishment in Abingdon. ( Universal
1 British 1796, Underhill 1816/7, Pigot 18Z4, 1830, 184Z, 1844, Robson 1840,

n

Snare 1844, 1847, Post Office 1847, 1854, 1864, 1869, 1877, Slater 1850,
Macaulay 1853, Billings 1854, Dutton, Allen & Co. 1863, Melville & Co. 1867,
Edward Cassey & Co. 1868). It is possible that he was itinerant, attending
perhaps on market days - Bicester to Abingdon is 19 miles. A similar
position arises with Abbey, gunmaker, Bedford (Scott l. lB) and St. Ives
(Scott 17.1).
Cholsey
Moore
Cholsey had a population of ll91 in 1841. It is Z¼ miles south west of
Wallingford.
William Moore was a baker (Pigot 1830 - also a blacksmith and farrier, Pigot
184Z, Snare 1844 and 1847, Slater 1850, Billings 1854). In the 1847 Post
Office directory he is described as a grocer, and in the 1854 issue as a
farmer and baker.
David Moore was a smith (Robson 1840, Pigot 184Z, Snare 1844 and 1847,
Slater 1850, Billings 1854).
However the most likely issuer of this countermark, judging by its style, is
John Moore, gunsmith (Post Office 1847, Billings 1854,. Post Office 1854,
Dutton, Allen.& Co. 1863, Post Office 1877), probably before 1853 as a repair
check.
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Reading
Butler, Lott
Charles Butler was a cutler in Fisher Row (Pigot 1824), 28 Middle Row, Broad
St. (Horniman 1826, Pigot 1830), 21 London St. (Ingalls 1837, Yorke 1839,
Robson 1840, Ferneyhough 1841, Pigot 1842, Snare 1842, 1844, 1847 and Post

Office 1847-8). Slater's 1850 directory lists Sarah Butler, cutler, at 21

London St., but she is not shown in the 1854 Post Office issue.

John Butler, watch and clockmaker, silversmith and jeweller was also active
during this period at Fisher and Butcher Row (Pigot 1824), 3 and 34 Middle
Row, Broad St. (Horniman 1826), 34 Middle Row (Pigot 1830), 9¼ Cadogan

Place, Queens Road (Post Office 1854), 10 Cadogan Place (Billings 1854).

The only Lott listed in the directories during this period is Ewell Lott, under
gunmakers, in Minster St. (Pigot 1824).

It is unlikely that there was any form of partnership between the two, and
more probable that the piece was used as a repair check, first by Lott, then
by Butler - probably Charles.

Reading
Horniman
Richard Horniman, lithographic printer and stationer, Broad St., is listed in
Pigot 1 s 1823 Directory. Robert Horniman, printer, and toy warehouse

proprietor, 66 Broad St., was publisher of the first Reading directory in 1826.

John Horniman, tea dealer, was at 17 Bridge St. (Robson 1840), and with no
trade shown at the same address (Ferneyhough 1841).

Lott
These countermarks have the style of gunmakers1 marks and appear to be

earlier than the piece (Butler, Lott) listed above. Thomas Lott, gunsmith,
is listed in the Universal British Directory (1796).

They may, of course, represent later, unofficial use of Lott's brand-marking
punches.

©Gavin Scott
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.AN EARLY EXETER 'CHEQUE' MAKER:
. EAGE

A NEW DISCOVERY ABOU'l' EPAPHRAS

by John Andrews
Recent researches into Exeter's numismatic history have revealed an interesting
aspect of pub check development in the city. The following advertisement has
been found in an Exeter weekly newspaper, the 'Western Times', published on
26 May 1855.
The small illustration (Fig. 8 p. 15) shows the obverse and reverse of one of
these 'cheques'. This was issued by DH (David Hele) of the KINGS HEAD INN,
Local records show that this inn was then situated at 34, St. Sidwell Street,
apparently next door to Seage's works. The reverse, which from the drawing
docs not appear signed, has a figure 3 within a laurel and oak wreath.
At present it has not been possible to compare the drawing with the checks for
l¼ and 3 of David Hele reported in 'Devon Tavern Tokens' or the supplement
1Pub Checks of Devon'. However, it is clear that the word INN appears in the
name although not in the description of the two published specimens.
Does this small advertisement, barely a column inch and a half, and only
appearing in four consecutive issues (12, 19, 26 May and 2 June 1855), clarify a
certain amount of conjecture and supposition about the early pub checks?
a)
b)

It establishes that Epaphras Seage was in operation in Exeter in mid-1855.
The contemporary name of 1cheque1 is confirmed, which is continued today
in common usage as 1 check1 •

c)

Seage appears as probably the first pub check maker in the area,
advertising and hoping for a wide market, perhaps anywhere west of
Bristol.

d)

The advertisement illustrates an example of his early work, depicted in the
illustration in the form of an engraving on a metal plate or die.

e)

A specimen of the 'cheque' may now appear, which can be identified with

f)

Seage, in 1855, categorically states that the purpose of his 'cheques' was

the illustration.
for skittle alleys and bagatelle.
It is always pleasing when continuing research brings unexpected new informa
tion to light. Speculation remains however;
with the phrase 1&c.1?
TCS 4/5
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Fig. 8

E. SEAGE,

Manufacturer of Coach Axles and Springs,

AND THE ONLY MAKER IN THE WES'r OF ENGLAND OF

Yli:LLOW METAL CHEQUES,

FOit SKITTLE ALLEYS, BAGATELLE, &c.
36. ST. SIDWELL STREET. EXETER.

WESTERN TIMES (EXETER)

26 NAY 1855
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Any information or comments would be welcomed by the author: John Andrews,
c/o Exeter University Library, Stocker Road, Exeter EX4 4PT
© John Andrews

NOTES ON THE LONDON AND NEWCASTLE TEA COMPANY
by John R,P. King
Hopefully the publication of these few fresh notes, with Associate Check
Schedule and Appendixes, will arouse dormant interest in The London &
Newcastle Tea Company, {LNTCo), and cause the searching of Local
Records, by those dwelling within travelling distance, of where once resided one
of their Branches, for advertisements, longevity {or otherwise) of stay, news
paper reports, rate assessment, etc,

The exciting and stimulating find by Mr.

N.L. Cox {T.C.S. Bulletin Vol. 4, No. 2. pp 21-23) of "The Mammoth Illustrated
Catalogue of Presents given with Our World-Renowned Bonus Teas" gives
encouragement to us all to remain alert to the chance encounter with the now
desperately needed documentation relating to any aspect of this Company's
affairs.
To further the search for information on The London & Newcastle Tea Co. an
appeal for he1p was published in the June 1981 issue of a monthly coin magazine
not normally associated with Token Collecting. The response to this entreaty
was, as to be expected, minimal, although one very useful contact was made,
J.D. Scaife, Esq •• who has maintained correspondence on this topic at irregular
intervals ever since. The tea checks from Mr. Scaife 1 s Cabinet, not duplicated
in the writer's collection, have been included in the listings and are marked with
an asterisk*.
Where possible duplication of previously published data {F. Heaney 1976 [Irish
Checks], A.D.N. Andison 1980 [Scottish Checks]) has been avoided and for
those unfamilar with this Company a fairly comprehensive bibliography is offered
giving details of catalogues, articles and sales lists containing descriptions of
from a single check up to a listing of one hundred plus. The Heaney and
Andison articles also include, of course, much of the Company's history, etc,
It would seem that James A. Game, on founding The London & Newcastle Tea
Company during 1875 at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, had no option but to dispense,
TCS 4/5
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as others, free gifts to gain the required clientele. The following advertisement
appeared on the front page of the Newcastle Weekly Chronicle, dated Saturday

15 January 1876, and illustrates a few of the items that were on offer. As there
i.s no mention of his Bonus Checks it is most likely that they had not, as yet,
been introduced.
GIVEN AWAY
BY

THE LONDON & NEWCASTLE TEA CO.
ALL THE YEAR ROUND

TO EVERY PURCHASER OF 1 LB. OF TEA,
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES
SPLENDID TEA CADDY

HANDSOME BUTTER COOLER

SUGAR BASIN AND CREAM JUG

USEFUL BREAD KNIFE, ETC., ETC.
Two extracts from Haydn1 s Dictionary of Dates (Twentieth Edition, 1892)
probably sums up what a lucrative market tea dealing offered to those wishing to

participate. "The consumption (of tea) of the whole civilised world, exclusively
of England, ;is about 22 million lbs., while the annual consumpti.on in Great

Britain is 30 million lbs., evidence in House of Commons, 1830 11 • We also learn

that "Tea imported into England in 1876 amounted to 185,536,371 lbs. 11 , and, of
course, it continued to rise.

It is not within the writer 1 s capabilities to discuss individual branches, being
London based, but the London part of the Company 1 s title has caused much

discourse and needed clarification, so an investigation was undertaken into it.

The required lead came from the 1879 Durham and Northumberland Directory

(discovered by but not credited to, until now, Mr. J. Gardiner) in the form of a

self advertisement showing the only known London address - 12, Idol Lane,

Great Tower Street, London EC3 - research at the Bishopsgate Foundation (a

Reference Library) revealed no trace of the LNTCo 1875-1900. In 1880 the
quoted address was occupied by the Universal Tea Company ( UTCo), who were

there for this one year only. In 1879 and 1881 two entirely different companies
occupied these premises. There is no trace of The UTCo anywhere in London

after 1880, though according to Denys Forrest 1 s 11 Tea for the British 11 (1973 )

such a company existed i n Lambeth some time after 1900;
TCS 4/5
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confirmed by contemporary Directories. Incidentally, the Foundation possesses
a photograph of No. 12 Idol Lane, taken just prior to its demolition (July 1910).
As there is no evidence to link the LNTCo with The UTCo it leads me to draw
the same conclusions as others, that London was added to the Company's title
to give it credibility!
In reply to enquiries made by Mr. J. Gardiner during 1971, The Central Library,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne supplied the following list of The LNTCo 1 s registered
office in their city.
1879 - 1920

-

Charlotte Square

-

1, Saville Row

1921 - 1924
1925 - 1929
1930·- 1971

2, Clayton Street
(Enquiry date) Park Buildings, St. James' Street

Unfortunately, additional investigations proved, in fact, that the Company was
not at this address in 1971 so therefore the writer assumes that it ceased
trading just prior to this date. From 1928 to 1971 the two addresses shown
above were also the Registered Office of 'The London & Newcastle Supply
Stores'. This Company title is known to have been.in use about 1886, as an
article published at that time expounds the :virtues of The London & Newcastle
Supply Stores, of 66, Grainger Street West (Newcastle). If the other known
Company title 'The London & Newcastle Trading. Company (see Appendix Two)
ran concurrently with, or was superseded by the aforementioned then one is yet
to be determined, for no reference to it has been found after 1879.
The London & Newcastle Tea Co. relinquished their remaining interests in
Ireland in 1914 (F. Heaney, 1976), but the name was retained and still flourishes
to this day. The Retail Directory 1983 p.518 (Newman Books Ltd.) gives brief
details as follows - L & N Superstores (Prop. Adam F. Torrie Ltd. ) [ he was the
purchaser of a number of branches in 1914] 3, Broad St., Waterford, Eire.
Grocery, provisions, wines & Spirits, hardware, toys. 15 branches [most under
the title L & N Tea Co.] (S.E. Ireland) [see Appendix One], Staff 385,
Chairman D.W.B. Torrie, Joint Managing Directors [one of] R.G. Torrie, so it
seems this family concern is destined not only to prosper but also to keep alive
the name on a fascinating series of checks.
Much remains to be discovered regarding both the trading policies and the Check
output of this Company, so anyone wanting a research project encompassing a
TCS 4/5
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collecting theme, at a modest outlay, need look no further than the LNTCo. I
feel sure room can be made available in our Bulletin for any historical facts that

might be unearthed, or Check listings, especially those containing details of
countermarked pieces which will speed up, undoubtedly, the solving of why the
punch marks were needed.

CHECKS ISSUED BY THE LONDON & NEWCASTLE TEA COMPANY
All the Checks examined met with the following criteria:
Metals
2 oz Zinc, ¾ lb Brass, ¼ lb Bronze and 1 lb Brass. These classifications apply
to both local and non-local issues and only one exception to this rule has been

noted, this recorded in the U.S.A. (W.A. Seaby, 1971) for a½ lb Londonderry

Check in brass. The writer feels though that this piece can be ignored as
numerous other en·ors were noted during a brief perusal of the article.

Diameters
To the nearest millimetre, 2 oz 22 mm, ¼ lb 22 mm, ¼ lb 25 mm and 1.he 1 lb 29 mm.
Edge and Die Axis
All cqecks have edge crenellations and their Reverses are in an upright position

when compared to their Obverses.
Maker

The manufacturer of all the Checks is without doubt John Ardill of St. Georges

Works, Little Woodhouse Stree1., Leeds. His signature, ARDILL LEEDS, appears

on many of the pieces (indicated on The Schedule under the heading "Signed 11)
and rather oddly sometimes as ARDILL LEDDS.

Die Varieties
Under the "Remarks" heading will be found reference to Die Varieties, these are,
as will be seen, Obverse only.

Dates
Check Reverse Dating is set out below and any deviation is unlikely to be met
with.
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England

Scotland

Ireland

Wales

I.O.M.

Undated

1876

1876

1879

1879

1876

1879

1879

1881

1880

1880

1891
1893
Issuers' Signatures
The signature of J. A. Game appears in. a great many styles on all of the local
Checks with the exception of. the Irish pieces dated 1891 and 1893.

These bear

an indecipherable signature and despite attempts by a number of handwriting
experts its owner remains anonymous.
Countermarks
The Checks that bear a countermark (c/m) are indicated so under the 11Remarks 11
heading where, unless noted to the contrary, they appear on the Reverse.

In

spite of an intensive study of all recorded countermarks no solution for their
usage has been found.

Hopefully, as more come to light so will the reason for

their need, answered by the emergent pattern.

It has been logically suggested

that the countermark letter(s) represents the initial(s) of a new owner of a
particular Branch.

This, the writer feels, is not the answer.

It is known, for

example, that the c/m G can.be found on Checks, all dated 1876, from such
diverse places as South Shields (England), Dublin (Ireland) and Glasgow
(Scotland), and therefore unlikely to have had the one and the same fresh
Manager or Proprietor.

All countermarks of the same type appear to have been

struck using the same punch.

Another suggestion is that they were

'cancelling' marks (thereby rendering them useless), but this again is felt not to
be the answer.

Why go to the trouble and expense of purchasing punches to be

used by employees or to pay someone else to punch them on your behalf when if
sold as scrap then at least part of the original cost of the Checks would be
recoverable? Despite mu,ch thought, no tangible solutions can be offered for
debate.

Perhaps readers have some they wish to tender.

For Checks counter

marked with a number see the following heading.
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General Issue Checks
The Checks found with 'no local Reverse address but instead a Die Struck
number, letter or just left blank (this occasionally met counters tamped with a
number(s) or letter(s)) have an obscure use. It has been suggested that
perhaps they were used by LNTCo agents dealing in the Company's teas or
other commodities or that they may well have been employed later when
financial restraints meant. that economies were needed to be made, causing the
replacement of the local issues with the numeral type, a set number representing
a particular Branch. Local pieces counterstamped with a number may have had
the same use as the Die Struck Numeral Checks. It could be argued though, as
in the vast majority of cases the number (or letter) countermark does not
obliterate the local address it could well have been the intention that the Punch
Mark(s) should augment the information available on the Checks rather than
decrease it.
i lb Checks
Rumour has it that i lb Checks exist.

Fragmentary information leads me to

believe one is an emission from the I.O.M., the other a General Issue Piece.

If

true it would be nice if their owners submitted full details, anonymously if
necessary, to enable study o! these most interesting oddities.
Note:

In the following tables, those Checks marked with an ,t refer to the

cabinet o! J.D. Scaife Esq. (as aforementioned in this article).
ENGLISH CHECKS
SIGNED
Y/N

SHOP LOCATION
Newcastle-on-Tyne, Clayton St.
South Shields, King St.

*

y
y

Sunderland, 209 & 232 High St.

y
y

BP. Auckland, Newgate St.

y

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II
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UNIT
2 oz

DATE

REMARKS

1876

II

"

II

II

c/m G

II

II

c/m H

¼ lb

II

y

II

II

c/m 2

y

II

II

Different
Obverse die
from above

y

II

II

As above but
c/m 2
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ENGLISH CHECKS (Contd.)
SIGNED

DATE

Y/N

UNIT

Consett, New Market St.

y

¾ lb

Darlington, Northgate

y

II

II
II

SHOP LOCATION

11

11

Durham, 83 North Rd.
II

II

II

II

1876

N

11

y

11

II

y

II

II

Jarrow, 43 & 45 Ormonde St.

y

II

Newcastle-on-Tyne, Bridge St.

y

11

1876

II

II

II

Clayton St.

y

ti

ti

ti

II

48 Clayton St.

N

II

No
date

N
N

II

1876

II

416 Scotswood Rd.

II

West Grainger St.

II

II

N

II

II

North Shields, Under the Clock
II
11
II
II
ti *

N

11

II

N

II

II

South Shields, King St.

y

11

II

y

II

II

N

II

II

II

ti

"

11

Sunderland, 209 & 232 High St.

Different
Obverse die
from above

1880

II

Newcastle, Sandhill*

REMARKS

c/m 5
c/m G

11

II

11

II

11

II

N

ti

II

c/m K

ti

II

ti

II

II

II

N

ti

ti

c/m N

II

II

II

II

ti

II

II

II

II

11

11

II

II

II

II

II

"

ti

BP. Auckland, Newgate St.
II

II

II

II

.

y

"

ti

y

ti

ti

c/m H

y

II

II

c/m N

N
N

½ lb
II

II

II

Different
Obverse die
from above
c/m 2

Crook, Hope St.

y

11

II

Darlington, North Gate

N

II

ti

y

ti

It

y

II

II

Durham, 83 North Rd.
It

ti

II

ti

*

Different
Obverse die
from above
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ENGLISH CHECKS (Contd.)

SHOP LOCATION
Newcastle, 29 Sandhill

*

II

416 Scotswood Rd.

II

17 West Grainger St.

North Shields, 5 Howard St.
II

Under The Clock

II

South Shields, Kirig St.
II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

*

Sunderland, 209 & 232 High St.

*

SIGNED
YIN

UNIT

N

¼lb

DATE

REMARKS

1876

N

II

II

elm SP

N

II

II

elm M

y

II

II

N

II

II

N

II

II

elm G

N

II

II

elm GG

y

II

II

elm R

N

II

II

elm 5

II

II

II

II

II

II

N

II

II

elm K

II

II

II

II

II

II

N

II

II

elm R

II

II

II

II

II

II

N

II

II

elm S

SCOTTISH CHECKS
SHOP LOCATION
Aberdeen, 81 Broad St.

*

4 St. Nicholas St.

II

Arbroath, 17 West Port *
Dundee, 75 Overgate *
13 Wel lgate

II
II

II

II

Dunfermline, 7 High St.

*

Edinburgh, 34 Earl Grey St.
II

II

II
II
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II

II

II
II

II

II

94 High St.
II

II

II

*

II

II

South Clerk St.

II

SIGNED
YIN

UNIT

y

¼ lb

DATE

REMARKS

1876

y

II

II

y

II

II
II

y

II

y

II

II

N

II

II

y

II

II

y

II

II

y

II

II

Different
Obverse die
from above

N

II

II

elm AG

y

II

II

elm D

y

II

II

elm F

y

II

II
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SCOTTISH CHECKS (Contd.)
SIGNED

UNIT

Falkirk, 86 High St.
For far, 63 Castle St.

y

¾lb

y

1879

Glasgow, Main St., Bridgeton

N

1876

SHOP LOCATION

YIN

Cowcaddens

II

II

*

II

ti

*

N

ti

7 Howard St. *
II
If
*

N

II

II

II

53 Tro11gate
Greenock, Hamilton St.
II

19 (or 61)

elm

Z

N
N

18Z Paisley Rd.

elm

elm F

y

II

REMARKS

1876

y

18Z Gallowgate i<
II

DATE

*

*

c/m CN
c/m CB
Obverse
c/m C Reverse
c/m B

N
y

c/m Z3

y

c/m 33

y
y

c/m DL

y

c/m CN

ti

N
c/m CN

N
Hawick, High St.

y

Irvine, Z Loudoun St.
Kirkcaldy, Z37 High St.
H
U: *
ti
ti

y

ti

y

11

y

Montrose, Z8 High St.

y

Paisley, Z High St.

N

II

ti

II

y

Ayr, ZZZ High St. *

y

Dumbarton, ZO High St.
Dundee, 13 Wellgate *
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II

Different
Obverse die
from above
I!

1876

*

*

y

ti

¼ lb
1879
1876

y
N

c/m S
elm 53

y

II

Perth, High St. *
Aberdeen, 4 St. Nicholas St,

II

1879

ti

y
Z4

SCOTTISH CHECKS .(Contd.)
SHOP LOCATION
Dunfermline, 7 High St.

*

II

II

Edinburgh, 7 Catherine St.
"
94 High St.
fl

1f

ti

*

SIGNED
Y/N

UNIT

y
y

¼lb

y
y
N

tr

DATE
1876
H

y
y
y

48 Main St. Bridgeton *
203 Cowcaddens

y
y
N
N
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
N
y

n

II

182 Gallowgate
182 Paisley Rd.
Greenock, Hamilton St.
ti

Hawick, High St.
Irvine, Z Loudoun St. *
Kilmarnock
Kirkcaldy, 237 High St.
Leith, 101 Kirkgate *
Montros·e, Z8 High St.*

*

Paisley, Z High St. *

y
N

Perth, High St.
Stirling, 88 Baker St. *

y
y

n

TCS 4/5
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II

*

c/m R (on
Obverse)
c/m KY
94 High St.
in one line

94 above
High St.

N
Falkirk, 86 High St.
Galashiels, Channel St.
Glasgow, 154 Main St. Anderston

REMARKS

It

II

1t

II

1879
1876
1879
1876
1879

1876

It

c/m Z3

c/m DL

ti

II

c/ m with 8
point star

c/m ZS

c/m DL
Z of ZS struck
over either
inverted Z or
upright 3
c/m 7
elm R on
Obverse
c/m 8 on
Reverse

II

1879
ZS

SCOTTISH CHECKS (Contd.)
SHOP LOCATION
Aberdeen, 4 St. Nicholas St.

*

*

SIGNED
YIN

UNIT

N

l lb

DATE
1876

y

II

1879

Dunfermline, 7 High St.

y

II

1876

Glasgow, 18Z Gallow gate

N

II

II

Kirkcaldy, Z37 High St.

y

II

1879

Alloa, 39 Mill St.

REMARKS

IRISH CHECKS
SIGNED
YIN

SHOP LOCATION

y

Dublin, Stephen's Green

II

DATE

¼ lb

y

II

II

109 Talbot St.

y

II

II

II

y

II

II

II

II

II

REMARKS

1876

II

II
II

UNIT

Kilkenny, 45 High St.
Kingstown, Lower George St. *

y

II

1879

y

II

1876

Dublin, 64 Thomas St.

y

½lb

elm B

Different
Obverse die
from above
elm 7

1879

GENERAL ISSUE CHECKS
UNIT

SIGNED
YIN

z oz

y

REVERSE
Blank

DIE STRUCK
REVERSE
N

y

II

y

II

N

y

II

N

½lb

y

II

N

l lb

y

II

N

z oz

y

10

y

II

¼lb
II

TCS 415

REMARKS

N

elm BIK *
elm II

Z6

GENERAL ISSUE CHECKS (Contd.)
UNIT
2 oz
II

¼ lb

I

II
II
II
II
II
II

½lb
II
II

II
II

SIGNED
Y/N

REVERSE

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

15
17
A
4
7
8

DIE STRUCK
REVERSE

11

12
16
17
18
20
21
26
61
63
20
24
25
33
62

REMARKS

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y-t<
y
Y*
y
y
Y*
Y*
y
y
y
y

CHECKS ISSUED IN WALES AND THE ISLE OF MAN
N otwithstanding the fact that there is only one check contained in the two
collections scheduled, issued by the LNTCo in Wales or the Isle of Man, others
that have come to the writer's attention are listed below for completeness.
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CHECKS ISSUED IN WALES AND THE ISLE OF MAN (Contd,)
SIGNED

SHOP LOCATION

DATE

SOURCE

1881

Neil B. Todd
1979

Y/N

UNIT

y

1 lb

Not
recorded

¼lb

II

Lickey Coin
Catalogue
November
1981

y

1 lb

II

Neil B. Todd
1979

Not
recorded

¼lb

1879

Galata Coins
Ltd.
Catalogue
Supp, FebMarch 1980

II

¼ lb

II

Neil B. Todd
1979

II

elm DK
J.D. Scaife
Collection

WALES
Aberdare, 35 Commercial St.
Carmarthen, Nott St.

Pontypridd, Market Square
Swansea, 3 High St.

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

*

II

y

II

ISLE OF MAN
Douglas, 21 Duke St.

y

¼ lb

1879

The Pobjoy
Mint
Catalogue
1979

II

II

II

II

y

¼ lb

II

Neil B. Todd
1979

II

II

II

II

y

l lb

II

Neil B. Todd
1979

SAVINGS STAMPS
These adhesiv.e stamps apparently superseded the metal Discount Checks in
Ireland and the 11 Green and White �avings Stamp Scheme" continued in use into
the 19601 s. It is recorded (F. Heaney, 1976) that 200 stamps filled a book,
which was then redeemable for 3s-4d from the LNTCo Stores.

TCS 4/5
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APPENDIX ONE
This list of addresses was compiled using the 1979/80 Thom's Commercial

Directory of Ireland (covers South only) with one supplementary address from

the 1983 issue.

Carlow (Co. Carlow)

Tullow St.

Dungarvan (Co. Waterford)

Main St.

Nenagh (Co. Tipperary)
New Ross (Co. Wexford)

39, Mitchel St.
19, South St. (A)

Kilkenny (Co. Kilkenny)

Thurles (Co. Tipperary)

Tipperary (Co. Tipperary)

Tramore (Co. Waterford)

Waterford (Co. Waterford)

32, High St.

19, The Quay (B)

Friar St.

Abbey St. (C)
Main St,

3 & 4, Broad St, (D)

Ferry Bank

Morgan St, (E)
Wexford (Co. Wexford)
Youghal (Co. Cork)

Patrick St.

17, Main St. South

111, Main St. North

(A) Address as shown in 1979/80
(B) · Address as shown in 1983
(C) Listed only in 1983 Directory
(D) Head Office
(E)
Hypermarket
© John R.P. King
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APPENDIX TWO
An advertisement as appearing in a 1879/80 Ward's Directory
covering the most of the North - East of England.
;THE

LONDON AND :;NEWQASTLE
. TEA .-OOMPANY

..4re well-kn�wn anil Oele'bratedfor their High-Olass Teas. The
magnitude oftheir trado it s11fficic11t evidence of their 1101mlarity.
Jlra.nchn in Jlngla.na.
lliehopAuekland ...108, NowgntoSt.
Conoett ...... 20, Now bfarlcet Street
Crook .....................Hopo Stroot
Darlington ................. Norlh l{ate
Durham ...... ......... 83, North Road
Do. .............. ...10'.!. Clnrpath
Gatceheaa ............100, High Street
Newcnetle•npon•
T�ne ...... 17, West Gminger St.
Do.
46, C!rLyl,on Street
Do.
80 & 31, Snnahill
Do.
416, Scotewood Rond
N orlh Shielda ...... 5, Hownr,I Street
South Shields ......... 69,King Streat
Do.
•
........29, King Street
Bundorland .........209, High Streot
Do. •
.. '232, High St. West

Bra.nche11 in Irela.ntl.
llelfnst......169 & 171, North Street
Dnblin...107, 108, &109, Talbot St.
Do. ......... 183, Stephen's Green
Do•......44, South George Stroot
Do. ............... 10. Castlo Street
Do. ............2t, Wexford Street
l!:ingstoWD... 49, LOwer George St.

Bra.nche11 in Scotliina.
Aberdeen... .j, & 6, St. Nicholas St.
Do. ............ 81, Broad Street
Arbroath .................. 17, Westport

Brnnches in Scotland.
(Continued.)
Al!oa.....................89, Mill Street
Dumbarton .....: ...20, High Street
Dundee ..................13, Wollgnto
Do.
......... ...... 75. Overgute
Dumformlino ......... 7, High SLrcet
Edingurgh .........100, High Slreet
Do.
......... 25, South Bridge
...34. Enrl Grey Slreet
Do.
..... 7, Catherine Slroot
Do.
...12, Southclerlc Street
Do.
GnlBBhicls ............CIU1n11el Slreet
Glasgow ............ 7, Howard Stn-ut
•........... 182, Gnllowgntc
Do.
Do. ...... ... 197, Cowcnil<lens
Do. ............182, Paisley R,md
Do. ...63, Paisley Rond West
Do. • ................. 53, Trongnte
Do. 48, Mnin Street, Bridgeton
154 ...Mnin Streel, .Anderston
Falkirk ............... 86, High Streot
Forfar ...............03, Cnstlo Street
Greeuock ......33, Hnmilton Street
Do.
......20, CILthcnrt Street
Hn..-ick ...............18, High Street
KillllBmock ........ 21, King Blreet
Kirkenltly ........ ...237, High Street
Leith .....................101, IGrkgnto
Montrose... ...:..... 28, High Street
Paisley,..... ............2, High Street
Perth .................. 134, H.igh Slrcet

.,

·1

THE LONDON AND NEWCASTLE
TRADING COMPANY.
(In connection with the abo t•e.)

DRAPERY & MILLINERY GOODS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Edinbourgh .....20, Nicolson Street
Newcastlo ......... 69, Clayton Street
Sunderland ...
GlaagowI
109, 201, & 203, Cowcnddena
2.11, 232, & 232i, High Street
Do..........70, C1Lmbridgo Slrcct
Do...........6i, Fawcett Street

3/

THE LONDON & NEWCASTLE TEA CO.
Fig. 9

.

'

SAVINGS STAMPS

• --- - "t... ... - -- -·- _____ _.

CHECKS
0

J.A.Game
(signature)
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scorLAND

Gfl.EENOCK

DUNDEE

,�
.J-IAWfCk

PAISLEY
IRELAND
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AUCTION REPORTS
Christie, 18th February 1986
In the last edition of the TCSB, p.29, I mentioned the collection of Norfolk
tokens formed by David Cornell of Poringland, near Norwich which was to be
auctioned at Christie1 s on the 18th February.

Well, I am pleased to say that it

was a great success and Mr. Cornell was delighted with the result,.
Unfortunately , some of the 18th and 19th Century tokens did not do quite as
well as expected, nevertheless, this was well and truly counteracted by some
high prices paid for most of the 17th Century issues. It must be remembered
that all prices were subject to an B per cent Buyer's Premium plus VAT at the
standard rate.
The main buyers of the 17th Century tokens were Nigel Clark and Siegfried
Schwer who between them bought three-quarters of the sale.

The first lot of

four Aylsham tokens realised £240 against the lower estimate of only £80.
Another big surprise was lot 433, Anthony Lock in Wymondham (W. 283) which
sold to Yaxley,, again for a staggering £240. Schwer paid £160 for a token of East
Harling which was not recorded in Williamson. He also purchased the very rare
farthing of Massingham (W.105) for £170, and the following lot 412, Mileham,
Francis Ladly, 1666 (W.107) for £180.

A lot of ten farthings from Norwich which

were described as "an interesting group of traders with their trade signs"
realised £400, again to Schwer.

Clark managed to secure the very rare

Brancaster farthing of William Rix, 1667 (W.12) for £170, and also the extremely
rare Snettisham token of Francis Casting (W.238) for the same p:t;"ice.

A most

interesting token of North Walsham with the arms of the Duke of Norfolk in a lot
of three was bought by Baldwin for £220, whilst Seaby purchased two from
Fakenham (one of Edmond Peckoner who served as a trooper in the Common
wealth Army, 1646-1655).

These were secured for only £70.

Christie's have

produced six plates of the 17th Century Norfolk tokens which are on sale in
the Coin Dept., price £15 including postage.

Anyone wishing to own a set

which illustrates the obverses and reverses of 221 tokens, then please contact
Elizabeth Norfolk at Christie's.
Following the Cornell collection were various properties of 18th and 19th
Century tokens, but mostly from the County of Suffolk.

A Cornwall, West

Wheal Mine Penny with the word WHEEL instead of WHEAL (Davis 15, RR) ,
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realised £380. Th:s was described as "some minor scratches, otherwise

Extremely Fine with lustre". Lot 472, Suffolk, Hoxne, Penny, 1795, one of the

two known specimens, sold to Generry for £450. Another extremely rare penny

with a view of Ipswich Town Hall, formerly St. Mildred's Church, 1797 (D. & H.

13), realised £320.

On Wednesday, 16th April, Spink are holding their annual token sale at the

Cavendish Hotel. If the above prices are anything to go by, then I am sure we

will be in for some more big surprises.

R. Sharman
In anticipation of my Editorial, and pre-empting same, I am including both a

preview (by B.J. Precious) and also the write-up (by N.A. Clark) of the Spink

Auction No. 51. There is some overlap in the reading of both pieces, but I have
deliberately included Mr. Precious' preview unedited, as it elicits a particular

knowledge of some of the lots, and also in order to possibly encourage some more

members with a specialist local knowledge, and stories to tell, on collections
coming up for auction, to see what they can do.

Read on!
Preview of Spink Auction No. 51 - 16th April 1986
Important Yorkshire Token and Medal Collection turns up!
Despite having been thought of as missing for 40 years the extensive collection

of the late William Sykes, of Cottingham, Hull has recently re-surfaced and has

been auctioned by Spink of London,

Sykes was a founder member of the

Yorkshire Numismatic Society in 1909 and by then had already focused his

attention on the tokens and medals of his native Yorkshire. A portrait of him
appears in 'The Nineteenth Century Token Coinage' by W.J. Davis.

The main selection of 50 important medals relating to Hull were auctioned on
Wednesday, 9th October 1985 and the majority of these were purchased by the
members of the Hull and District Numismatic Society.

The token collection is to be auctioned on the 16th April 1986 and these include
many fine and rare pieces. Included among the items are the fine series of
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private series of Sykes' tokens depicting Hull buildings, with this issue he was
guided by W.J. Davis and S.H. Hamer who both issued private tokens.
Examples of these are included in the sale.
One of the most important items must be the largest group of 17th Century
tokens for Hull, most of which originated from the C.E. Fewster collection.
Sykes exhibited his collection at several meetings of the Yorkshire Numismatic
Fellowship.

The only other group to compare with the Sykes' collection are

those from the collection of the late Mrs. E.M. Norweb.

These tokens are

expected to realise between £1400 and £1800,
Another choice item is the Spurn Point/Eddystone Lighthouse Twopence of 1801,
this is estimated to fetch £350 - £450. Also included are many other Yorkshire
tokens, some very rare and others unique, and many fine and scarce reference
books.
B .J. Precious

Spink Auction No. 51 - 16th April 1986
Wednesday, 16th April saw most British token dealers in attendance at London's
Cavendish Hotel for Spink's annual token auction. The material offered this year
was more heavily orientated towards 17th Century tokens than the later pieces,
the whole morning being devoted to them, but the by now customary crop of
extremely rare pieces appeared throughout the date range. Ten superb plates
and the excellent cross-referenced cataloguing make Spink catalogues easy to
work through pre-sale for both collectors and dealers, and invaluable for post
sale reference. One minor criticism this year would be that the rarity of a
number of 17th Century pieces was overstated, but this is an insignificant one
when set against the overall professionalism of the work which must be a long
and arduous job.
The Sale realised £57,019 (all figures exclude buyer's premium and VAT), a
smaller figure than in recent years, but this was accounted for by the fact that
there was no collection offered with depth in its field. It is the specialist
collections which have performed best in recent years. Nonetheless, against a
top total estimate of £50,150 and with only 1.3% unsold, it was a very
satisfactory day for vendors, whilst the dealers who bought most of the lots in
the room were pleased, too.
TCS 4/5
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Welcome changes 3.!"e taking place in auctioneering practice in London now,

At

Spink Auctions ar. unsold lot is called "unsold" at the time and so indicated on

the "prices realised" list.

in some overseas markets,

This must help to prevent a false market so evident

The only refinement the reviewer would like to see is

a distinction made between lots bought by the auctioneer on commission, and

those bought by Spink as principal.

Frank Sedgwick's collection of 288 London and Southwark 17th Century tokens

was the first property offered. The vast number of different tokens extant of

these two counties - some 6,000 possibly - tend to put off most collectors, but

spelialist geographical groups of South Bank, West End, or 'City' tokens, or a

representative piece from each street. open up possibilities for collectors of the
metropolis.

them.

On the day, Spink and Baldwin bought over half the lots between

A Bridewell piece unrecorded in "Williamson" made £120 to Sharman and

another of Friday Street £ll0 to Baldwin, whilst a nice grade group of ten pieces
including one from Pudding Lane made £220 to Seaby.

just over £5,000.

The collection totalled

The next offering was over 120 lots of 17th Century tokens with only two

English counties unrepresented. It looked for all the world like a dealer's stock,
but the literature, amended with a saleroom notice, indicated that it was a

collection built up through the 'seventies until very recent months by an
unnamed owner in the Oxfordshire Cotswolds.

No theme or specialisation, nor

uniformity of quality nor rarity could be perceived there within, and the County

specialists were generally left needing a handful of pieces out of 'multiple' lots.
In the event dealers secured the majority for breaking up for their collectors.
Highlights amongst these lots included the Chester heart-shaped piece which

achiev,�d the by now annual event of a new record for an English mainland 17th

Centui-y token at £560. The buyer was the Grosvenor Museum, Chester

underbid by a collector attempting to upgrade his own specimen. The Bakewell

token of John Dickens made £120 to Spink and Thomas Bull of Barnard Castle
reallscd £ll0 to Clark, whilst Richard Payne of Oswestry did well at £80 to

Spink.

Clark paid £310 for the square token of Kingston-upon-Thames, and

£240 for the Wimbledon issue whilst Baldwin gave £ll0 for a nice Leatherhead;

Sui-rey generally seemed 'back in favour' whilst neighbouring Kent apparently
remains friendless.

The three Yorkshire lots made sound levels, two to Baldwin

and one to Schwer, the pieces averaging approximately £30 - £50 each, a sum
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that included several common items. The collection made just over £12,000.
The morning concluded with 8 lots of Dorset 17th Century tokens, the collection
of G.G. Farman. These realised £1,240 in total, with 3 lots going to Spink and
the remainder to Clark.
The afternoon began with the William Sykes' (1861-1941) collection.of Yorkshire
and other tokens on the block. The group of 35 different Hull 17th Century
issues, mostly also ex-C.E. Fewster (Williamson's editor for Yorkshire),
realised £2,600 to Clark, underbid by Baldwin who had at least two commissions
of £2,000 or over. This group, which has remained intact for appro�mately
90 years or longer, looks certain to be broken up now, as will the other 5 Hull
17th Century lots which went to the same buyer.
The 18th Century series was better represented than the early pieces in Sykes'
collection. A Rye ¼d, of G. Bennett by Skidmore made £220 to Schwer whilst
Spink paid £350 for the Bolton, Yorkshire ld. Many items came from the
J. Atkins' collection, or those of other well-known 19th Century or early 20th
Century collectors, as did 3 pieces of Bedale for which Spink gave £420. The
19th Century items included an original striking of Upcott's 2d. depicting the
Eddystone Lighthouse which fetched £430 to a collector.

A group of

numismatists' tokens went cheaply to Sharman a� £80 whilst 3 sets of Sykes'
private tokens in different metals, went for between £140 - £300, two to a
collector and the last one to Spink,

The collection totalled almost £18,000.

The remainder of the Sale was highlighted by a collection of Norfolk 18th
Century tokens which realised a total of nearly £5,000,

Schwer paid £570 for

the Kings Lynn ld., and £420 for the Yarmouth ld., (DH4), whilst Spink
secured a silver striking of DH3 for £820, Schwer again succeeding with DH54 in
silver, this time at £520.
Amongst miscellaneous lots Schwer bought a group of 54 municipal 17th Century
items for £230, an 18th Century Penryn ¼d. in silver made £350 to a collector,
and another silver striking, this time of Middlesex DH302b fell to Gladdle at
£210.
June sees Spink1s next token sale, the first part of the Myles Z. Gerson
collection of 18th and 19th Century tokens. Their next general token sale is
hopefully anticipated next Spring.
Nigel A. Clark
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BOOK REVIEW
The following rev.iew is reprinted (with some author adaptations) from the
Numismatic Circular with grateful acknowledgement to Spink & Son Ltd.
See Fig. 10 P. 40.
Comprehensive Directory of World Communion Tokens - by Oliver Derrick
Cresswell. Ottawa, Nadin-Davis, 1985. Pp. x + 258, unillustrated.

21¼ x

131 cm. Available in UK from Spink & Son Ltd., paperback £48, hardback £60.
Anyone who wants to collect communion tokens soon finds that there is no single
source of information and no one list of them, even of the Scottish ones, which
are more than all the rest together.

Excellent lists exist, but generally out of

print or tucked away in antiquarian proceedings.
Oliver Cresswell 1 s book aims to fill the gap.

Essentially it is a detailed index to

these sources, rather than a replacement for them.

The core of the work is an

alphabetical listing of communion tokens from all countries, based on place names
(or abbrev.iations) and the first letters of the legends on the tokens. 0 ver
6500 are described, with separate lists of those carrying no legend or with texts
and references only. The system works well, though one has to get used to the
very literal alphabetical sequence and the mix of initial letters and place names
(often in the middle of the quoted legends) on which it is based. A list of
ministers whose names or initials appear on the tokens offers another route to
identification. Prev.ious keys to difficult tokens were produced by Capt. M.B.
Orr in three 1967 /68 booklets but covered only the Scottish series and did not
combine the various churches into a single list.
The author gives much less information on each token than previous writers,
omitting details of size, shape, metal, punctuation, line breaks, and super
scriptions in the legends, except where these are thought helpful in separating
similar tokens;
91 verses
11

11

but the original reference is quoted.

An alphabetical list of

(biblical and other quotations) is referred to by number in the token

descriptions. This saves much repetition, but finding the text from its number
involves searching through the alphabetical list of verses.

Another index, by

country, lists places that issued tokens, and allows one to trace those from a
particular locality, as well as showing interesting patterns. One sees very
clearly, for instance, that in England the tokens come predominantly from the
TCS 4/5
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Essential for
Token Collectors
AIi Reference Libraries
Church Historians
Interested Numismatists

Cresswell's

COMPREHENSIVE
DIRECTORY
OF WORLD
COMMUNION TOKENS
PRESBYTER
CONG REGATIO
OF PARIS
18 '.36
!'1' nlla 110 ..,
11'1
•11:11n:H ..lAl'IC'£
or ,er:.
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THIS COIN
R[MUlllllAfCCE

or Ml

I Con. XI 211

The most complcre reference
ever compiled on the subject
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north (Northumberland, Durham, and Cumberland) and from London and the
Liverpool area.

A short bibliography covers the standard published lists and a

few other references.

There is a page of introduction on how to use the book

(dated five yeai·s before its publication) and a brief two-page history of the
comm4nion token.
The listings are based almost wholly on published sources, and do not correct
the unreported errors one finds when comparing these with actual tokens.
Where past writers list pairs of similar tokens, but give too little detail to
identify either on its own, the present work does not offer an answer, but lumps
such varieties together.

Unidentified tokens illustrated in some of the published

lists are omitted, including by mistake TK/1748 from Brook, which is named as
Tynron by Kerr 8r Lockie.

In the list of this kind there are sure to be some

slips, but it would be wrong to dwell on them.

A check in the book for fifteen

unpublished but identifiable Scottish tokens located only two (out of five modern
commemoratives in the selection), and none of six likely but unidentified pieces
( and some others) could be found, emphasising that the aim has been to provide
a key to existing sources rather than add to them.
This is a useful and worthwhile book, but its publishers go too far in claiming
it will enable one 11to immediately identify and attribute � communion token".
Apart from unpublished tokens there is a big problem with the older ones which
carry only a letter or two of legend.
Given a token with a place name, or perhaps the minister's initials and date, one
may readily look up where it comes from and where it is published - and will not
imagine, for instance, that the Paris token on the cover is an unpublished
French piece, when it is actually Canadian (as are others from some obviously
Scottish places like Dundee).

But if one has a simple old token with just the

letter K on it the book is not nearly so effective, there being 46 such tokens
listed and certainly others not listed.

Even after considering metal, shape and

size (often unhelpful with old tokens), whether the letter is raised or incuse or
retrograde, and whether any border or other design is present, one is likely to
be left with doubt and multiple choice.

The problem exists in the specialist

lists, because they do not illustrate every old token, but it is much worse here,
because nothing is illustrated.
With experience and access to the literature there has been no great problem in
identifying most communion tokens, except some of those with very Ii ttle
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information on them,

Illustrations are essential to avoid mistakes with these,

The big disappointment with this new book is that there are none. Even when
one arrives at the right conclusion, therefore, lack of an illustration means one
cannot confirm it,

Some tokens are going to acquire erroneous labels through

this lack of pictures to enable their enthusiastic owners to confirm or deny
their tentative identifications. It may be difficult to make suitable drawings,
and need extra finance to publish them, but one must hope the intending
authors of eagerly-awaited lists of USA and Irish tokens will be able to overcome
the problems.
When people first collected communion tokens the identifications could be based
on provenance from particular churches ( though this is seldom confirmed in the
published lists),

Now most tokens come from dealers and other collectors,

without any further provenance. In using an unillustrated list to attribute them
the collector needs to keep in mind that the choice is not limited to those in the
list; there are significant numbers of unrecorded unidentified old tokens to be
found,
The publishers confidently expect all future auction and retail lists to use
Cresswell numbers. One may have reservations about this, because the
specialist lists are still needed to confirm identification of many older tokens,
and because distribution of the book will be limited by its price and the small
print run ( 20 half-calf, 80 hardback, l�0 paperback).
The outstanding merit of this book it that it combines all the published lists and
so provides a quick route to the identity and origins of individual tokens. Even
people very familar with the literature and identification of communion tokens will
will find it useful when faced with an unfamiliar one, though they will refer to
the original source for greater detail, and in many instances for confirmation of
the identification.
Andrew T. Macmillan
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TOKEN CONGRESS 1986
This year1 s Token Congress is being organised by the Token Corresponding

Society, and will be held on the Saturday/Sunday of 13114th September, 1986.

The venue is the North London Polytechnic, Tufnell Park Hall of Residence,

Huddleston Road, London N7 DEG, close to Tufnell Park LT Underground
Station. Accommodation is in single study centrally heated bedrooms, complete
with wash basins. On each floor there are bathrooms and to)lets plus

kitchenettes. A licensed bar will be available. The format and programme will

be similar to previous Token Congresses, with the emphasis on informality,
friendliness and debate. The complete Co,ngress, from the Saturday morning

Reception to Sunday afternoon close, including overnight accommodation, is £35
(including VAT @ 15%). Without the Sat. /Sun. bed and breakfast, the cost

reduces to £24. Long-distance travellers may wish to take advantage of the

extremely competitive rate of £11 for Bed and Breakfast on the immediately

preceding Friday night, or immediately following Sunday night. A deposit of
£5 made payable to the 'Token Corresponding Societ�• secures a place.

Further details are available from the Editor, however some TCS members would
have been notified separately already, whilst others should be receiving a

separate information sheet with this Bulletin posting.

- Editor

**

NEWS

**

The Geoffrey Kay Collection of 19th Century id tokens and similar pieces
Sussex dealer, Nigel Clark, has recently bought the 19th Century !d token

collection and similar pieces of Geoffrey Kay.

Containing over 600 pieces,

including around 130 Irish issues, it is possibly the largest collection of this
series formed. Bell1s introductory work on the series has enthused new

collectors in the past 10 years, and this collection contains many pieces Bell did
not see and many that he has also failed to record.

The collection is now to be split up and collectors of the series will come to
recognise Kay's tickets, as 17th Century token collectors recognise Carthew1s.
A full listing will e available on application to: Nigel A. Clark
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Change of address
Token dealer Siegfried E. Schwer, author of 11Schwer1s Price Guide to
Eighteenth Century Tokens", has moved to xxxx

"Quill Corner" and "Notes and Queries" have had to be held over for No. 6 .
Letters sent in sometimes involve extra communication with other members (all
to the good), before publication in the Bulletin.
- Ed.
**************** ************************************************ *** ********
DENTAL TOKENS FROM ANY COUNTRY
ALSO MEDICAL, DENTAL, CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS TOKENS FROM THE U.K.
WANTED TO BUY OR EXCHANGE
*****************************************************************************
*
**************,***********************************************�***************
WELSH PUB CHECKS REQUIRED
= TOP PRICES PAID =
I also swop English Pub Checks, quality modern and hammered gold and
EF minimum British Milled silver, copper and bronze coins for the above
*********,************************************************ ******************
*
******************************************************************************
WORCESTERSHIRE TOKENS WANTED
17th, 18th & 19th CENTURY;

PUB;

FARM;

HOP;

ADVERTISING; UNOFFICIAL ¼d's; ETC, ETC
- GEOFF WOOD *****************************************************************************
*
**************************************************** *************************
WANTED
The following two 17th Century Southwark tokens (Williamson refs)
1) 224 AT.THE.DOGGE,AND.DVCKE/IN.SOVTHWARKE
2) 291 HENRY.MILES.IN.KENT/STREET.WOOLCOMBER
Send details to the Editor
******************************************************************************
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******************************************************************************
MY NEW (SPRING 86) 17 th CENTURY & OTHER TOKENS LIST
available at cost of s. a. e.
Also a list of Currency, Proof & Pattern ld I s
NIGEL A. CLARK
**�*************�*****************�****************�*�******���*****-�***��****
**�************************************************************�********��****
Canadian Merchant tokens wanted, aluminium or brass
Counterstamps on Canadian Breton tokens or Cdn. coins wanted
Encased Cdn. coins, pocket-size advertising mirrors, anything Canadian!
Also collect Mavericks - e.g. 5c in Trade or Merchandise
(no town names) must be in cents
***********************************************************************�*�***
*
******�**�********************�******************�*�**************��**********
17 th, 18th & 19th CENTURY TOKENS, TICKETS,
PASSES, CHECKS AND TALLIES
For periodic listings of these and other paranumismatic issues, write to:
RICHARD GLADDLE
ti**�*�*****�*****************************************�*�****************�****
***************************************************�***�**************�*****�*
TOKENS OR INFORMATION WANTED
Any tokens relating to CAB DRIVERS, CAB SHELTERS or the CAB TRADE
Also tokens relating to FIRE INSURANCE or FIRE BRIGADES
****�***�*�*�****�**************************************�**********�*******�**
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EDITORIAL
Most people seem lo have liked the Fifth Annual Token Congress (combined
with the Thit:d European Token Congress).

Judging by the volume of

correspondence, those of you who attended were certainly in 11igorated, and I
would like to thank you all here, en bloc, for your kind words of appreciation.
The organization oI the event gave me a lot of personal satisfaction, in spite
of some earlier hiccups in seeking out a suitable venue.

The Polyleclink of

North London then itself went through some staff changes and behind schedule
inter-term refurbishment, but the bursar, Mr. Lambert, nevertheless did us
proud and gave me a lot of sympathetic co-operation by erecting a temporary
bar for us.

Good support work from members of the Dritish Numismalic

Society, the London Numismatic Club, the Bexley Coin Club, the Kent
Numismatic Society and your own TCS, had also helped in ensuring a smooth
operation,

What made the Congress into your acclaimed success was not just

the organization but the quality and variety of the talks, and the willingness
and ability 0£ you all to join in with questions, debate and comment, thus
developing an atmosphere which is most conducive lo, and encouraging for, a
furtherance of knowledge on Token topics.

Suffice it to say here that the

European contingent appeared delighted at the attendance of 70 plus, and
everyone was satisfied with the standard of food and accommodation.
Considering the all-in price of £35, and at that for London, I was only
tixpecting the odd niggle.
'fCS 4/6
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It would indeed be invidious of me to write my own report! A detailed write-up
by Brian Edge appears in this issue.
A good number of you have asked for a Token Congress to be held in London
every year, but in reply I feel that its location should be offered to other
parts of the UK first, as of yet still to hold such a congress, viz. West Country/
South Wales, East Midlands/East Anglia, Yorkshire and possibly the Central
Lowlands of Scotland;

in all due fairness to these Token people from these

regions who have supported the congress in other parts of the UK.

However,

this remains in the future, and in any case depends upon the willingness of
people in those same regions to organize a congress.

A London Congress each

year, though undoubtedly would be well supported, would nevertheless tend to
include much the same core group of speakers, and inevitably the ability to
produce the I goods', so to speak, time after time, would fade.

By moving the

congress·around the country, the event is able to attract local speakers who
would, for their own reasons, not wish to attend and take part in a Capital
based meeting. Nevertheless, another London Token Congress is a probability,
but let us see what the untouched regions can produce first. Now that we
have five congresses under our belt, others yet to show us what they can do,
possibly by way of linking with another suitable numismatic event or exhibition,
or else something as yet untried, can gain confidence and draw on the
experience of the previous congress organizers. My correspondence gives me
an insight into the belief that there are some gems of potential speakers still to
be mined in those regions yet to hold a congress. It is up to members to prove
me correct, and then let us have some further and continuing successful Token
Congresses.
Sone new members have joined since the congress and to them I hope that they
feel that they can contribute in some way to the TCS. All letters help me to
piece together a jigsaw of your interests and requirements. When I gave my
report on the activities and progress of the TCS at the London Congress, I
asked for your comments on the possibility of widening the scope and coverage
of the Bulletin, to include medallica. When I wrote my policy statement (see
Vol. 4 No. 2 p. 2) about confining coverage to tokens of monetary or value
substitute types, I was anxious to avoid an embarrassing plethora of material
on modern pseudo-coins. Since then, however, I have realized that the
membership is definitely more numismatic and as seriously based as I had
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originally wished, so, with your good wishes as expressed at the London
Congress, the field can now be widened to include such items as 'To Hanovers,
calendar medals, Victorian local medallica, counters, models, evasives,
imitations, toy money, etc •1 The more that I put this Bulletin together the more
I realize that defining the word 'token' becomes ever more indefinite, but what
is definitive is that quite a lot 0£ you collect sideways, overlapping into
locally related fields. All to the good, as my original policy of providing a
forum for local tokeno-medallic numismatics still holds - all submissions become
subject to comment, discussion and improvement.
After the weekend at Tufnell Park, my only regret is that I just did not have
enough time to converse properly with nearly enough of those members (and non
members) present. Some of you wanting replies to and an expansion 0£ points
raised will either have received a written reply or will be answered by items
appearing in this Bulletin,
ANTHONY J. GILBERT
TOKENS OF OR RELATING TO CORNWALL
(Not already listed in 'Coins & Tokens of Cornwall' by J.A.D. Mayne &
J.A. Williams, 1985)
by L.A. McCarthy
Seventeenth Century
Not in 1 Williamson1
FLORENCE WILLS /IN BODMIN 1663 - F W
Nineteenth Century
Davis' 1Nineteenth Century Token Coinage'
DEVONSHIRE
(9)

0.

Arms, gules, a castle triple towered, but without sprigs at the
sides; legend, ONE SHILLING and on a ribbon below;
DEVONSHIRE

R.

DEVONSHIRE SOMERSETSHIRE AND CORNWAL (sic) SILVER
TOKEN with Staffordshire knots above and below somersetshfre
and cornwal.

(10)
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Sack Tokens

O.
R.

FRANCIS BLAMEY, CROFTHANDY
ONE SACK

0.

SACK TOKEN JOSEPH COLES 1879

brass 24. 5 mm centre hole

blank

R.

brass 26. 5 mm

O.
R.

T.P. EDWARDS PERRANWHARF
ONE SACK TOKEN 6d

O.
R.

JOHN GRAY PENRYN
ONE SACK

O.
R.

Jno LAKE & SON 1881 TRURO
1 SACK TOKEN 6d

O.
R.

I.I.MEAD PENRYN
ONE SACK

O.
R.

NETTLE & BOX St. AUSTELL SACK TOKEN
ONE SACK TOKEN 2/-

0.
R.

Wm TRETHEWEY Jnr, St.AUSTELL ONE SACK 1875

brass 27 mm

brass 25. 5 mm centre hole

brass hexagonal

brass 25. 5 mm centre hole

brass 27 mm

blank

brass 27 mm

Army Tokens
as

d

escribed , Porthcurno� Mess. As well as the 2d and 4d there are also

ld and 3d .

TCS
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Miscellaneous Checks
O.
R.

H.S.& B, PENZANCE ALBERT STORES
TWO I SHILLINGS / PACKAGE
brass 27 mm

0.

BODILLY & SONS PENZANCE 1/-

R.

blank
brass Z9 mm

As above but 2/Counterstamp
FIRST & FINAL

D IV

D

D

2

IN THE£ FROM F .J.MICHELL FALMOUTH

All stamped on a 1868 penny
PUB CHECKS

o.

R.

BRITTANIA HOTEL CHACEWATER 3d
blank
brass 25 mm

o.

R.

D OLPHIN

TAVERN PENZANCE

WILLIAM PASCO 2D
brass 23 mm

o.

R.

J. TRESTRAILS LONDON HOTEL
MADE BY T POPE BIRMINGHAM 2D
brass 23 mm

0.

G.HICKS MINERS ARMS REDRUTH

R.

MADE BY T POPE BIRMINGHAM 2D
brass 23 mm

0.

MINERS ARMS 1/6

R.

blank
aluminium (stamped incuse)

o.

R.
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MOUNT AMBROSE HOTEL
2D (In a wreath)
brass 23 mm

6

0.
R.

NEW INN PARK BOTTOM R.PRISK
MADE BY T POPE BIRMINGHAM 2D
brass 23 mm

0.

OXFORD INN (as listed) but countermarked WE

0.
R.

PHILLIPS'S IIOTEL ILLOGAN
MADE BY T POPE BIRMINGHAM 2D
brass 23 mm

0.
R.

STAR INN VOGUE W.H.MATTHEWS
lD (in a wreath) countermarked O 0
brass 24 mm

0.
R.

THE TREE INN STRATTON 6D GROG TICKET
THIS TICKET WILL BE TAKEN AT ANY TIME
brass 24 mm
AS ABOVE BUT COUNTERMARKED W JP on reverse

0.
R.

N TRESTRAIL WESTERN HOTEL REDRUTH
1D T POPE & Co MAKERS NEWHALL St BIRMm
brass 25 mm

0.

TREFUSES ARMS 2D (nothing known about this check as it was
attributed to the TREFUSIS arms REDRUTH only from a sighting
in the LICKEY sales catalogue April 1981)

NEW ISSUE
0.
R.

POLDARK MINE WENDRON CORNWALL
CORNISH HALFPENNY 1985
brass 29 mm

This new and extremely attractive token is based on the famous 'FISH TIN AND
COPPER TOKEN' (D 18 - 24). It wiII become familiar to the thousands of
holidaymakers that visit HA'PENNY PARK near Helston each summer. I am
sure that there are a lot more Cornish items to be found in collectors' cabinets
and dealers' trays. My own collection consists of the majority of the
eighteenth and nineteenth century tokens, except those which are difficult to
come by, and about a third of the Tickets and checks listed above and in Mr.
Maynes' book. I am always pleased to swap, buy or simply record Cornish
items and all letters will receive a reply.
TCS 4/6
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One minor correction to 'COINS & TOKENS OF CORNWALL' is that under the
list of CORNISH PENNY TOKENS, page 55 number 6, Mr. Mayne states that

this token has only recently come to light. However, this is of course
STAFFORDSHIRE D24.

© L.A. McCarthy

Readers would have noted that the book 'Coins & Tokens of Cornwall' referred
to above, was reviewed by the TCS in Vol.4 No.2 p.3 3 . See also Vol.4 No.4

p. 26 "Two unrecorded Sack Tokens", by R. Taylor, and the same Bulletin p.37
for the New Issue, by R. Sharman.

THE PIRATE'S FARTHING
BY T. Winsborough
.•.•...... I have thought that the format of many articles published in the
T.C.S. Bulletin has been (necessarily) narrow and perhaps a bit 1dry 1 albeit
absorbing to those interested in that particular field, but of little interest to

those outside it. So I decided to submit something which perhaps will appeal

to a wider field with a local and historical flavour - and may also be

entertaining!

It is a story based on some historical facts about Minehead in Somerset, where

I was born and brought up - the reason why I now collect Somerset 17th

century tokens. Many of the facts were gleaned from a recent publication

about the town - 11Minehead. A New History", by Hilary Binding and Douglas
Stevens, published by The Exmoor Press.

- T.W.
The above is extracted from the author's letter accompanying the article
itself, following.
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The Minehead town farthing of Somerset, W 187 dated 1668 is similar to many

others struck for local authorities all over the country during the period

1648-1672. It is a large token with the obverse showing a ship under sail

inside the inscription 'The Poores Farthinge', and a woolsack inside the words
'Of Myneheade 1 with the date on the reverse.

The relief of the poor was an ever-present burden on town officials in

mediaeval times, whilst during and after the Civil War many more people were
reduced to penury. With the introduction of local token coinage to meet the

needs of shopkeepers and tradesmen at this time, many towns throughout the
country, Minehead included, saw the opportunity to raise some money towards
the poor fund. The usual ways to make money for a borough were by issuing

so many farthing or halfpenny tokens at a profit over the original cost of the

copper and subsequent striking, or by charging a commission when changing

these tokens for regal silver, sometimes both. However the poor people of

Minehead had already been benefiting for some years from another source of

income. Privateering.

By the 17th century the town had become an important small seaport engaging

in trade to other West Country ports; Ireland, Spain and even into the
Mediterranean in ships of no more than 60 tons burden. They carried a

variety of cargoes including timber, fish, livestock and large amounts of wool

from the hardy Exmoor sheep. On homeward voyages the ships brought coal,

limestone and more exotic things such as fruit, wines and spirits. So it can be
seen that seaborne trade was largely the source of Minehead 1 s prosperity and
why the town token showed a ship and a woolsack. Such voyages were

hazardous for besides storms and poorly charted coasts the ships were often

captured by French or Dutch vessels, or preyed upon by Algerian pirates
who sometimes sailed right up to the entrance of the Bristol Channel.

Some of the most prominent citizens of the town were, of course merchants and

master mariners and one such family, resident there for over 150 years and who
featured prominently in borough affairs was named Quirke. In 1630 Robert
Quirke, one of the town burgesses, had financed the building of a row of
almshouses to accommodate some of the poor people of the parish, an extremely

generous gift for a small town and in gratitude, the story goes, for surviving
a severe storm at sea.
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Privateering was both necessary and profitable to a bold shipowner willing
to take risks in those troubled times.

Necessary because there were not

enough of the King's ships to protect them and so prudent owners armed
their ships themselves, and profitable if successful for if an enemy ship could
be captured intact, only the value of one tenth of her cargo was due to the
Crown, the rest could be kept by a shipowner and shared by his crew.

But

the master of a privateer has to be licensed by the King and the letter of
marque carried on the ship.

It was strongly rumoured, but fortunately for him

never proved, that Robert Quirke had chased and captured a few foreign ships
without holding any letter of marque.

In other words he became a common

pirate and risked his neck with his own and several foreign governments if he
were caught.
The political situation amongst British shipping in the years leading up to and
during the Commonwealth was almost as chaotic as ashore.
preyed upon Parliamentarian ones and vice versa.

Royalist privateers

Valid letters of marque at

this time must have been very scarce and in any case who would oversee the
division of spoils of say, a Roundhead ship brought into a Royalist port with
the King himself besieged in a distant city? During the Commonwealth also much
quiet foreign piracy must have been committed, for not all foreign governments
viewed Cromwell's Parliament with favour and a letter of marque signed by the
Lord Protector would have been worthless in some eyes.
The Quirkes were Parliamentarians, but managed to survive all the Civil War
skirmishes both ashore and afloat and prosper, even after the restoration of
the Monarchy in 1660.

There is no doubt that the family made a lot of money

during the period 1620 - 1660 and were at their most influential.

Besides the

almshouses given to the town, generous gifts were made to the parish church
and towards the harbour upkeep.
goods and new ships acquired.

Several small warehouses were built to hold

When Robert Quirke died in 1649 he left a sum

of money to provide for the repair of the almshouses in later years as a
charitable trust, whose occupants were no doubt very glad that their
benefactor had not been caught.
By 1668 when the town farthing was issued, Robert Quirke 1 s son, also Robert
had become Portreeve.

As he too was a mariner, he must have followed family

tradition and gone to sea as a young man in his father's ships and so have
known all about his deeds and no doubt took part in them.

TCS 4/6
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would have been responsible for ordering and issuing the town tokens and he
and the burgesses for agreeing the ship and woolsack design, which later
became incorporated into the town 1 arms1 •

Today Minehead is still a small Somerset seaside town but living chiefly from

tourism and as a retirement centre, having expanded rapidly in recent years.

A large holiday camp almost doubles the present population of 10,000 which has
increased from about 1,200 in 1668. The small harbour now shelters only
pleasure craft but there is plenty to remind one of the Quirke family's past

influence. The parish church still displays the reredos given by Robert
Quirke senior and his almshouses are at present being renovated before

housing another generation of the town's needy people, being still endowed

with the original charity. One of his warehouses by the harbour has recently

been converted into smart apartments and a street bears the family name. His

s on

though, in spite of his piratical inclinations , would surely be amazed at

the sums changing hands over 300 years later for good specimens of his humble

town farthing!

© T. Winsborough

Southampton & District Numismatic Soc.

UNTRACED ISSUERS OF COVENT GARDEN TALLIES BY THORNTON
by Neil B. Todd
In TCS Bull. 4(2) a list of pieces made by Thornton of Turnham Green for

Covent Ga-rden issuers was given. To that list may be added J. Philp, ls /

and Wm. Hills, 141 Flower Market, 6°f! In TCS Bull. 4(2) and 4(3), the
discouraging efforts to locate any of these issuers were reported. The only
11success 11 achieved was the finding of an equivocal entry for T.R. Skinner.
The search for these issuers has now been widened by inspection of s ome

provincial directories (Essex, Kent and Surrey) for 1890, under all likely
categories (farmers, fruit growers, etc.). The results, again, have been

utter disappolntme11t. Only Thomas Randall Skinner shows up as a farmer at

Boughto11 Monchelsea, Maidstone. Other years will have to be checked in due
course but, obviously, there are no grounds for entertaining great
expectations.
TCS 4/6
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The mystery is, of course, double. First, there is the question of the

activities of the issuers. Second, and perhaps not unrelated, there is the

question of why this "select" group had their tallies made by Thornton.

Answers may eventually be found by expanding the list of known Thornton
products and by assessing the activities of other issuers. To that end the
accompanying Table l is presented.

Insofar as other issuers have been identified, their business activities are not
unusual. On the other hand, it cannot be assumed with certainty that the

tallies in question relate to the spans during which the issuers have been found.
That is, the tallies may have been issued for some purpose prior to the time

that the issuer became a listed stall-holder at Borough or Spitalfields Markets.
Surely such an interpretation is suggested in the case o.f A. Howgego at

Borough Market.

The only conclusion that seems safely drawn from these data is that Ralph Neal
acquired some of Thornton's dies and customers after (if not before) 1895, I

would be very grateful for information on other Thornton products or the
activities of any issuers of his tallies.

TABLE I
Tallies and checks by Thornton of Turnham Green (other than those of

Covent Garden issuers).

Remarks
Borough Market
D

A. Howgego - 6 , 55

A. Howgego has not been traced at
Borough Market before 1912 (and only

in that year), which is two years after

Thornton ceased business. A. Howgego

Jun. issued many tallies by Neal.
G. Thompson - 15

Not traced.

J.W. Verney - 5/-

Not traced.
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Joseph Wells - 1/-

Joseph Wells was a fruit and potato

salesman ( 1884) ... 1889 ~ 1899... (1904).

R. NEAL PERCIVAL ST. has been
crudely cut over the Thornton signature
on the obverse, and the reverse is

signed by Neal at 49 & 50 Percival St.

Hence, Neal was using these dies after
1895.

Spitalfields Market
Chas. Borrelt - 6D , 1/-, 2/6

Charles Berrett was a potato salesman
(1894) ... 1899 ~ 1919... (1924). The 6D

tally, discussed by Hawkins (1968,
p.250) has a "Neal Percival St."

signature on the reverse. Many later
tallies of Berrett were produced by

Neal.
5

R.G. Brown - 1

(5 vars.)

Robert George Brown was a potato
salesman (1884)... 1889 ~1924...

Three of the known varieties are by
Thornton and two are by Neal.

D

5

B. Kirkman - 6 , 1 (2 vars.)
55 (3 vars.)
J. Wackett - 15 , 2/6 (2 vars.)

Not traced. One of the 15 varieties is

by Neal, and two of the 55 varieties are

Thornton/Neal "mules".

John Wackett was a potato salesman
(1894) ... 1899~ 1924...

The 15

tally has been struck from a Thornton
die overcut by R. Neal at 49 & 50

Percival St., paired with a R.Neal
reverse die.

D

5

Victor Wackett - 6 , 1

Not traced. The 15 tally is a Thornton

obverse die paired with a Neal reverse
die.
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Additional Thornton pieces include: D agenham (Essex) J. Smith, 5/-; Feltham
(Middlesex) E. Emmett, 15 ; Kew Bridge Mkt. (Middlesex) W.D . Batson, 15 ;
Stan well (Middlesex) P. Gregory, l /-; .ind Wisbcch (Cambridgeshire) S. Mole,
lD , 15 • None of these issuers have been traced,
© Neil B. Todd
FARRINGDON MARKET TALLIES
The fo \lowing tally issuers have been recorded from Farringdon Market.
James Allen
J. Allen (& Spitalfields)
J. Allen (Smithfield)
G. V, Barling
J, Bartholomew
C. Beeching
Bodkin F, Harris
T.W. Boulton
A. Chapman (& Boro)
?A. Coggcr
'1'. Dedman
A. Frisbee
A. Frisbee (& Covent Garden)
H. Frisbee
Harrison & Connell
C. Norman
Richards & Smith (& Boro)
Rix & Richards
Waller Rumbel
C.E. St.eel (Covent Garden &)
B. Walter
C. F. l'Toodward
I would be grateful for any additions, accompanied by rubbings and /or
descriptions,
© Neil B. Todd
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WRECK SERVICE TOKEN
by Ralph Hayes
It was late in the 18th Century before serious efforts and experiments were

made to assist in rescuing crew and passengers from ships wrecked close to
the shore where the sea was too rough or rocks protruded making any

assistance by other boats virtually impossible.

One of the successful ideas was Capt, Manby 1 s mo:r;tar produced early in the
19th Century and used around various parts of the coast. This mortar

propelled an iron ball and chain with a rope attached and was often fired to or

across the wrecked ship so that the :rope could then be used either to pull a

small boat or a person from the wreck to the shore.

Several types of rocket apparatus were produced and tried, the Boxer Rocket

was officially used from 1865 until the last World War.

In 1855 the Board of Trade took over the duty of maintaining the Rocket Life
Saving Apparatus, although tokens are thought to have been issued for similar

services before that year the tracing of the one shown must date from then
(see Fig. 1 p. 16).
These tokens were issued to men requested to assist at a wreck service by
H.M. Coastguard. On completion of the rescue they were handed to the

Station Officer who paid the token holder for his services. When the
Coastguard Auxiliary Service rescue companies were formed the token

gradually fell into disuse only being issued to members of the public acting as

assistants to the Coast Rescue Company.

© Ralph Hayes
BREWERY MACHINE TOKENS
by Ralph Hayes
The Bell Fruit Manufacturing Co. Ltd. issued the 11Value 5/- in trade" token

for their machines circa 1967; this token has the name Bell Fruit and motif on

the obverse. The reverse has the wording "Value 5/- in trade if over 18 Yrs.

Redeemable only by winner where won" (see Fig. 2 p, 16).
TCS 4/6
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Subsequently further tokens were issued wjth the obverse bearing the name
and motif of the brewery supplying the Hotel, Public House or Club where the
Bell Fruit Machine was installed.

The following tokens have been found named

to:- Bullards Beer, Charringtons (Fig. 3), Long Life, Mackeson, Truman
Hanbury, Vaux, Watneys, West Country Breweries, S & N (Scottish &
Newcastle) James Shiptone & Sons Ltd. (Fig. 4).
Seen but not yet acquired are tokens named to Birkenhead Brewery and Border
Ales, tracings and details of these and any others not mentioned would be much
appreciated.
Varieties of these include a 1dot1 or dash after the 5/ as well as slightly
different sized letters.

Bell Fruit also issued a 25p token of the same design

and a 24p token with the words 'if over 18 YRS" omitted.
© Ralph Hayes

A SURVEY ON HALL'S AND PIDCOCK1 S KANGAROO TOKENS
by

eter Lane

Since 1979 I have corresponded with a number of British and Australian Dealers
on a regular basis and viewed public and private collections in South Australia,
Victoria, and N. S. W. , recording and collecting the subject tokens.
I now submit my notes for your information and comment .
(Editor's note:

the relevant tables appear on the following three pages)
© Peter Lane
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D&H
M/SEX
Nos.

25
PENNY
with edge I
inscrip- !
'
tion
I

I

I

25A
PENNY
with no
edge inscription

I

½ PENNY
CITY

'

D&H
RARITY
SCALE

NOTES

! Common

II

.

I

I

I None

N7A

'

KANGAROO side: on all pieces, lettering
re-engraved, KANGUROO, erased second
1 0 1 in AR.i.\1ADILLOQ.
Rim lettering: read with inscription
(OBV) side up. Die movement
·x· by E in EUROP�
:X· by E in PRESJl;RVING
'X· by T in ARJ:IST
Read with KANGAROO side up.
X by B in BEAST
Diameter: 31 mm
Weight: average 17.16 g
Upset: 8 o 1 clock

COMMENTS
R.C. Bell suggests that this piece
I may have been struck without Hall's
consent for collectors. The edge
inscription die has moved around
the two main dies and even the edge
I die has been placed upside down.
This may have been due to sloppy
I workmanship or several production
runs.
I
I

Deleted by D& H in their
I Corrigenda (refer page 553) •
Schwer also deletes.
1
I

I

I

' 314
I
l

I

: 16
313
¼ PENNY
I
CITTY

I

.

4

I

I
'

I
I

No.
SEEN

3

! KANGAROO side: same as No. 25
Common
R.C. Bell , Inscription side (OBV): often weakly
· struck, in particulru.· 'H' in 'HALL', and
states
3 Cwt.
No. 5 in the date.
Diameter: 31 mm
struck
16500
Weight: average 7. 2 g
Upset: 12 o'clock
approx.
Common

KANGAROO side: same die as No. 25
Inscription side (OBV): weakly struck:
N in lf.EAR missing in one piece,
17 in 1795 missing in one piece.

I

'

313 and 314
R.C. Bell suggests the obverse
''CITTY' was the first che as the
second shows the correct spelling. I
postulate the opposite view. My
reasoning is as follows:
All the 1 CITY1 tokens show a major
die crack. Of the 23 Hall's pieces
seen, only 3 have the 'CITY' die,
therefore I would be surprised that
after such a large number of 'CITTY
pieces struck they would bother to

>-l
C)
(/l

D&H
M/SEX
Nos.

No.
SEEN

D &H.
RARITY
SCALE

NOTES

COMMENTS

All show a major die crack: from
CURIOS.!,TY through to NgR, SQUARE,
LONDO.N_ and finally to RQAD.
Diameter: 30 mm
Weight: average 9.80 g
Upset: 6 o'clock

cut another die, at some expense,
in those days of semi-illiteracy.
Incidentally, another obverse die
was used but not in conjunction
with the KANGAROO die; it also
spells 1CITY 1 with two T's and
4 Cwt. were struck.
The 28 mm piece must have been the
last 'KANGAROO' struck as it is the
only piece showing a die crack.
The flan on this piece came from
Spence's stock, Spence went
bankrupt in 1796-97 and James
acquired some of his stock.

424
ELEPHANT
'JAMES'

2

Common

KANGAROO side: die crack - one piece
cracked from KANGAROOS to the
KANGAROO'S pa-;; ( 30 mm).
ELEPHANT side: die crack - both show
a light crack under EXHIBITION.
Diameter: 30 mm and 28 mm
Weight: 28 mm thick and rough flan
9.94 g
30 mm 7.28 g
Upset: 28 mm 6 o'clock, 30 mm 7 o'clock

Not
recorded
ELEPHANT
JAMES
omitted

1

N/A

KANGAROO side: as 424 but no die crack R, C. Bell states this ELEPHANT die
ELEPHANT side: similar to 424 and
appears to be a later copy of the
'JAMES' in minute lettering below
above piece. As this ELEPHANT
ELEPHANT omitted.
die is coupled with a crack-free
Diameter: 30 mm
KANGAROO die, the above piece
Weight: 9.70 g
must have come after this piece,
Upset: 9 o'clock
not before.

D&H
M/SEX
Nos.

I

I
I

430
A DOG
on a
LION 1 S
back

No.
SEEN

D&H
RARITY
SCALE

I
I

Common

Diameter: 30 mm and 29 x 30 mm (Oval
1 shape)
I Weight: 30 mm 9.61 g
29 x 30 mm 7. 90 g
I Upset: both
at 9 o'clock
I

NIA

I

I
I

I

None

I
438
RHINOCEROS I

I

2

I

433
LION
fondling
a DOG

I

1

I
I

'
I

I
I
'
I

NOTES

I

I
I

Diameter: 29 mm
I Weight: 6.47 g
'I Upset: 6 o'clock
I

1

456
COCKATOO

2

R

cow

!

I Diameter: 29 mm
: Weight: (thick and rough flan)
I

R

!

Not traced by D& H refer
, page 557.
Schwer also states not traced.

I

I

452
TWO
HEADED

I

!

I

'

COMMENTS

I

I

I

RR

I
I
II

10.06 g
Upset: 6 o'clock

I

I R. C. Bell states that
these pieces
1

I occur with Spence s flans. The
1 piece examined is not from a
: Spence flan.

'
I Spence flan.
I

Diameter: 30 mm
Weight: 9.45 g
Upset: 8 o'clock

NOTE BASIS OF UPSET - always KANGAROO side up straight and level between thumb and forefinger at top&
bottom, turn left to right, traat the design as a clock face and read hour at the base of the design.

N
0

WILLIAM ORR'S POLITICAL LOVE TOKEN
by Peter Lane
HOST PIECE:

Penny token of the late 18th. century with edge inscription:
... PAYABLE IN ANGLESEY LONDON OR LIVERPOOL
Diameter:

29 mm

engraved and silver washed.
NOTES ON W. ORR:
William Orr, a young Presbyterian farmer from Antrim was convicted for
administering the United Irishmen's Oath in April 1796.

One source states that

he gave the oath to two Fifeshire Fencibles and another records that he gave
the oath in his own house to a soldier named Wheatly (or Whately).
It appears that there may have been some pressure on the jury to find Orr
guilty.

Shortly after the trial Orr's family and friends and the country at

large tried to procure a suspension of the sentence without success.

Orr was

hung at Carrickfergus on the 14th October 1797, the date referred to on the
love token.
This judicial murder destroyed any residue of confidence which the people had
in the law or the Government, and "REMEMBER ORR" became a watchword with
United Irishmen.
As this love token is political it would be reasonable to assume that there may
have been made other love tokens or medals relating to Orr's hanging. Has
any reader seen any of these pieces or can anyone advise me what the 'I L' may
refer to?

See Fig. 5 p. 16.

Address as previously shown.

© Peter Lane

TOKEN CONGRESS 86 - REPORT
The Fifth Annual Token Congress was held at the Polytechnic of North London,
Tufnell Park from the 12th - 16th of September 1986.
Attracting well over 70 visitors and including representatives from the United
States of America, France, West Germany, Israel, Belgium, Portugal, The

TCS 4/6
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Netherlands and Denmark, the Congress was yet another resounding succE,SS.
Such was due entirely to the excellent programme of lectures and the smooth
running of the Congress by hard working organiser Tony Gilbert.
The Congress opened with a splendid illustrated lecture on the Hop Tokens of
Kent and Sussex by Richard Hardy of the Kent Numismatic Society.

The talk

was backed up by an impressive display of hops, pokes and tools of the trade.
Doubtless inspired by the fact that the speaker is able to see over 200 oast
house cowls from his home. Mr. Hardy told the story of the hop industry and
likened the hop pickers tokens with photographs of the token issuers' splendid
homes as they are today.
Robert Sharman of the British Numismatic Society spoke on the 18th Century
copper Halfpenny Trade Tokens issued in "Picture Postcard Kent".

Robert

described the issues of each town in the county together with related
supporting information about the issuers, the subjects depicted and the places
themselves.
Philip Greenan of the London Numismatic Club gave a masterful exhibition of
the art of research when he told the congress of the seventeenth century
tokens which had been issued within a two mile radius of the congress venue.
Philip showed a very early landscape which he suggested was probably drawn
from the very spot where his listeners were sitting. Philip demonstrated how
the Hearth Tax Records and the Mormon Register can be used to track down
token issuers.
The next speaker, John Tolson, brought us right up to date with his new
talk "Pieces of plastic - a personal look at UK Bus and Tram tokens". John
told the congress the story of the bus token from days of the horse
drawn tram to the present day and explained the different purposes for which
they were used and of the authorities that issued them.
Michael Dickinson, Author /Compiler of Seaby 1 s revision of Williamson "Seventeenth Century Tokens of the British Isles anci their Values", handed
out a proof pull of a sample page and explained to the assembly the layout,
numbering, and generally explained how one should read the entries. The
work will be available shortly.

TCS 4/6
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In the last session before the Congress Dinner there were reports from the
Token Corresponding Society's Editor Anthony Gilbert, The Pub Check Study
Group by Joint Organiser Yolanda Stanton and from Brian Edge on the
progress of the Dictionary of Paranumismatica.
The final and perhaps most hectic session of the day was a truly International
Token Bourse which lasted in one form of another until the early hours of the
following day.
After breakfast on Sunday Gavin Scott, author of the definitive work on
British Countermarks then spoke on the subject "More on British Counter
marks11 .

His talk was well illustrated and many new discoveries were shown and

their solutions explained.

As may be expected there were many unexplained

mysteries which doubtless would have fascinated the one and only Sherlock
Holmes!
Robert Bell, the well-known author, gave a relaxing and well illustrated chat
on "Expo'

86

and its Medallions".

us all to a free trip to Expo'

86

Mr. Bell, who was born in Canada, treated

at his own expense.

The exhibition which is

being held at False Creek, Vancouver, Canada hoped to attract more than
twenty million visitors before it closed in October.

The centrepiece of the

exhibition is a steel ball 17 storeys high and which is to remain as a permanent
structure after the exhibition has closed.
Communications.

The theme of Expo'

86

is

Mr. Bell went on to describe the four medallions which were

struck on the site.
Andrew Wager then spoke on "Theatre and Concert Hall Checks - the
Evolution of the Check System? 11

He explained the purpose of the checks and

made reference to "wet money" (that which included refreshments) and "dry
money" (that which didn't).

In general the purpose of the wet money was to

ensure that those using the facilities of the establishment consumed a certain
amount of beer.

During the talk Andrew described Longley 1 s patent token

issuing machine and explained how these machines were used.

Andrew

followed this talk with another in which he asked "What is an Unofficial
Farthing?" There is clearly much speculation as to how these pieces were
used and the speaker urged congress members to search in the forthcoming
twelve months for contemporary references as to their precise method of use.

TCS 4/6
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Robert Thompson of the British Numismatic Society raised a subject which
prompted much interest and discussion. His talk "Central versus Local

Production of Seventeenth Century Tokens" asked the question as to whether
the bulk of the 17th century tokens coming from some 4000 localities in Great
Britain and Ireland were struck at local mints from London dies or struck at

the London mint from dies produced locally. Mr Thompson gave reasons for

and against e'!_ch possibility but he ruled out itinerant engravers and mints as
being myths. The resultant debate will doubtless go on until a satisfactory
answer is reached.

Roy Hawkins of the British Numismatic Society and author of countless works

on paranumismatica then gave listings of issuers of 19th Century London trade

tickets giving the issuers' addresses and the dales when they operated. These

were just a few of the entries which will appear in his monumental work which

is shortly to be published.

Pub check researcher Neil B. Todd presented a statistical view of the South

Staffordshire Tavern Check issuers and this was followed by Yolanda Stanton
who showed some excellent slides of the Welsh Series of Pub Checks which

generated some interesting discussion.

Token Congress 186 was a memorable experience for all who attended and Tony
Gilbert got it just right. Single-handed he organised and controlled the

proceedings from start to finish and all visitors were delighted with bis efforts.

Who could disagree with one satisfied guest whom, when thanking him for all his
work over the weekend assured him that 11 his reward would be in heaven! 11

Brian Edge
Heaven? Heavens! I particularly liked the following two comments received
about the Congress:

(Ed.)

"It was a bit more chaotic than usual, but hardly your fault. We either need
more time or fewer participants! 11
Neil B. Todd
11

! wanted a chance io chat with you, but didn't feel that I should break into

the routine of a man who appeared to be as busy as a one-armed paper-hanger.
Maybe next year. 11
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My thanks to everyone who enjoyed it for attending. With five under our belt
now, others may possibly be encouraged to organise a congress.

- Ed.
AUCTION REPORT (AN OVERVIEW)
On 17th April 1986, Glendining & Co. held an auction of a collection of 'Medals,
Tokens, Tickets and Passes relating to Railways, Bridges, Tunnels, Engineer
ing, Tyneside and the North East formed by the late Capt. E.W. Swan and his

son, the late David Swan'. No report has been submitted, but I feel that it

should receive a mention nonetheless. Although not specifically a token auction,
it was an important auction as a good deal of the material on offer had not been
seen for decades; thus prices bid were somewhat difficult to relate to the

current market. A well-known collector of railway medals was successful in

securing a good many pieces at well over estimate. The major dealers in this
field were also successful in securing lots, but again at enhanced prices. An

auction possibly missed by many token collectors, but interesting nevertheless.

The catalogue, one of Glendinings1 'luxury' style with laminated cover,
displayed 406 lots, with a sumptuous 32 plates, a bibliography of references

and an Index. The lots were split into two parts, 1-200 British Isles and

201-406 Foreign - containing plenty of material chiefly from Europe, the

Americas, India and Australia.

Of particular interest were lots 186-199, a total of eighty-three 18th and 19th
century tokens and tickets in bronze and silver; this section included

colliery and canal pieces. Also interesting and more varied were lots
160-171. This 1 sub-section1 contained lot 166, a large selection of 113 plastic
corporation transport tokens, knocked down for £220 ( + premium). Five
smaller lots of bronze omnibus checks followed, all fetching good prices. In
addition, lots 160-171 contained machine tokens, refreshment tokens and

counter-stamped tickets. Railway passes and railway officials' tickets were
numerous, but of especial note were lots 100-111, ivory Passes of the Bristol

and Exeter Railway and Branches (Davis & Waters 4-14), all fetching £65 - £85
(+

premium).

Unfortunately, a good number of lots contained groupings of material, which
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tends to discriminate against the collector, these lots thus tend to get

knocked down to dealers for, obviously, later sales as singles. This same
group structuring of material on offer thereby also enforced the

auctioneer's Foreword, wherein was expressed their difficulty in classifying

such - there should have been no problem here, the collector can, and is only

too happy to do his own! Basic information supplied by the cataloguers was well

written enough.

Members should not overlook sales such as this, wherein lies the possibility and
rare chance of obtaining elusive pieces.

Although heavily advertised in the

popular Coin Press, after later conversations at the Token Congress, I feel

that the dominance of 'medals' in the auction, and its shortened cover title could

have diverted some erstwhile collector bidders, You have been warned if you

missed this one, you must seek high and low for difficult material.

My thanks to Robert Sharman for his assistance and for supplying some
information on prices, in my compilation of this 1collector 1 s view' of the auction,
A. J. Gilbert

BOOK REVIEWS AND PUBLICATIONS
A number of reviews are included in this issue, and it does look like I have

been hogging the writes-up; thus I hereby invite more expert dissection,
comment and amendment where members feel that this would be of advantage lo
an author and also of general interest,

Note. Ralph Hayes' book was received too late for proper comment. If any

reader student of machine tokens who has purchased tbe work would like to

write about it, then I would be only too pleased to consider same for inclusion.
- Ed.

A Catalogue of Borough Market Tallies

Neil B. Todd

1986, iii plus 42 pp. illustrated (rubbings), 8¼11 x 11 11 ; published by Colony

Coin Company, 1;'.O. Box 281, Newtonville, MA 02160, USA; from whom

available at £5 (post paid, surface) or add £1 for airmail postage. Personal

sterling cheques are acceptable.
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Number Two in a planned series of five to cover London Market Tallies, the

production and format is plain, crisp, concise, simply structured and yet

although obviously published with comment and expansion in mind, I find Neil
Todd1s compilations very readable as catalogues in themselves. One criticism,

you will need to refer back to the Appendix of R. Neil's planchets published in
No. l (13illingsgate Markel Tallies - reviewed in TCSB 4/4 p. 32) in order to use
the references of tally shapes. Its omission here, and thus possibly in each

subsequent planned issue in this sedes could hamper possible future students

of any one of this series, unless they are in possession of the Billingsgate
Markel Tallies compilation. The author may well assume that his potential

market will be purchasing the whole set of this series, but what we have to

consider are those Local Study sections of Municipal Public Libraries, who may
well be buying only those sections applicable to their own areas. This is, in
any case, not a major worry, for I feel that the series will eventually be

published in one tome, but as the Appendix referred to is only of four pages, it
could well have been included.
A.J. Gilbert
British Inferior Copper Issues of the Eighteenth Century - A Draft Study.
Chapter 1. William Lutwyche Alan W. Judd
19 86, 9 pp. plus 8 xeroxed plates, F /cap; available from the author at
xxx, at £1.50 (UK postage paid).
The concise introduction is a preliminary statement and explanation of the

background to this study. Carefully read, the author states his stance on p.2
- almost a gloved fist by having read this far, we are indeed expecting a serious
discourse on the subject. The well-known catalogue issuers with their

omissions and treatment of the subject is clearly set out. Mr. Judd need not

apologize for the poor quality of the plates, as I feel that nearly everyone now

is well aware of the limitations of the reproduction method used. Moreover,

purchasers of this work (which must be priced at about cost), will chiefly be
interested in what the author has to say.

The die charts do need some to-ing and fro-ing, but should not present too
much difficulty to interested readers. However, I consider that the author

could, in an updated and further edition, combine pages 5-7, or at least the
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index on p.S would have looked much better (study-wise) linked to and

presented together with the Key on p. 6, an 1 all-in-one-box1 arrangement. That

done, as this would then be opposite Die Chart A on p. 7, I consider that the
essential reading of this admittedly preliminary study would be somewhat
facilitated. A good effort nevertheless, and undoubtedly welcomed; my

criticism of the charts is wholly constructive.

A.J. Gilbert
Northamptonshire Educational Medals

P.D.S. Waddell

1986, 24 pp, AS, illustrated, paper cover, priced at 60p ( 7 Sp including inland

(UK) postage) from P. Waddell

(Price includes a contribution to the Northamptonshire Numismatic Society).

This delightful little work appears to have been produced in two separate parts,

and then conjoined. The long perambulatory introduction under the heading

'Educational History and Background ..... 1 must have been compiled and then

edited, rather than written up. It is written in a somewhat curious prologue/

paraphrase fashion, as if the pen could not keep up with the author's thoughts
(happens to us all!), and which, if much expanded in this fashion and in a

larger work, would become tedious to read. However, it is apparent from the

style adopted that it prays for further information, and does not pretend to be
the ultimate work. That said, it follows on with the catalogue section, which I

found easy to follow and pleasing to read, with each medal having its obverse
and reverse clearly described, and then following on with a paragraph

describing its size, where examples can be seen, plus other useful and relevant

notes. In fact, the catalogue section is full of useful additional information,
and leaves no one in doubt that much dedicated work has been undertaken.

The catalogue section ends with M34 (thirty four medals). Let us hope that,

possibly through the TCSB 1s pages, more information can be communicated to
the author/compiler.

To sum up, it is neatly produced, but there is no Index and the medal 'type'

nos. illustrated could, with a little care, have been arranged in numerically

ascending order, and not set jumping about. It would have been nice to have

seen the 'credits' (reproduced at the bottom of page 10) either near to my
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putative index or at least somewhere at the front - the authors should not be
so modest!

A.J. Gilbert
Local Numismatics: Five. Co-op Tokens & So On Steve Cribb
May 1986, AS iii plus 97 pp. , no illustrations, stapled sheetlets, paper covers,

published by the author at xxx and from whom available at £3. 65 plus 3 5p UK
postage

Yet another handy little booklet from the Cribb Local Numismatics stable, and the

largest so far. This is the second on Co-op tokens, which is becoming an

increasingly important local research field. The author apologizes for the

binding, being simply stapled. This does not matter too much except for the

cover I which will soon come off with constant use. Ideally, I could suggest that
purchasers slide on their own plastic binding channel, available at the usual

national stationers or drawing materials shops, for about fifty pence.

It is formatted as a check list and, as an innovation, a margin for notes is
induded, which is welcome.

This work is another published with the intention of

promoting interest in locally issued medals, tokens, checks, badges, etc. , which

is absolutely the right attitude for, as stated in para. 7 of the Foreword,
Mr. Cribb sets us right when he writes "Please treat this book as .a working aid
and correct and augment it where possible". I don1t know if the Sir Clive

Sinclair mentioned later in the Foreword is a Co-op token enthusiast, or just

perhaps he pr.ovided the computer tool which enabled the booklet to be stored in

memory and printed so neatly. The print� a little small, but readable, and

anyway not meant to be read like a novel. The numbering system does worry me.
The author states that additional material, when submitted, will entail a

renumbering. This is apparent and understandable when one sees that the

tokens are numbered straight through from 1-23 3 1, and are stored on tape or

disc, and is alright for works on numismatics where most types are known and
recorded, and where subsequent finds can thereby be easily accommodated by

the addition of 1 a1 numbers or such. However, even as the author expects, more
material will be added, this will entail constant renumbering, and could make

correspondence about particular pieces irksome, as token people would need to
make sure that they were quoting the correct edition of 1LN51 • All
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this is in any case hypothetical at present, and in the future, but I feel that

it is important to get something like this correct and controllable from the start.

Possibly, each Co-operative Society named issuer could begin itself at No. 1,
and to help with the computer storage system, precede it by a three or four

letter code to ensure subsequent pieces are correctly allotted.

If these same

societies were further grouped under their correct Counties, instead of

running straight through the names alphabetically, then I consider that we
would have a better structured catalogue, capable of easy expansion, and

probably more importantly, able to be more accurately updated by the author at

the 'Input' stage on the computer. If a county grouping would be subsequently
adopted, an Index of Co-ops would naturally be required;

no Index but a skilled user can get away without one here.

at present there is

To sum up, handy, pocket able, usable, neat, affordable - but affix that edge

binder and it won't lose its cover.

A. J. Gilbert

It is worth listing here the titles available from Steve Cribb in the Local
Numismatics Series.

They are all AS size, and priced at £2.25 plus 25p postage

(inland). Obtainable from the usual specialist suppliers or from Mr. Cribb

direct at the address mentioned· above.
LNl

School Attendance Medals of England & Wales in the Collection of
Steve Cribb - S. Cribb

17 pp - listing more than 100 medals

LN2

London School Attendance Medals awarded by the LSB

&

H. Mernick

LCC -

30 pp
LN3

Northants Co-op Societies

LN4

Locally Issued Royal Occasion Medals of the British Isles

&

Their Tokens - C.J. Glazebrook

31 pp. - history of County's Co-ops & list of tokens

1887 - 1935 - D. Pearson

21 pp. - a preliminary list of Coronation
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Schwer Price Guide to Unofficial Farthings
1986. The original R.C. Bell work (x plus 248 p), new fly.sheet and 16 page

price list with introduction, 5¼ 11 x B¼", card covers. £9.95 + postage (inland
£1. 25, overseas air £4. 50, overseas surface £1. 50). From Schwer , 6, South
Hill, Felixstowe, Suffolk IPll BAA.

This work is essenlially a reprint of R.C. Bell's original work, with the addition
of a new title page and a sixteen page price list appendixed. A more

substantial cover would have been welcomed, though I am not suggesting a stiff
cover like the original 1975 work, as this would have pushed the price up by

some 50%. Laminating card covers is effective, for it is attractive, reasonably
cheap and reinforcing. Nevertheless, the pricing section is very easy to use,

British Machine Tokens

Ralph Hayes

Just published, and to be reviewed next time I have received the following
information from its author, which I reproduce below .....

"Although some of these date back to c.1900 and are difficult to find many have
been issued over the years and can often be found in antique shops, coin

dealers' shops and stalls at markets.or car boot sales. Various types are in
present-day use and are to be found in amusement machines, car wash or

vacuum and parking meters. Also new firms name their own issues and the
older firms often alter theirs to keep in touch with present-day trends or

values. This first catalogue of British Machine Tokens has been produced and

published in Alion as a numbered limited edition of 300 and describes over
1300 varieties with more than 600 illustrations.11
Price £12.50

(Tel. 0420 88535)
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"QUILL CORNER"
To the Editor of the Bulletin
Sir,
I was very sorry to see in Vol. 4 No. 2 your editorial statement excluding
commemorative medallic pieces from the Bulletin.
. ....... .. there are hundreds of commemoratives that are excluded from
Laurence Brown's 'British Historical Medals' which follows on from 1Medallic
Illusb:ations.. 1 These were excluded because of their purely local interest or
because they were designed to be worn - i.e. were pierced or had some form
of suspension. Included among them are a significant number advertising
firms' commercial wares, whether a local trader or a national like 'Bovril 1•

The

study of die links to establish who 1 made1 the anonymous pieces - or some of them
can be considerably helped by comparisons with dies made and signed for checks
and tokens. Presumably it might be true the other way round.
While I understand the reasons for the exclusion I shall continue to regret it
and hope that it will not be applied too strictly.
M.I.H. Ewing
Help!

But please see the Editorial in this issue, influenced by your interests

expressed at the Token Congress. I hope that no-one will now see a green
light, and expect the TCS to cover everything 'From Cowrie Shells to Credit
Cards' ( with apologies to the BM's recent book /catalogue of their Money
exhibition). Seriously, I don 1 t think that I could cope with an expansion into
"Cypraea moneta 11 or plastics technology - but then, you never know.
- Ed.
Sir,
Query 4/3-08 Maximus/Non plus ultra
Brian Edge asks about this piece. It is one of a vast range of gaming counters
- Spielmarks - and I am researching this entire series at the present time. Most
of these counters were made in Germany in the second half of the 19th century
and many have the word SPIELMARK on them. There was also a wlde variety
made in earlier times - late 18th and early 19th century - and these are
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generally somewhat cruder in design and execution.
Spielmark on them.
gaming counter.

Very few 0£ these have

The piece in question is one of these earlier varieties of

There are several variations of this particular style as

follows:1.

Fortuna.

This was the leader of all the gods and humans.

2.

Minerva.

This is also Pallas Athena, the goddess of wisdom, science

and art.
3.

ALLEX MAGNUS or MAXIMUS or ALEXAND MAGN.

These are all

abbreviations for Alexander the Great who was considered to be
cleverer than the Gods in the first century l3. C. and his name was put
against the portrait of Minerva. Presumably the idea was to grant the
holder of the piece luck in gaming.

The piece in question shows the

head of Minerva/Alexander the Great with the inscription meaning - The
Greatest.
4.

Plus ultra or non plus ultra.

The literal translation of this is "still

more" or "more again" to signify gaming winnings or expectations and the
variety with 1non 1 in front was simply a spoof on the original.
If anyone has historical details of Spielmarks in their possession, then I will be
pleased to hear from them.
'Priory House'

David Magnay

See also Vol. 4 No. 4 p. 35.
- Ed.

Sir,
Query 4/3 -09 Item 3

The words 'CWM Gorse Co-op Society' should be read 'Cwmgorse Co-op Society'.
Cwmgorse is in the Swansea Valley, Glamorgan and is close to Gwaun Cac
Gurwen.

Checks are also known for the Cwmgorse and District Co-op Society.
A.G. Cox
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Sir,
Query 4/4-12
The report on a Wilson's Scottish Entertainment token in a 1913 Dowell's auction
was drafted for the person who found me examples of the two tokens, and it

therefore did not describe them. They are large uniface oval 41 mm x 32 mm:
an attractive brass one (presumably for the better seats) with crossed thistle

and rose above a harp, over which WILSON'S SCOTTISH is draped, with

ENTERTAINMENT sagged below; and a basic pewter one WILSON'S/SCOTTISH

ENTERTAINMENT/RESERVED SEAT (first line arched, third sagged). Name

and emblems suggest the entertainment probably took place outwith Scotland, in the
nineteenth or early twentieth century. Wilson may well have been a Scot.

Andrew T. Macmillan
Sir,
Query 4/4-14
Small point ........ I have JF 60, 12, 1 and SF 30, 12 acquired in the same lot,

but have not yet managed to identify the issuer.

Alan C. Henderson
Sir,
1. I have little doubt that A. GILBERT's address in the Query 4/4-13 would

if expanded continue 11 Lozells, Birmingham" (and that the John Jennings address
likewise is of the Ladywood Rd. in Birmingham), but the labour of tracking

shopkeepers where no maker signature is involved is outside my brief (except

London cases).
2.

Regarding Query 4/4-15, my gazetteer shows Claybrooke as being in south

Leicestershire.

3. In case you receive nothing fuller, here is a partial answer to Query

4/4-16:-

The rev. legend in Spanish starts with obra which equates with Latin opus
(work) but can have a plural meaning 'charitable works'; the rest means
1of St. Peter of Reus' which is a city inland from Tarragona on Spain's
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Mediterranean coast.
I have not as yet discovered any reference work devoted to biographies of
local saints.
R.N.P. Hawkins
Perhaps someone can explain lhe purpose of auctioneers' checks (No. 2 above
re: 4/4-15).

- Eel.

Sir,
Church of England Token Money
The comments in TCSB 4(4): 15-16 headed "Notes on Scottish Tokens ( 1)" were
extracted with my agreement from a letter I wrote to Robert Sharman in
February 1984, when he provided me with a most interesting seventeenth
century token and pointed out its resemblance to a communion token.
I did not see the edited version, but the heading is misleading, as the note
refers only in passing to Scottish tokens;

and omission of a vital explanation

at the encl of the first paragraph makes nonsense of the text.

The note

discusses a seventeenth century Church of England token (Williamson Uncertain
97), NOT lhe Forth colliery token (Uncertain 107).
The wording on the token is misquoted on p. 16.

It is THE COMOMON CVPP

(nol COMMON), and hence some doubt whether to take this as 'Common' or
'Communion'.

I should perhaps pass over changes made to my Scottish grammar

and the misspelling of my name (something we Mac's get used to)!
I am very keen to find other examples of this English communion token money,
which was not confined to the period covered by Williamson, and is in a rather
different tradition from Presbyterian communion tokens.

Robert H. Thompson

has been most helpful in suggesting other candidates - most of them less
obvious than this one - and Mitchiner & Skinner in their receut paper on
"English Tokens, c. 1425 to 1672 11 (BNJ 54 : 86-163) show some very interesting
17th and late 16th century leaden examples.
Andrew T. Macmillan
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Sir,
It may be of some interest to pub check collectors that research into one of the
tokens in my collection brought forth some interesting information.

The token

is a Birmingham Concert Hall check:
O.

SPREA D EAGLE CONCERT HALL= BULL RING
HERBERT HUDSON countermarked rose

R.

D

A spread eagle 3

in circle = TO BE SPENT THE SAME NIGHT AS

RECEIVED
This was a Concert Hall attached to an inn for the benefit of its customers.

The

inn itself was of considerable importance in the mid-19th century and formed a
port of call for carriers proceeding to many nearby towns.
In Avis's Birmingham Gazette for Monday May 7th 1855, there is an account of
a fire at the Concert Hall in which three people died and several were injured.
The account includes a description of the Hall.
the rear of the Spread Eagle Tavern.

"It is a lofty back erection at

The stage extends across the apartment,

the floor is occupied by benches, and along the side and across one end is a
handsome horse-shoe shaped gallery divided into stalls, and above this another
gallery.
the yard.

The access to the lower gallery is from a flight of stairs opening into
The upper end terminates in a lobby and at one side of this is a

refreshment room.

From the same lobby a narrow steep staircase goes to the

upper galley (mainly the abode of the working classes) 11•
There is a watercolour painted by Paul Braddon of the Concert Hall from which
a glass plate slide was produced (a copy of which I have).
The Inn and the Concert Hall was demolished to make way for Woolworths Stores
in the Bull Ring, which has since been, again, completely reconstructed.
I would be very grateful if anyone can locate for, or sell to me a specimen of a
pub check issued by The Station Hotel, Sutton Coldfield.

I know that one was

struck, but to date I have not been able to find an example.
John Greaves
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Sir,
I was interested to read about the London & Newcastle Tea Shops ...
. . . these discs in my possession.
My early life was spent in Shildon - a town between Bishop Auckland and
Darlington.

I well remember the 11Tea Shop" as it was commonly called, In fact

I remember using one of those discs which came within the wrapping paper of
¼ tea.

We always referred to this shop as the "Tea Shop".

I can remember an

Order man going round as did the Co-op order man - This may have been
arranged by the local branch.
Shop".

My mother did not usually trade with the "Tea

I have some sort of idea that this firm was taken over by Western1 s

(West�n's? - Ed,)

(American? I cannot remember).

Then the shops I knew as

"Tea Shops" later became "Fine Fare" - of present-day fame.
I am not a big collector of tokens - just a few of various kinds that I fancy.

So

I cannot give much detail. I hope my little contribution provides a wee spark of
interest.
Connie Linsley

Sir,
I was particularly interested in the essay on Co-op tokens and checks (TCSB
4/4), As a boy in the 1930 1 s one of my vivid memories is being sent to the
'Stores' to do the shopping on a Saturday morning, and one of the last things
my mother ('Mom') always said was "And don't forget the check".

There (at

Crewe in Cheshire) they were pink paper slips which recorded your number
('seventy eight seventy seven') and the amount you spent.
a sugar basin in the cupboard by the fire.

Mom kept them in

Milk tokens were also paper slips

and were bought in advance from the same co-op.

The milkman did not carry

tokens with him for sale so you could not get milk unless you had tokens.

I

don't think the Co-op at Crewe ever had metal tokens.
Personally I also collect Methodist Class Tickets.

They were issued quarterly

to those who wer-e considered to be 1in good standing'.

Usually they record

both the name of the member of the Church, the initials or the full signature
of the minister and the date, but it is rare to find one which specifies at which
Church they were issued.

They are mostly thin card, although I have been

told of metal ones I have never seen any personally.
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September 1841 for the Wesleyan Methodist Society and November 1840 for the

Primitive Methodist Connexion.

Do you know of anyone else among the subscribers who has this interest?
Cyril D. Blount
Sir,
Perhaps you are interested in exchanging tokens ? I have a fair number of
British tokens (pub checks, Unofficial Farthings, barbers checks, Co-op

tokens, etc. etc.), and I would be amenable to swapping these for interesting

"world" tokens - particularly for tokens from Africa, Australasia, the West
Indies, Venezuela, Panama, Switzerland and many other "exotic" climes. Let me
know if you are interested - what you need - and what you have to offer.

Box 4525

Cyril B. Fox

Sir,
I am a serious collector of Canadian Communion Tokens and Scottish Communion

tokens (SGT) .................. I really wish to meet or correspond with other

SGT collectors and buy some collections, so any information you could give me

towards that end would be more than welcome!

Neil Carragher

Sir,

I am in contact now as someone conducting research into the life of the
Victorian 'quack doctor' Baron Spolasco.
My aim is to produce a biography about him, and to this end I am trying to
acquire any relevant artifacts or ephemera that he produced/used. For

instance, I know that in 1838 he issued a token for a pamphlet/volume he had
published.

The token bore a bust of him on one side and 'Baron Spolasco of
Swansea 1838 1 , while on the reverse was printed - 15000 cases - 5000 cures',
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Do you think it possible that I could locate such a token through your Society?
Looking forward to hearing from you very much on this matter.
Richard Porch

Sir,
.......... the buying of my catalogue:

KATALOG MONET POLSKICH

SPOKDZIELNI WOJSKOWYCH 1925 - 1939 (Wydanie II uzupednione) Warszawa
1984.
The catalogue is in Polish, there is a summary in English and Russian.
contains descriptions of about 900 tokens of

It

olish military co-operatives with

pictures and full particulars about metal and rarity of each token;

.........

prices in Polish zlotys. The second edition . . .... . .. . 10 copies only are left.

Wojciech Niemirycz

It any reader is interested, then it is best to send dollar bills, and not pay by
cheque as mentioned in the above letter (I omitted). In any case, it is
advisable to write and assess availability of the catalogue.
- Ed.

Sir,
I'm a token collector and specialized in all kind of Dutch tokens;

author of

articles about Dutch tokens in the 'Muntkoerier' and author/publisher of the
"Catalogus van Nederlandse Betaal - en reclamepenningen 1 which is the first
publication about Dutch tokens for the last 100 years.
I'm very interested in information about Dutch tokens I don1 t know;

there are

a lot of tokens in collections all over the world (of which) I don't know the
existence. I also have a collection of tokens from other countries; these I'd
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like to exchange for Dutch tokens (which) I (am) miss(ing) in my collection
A.J. Kooij

The above-mentioned catalogue contains eighty pages, and in 1985 was priced
at Fl. 14. 50 (14. 50 guilders).

- Ed.
Herr Henk Groenendijk is interested in telephone and telegraph tokens, but

particularly the few BriUsh issues which he is finding very elusive. He is

willing to purchase, swop or just exchange information. All correspondence to:

NOTES AND QUERIES
ERRATUM
In Vol. 4 No. 5 p .19 'Checks issued by the London & Newcastle Tea Company',
under the sub-heading Metals line 3, for U.S.A. read U.:!_.A.

4/6-17
"Not a proper token" said H. Cotterell in his "Old Pewter" - but then perhaps

not a proper coin either.

The in-between object is the Commonwealth pattern farthing in pewter, one of

which was sold by Spinks on 10th October for £160. On the front is:
1/4 OVNCE . OF . FINE . PEWTR
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and on the reverse:
FOR . NECESSARY • CHANGE
Listed as BMC 373, the token - clearly identifying itself as intended currency was issued on Z6th April 1654.

Cotterell cites a weekly newspaper "Several

Proceedings of State Affairs as reporting:
11This night are come out new farthings weighing one quarter of an ounce of
fine pewter:

that so the people may never hereafter fear to lose much by them:
the harp on one side and a cross on the other with TK above it. 11
Alex. R. Neish

4/6-18
Any further values to the 4d, 6d and 1/6 in a series issued by 'The Piccadilly
Hotel Limited'. Replies via the editor please.

4/6-19
I read with interest Mr. Danson's report on the Short's Cocoa Rooms Piece
(TCSB 4/4 p.6-8).
I have two very similar Loclcharts Tokens (see Fig.6 page 4Z). I do not know
where Loclcharts tea rooms were, though I think there was a Lockharts tea
rooms in Newcastle when we first came here in 1949.
R.C. Bell

4/6-Z0
Any information or opinions on a brass token (see Fig. 7 page 4Z).

Orpington?

Penge? - both now S. E. London, or Holland? - (formerly an administrative
district of Lincolnshire).
P. Mernick
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4/6-21
Edward Barnsley Contractor 3 pence. Davis & Waters p.335 No. 3 is 6d. of
same issue. Described as a 'truck ticket' from Barnsley. However, this is
surely the surname of issuer. Who was he

What was his line of business

(see Fig. 8 page 42).
P. Mernick
4/6-22
octagonal Scottish check which I found on a recent metal detecting
trip on a site which has been prolific in Georgian and Victorian coins and
artifacts, although unfortunately all base metal objects have been in a badly
corroded condition. . .......•.••. Seaby1 s "Coins and Tokens of Scotland",
(Pub. 1972). On page 149 under "Later 19th Century Tokens", there is a
farthing size token of "Kevan and Buttle11, whose obverse and reverse match my
check exactly, the difference being in the shape.
I was wondering whether your readers would be interested to hear about my
find and whether you could give me any information as regards its authenticity.
John Lennon

The token was sent to me by Mr. Lennon but was much too dark to reproduce
satisfactorily in the Bulletin. On p .146 of the aforementioned Seaby's
publication, it is stated that ST608 on p.149 is farthing size and round. This
piece, discovered by Mr. Lennon, is brass/bronze, octagonal 23 mm x 23 mm
(this example subsequently holed for suspension ).
O.

KEVAN AND BUTTLE WAREHOUSEMEN {centre)
CLOTHIERS FURRIERS & OUTFITTERS (around)

R.

ALBION HOUSE GLASGOW (in a circle)
165 ARGYLE ST. CORNER OF ST (BEDGE) SQUARE (around)
- Ed.
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4/6-23 Germany Mystery Token
Description: Square aluminium, 18 mm, beaded borders, plain edge
0: (Imperial German eagle)
R: 3d (see Fig.9 Page 42)

An oddity loaned to me by a Hamburg collector. Because of the Imperial eagle

it is probably of government make. The earliest date of issue is probably
1892-94 when aluminium became available for commercial use. The latest date is
probably the beginning of World War I (1914-15). Unknown is its purpose or

where it was or was intended to be used. The 3d would appear to be a common

British denomination. But the question is: Why would such an amount be

placed on a piece of clearly German manufacture?

There are several hypotheses and there will no doubt be others:
1)

It was issued by a military authority for use by persons accustomed to

British coinage. Thjs might be for a prisoner-of-war camp, for an area

occupied by German troops or for an area intended to be occupied, but in which

the occupation was never carried out for one reason or another. Examples of

the latter would include mainly African territories.
2)

It was issued by German postal authorities in areas like the Middle and Far

East where such activities were established, possibly as small change.

3) The piece is not an emergency coinage at all. The 3d stands for some

measure of a product like minerals, agricultural products or employee work

hours. However, the piece is much too light to have served as an actual weight.
4) Etc, etc, etc.
If you have any information or further theories, please contact:

Further to the above communication, Mr. Schimmel adds It turns out that according to Colin Bruce of Krause Publications, Iola,

Wisconsin, the mystery token will be published in a forthcoming Spinks �ritish
TCS 4/6
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Commonwealth f, Colonies Catalogue t His statement is 11lt1 s Australian WWI
Internment Camp - a souvenir type token 11 •
Another collector, Richard Ford in Michigan, telephoned me saying that it
came more specifically from "Liverpool POW camp in New South Wales 11 •
For me , I am not totally satisfied, since the detail work of the German Imperial
eagle matches that of any German diesinker. Why would the Australians go to
such trouble?

*Standard Catalogue of British Colonial and Commonwealth Coins, 704 pages, a
new work just published by Spink at £22, 50.
- Ed.
4/6-24

See Fig,10 page 42.

Just a brief note to seek your assistance in attributing a token which may be
from England.

If you are not familiar with this token, perhaps you could relay

the request to someone who has an interest in local tokens and who lives near
to Klondyke, Gramlington, Northumberland.
The numismatic material from the Yukon interests me greatly and over the years
I have harl requests for information regarding this little token which seems to
come in either brass or copper.

I have checked out Margot's in Dawson City

and can find no reference to any establishment by that name.

As the name

Klondyke became rather famous after 1897, and as Queen Victoria died in 1901,
it would seem that the token would have been issued during these years.
I understand there is a placename of Klondyke in Northumberland, which may
have some relevance to our token.
Leslie C. Hill

There is a Klondyke in the Blythe Valley, Northumberland, and also near
Barnsley, in South Yorkshire.
TCS 4/6
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WELSH PUB CHECKS REQUIRED
= TO P PRICES PAID =
I also swop English Pub Checks, quality modern and hammered gold and
EF minimum British Milled silver, copper and bronze coins for the above
:f't**'l"*:f'*:f'*i<*****:f'***1'********1'***:f'1'**"':f'*t*****:f'i<tt1'**"'*:f'�·1'***1'1'·tt1',t t-ti<•t*** ,:t:t
1':f.****:f'*i<*1'1',t*:f'***'"*******1'*1':f''i"t,t*i<*i<*i<****:f':f.***,t1':t'l:1'tt* t-:t:t*i"'f.t t:f'**'I""'�· t:tt•.t� 'I"
WANTED
The following 17th Century tokens (Williamson refs)
1) SURREY 16/17 RICHARD.MILLS.AT = The Groc.ers' Arms
1656/65
2) 291 HENRY.MILES.IN. KENT /STREET.WOOLCOMBER
Send details to the Editor

1llttitlttltitt1111111ttltt11111tif11ttttftffttlttttttttttttf!ttttitttttitttt
17th, 18th & 19th CENTURY TO KENS, TICKETS,
PASSES, CHECKS AND TALLIES

For periodic listings 0£ these and other paranumismatic issues. write to:
RICHARD GLADDLE
**:f'*:f'*1'******:f'*****:f':f'i<*********t1't****1'****:f'**l"l<,t***'l"1':t1''1"t*i ****1':f.1't1'*1 :ti"i<t It
*******"'***1<**i<********:t*1'***1<**:f':f'**1'******,t,t*******:f'***"',tti<*i<t1':t>t,t1'tt*'l",t1''1":f'1'
Canadian Merchant tokens wanted, aluminium or brass
Counterstamps on Canadian Breton tokens or Cdn. coins wanted
Encased Cdn. coins, pocket-size advertising mirrors, anything Canadian!
Also collect Mavericks - e.g. Sc in Trade or MPrchandise
(no town names) must be in cents
JO HN CHERAMY

111ttttittttlttl1111tltttttttilttt11!11l11ti111ftlttttlttttttttttttitttfttttt
Specialist 17th Century Token Collector and Dealer requires new material singles, groups or collections. Will negotiate exchanges for other tokens or
coins or buy outright. Particularly wanted are tokens of Cheshire,
Cumberland, Durham, Essex, Lancashire, Northumberland, Suffolk, Sussex,
Westmor lat,d and all heart-shaped pieces.
NIGEL A. CLARK
Please write to:
Hedgecourt House, Fclbridge, East Grinstead, West Sussex RH19 2QQ

tttttltf1111lif11t1111ttttttttttttttttlll11ttttttttttttllltlttttttttrttttltil
- WANTED MALTA, GIBRALTAR, MAURITIUS, FALKLANDS, WEST INDIES,
BERMUDA, FAR EAST AND PACIFIC
- Tokens -

*1'1't:f'>l'*:f':f'**:f':f':t•tt*:f'**'�*>l'>l':t:t:t1':f'**'l"**:f'******'l":f'**�'****i<*'l":t***i<1''1"1'1'*1'**'1<*'1"-f<*'l"1'**,t,t
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EDITORIAL
There has been some confusion over the 1annual 1 subscription, which must be, I
hasten to add, entirely my fault.

Since the Bulletins were relaunched, I had

expected to take about fifteen months to complete the first batch of four issues,
and to be able to tighten up, with the anticipated flow of material, to a more
settled twelve-monthly pattern of four issues from January to December.
Lackaday, it has proved to be somewhat difficult, as I have felt it right to
continue with my adopted policy of non-pressurisation of contributors (who
receive no payment) to conform to any stated deadline for the submission of
material for publication. Rather, I have been anxious to let the contributor 1 get
it right' or as near right as possible, first time. This policy of mine does have
its dangers, as I am only too well aware. Allying this to a determination to issue
a reasonably balanced publication � caused structural problems, but then
members may well realize that this state of affairs is possibly to be expected in a
publication of this type.
TCS 4/7
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However, to clarify matters, I have re-drafted the subscription rules, which
are not changed, hopefully just better explained, on page 1. Essentially, the
subscription covers four issue� over the period of time that it takes me to
produce them - a very 'elastic' year!

Thus those few members who have paid a

subscription inadvertently earlier on in this year will be credited with a sub
scription to Bulletins Nos. 9 to 12.
Elsewhere in this issue there appears details of this year's coming Token
Congress at Cardiff.

The venue is good and the programme is looking good too,

so if you are thinking of attending, why not also consider staying over the
preceding Friday night at the special rate offered, thus awaking fresh and fit
for the programme ahead? These Congresses to date have really been fuss-free,
friendly, fantastic and fun, so if you have not attended one yet, then wite to
Noel Cox (see later) for full details.
ANTHONY J. GILBERT

THE DATES OF ENGLISH SEVENTEENTH CENTURY TOKENS 1648 - 1672
by Stella Greenan
1. In the summer of J 986 I became interested in whether the Great Plague of
London in 1665 had any detectable effect on the numbers of different types of
trade tokens issued in London.

Using G.C. Williamson's 11Boyne 1 s Trade

Tokens II as the basis, I counted the dlfferen L types of tokens listed there as
issued in London. I divided them into four categories, - farthings, halfpennies,
pennies (including a few higher denomination pieces e.g. London W.851 and
W. 852), and 11No Denomination" ("ND") - that is, those which Williamson gives
no denomination.
undated:

Each of these four categories was also divided into dated and

and the dated ones by their dates. A report of a short talk to the

London Numismatic Club on this project appears in the LNG Newsletter Vol. VII
No. 10, pp 9-11, January 1987.
2.

I have now extended this count throughout the whole of England, using

Williamson's listing of the Engl ish Counties which included the Isle of Man,
Monmouthshire, and Southwark.

I have not included Wales or Ireland;

also I

have not included those types listed by Williamson under "Uncertain Localities".
The results are summarised in the following pages.

TCS 4/7
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3.

Map 1 shows total numbers of different token types issued in each County.

In an attempt to relate these numbers to the distribution of population I have
included a map (Map IA) showing "Towns with Z,500+ inhabitants in England and
Wales, 1700 11, from P .J. Corfield 1s "The Impact of English Towns 1700 - 1800 11;
however, undoubtedly many token types were listed in Williamson as having been
issued in places far smaller than the minimum population of Z, 500.
4.

Map Z gives the percentage of token types in each County showing a date.

Over the whole area covered by the project, there were 11, 726 different listed
types, of which 6,585 or about 56%, were dated.

However, London issues -

which account for over 3,500 types, or 30% of the total - are generally speaking
less likely to to be dated than those issued elsewhere:
London: Dated
Undated

1,350

38.3%

Z, 178

61. 7%

Elsewhere:

Dated

5,235

63. 8%

Undated

Z,963

36. 1%

8,198 100.0%

3,528 100.0%

Within the "Elsewhere" average of about two-thirds dated, there are substantial
and interesting variations, from Southwark with only 36% dated to a few areas
running to over 80% dated .
5.

Map 3 shows the percentage of token types in each County listed as half

pennies - a much more diverse spread than Map Z shows.

The range runs from

well under 20% In the south-west to around 80% in the North Midlands.

Essex,

Suffolk and Cambridge appear to form a group with around ZS% of their types
listed as halfpennies, but no definite picture of this feature emerges for East
Anglia as a whole as about half of all the 358 different Norfolk types are listed
in Williamson as "No Denomination".
6.

This quick summary of results is supplemented by the main table, Table A,

which shows each County's dated token types by denomination and date, with the
number of undated types added at the foot of each column;
pieces are asterisked and identified below.
out in alphabetical order;

a few exceptional

In this Table the Counties are set

however, some have been set apart and arranged in

five Tables showing Groups whose patterns, I suggest very tentatively, may
display enough common features to warrant considering this arrangement.
Probably those who read this note will all have their own views about better
groupings, other groupings, or indeed any groups at all.

TCS 4/7
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7.

It is not easy lo feel that the picture shown by the maps and tables is of a

uniform spread across the country. I .C. Thomson, writing on "Seventeenth
Century Tokens 11 in Seaby 1s Bulletin for February 1966, mapped out the different
patterns he saw in the distribution of farthings, halfpennies, and pennies in
various parts of the country.

The material now prepared may help to sharpen up

our focus on these differences.
8.

Finally, the results of counting the different dated types by dates are set

out in three graphs.

These show dated types over all England (Graph I);

dated types issued in London (Graph II);
( Graph III).

and those in England outside London

In comparing the three graphs it is important to remember that

nearly two-thirds of London type tokens are undated, which inevitably makes
the London overall pattern across the period 1648 - 1672 less clear than that for
the rest of the country where overall not many more than a third are undated.
9.

Whilst bearing this in mind, we cannot miss some obvious similarities which

the three graphs display - as also does G .C. Boon's graph including Wales,
London, and 21 English Counties.

To me the most interesting (and perhaps this

is because it happens to be the feature which I first set out to explore) is the
sequence of the years 1664, J665 and 1666, which encompass the Great Plague of
London.

There is no doubt that the three graphs show a rising production of

token types in 1664, which suddenly plunges in the plague year of 1665, to jump
ahead to a peak in 1666.
10.

Looking at the numbers listed in individual Connties, we can see this pattern

occurring in many parts of the country.

G.C. Doon quotes, in "Welsh Tokens of

the Seventeenth Century", 11On ordering from London, there is a neat instance
of 1603 in the Shrewsbury Mercers' records (Shrops.Trans.VUI.404):

new

supplies of goods were not to be ordered because of the plague which was then
raging in London, and goods already sent for were to be opened outside the
town. 11

There is no doubt that, whilst there are variations from one County to

another, the overall picture shows the impact of the 1665 Great Plague across the
country.
© Stella Greenan
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WILLIAMSON'S LIST OF SEnHTEl!:NTH CENTURY 'fOKENS:
ENGLISH COUNTIES
PERCEN'rAGE OF EACH COUNTY'S TOKEN TYPES SHOWING A DATE
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99 17 115

1
6:5
6,
162 18 178

IIORJl'OJK

1
1

l

4

1

2

'
'
e '
2
2

1
4

1

l

98 76
75 20
17' 9 6

TCS 4/7

1
2
1

5
5

1
1
19 25
0
9
10
1 15
1
l 1

..

1
1

1
2

1

1
11
12

6

¼«. ta. n.

I.*

1648

1650

JU.TED TTI'llS BT Dl!lfOICllflTIOI .l1fD Dl'l'Et

2

1
4
2

l*

2

2

'
'

1
6
2
2
1

40
54
94

1
1

1
1
2
11
9
1,
10

1
1

6

2
1

4

1

1
5

e

2

2

'
' '

2
12

1

5

1

9 12
6 20

4

5

l

1

57
17
74

7
1
1
4
1,
1

4
7

11

RORTlID!Pl'OlfSHillB

92 46
7 9 12
171 58

11
1,
24

amm:nSIIIllE

"'1141

12

nt.TED nn:s llT DE!IOllll!ATIOlf .llD nt.Tflr

YIJ,l.IUISOll'S LIST or SETiffl'KE!i".t'lt Clill?UIIY 'l'()[E!l91
UNDATED TYI'l:S !T DEl!C¥IlliTIOI.

D&te
1648
9
1650
1
2

'

4
5

6
7
8
9
11660
1
2

¼4. i.t.
l

,1

4

l

l

11
11

1

19
4
12

2

'

1

18 2
19 14
8 17
4 24
5 10

1

¼4. i4.
,l

5

6

1

14. Ill)

'
'
'
'
'
4 '

4
4

'

8
9
11670

id. i4.

l[D

14. i4.

l

2
1
6
2,

4
5

14. ·im

l

2
2

4

1
2

1

2

4
1

1
1

1

'

2
5
4
2

4

1
4

l

14 9
10 14
5 27
2 15

4
2

l
l

2

5

1

1

1

5

l

l

1
1

1

10

l

1

4

5

1

2

'
'''

4

2 -

1

'

l

l
1

2
8
10

''

l

1
11
12
16
2

'

4

l

1

4
10
5

l
l

1

1

fl!• t<l• ID.

4
1

2
1

'
'

5
1
l

' '

l

2

12
16
16

l
l

l

11

2

72
,1
90 10:,

28

6
l

l

5

1:,
8

1,

19
8

l

9
6

1

l*

IliTED1l65 68
mroATED1llO 19
TO'l'AL,275 87

'

2
l

Slll!'POUC

10
2
12

77 7:,

59 42
1:,6 115

S1lRREI'

1 35
21
1 56

61
46
107

42
1:,
55

SUSSEX

"'11126

TCS 4/7

14

1

21

46

44

l.ll!WICICSlJIRE

:,o

82
29

58 lll

l
l
2

YOROESTm-

SHIRE

13

TABLE B
Oroup 1.

!Date

811&11 nuaber or farthingtl, 11t!IX'ting lsht snd .Ill hdfpennie11,

¼,!.. i,I.

11D

¼,!.. i,I.

11D

¼,1.

id.

¼,!.. IJ;d. jd,

11D

¼,!.. i,I.

l

l

11D

1648

9

1650

'

l

2

4

5
6
7
8

9

1660

'
2

4

5

l
l

6

l

2

l

2

6

2

l

7
8

10

4

l

l

2

l
l

' '

l
l

'

l

1

1
l l

CUMBER LAIID

'l'CJS 4/7

21
18
-'9

'

5

l

8

5

DORH.UI

4

9

2

11

8

l

9

IIO!ff.!0trrn-

SHIRE

'
l

l

1

2

l

l

1

1670

DATED1
llllDATED,
T<Yl'AI,1

1
l

l
l

'

l

10

ll0RTl

-UMBEi
_,.nm

5

Ii�

'

2

l

l
l

RUTLAND

2

l

'
4

l
l

l

2

9

4

l

5

l

4
13

l

'IIES'lltORLANO

14

Group 2,
Date

s.... 11 nU111ber or rarthing,i, starting late,

id,

id,

ld, lrD

id, i,l, ld,

i-d,

5

4
3

end.llllllll. halrpAnniei,.

jd.

1640
1650
1

2
4

5

6

1

8

2

1

9

1660

1

5

2

10
l
1 13
16

1

1
1

l

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

1

2
DATED,
U!IDATED•

TOTAL,

1
l

16

9

1

3

13
18

8

8
1670

2

6

5

1

A

6

19
22

10
16

101

3
2 5

DERDYSAIRE

TOS 4/1

4
15

3

14

1

5

1

4

8

5
1

4

2
2 2

5
1

12 58
4 46
16 104

1
1

llOTTillGIWI-

SllillE

16
14

30

62
11

n

STAFFORD-

SllIRE

15

Croup ,.

ln&to!

1648
9
1650
1
2

'
4

5
6

¼4. fd, !ID

8

4
4

1

4

4

6

7

8
9
1670
1
2

DATKD1
tlllDATL'D1
T<YrALt

1

9

1,
1,
11

1

l
1

2
1

1

''

8

11

CORlllfALL

TCS 4/7

'
5

1

4

'

17

id.

!ID

1
2

4

9
5
2
1

'

1

1

16
31
12

10
9
12
8

4

2

225
69
294

1,

1

1

52

65

16

19
12

4
8

20

5

14

4

1

l

1

2

4

5
9

DEVOllSBIRE

1
,1

' '

15} 24
61
194 27

2
1

llORSETSIIIRE

17
18
15
8

'

216
103
519

id.

!ID

1

4

10
6
11
6

1

5

¼4.

1
1
5
11
4

9
12
1,
5

5
18
9

4
7
1

ND

18

'

2

¼do }d.

1

l

2

''
'
16

¼<1.

2
1

4

1

1

72
21
93

5
23
11
16

!ID

l

6

l

']

1660
1
2

id, id,

5

l

''
'
' '
' '
'
'

1

few bslfpenn1H.

lflll!T farthing,,, et&rting enrl;n

2

1

l

l

2

5

'
2

12
6
18

SOMERSET

l

2

'

5

8

6
15
9

l

1

5

l}

16
15
1
1

6

'

1
1

1

2

1 45 }O
85
5
230 35

'

6

9

'IIII/l'SIIIJIE

16

Group 4.

A fair number of Jll!Miea.

bnte

!do

;d.

ld 0 ND

¼d.

�rl.

ld. HD

�d.

;d.

ld. RD

11.640

9

11.650
l
2
3
4

5
6

l

l
l
l
2

l
l

2

14

13
3
4
l
2

9

11.670
l

TOrAL,

l

1

1

DATED,

ND

l

6
l

B

UHDlTED,

ld,

l
l

l

5

6
7
B
9
11.660
l
2
3
4

¼d, ;d,

2
5
7

39
6
45

CHESHIRE

TCS 4/7

l
4
7
B
4

24
2
26

2

1
l

17

11

28

3

l
l

l

l

l
l
2

l
2
27
29
12
13
3
4
l

l

4
6
4
12

4

3
12
4
l

l
2
2
2

92
B
10
3
102 11

LANCASBIRE

l

l

2
2
4

B
24

50
12

32 62

2
14
6
17

l
l
2
5
l
l

11

1

12

SIIROPSBIRE

l

3
2
l

l
l

4

10
60
50
60

34

16
B
l

52 243
5 4 55
lo6 29B

l

3
7
12
5
2

29
4

33

2
·6
B

YORKSTIIRE

17

TilL!l f
Oroup 5.
1648

9

1650

'

1

2

4

5
6
7
8
9
1660
1
2

,.

4

5
6
7
8
9
1670
l

2
DATEDI
UNDATEDI
TCYrALI

A large proportion ot un4ate4 tarthlnga.

id,
12
20
26
2,
27
30

. ''
4

9

-k.

14,

1
1

1

2

1

'

2
1
91
54
48
4
8
4
5
1,
4
21
7
4'* 41
26 1
16
,4 181 1
17 157
2 174 5
10, 5
24 1
11 10
2
4

''

742 27
644 44
1,965 1,,06 71
547

1,418

LONDOJI'.
•Inc.lfNo.2202

TCS 4/7

ID

'
'

4
1

5
2

2
2
2
1
1
2
34
72
106

¼4, id,

. l

14 JID

5

8

4

l
l
l

'

8
7
8
1
1
1
4
4

1
1

4
1

' ,o'

1
1
1
1
1

66 10,
195 94
261 197

10
l* "
l* 4,

4
1

19

,2
14
1
2

SOUTHWARK

llWlOl

18
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AN EARLY VICTORIAN COFFEE PALACE OF LONDON 1876
by J.P. Moffat
The opening of the new 'Rose and Crown' Coffee Palace on Knightsbridge Road
in time for Christmas on the 20th December illustrated one of the more successful
Victorian Coffee Palaces in London. The old 'Rose & Crown' on the site of which
the present building stands, was for over 300 years a licensed house, and in
former days bore the name of 'The Oliver Cromwell'. The Protector's bodyguard
is said to have been quartered there and an inscription to that effect was
formerly painted in front of the house, with an emblazoned coat of arms of
Cromwell. The inn was, according to the 'History of Signboards', reckoned in
1864 to be the oldest house in Brampton and formerly its largest Inn.
Sign origins - The 'Rose & Crown' figures among the badges of the Tudors. The
marriage of Henry VII to Elizabeth of York extinguished the feudal rivalry
between the Royal houses of York and Lancaster. The Tudor rose being half
red and half white, surmounted by a crown, and this became the Royal badge.
As a sign in London it probably dates from the 16th century, the earliest
Lillywhite noted Is 1606 ( ?) in 'the Doultrie 1 (p. 457). It Is also to be noted that
the Rose & Crown is the badge of the Yeomen of the Guard and its origin as a
sign may be derived from the arms of the Company of Mercers, founded in 1568
and on which the maiden or virgin is wreathed about the temples with a chaplet
of roses alternately argent and crowned with a celestial crown ? On 17th century
tokens this sign is sometimes described as a crowned rose, this sign being very
popular with lnn and tavern-keepers.
48 such signs in London alone.

In 1866 Larwood says that there were

In 1966, a century later, thi s total had grown to

over 60 Rose & Crown signs in London. Lillywhite 1s dates are 'The Oliver
Cromwell' ( 1649 - 60), 'The Rose & Crown 1 ( 1679? - 1866). Coming back to the
1870 1s Knightsbrldge Road with the old military barracks and Hyde Park
opposite the 'Rose & Crown I was a broad and popular thoroughfare notorious for
its large number of Public Houses in a neglected and run down area of London.
The old near-derelict Inn was altered, renovated and refurbished to be
re-opened as one of the new Victorian Coffee Palaces - a new enterprise for the
sponsors on 20th December 1876.
Under the licensing laws as a refreshment house within the 6th section of the
23 Victoria Act Ch. 27: This section of the Act stipulated no intoxicating liquors
to be sold and the house not to be open before 4 a.m. In the morning and not
after 10 p .m. in the evening. If kept open after 10 p.m. a refreshment house
TCS 4/7
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licence to be taken out.

This was obtainable at the district Excise Office, and

stated that for property at a rent of £30 a year or under the licence is to be ¼ a
guinea and at over £30 annual rent, 1 guinea, dating from 1st April if taken out
after 6th July the licence is to be at a fraction of the current year until the
1st April of the following year.
The normal licensing laws are 5 a. m. in the Metropolitan area and 6 a. m. outside
London.

Coffee Houses and Palaces thus enjoy the advantage in this respect of

hours and used It to the fu)I both in London and outside the Metropolitan area.
The working people and especially the all-night workers were thus able to obtain
breakfast, hot refreshment, hot meals and drinks at whatever hours they worked.
This early opening two Police authorities questioned in court and lost:
Birmingham at Birmingham Police Court on 22nd November 1877 - case dismissed;
and Leamington Spa tried 10 months later against Leamington Coffee Tavern Co.
at the Victoria Coffee Tavern which opened at 5 a.m. - case dismissed and no
costs allowed .
Regarding the licensing for Billiards, Bagatelle and Music Act 8 and
Victoria Act Ch .109:

J the

The licence for billiards required exception from the

Victualers licence admission charge and was immaterial whether made for or with
the free licence obtainable for Music only. Both of these were to be exhibited
over the door or doors. These were obtainable at the Excise Office for 6/
annually, 5/- for Middlesex and Surrey, in March, and in the September
elsewhere in the country. A public notice to be made 28 days before and for not
less than 14 days in local papers. For Coffee House public rooms hired by clubs
or societies no licence was required if used strictly for members only, and no
gambling permitted; this also applied to skittles and bowls.

Music licences

applied for required 28 clays' notice to be given or two months annuaJly before
Michaelmas

and attendance in person was stipulated.

Transfer of licences was

4 weeks' 11otice of licence with no charge for the transfer.
The opening of the doors of lhe 'Rose & Crown• as a new temperance venture
was with many an earnest prayer.

That it was a blessing to the seedy

Knightsbridge Road/Hyde Park area was proved by its new appointments and
excellent services.

A large dinner business was established and the extensive

sleeping accommodation patronised.

TCS 4/7
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Fig. 1

Rose and Crown Coffee Palace,
KNJOllTSDRlOOE
(Opposite tbe Ilarr:r.cko).

Opon from o.80 n m, 1111 11 11.m.
Jlrel\Jr(l\!tllf, Dinntin, TeM of hnrt qui.lit,. Fir1t-.ofa11
Dining-room upstki111, Otul floor

w. H.
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One hiccup was lhc passing carters who said that they could not stop as there
were no facilities for watering their horses. This was quickly overcome by the
addition of an ot\lslde tap and the provision of pails at the front of the house,
the !alter arc visible on th\" 'Rose & Crown' engraving.
Over the first five monlh:a takings averaged only around £40 per week, but a
change of management increased this figure, trebling it to £120.

Since this

rhangc the Coffer PalncP h:rcl not only p.iid it:; way but succeeded in forming a
reserve fund of about half the vain(' of lhc original capital.
ThP. 'Ro:ae I', Crown' w":a :at.ill advertising eleven years after opening in the
'Coffee Tavern Ga7.ctlc' in 1886-7. Mr. W .H. Lowther was still the manager and
with R. Jarm,.ine, manag('r of thP 'Royal Standard' Coffee Tave1·n of BeJI Street,
Edgwarc Road (also a p1·osperous Coffee Tavern) both served on the executive
committee of the Co ffcro Tav('rn and Temperance Club Protection Society.
See Fig. 1 pagr 24

� J.P. Moffat

BibliograpJ.2'...
l,illywhite, 13ry,u1t.

- London Signs. A listing of over 1700 London Inn Signs
1972

The Briti:ah Library - The Coff('e Public llousc News and Temperance Hotel
Journal
ThE' Coffer Tavern Ga,:rtte
Also of interest: 'English Inn Signs, a revised and modernised version of
A History of Signboards' - by Jacob Larwood (referred to
abovr) and John Camden Hotten. Pub. Chatto & Windus 1985
John Camclc-n Jlott('n wa:a also the publisher of the original work 1A History of
Si Rnboards 1, and which la:at appear('d in its twelfth edition in 1907.

Upon his

death in ]874, his firm wa:a purch;15ecJ by Andrew Chatto.
- Ed.
UNRECORDED COMMUNION TOKENS OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES IN
ENGLAND
by Andrew M>lcmillan
The piece illustrated (Fig. 2 p, 24)is clearly a communion token but it is not to
be found in any of th,� published list:;. Unusually thick (over 4 mm) and made
TCS 4/7
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of a crude square of lead, it measures 14 x 14 (sixteenths of an inch, the units
in which communion tokens have mostly been recorded),

Since acquiring it

eight years ago I have felt that the details on it should enable me to attribute
it.

But who was DG and what happened on J4 November 1781, and could GM

stand for General Meeting (as in the Reformed Presbyterian Church in
Dumfries)? A check on all ministers with the initials DG on communion tokens led
nowhere.
When checking another point in Edinburgh Central Library I came on Fasti
Ecclesiae Scoticanae, The Succession of Ministers in the Church of Scotland from
the Reformation on the open shelves.

On taking down Vol. II (which includes

Dumfries) I found under the Synod of Merse and Teviotdale, Presbytery of
Selkirk, Parish of Ettrick and Buccleuch, that David Grant, minister of the
Presbyterian Meeting-house, Groat Market, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, where he was
ordained on 14 November 1781, was admitted as minister at Ettrick on 4 May 1786.
After an astonishingly short time he was presented at Ochiltree (in the
Presbytery of Ayr) on 19 August and translated there on 14 December that same
year. Further details are in Vol. III under Ochiltree, his last parish, and
Vol. VII under Newcastle. David Grant was born at Madderty in Perthshire on
9 April 1750, educated at St Andrews and Edinburgh Universities, and licensed
by the Presbytery of Edinburgh on 29 July 1778.
religious works and died on 16 July 1791, aged 41.

He published several
He married in 1783 and a son

was born in 1784, but a year later his wife was dead.
Groat market is still to be found in the centre of Newcastle. The congregation
there was probably formed at the Toleration in the late seventeenth century,
and it identified with the Free Church at the Disruption in 1843.

Success in

linking the token to the Presbyterian Meeting-house there with absolute
certainty was most satisfying, not least because of the element of chance and the
flash of revelation.
Two other unpublished and apparently English Presbyterian communion tokens
have come to my notice recently, both London pieces:
PADDINGTON/PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH round burning bush with NEC TAMEN
CONSUMEBATUR above it.
1 COR. XI. 24.

KIRKWOOD & SON/EDINR.

TCS 4/7
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THIS DO/IN/REMEMBRANCE/OF ME/

Maker's name on obv. rim, not completely clear but apparently
Oval, while metal, 19 x 13. Author's collection.
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VICTORIA DOCKS/PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH round THE/LORD KN©WETH/THEM
THAT ARE IIJS. Rr.v. VICTORIA. DOCKS/PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH round AND/
J,ET EVERY ONE/THAT NAMETII TIJE/NAME OF CHRIST/DEPART FR©M/
INIQUITY. Round. Only pholograph seen (diamE'ler 19 thereon). In lot 358,
Spink Coin Auction 16 April 1986.
These thrrr. tokens are nol in lhe lisls of Herdman (1901), Copinger ( 1964) and
Cresswell ( 1985).
© Andrew T. Macmillan

SOME UNPUBLISHED mmFORDSlllRE AND HUNTINGDONSHIRE COUNTERMARKS
by Gavin Scot l
Thn followi11� rountcrm;ii·ks on 13rilish coins have com<' to light s ince publication
of my book "Bri lish Counlermarks on Copp<'r and Ilrotne Coins" in 1975.
Counlrrmarks are i11c-usc- rxcrpt where shown othe rwise, with lellering defined
as small be-low 2 mm. nt('clium 2 mm bul lrss than 4 mm, and large 4 mm and above.

---�

COUNTERMARK

,_

OBV .(0)
OR REV .(R)

COIN TYPE

SOURCE
REF.

APPROX.
DATE "'

Bedfordshirc
A J3BEY(curvc-d)/
C UTl,ER( cttrvecl) /
B EDFORD( curved)
s mall lellcrs wilh
s erifs
Scolt l. l A varicly)

R

Dublin Penny
1819
(Davis 40)

Spink Sale
J8 April 1985
Lot 544

J830-9

ABBEY/GUN MAKER
( curved)/BEDFORD
( curved)
Mcdium (1) and small
( 2, 3) let le rs with
s crifs
( Scoll 1.1 B v.iriely)

0

Penny 1797

J.G.Scoll

1830-9

R

Penny 1797

J .G.Scotl

1847

.D .TIMMS/MARSTON
arge letters wilh
erifs

TCS 4/7
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OBV .(0)
OR REV .(R)

COIN TYPE

SOURCE
REF.

APPROX.
DATE*

ABBEY /GUN MAKER
(curved)
Medium (1) and small
(2) letters with serifs
(Scott 17.1 variety)

0

Penny 1797

J.G.Scott

1830-9

W/LAM/BERT/EARITH
Large letters with
serifs individually
punched

0

Penny 1797
(pierced
centre)

R.Sharman

1847

S� NEOTS
Medium plain letters

0
R

Penny 1862
Penny 1862

J.G.Scott
J .G .Scott

COUNTERMARK
Huntingdonshire

* See notes on issuers. Countermarks are assumed to pre-date the 1853 Act to
prevent the defacing of the Current Coin of the Realm (16 & 17 Viet. c.102)
unless there is clear evidence to the contrary.
NOTES ON ISSUERS (In brackets, directory publisher and dates)
Bedfordshire
Bedford

Edw. Abbey, gun-maker and culler, Angel Street (Pi got 1830-1) was followed by
Robert Abbey, gunmaker and cutler, St. Peter's Green (Pigot 1839).
Probably related were William Abbey, cutler, North Street, Newport Pagnell
(Pigot 1823-4), described as gunsmith and cutler, High Street (Pigot 1830), and
the gunmaker with the same surname in St. Ives - see Scott 17.1.
The variety of Scott 1. 1 B recorded here has the same first two lines as Scott
17.1, and also the variety of that recorded here.
Marston Moretaine
Timms
Marston Moretaine (or Morteyne) is 3! miles north west of Ampthill with a
population of 1183 in 1851, 973 in 1901. The Post Office directory for 1847-8
shows John Timms, blacksmith.
TCS 4/7

He is not listed in 1854.
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Huntingdonshire
Earith
Lambert
JosPph 1,ainberl (sic) w;is ;i blacksmith, Willi;im Lambert a baker (Post Office
1R47).
SL. Ives

There is no enlry for this trader in Lhe direclories for 1792, 1811, 1823-4, 1839,
1840 or 1850. See Abbey, Bedford above, and the similar silu.ilion of Carthew,
cullf'r, Abingdon anti llices�er highlighted in my nole on Berkshire Counlermarks,
TCS Bullcli11 Vol. 4 No. 5 pp. ll-13.
SL. Neots
This is ;issumecl to b(• p;irl of a brand-marking punch, used unofficially.

However

" mnrC' cle(inile purpns<' may h;ivC' been in mind since two examples, both on 1862
penni<'s, ;u·<' known - ,1cq11irrd ;it different limes in different places. Counler
marking Brilish bronzt• coin,s in Lhis country w.is, of course, illegal.

A possible

issuer could bf' ,lohn 13C'nnetl I', Sons, g.is engineers, gas stove and pump
m.inufocluret·s, iron slait-c.ise manufacturer, Phoenix Iron Works, Bedford SLrect
( KPI1y, l3uilcling Tr;iclf's 1914) .
© Gavin Scolt
TOKEN CONGRESS 87
The sixlh annual Token Congress will be held in Cardiff on Salurday and
Sunday 3 Jst Octobf'r/Isl November, 19R7.

The venun is the THF Post House

Hotel which is situalecl close Lo thf' M1 and some four miles from Lhe centre nf
C,wdiff. It is thus e;isily accessible by both car anti Lrain.
The organising commiltee consists of Yolanda Stan Lon, B;irry Greenaway, Noel
and Alan Cox, and a full progt·amme based on the ,successful format o( recent
years is being planned. At presenl it is expected that the Congress will start
10. 30 on Salurday morning ;ind continue through to mid-Sunday afternoon.
The cost of the Congress will be £50 per person, fully inclusive, in single
accommodation.
TCS 4/7

A small number of double rooms will be available, at a cost of
29

£40 per person. Bed and Breakfast on the Friday night will cost £20 per person.
Further enquiries and/or reservation together with a deposit of £5 per person,

made payable to Token Congress 87, can be made to N .L. Cox,
Full payment will be required by 30 th September.

Noel Cox
AUCTION REPORT
Glendining 1s , 18th February 1987 - W. Winton Collection
The fine collection of 17th Century tokens formed by W.Winton, a former keeper

of the Science Museum, London, was disposed of to a sparsely populated room
that nevertheless contained most specialist token dealers. The owner saw the

84 lots (an additional one was withdrawn when a dealer spotted an item to be a

forgery at pre-auction viewing) raise £13,410 (all realisations quoted exclude

buyer's premium of 10% plus VAT). The fact that the top price the collector had

paid for any item was £27-10-0d (this, a Middlesex square token) was witness
to the fact that this was 'fresh' material to the market and many lots were
consequently competed for aggressively.

The 17th century token market, unlike that of the 18th century, still seems to

have a considerable amount of steam in it when nice groups are on offer. The

extreme rarity of so many pieces compared to 18th and 19th century items, and
the additional difficulty of procuring pieces in the higher standards of

preservation, have begun to be reflected in realisations at auction. This said,
no records were broken this day.

Winton seemed to specialise in 3 areas - firstly town pieces - i.e. those issued
by municipal authorities. His collection of these - nearly all basic catalogued

items ( he didn't seek minor varieties) - included most of those known. At a

glance it was a better group than any similar remembered at auction. Secondly,
he was attracted by 'shapes' - 9 heart-shapes, 4 lozenges or diamonds, 3

squares and many octagonals, many of which were not those most frequently

seen, were an attractive selection and the auctioneer illustrated many of them.

The third interest seemed to be 'legends' - e.g. pieces reading "Good Morrow,

Valentine", "Send Me to the Mercer of Gnoshall", and "We 3 Loggerheads" were

typical. The overall quality of the collection was very good as well, and some
TCS 4/7
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dealers were undoubtedly buying wilh grn<'ral collectors wanting rep,:-esentative
pieces, in mind, rather than specialists. Most counties were represented too.
Many individual ill'ms m;ide s trong prices. The Cookham, Berks, token made
£130 to " collr>ctor.

Derbyshire items were sought after.

The Alfrelon heart

shape ( £350), Bakewell square ( £240), Derby octagonal of Luke NeyId ( £125)
and Higham heart-sh;ipe (£310) all went to Clark, whilst Baldwin gave £170
for Richard B;ikewell or Derby and Schwer £150 for the High Peak token.
Royalist tokens or Gc:orge Hodshon of Durham and John Wells of Stockton made
£120 each to Clark.

/1. N!'wporl, Isle of Wight, town piece with different dies to

those normnlly SC'l'll, ;,ncl drscribed ns ;, Pallc-rn or Trial piece, made £300 to
Balclwin.

Two llerefnrclshirc- tokens of Kington and Weobley made £180 to

llammonrl, the Tole-man's token of Stilton, Hunts. £70 to a collector, and the
/l.ldermnn 1 s Loken of Livr.qmol £160 to anothr.r collector bidding through the
auctioneer. Baldwin look lhe Louth lo7.nnr,c--shape at £260 and the Hampton Wick,
Middlesex square token - JH!rhaps the mosf. ;itlractive of many allraclive tokens
in the Sale - al £440, whilst a collrctor bought the Cloth Fair, London heart
shape for £130.
/1. V!'l'Y rare Nottinghmn Loken of Steven Garner made £240 to Clark and the
1,ichficlcl Town pil'cc wrnt lo lhe same buyer for £180.

The Gnoshall token

wrrn( lo a collc-clor for £220, the Ipswich sriuare piece to Schwer al £270, whilst
two Sus:scx tokens ( £220) and a rare Westmorland piece issued by H... R..• at
Kirkby-Slrphrn (£270) wc-nl lo Cfork. The latter dealer also won a hard
rnught ballle for the Bewcllr>y heart-shape of Thomas Farloe at £520, the lop
pricn of the clay, and an easier one for the Brecknock Town piece at £160.
Of 84 lots sold, Clai:k ( 40), Baldwin ( H,) and 1the book' (10) took the majority.
The only successful clealc-r so far unmentioned was Gladdle whose purchases
included two interesting lols of 'Uncertain I tokens.
Nigel A. Clark
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BOOK REVIEWS, ARTICLES AND PUBLICATIONS
The Highgate Halfpennies of 1667 to 1670. The Story of a Mini-Collection
Philip D. Greenall
This article, some seven A4 sized pages long, has been published by 'Camden
History Review' - 1 4, an annual publication of the Camden History Society. Those
of you who attended Token Congress 86 last September would have witnessed
Philip Greenall's surgeon-like dissection of the information that is still there to
be gleaned from the records on the issuers of 17th Century tokens. The article
includes Ob/Rev illustrations of the following pieces:

William Fisher, John

Hilton, Edward Cutler, William Fenn, Philip Allen, William Prockter and Thomas
Chi!de.
The Camden History Society's Publications Manager and address:
The price cannot be ascertained for certain, but approximately £2 - £3.
A. J. G.
Brokers' Medals and Stockbrokers I Tokens - J.B. Caldecott
N

.n ; 148 x 210 mm Booklet,

24 pp, card covers: reprint published by Andrew

Publishing Company 32 ¼ Kings Rd., St. Leonards, E.Sussex, TN37 6DW (Tel:
0424 445225) .

£2 (UK) (including postage)

This work is of minor interest only. However, it is interesting to note that the
'medals' herein referred to at this time - those issued to sworn-brokers by the
Corporation of London - were essentially personally engraved medallic keep
sakes, thus by definition almost a 'token' of a person's status. By some more
modern definition, they would possibly be looked at almost as a type of prize
medal. Also, the few pages on the John Ashby (firm of Stockbrokers) 1tokens 1
demonstrate the original author's use of the word 'token' to describe those
pieces not struck, essentially, as any kind of commemorative medal. More
modernly, these 'tokens' would now be classified as unofficial half/pennies,
ad vertizing checks, or medallets ! Personally, I dislike the over-use of latin
phrases in non-judicial and non-medical publications: but here at best I feel that
one is led to state that the tokens/medal definition is probably 'ultra vlres 1 !
A. J. G.
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Wartime Emergency and M!_!�l.:_"l_!Y. Tok�ns of lhe British Commonwealth - John
Malcolm. Article published on p. 23-31 or The ,Journal o{ the LoncJon Numismatic
Club's Newsleller, Vol. Vll No. JO, .I an. 1987. (Further details available via
the '!'CS).
This article is worthy o( note - an important listing of this difficult and wide
r;mging group or tokens. The author contends that such a far-flung series
deserves to be treated as a single major grouping rather than divided up by
place or country nf issue, as lhe historical background of the states here cata
lngued, i.e. lhe British Commonwealth, share a similar wartime history. Mr.
Malcolm is modest in his setond p,1rag1·aph about his treatment of the listing. I
found it well constructed, easy to use and most useful as a source of reference.
1 considc-r it or benefit here lo list lhe m,1in hc-adings found in the article.
Twc-nty-five of the tokcm; ;ire illuslraled.
1) Tokens inlencled for grneral circulation wilh strong military connections.
2) R�cruiting tokens. 3)
and Sc-ript of Wol"ld W,1r I.

Cantec-n and Sullc-rs lokens. 4) Canteen tokens
5) Military Script for Service use only.

6) Military Script inlc-ndrcl mainly for civilian use.
and Script.

7) Prisoner-of-War tokens

8) Canteen tokens of World War II and later.

9) Emc-rgency

tokens for use by lhc- gm1Cra] public. 10) Ammunition factory and Arsenal
tokens. JJ)

Miscellaneous, fantasy and doubtful pieces.

12) Veterans

Assnciation tokens.
A.J. G.
Seventeenth Century Tokens of lhe British Isles and lheir values - Michael
Dil"kinson. B.A. Seaby I.lei., 1986. 25! x l9 l"m, lfardback. pp x + 292, 4
plates or lokr.ns. 3 pp. line illust. ( arms o [ lhe guilds), indexes. £35.
ISBN O 900652 78 0
13 .A. Seaby employed a succession of 17th Century Loken enthusiasts including
Peter Seaby, Monica B ussell and Robert Sharman. Michal'l Dickinson, probably
the last in the line al Seaby, has drawn on his own and their c-xpcrience to
produce a clear, workmanlike and useful priclld calalnguc of lhe series. In the
case o( most counties il is I he only reforence work which alerts l"ollectors to what
exists outside- 'Williamson 1, and warns them of mis-allribuled or doubtful pieces.
ll ii, also the rirsl time that anyone- has altempled a comprehensive valuation of
the entire series.
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For maximum benefit the book should be used in conjunction with 'Williamson 1•

The single line essential-details-listing will not necessarily help when trying to

identify a worn specimen - neither will the absence of most necessary indexes,

although to have included them would have pushed up the cost and made us wait

longer for publication. Also, the merging into one entry of two or more similar
pieces (e.g. Arrowsmith/ Arrowsmith of Tetbury,

and Rawlins/Rawlins of

Houndsditch) obscures the possibility of relative values and begs the question as

to other legend variations. Incidentally, why does Essex 40A get a separate
listing?

The individual county bibliographies are very useful although the omission of
Cotton (Worcs.) and Golding (Suffolk) is slightly surprising.

The listing of over 10% of new specimens to the 'Williamson' listings, excluding
minor and die varieties is sufficient justification for the book on its own, and
many 'Williamson' vague or incomplete descriptions are now completed.

Further

new specimens from several counties including London, Middlesex, Lancashire,
Yorkshire, Devon and Hertfordshire have appeared and hopefully the author

could include these with a corrigenda to 'tighten up' the undoubted authority the

book will wield. It is a shame, though, that some known specimens were missed,
like Gamull of Stone, Everit of Walthamstow, and Carre of Altercliffe ¾d. Also

the allocation of John Hornby to Snape, Yorks, without any qualification is a some

what reckless move from a sensibly conservative author. Perhaps the reckless

reviewer could suggest a location for Uncertain 23A or is there something else on

this token to prevent the obvious (?) conclusion?

There is a useful section of merchant arms illustrations covering most of those

usually discovered, although a nice plate of actual tokens showing the arms would

perhaps have been preferable.

One's overall appreciation of this new Standard work is tempered by the little

inaccuracies that occur. Surely a handful of specialist collectors, given 48 hours

with the proofs, could have knocked out a lot of them - Cambs. 143 and Lanes,

111 have wrongly become farthings; Shrops. 51A is properly Willam (not William)
Rowe; Herefords.65A is a myth; Yorks. 425A (p.230) does not exist; Lanes. 3 is

claimed for Wiltshire; and on no authority apart from the reviewer's suspicious
mind, a close look at Hants. 46A and London 341A might pay dividends.

It would have been useful to have had re-attributions cross-referenced both
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ways - surely not a cli£Iicult job - thus, Dor bys. 108 and Lanes. 108 both refer to
Beds. 83A, but under Bnd fords hire a newcomer might suppose that Beds. 831\
was not pre-sent in 'Willinmi:on 1 •
The county order in 'Williamson' is left lnrgcly unchanged, though the countries
of Scollnnd and Wales a1·0 romovecl to the end with Ireland, but for some reason
placed in reverse alphabrlical order. Within counties the 'Williamson' numbering
with all its foulls is left largely unaltered, helping an easy cross-rcferoncing.
Vl•ry sonsibly fhr author ;ivoids allocating spc-cific values to extremely rare
tokens. Suc-11 is thr rnng<' of possible diffcrc-nces in this very thin market, that
minimum valuations within c-nch county group m·e quot eel for these. Even so, the
comp;irnfivC'ly Jt,w minimum price for the t·arcr Cornish and Welsh tokens docs not
look right compnrecl tr> lhr>sc- on Cumberland m· Northumberland.
;ilways seemPd more cnllcctor support for the former two counties.

Then• has
Overall,

however, lhr author hns made- a superb attempt to guiding the collectot· to price
relatives within each county gn>up ancl so long as collectors use their own
;:,cquirrcl knowl<'dgc- lo frmpt>r the nc-cessarHy less-specialist knowledge of the
clc-alc-r, LhP madcct will iron out :my incorrect relativities.
Sn, a wc-lcome nncl v;:iluable ndclilion lo the token-collector's bookshelf, with a
hr>pe that tlw author might use the pagl'S of Lhe TCS Bulletin for updating his
rc;:iding with nrw in f0rmnf ion ns availablr.
Nigel A. Clark

British Machine Tokens - by Ralph Hayes.

Published by the author 1986.

175 pp, J\5. J\vnilablc from Schwer, nt £12.50 + £1.00 p&p (UK).

Further

details, see encl.
Puhlisht>cl ns "A Limited First Eclilion of 300 NumbcrPcl Copies" Ralph llayes 1 book
is n welcome ;:,dclition for collect.m·s interested in more modern tokens.

It almost

lakes ovct· from the "Preliminnry Catalogue of British Amusement, Gaming &
Vrnding Machine Tokens" by Dudley A. Deaver, D.l,.F. Sealy and P.K. Wood
which was published serinlly in the Ih-st three volumes of the Token
Corresponding Society Bulletin.

It is inevitable that a book covering much the

same ground ;is the Pt·climinary Catalogue mu!'ll be compared with the original
work.
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British Machine Tokens is produced on good quality heavy paper and is a
typescript catalogue of machine tokens in alphabetical order of the company of
issue.

It is illustrated throughout with photographs beside the relevant

descriptions. The illustrations make the book very much more readable but they
are very variable in quality. Some illustrations, such as those on page 53, being
reasonably clear, while others, such as those on page 52, are too dark. Most
illustrations fall somewhere between the two extremes.
The numbering system can be compared with the Preliminary Catalogue in that
each token has a two-part number. In the Preliminary Catalogue the first part of
the number was alphabetic and reflected the issuer's name, but In this book it is
a number, stating at l and going up to 427, with no room for new issuers. In
fact the addenda at the end has to use numbers such as 82A etc.

The second

part of the number is also numeric but again no gaps have been left for new
additions.
The descriptions of the tokens are necessarily brief but usually adequate when
accompanied by so many illustrations.

However it can sometimes take a while to

work out what a token looks like by Mr Hayes' method of referring you back to
previous descriptions, i.e. the obverse of Eurocoin token 143. 23 is described as
11As 143.22 but ..•. 11, where 143.22 is described as "As 143.9 but .... 11, where
113.9 is described as "As 143.5 but ....11, where 143.5 is fully described.
Admittedly most descriptions of this type only refer you back to one previous
token. A major plus as far as I am concerned is where there are varieties and Mr
Hayes has very sensibly given accurately measured details of the differences.
In the tokens issued by PRW it is easier to distinguish between two varieties
where the 2 is listed as 10 mm on one and 6.5 mm on the other, as opposed to the
equivalent pieces in the Preliminary Catalogue where the former is described as
"larger 2 11 •

Comparative descriptions are only of use if you have both tokens.

I have some reservations about the accuracy of the attributions given to a few of
the issuers by Mr Hayes.

For example the tokens having MM within an oval were

issued by Major-matics and not Mar-matic Sales Ltd.
Mr Hayes has put a great deal of effort into the production of this catalogue and
he is to be congratulated for this. It is a very good piece of work. There has
however been a great deal of duplication of effort with the compilers of the
Preliminary Catalogue and I very much hope that Mr Hayes can collaborate with
Mr Deaver, Mr Sealy and Mr Wood to produce a more complete "Second Edition"
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using the more flexible numbering system of Lhe Preliminary Catalogue.
Andrew D. N. Andison

Further details about the bonk arc available from Lhe author, Ralph Hayes, at

50 Thorpe Gardens, Alton, Jl;mts. GU34 2BQ.

He will also, of course, be willing

Lo receive details or additional tokens and other relevant material. Those
me mbers who will alrearly be in possession of a copy of this work should have
rec eived !_l_1r.!:!: Supplements by now.

Supplement No. 1 - dated January 1987,

No. 2 - March l?87, No. 3 - June 1 ?87. See also advertisement at end of this
Bulletin, for those who hnvc purchased Lhis work through dealers.
I reproduce here parl of a l<'Ller written by the author, which is relevant both
Lo Lhe review ancl Lo Lhc continuing task in hand.
- Ed.
. , ..."Wlwn I proc!Uc('cl the catalogue I anticipated the need for supplements but
never envisaged Lhc amount of additional tokens thal I have already been
informed or or Lhc quantity Lhnl I hnve found nnd added to my own collection.
With the probnbilily of lols more to come Lhiis has prompted the suggestion for a
combitwd supplement issue that wilhoul alledng Rcfcrencc numbers would place
;ill Lhc additions in :t more• compact order, i.e. looking for an ;iddition lo lhc
isrrics o[ Munnrch Aulo Co. would only enf ail one look al one plac:c in one
supplement.
This, of com·sr is only :t Lhnughl for the ruturc. when Lo do so as a 'one o rr•
fasue can only be govcnwd by the lack; o[ addilinns being found.

This 'one off'

system cnn never calr.r for new issuers in Lhc future when supplements of some
sort will always be required if tokens nrc still b<'ing used.
Dearing in mind the cosl of photocopies and postage (my time is free - I'm a
rctfr<'tl 1:tyabout) any sur,gestions arc welcome. 11
- Ralph Hayes
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"QUILL CORNER"
To the Editor of the Bulletin
Sir,
May I be permitted to add my pennysworth (useful numismatic adage!) to the
current controversy as to the inclusion or otherwise of medallic pieces in our
Journal.

Whilst I have an interest in all that is numismatic and would have no

objections to articles or notes on any type of medal being featured, I can see no
reason to make space in a Toke� bulletin for medal-related information other than
on those bearing advertisements.
Publications from the now firmly established British Art Medal Society is in my
opinion the right outlet for reports on local or national medals commemorating
such events as Jubilees, Coronations, Visits by dignitaries, Transportation,
Buildings etc.

The Journal of the Orders & Medals Research Society has a good

record of publishing data relating to medallions associated with all things military.
S ales bulletins issued by such illustrious companies as Seaby and Spink (an in
depth look at Dorset School Medals is offered in their Dec. 86 Circular) contain
articles of a very diverse nature as does the annual Journal of The British
Numismatic Society, and all welcome medallic contributions.
Why advocate to include advertisement medals you might ask? Well, its highly
likely that a great number are already collected by Token enthusiasts but
designated Unofficial Farthings by some.

So why not halfpenny, penny or

crown-sized pieces also!
An interesting example to illustrate my logic came to notice only the other day
whilst sorting a small parcel of miscellanea, for it contained a well designed 38 mm
aluminium medal (see Fig.3 page 41) issued by the Speedwell Gear Case Co. Ltd.
This piece is not only very complementary to an existing holding of a 38 mm
aluminium advertisement ring (not listed in 'British Countermarks on Copper and
Bronze Coins' but is known to Mr. Scott), an emission from the same Company
(see Fig .4 page 41) but as the latter bears a date (1937) and a maker's signature
(J.R .G. [J .R. Gaunt & Son]), it is therefore reasonable, after close scrutiny, to
assign the former, which is both unsigned and undated, to the same period of
issue and to the same maker.
It is likely that other numismatic pieces were distributed by the Speedwell Gear
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Case Co. Lld. as a search of lhc only two Dircclories to hand which cover the
districts of residence of this firm show 55 years of existence, addresses shown
are - north side of Lamb SI.," between Nos. 15 & 35, Coventry (Percival Jones
Lld. Dircclory of tlw Cily of Coventry and District 1924) and Tame Rd., Witton,
Birmingham (Kelly 1 s Mnnufac-1 m·ers & Merchants Directory 1979-80). A detailed
study of this Firm wr,ulcl probnbly prov(' most rewarding.
John R.P. King

Sir,
I am inlerPslC'd in Co-op Tokens and dividend checks generally. I would there
fore be inlr.rcstccl tn hear from any of your readers who have in their possession
Co-op Tok<'ns from Yorkshire which arc not published in Steven Cribb's new
book and any othrr checks from lhc Yorkshire' area.
John M. Ferrett

Sir,
could yon pnint out my address (as below) in the- BulJetin.
I slill require piec-cs for my research ..... Pieces are required in any Mentifiablc
condition, holed or bc-nt acn•ptable,

Any sensible price paid or an exchange of

some sorl arrangrd.
Alan W. Judd
NEW ADDRESS
Cnins of 13e<>ston

Note:

this letter should be- rrad in cr>njunclion with lhe review on p. 27-8,

TCSB 4/6 - 'British Inferi or Copper lssuc-s o( lhe Eighteenth Century - A Draft
Study. Chapter 1. WHliam Lutwychc'.
- Eel.
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Sir,
I have become interested in collecting II To Hanovers" or II Hanover Jacks" . I am
currently looking for all the information that has been printed on this topic.

Of most interest to me is historical information and listings of varieties. When
I have acquired enough pieces and information, I would like to publish my

findings in some journal.

I am also finding that it is becoming very difficult to acquire more pieces in the
United States. I would be willing to purchase any of these pieces or trade for

US coins or my duplicate "Hanover Jacks" with you or anyone in your numismatic

organization.

Dennis Dubrow

Sir,

I collect tokens of several types and I would be very grateful if you could help

me out in any of the following token areas, e.g. tokens used in the operation of

a car wash business or tok�ns used for the parking of automobiles. I know

England had operations in both fields and brass - copper - or nickel metal tokens

were used at some locations.

If you have any knowledge of these tokens from any English town or city please

ad vise me. If the tokens are for sale or trade please let me know.

List also any names and addresses of any collectors you may be aware of who
would perhaps be interested in trading for U.S.A. items or tokens .....
Box 49,

Chris O'Connor

The above is also interested in railroad, horsecar, bridge, bus and ferry tokens.
- Ed.
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QUERIES

Fig, 3

.Fig. 4

Fig,. 5

•

Fig, 6

Kangaroo

Stork

F"ig, 7
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According lo local directories Robert Kevan and F.C. Buttle were trading at the
address given on the token from ... 1846 - 1851 with F .C. Buttle trading alone
from 1852 - 1856 ... By J 864 the premises were occupied by M 1Ken zie, Allan & Co.
Andrew D. N. Andison
3.

My example matc-lms thP. octagonal one found by John Lennon, except that it

is unholC'd and the diamder is over 24 mm. The queried address reads
11 + J
65 J\RGYl,E ST +/CORNER OF S! ENOCH SQUARE". I have not seen a round
one, and imagine il was a slip that "Coins and Tokens of Scotland" did not note
the unusual shape.
Andrew T. Macmillan

In the March 1972 issue of 'Coins' this piece was described in the "Quest and
QuC'ry 11 section. The- information given the-re is that the brand of "Royal
Sovereign Whisky" was sold by the London whisky merchants of G. Muller &
Co. Ltd. during the yc-ar:s lll% - 1899.
Andrew D. N. Andisnn

4/7-25

Sec Fig.6

p.41

J\ British Game Counter?
I recently acquired the piece from a South Australian collector who purchased it
in the U. K. a year or two ago, but he was unable to find anylhin g about it.
Another Australian collr.clor acquire-cl a similar pir.ce in the U.K., alim about two
years ago and likewise was unablr. lo identify the piece. His piece, instead of
depicting a stork, has a bullerfly on it.
Bolh pieces arc 23 mm in diameter and made of iron or steel being of ferro
magnetic material.
Can any reader identify these pieces for me?
Peter Lane
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4/7-26
..... counterstruck coin •... . It does not appear in Gavin Scott's book.
Host coin - worn Cartwheel ¼d. with left hand grained edge (date worn) .
Countermark "I Lane" (see Fig. 7 p.41) (I think that the initial is the letter !
as in !nk) appears on both sides, the counter-punch die appears to be one die,
rather than separate letter dies.
It would be nice to discover if the 11 Lane 11 is related to me - my forebears came
from the Manchester/Stockport area.
Peter Lane

***************************************************************�***************
WELSH PUB CHECKS REQUIRED
= TOP PRICES PAID =
I also swop English Pub Checks, quality modern and hammered gold and
EF minimum British Milled silver, copper and bronze coins for the above
STUART J. NIELSON
*******************************************************************************
*******'**********************************************t************************
17th, 18th & 19th CENTURY TOKENS, TICKETS
PASSES, CHECKS AND TALLIES
For periodic listings of these and other paranumismatic issues, write to:
RICHARD GLADDLE
******************************************************************t************
*******************************************************************************
Canadian Merchant tokens wanted, aluminium or brass
Counterstamps on Canadian Breton tokens or Cdn. coins wanted
Encased Cdn. coins, pocket-size advertising mirrors, anything Canadian!
Also collect Mavericks - e. g. 5c in Trade or Merchandise
(no town names) must be in cents
JOHN CHERAMY
********************************�*�********************************************
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*t*******tt*tttttttt*tt*ttttttt·ttttttt**ttttttttttttttttt********t*******t*****
Specialist 17th Cc:ntut·y Tok<m Dealer. confidently expects new list to
be nvaih1ble by the Autumn! SC'nd s.;i.e. for free copy. Later items,
books and specialist 1mle catalogues al110 listed therein. "Dickinson'' ( 17th
Century TokC'm, nnd their values) available at £35 Post Free from:
NIG EJ, A. CLARK
tt***tttt********t****tttttt*t****tt****t***********t**************************
**********ttttttttttttttttttttttttttt***********t******************************
- WANTED
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH TOKENS OF MAURITIUS, GIBRALTAR, FALKLANDS,
WEST lNDTES, I.HU1ISII G UIANA, FAR EAST and PACIFIC ISLANDS
ALSO
Any tokPTJs from WARRING TON in Lancashire
tttt*ttt*ttttttttttttt*tttt�1tttt*tttttt�***�t*******t****************t********
ttt�*tttttt1·+t*t+***ttttttttttttttt*�*****t***t**************t*t**�************
BRITISH MACHINE TOKENS
SUPPLEMENTS Nos. 2 & 3 NOW AVAILABLE
PLEASE STATE 'COPY' NUMBER AND SEND £ l (for each Supplement)
tttttttttt**•�tttttttttttttttttttttt1**********************************t********
tttt� tttt�·ttt�ttttttt*tttt1tttttttttt************+ttttttttt*t******************
- BARRY GREENAWAY
Tries to keep in stock a selection of all possible
types oC Token, ChC'ck, Ticket and Medallion by
locality and theme. Please state your interests to:ttt********************************+ttt++***********t******************+*******
*****ttttt+*****t******+tttttttttttttttt******+****+**+tt*t****************+ttt
THE TOKEN SPECIALIST
FREE TWEN1Y PAG E MONTHLY CATALOGUE OF TOKENS, MEDALLIONS,
--- BOOKS OLD AND NEW INCLUDING OUR OWN PUBLICATIONS
WE ALSO BUY AND EXCHANGE
TEL: FELIXSTOWE (0394) 278580
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TOKENS WANTED by B. FRAHK1 3 South Avenue, Ryton1 Tyne and Wear, HELO 3LD.
17th Century Tokens. Reference Williamson.
Bedfordshire
Woburn, No. 104,
wheel/mill-rind
Cambridge
Doddi�ton, No. 98, !d, windmill/1669
Wood Ditton, No. 214, ,d, windmill/1670
Kent
Rolli�bourn, No. 353, id, G.F.H./windmill
Leiceeterehire
Aehby-de-la-Zouch, N0• 2, ¼d, mill-rind/I.C.
London
Biehopegate without, No. 329, windmill/W.A.S.
Fleet Bridge, No. 1047, ¼d, windmill/T.c.
Hosier Lane, No. 1498,
windmill/M.F.
Leather Lane, No. 1704,
W.G.G./windmill
The Hinoriee, No. 1914, id, windmill/1668
St. John's Lane and Street, No. 2572, ¼d, windmill/BRE\l. nOUSE
St. Martin's le Grand, No. 2643, ¼d, windmill/1664
St. Paul's Churchyard, No. 2728, ¼d, windmill/POWLES
Shorditch, No. 2813,
windmill/I.A.C.
Snow Hill, No. 2904,
windmill/1657
Thameu Street, No. 3115, ¼d, windmill/E.G.O.
Wapp�, No. 3342,
SLATER/eindmill
Whitecroee Street, No. 3437, id, windmill/R.E.B.
Windmill Court, No )500,
windmill/N.A.B.
Windmill Court, No.)501,
windmill/I,I.G,
Windmill Court, No, )502,
windmill/I.W.T.

id,

¼d,
¼d,

¼d,
¼d,
id,

¼d,
¼d,
¼d,

Middlesex
windmill/SHADWELL
Shadwell, No. 187,
Uxbridge, No. 225,
mill-rind/1668
Uxbridge, No. 226, ¼d, mill-rind/1664
Southwark
Horslydown, No. 256,
M.H./mill-rind
Horelydown, No. 266,
windmill/HORSLYDOWNE
Tooley Street, No. 419, ¼d, windmill/I.E.B.

id,
id,

¼d,
id,

Surrey
Richmond, No. 22), ¼d, windmill/1657
Rotherhithe, No. 280,
milletone/1669

id,

Ireland
Kilkenny, No, 518, 1d, windmill/1d

18th Centurr Tokene1 Reference Dal ton and Mammer
Lothian, 20), Eelcmill
Carmarthen p.401, 1, 2, ), 4, 5,6, 7.
19th Century Tokens. Reference Davie
Lincolnshire
Gainsborough, No. 6, Ag Shilli�, ship/windmill
Forfarehire
Brechin, No. 8, !d, water mill/church
Co. Dublin
Dublin, No. 11, 1d, rolli� mill/shamrocks
Dublin, No. 12, 1d, rolling mill/shamrocks
Wiltshire

Staverton, No. 6, Ag Halfcrown, mills over river/palm branches
Staverton, No. 7, ld, mills over river/palm branches
Staverton, No. 8, 1d, mills over river/palm brnnches

******�•··••xx•*•xx•x••··••»�•�•Mx���--*�GIXIHXA•xx•*�X**X**X»•
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EDITORIAL
This issue sees the end of the current Subscription Charging Period, and
subscriptions are thus due for'Nos. 9 to 12 in this Volume. The rates are as
described on page 1. I hope that you consider the Bulletin to be value for
money, considering that the subscription includes the cost of running the
Society.
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The heigh f of the Token Year, as far as the Society was concerned, was the

excellent Congress held in November at Cardiff. For the price, these weekencls

afford excellent value- for money. Not only was the venue well-appointed, the

programme was finely spread across token-interest areas, and the management

team ran the event like clockwork. Camaraderie, the opportunity to make new
friends and contacts, purchases and exchanges, are all benefits to be enjoyed
by participants. A fuller report appears elsewhere in this Bulletin.

This year has seen the death of Roy Hawkins, whose liter.ary output on tokens

and related subjects has indeed been prodigious. Although somewhat

idiosynchratic in his approach to social matters, he was nonetheless meticulous,

studious and painstaking in his efforts towards accuracy in his writings on the

various token and related series. His remarkable back-up knowledge will be

missed, though we have the benefit of his writings. A report appears later in

the Bulletin.

It is gratifying to see so much token literature being produced, from inaugural
discussion documents, preliminary catalogues and listings through to hardback
1oeuvres 1 • Some of you are fearless in jumping straight in, but if you are

hesitant, then perhaps you could use these pages more as a trial, to gather

comment and adjustment, later on to be extracted and published in whatever

form that lends itself to be suitable. Try it. The TCS will continue to give

publicity to and/or review such works. Whilst mentioning reviewing, in some
instances I intend to invite any member, who may so wish, to submit his own

review on the work in question, even if only on, say, one particular aspect,
e.g. content, accuracy, form, presentation, etc. If several reviews are

received, then possibly all can be published if between them they present a

good spread of informed opinion. Always remember that the writing of a work

is not easy, and that the reviewer's task has some conflicting functions analytical dissection, exposure of errors, critique of style, statement of

presentation, advice to readers, points omitted, praise where deemed

warranted, and overall impression, Thus, whatever you write, always be

prepared to stand by your opinions! The role of reviewer can unfortunately
allow one to demonstrate his equally exposing personality extremes - all the

way down the scale from eulogising psychophancy to malicious degradation of

the work concerned, so your task can rebound on you. I hope that I have not

put anybody off - good luck!
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If you wish to continue receiving your Bulletin, then please remit as soon as
convenient to the Token C orresponding Society, at the Editor's address on
page 1. USA/C anada members may wish to remit the equivalent of £10 Sterling
in their own currency (see local press/bank for conversion rate) to:
Dr. Neil B, Todd.
If remitting in this way, then please make your cheque (check)/draft payable
to Dr. N.B. Todd, and not to the TC S. You can, of course, still remit to the
Editor if you so wish.
When renewing your subscription, please make sure that I have your latest
address.
ANTHONY J. GILBERT

BILLINGSGATE MARKET TALLIES HOUSED IN THE MUSEUM OF LONDON
by John R.P. King
It was found necessary, through bad timing, to take an enforced lunch break

during a visit to the Guildhall Reference Library. For anyone unfamiliar with
the workings of London's premier reference library, no service is offered
between mid-day and two o'clock on a Saturday from the basement (their main
book store), because of staff shortages. I was therefore court_eously directed
to a moderately priced eating establishment attached to the Museum of London
a few minutes' walk away. Having feasted but still with time to kill I ventured
into the Museum of London to inspect their various exhibits and to my delight
found my way to an exceedingly interesting Billingsgate Market display. This
exhibition consisted of a great variety of items directly associated with the
workings of the Market. I will refrain from going into detail, not wanting to
tease interested parties, due to the fact it is no longer current and its return
is unlikely in the near future, if at all. Suffice it to say that this Exhibition
contained a very small accumulation of tallies, most being of comparatively
recent manufacture, and with one exception, were previously unrecorded.
The opportunity to examine these pieces was made possible due to the
generosity of Mr. Colin Manton, who was responsible for the display, and are
described below with Directory information. Due to an oversight on the writer's
part measurements are only approximate, being taken from rubbings produced
during scrutiny. It is probably worth pointing out that on Saturday J 6th
TCS 4/8
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Fig. 1

--

Fig. 3B

Fig. 3A

Fig. 4

5C
Fig. 6
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January, 1982 nine hundred years of trading ended at the old Billingsgate
Market (E.C.3) and the following Tuesday saw the opening of a new one on the
Isle of Dogs (E.14).
WHOLESALE FISH MERCHANTS
GRANT & MAY LTD. (Fig. 1)
Obv.

GRANT & MAY LTD. BILLINGSGATE

Rev.

5�

Maker's signature - C. Neal Tudor 2464
Maker's signature - C. Neal E.Finchley N.12
Comments. Brass; heart shaped 33 x 33 mm, upright reverse; plain edge.
This Company first appear (1864) 1865 - 1874 as Fish Factors at 9 Billingsgate
Market E.G. and 4 Salutation Court, 103 Lower Thames St., E.G. The 1875
Directory entry shows Number 6 (in place of 9) Billingsgate, other details as
before. In 1879 the Billingsgate Number changes again, this time to 5. From
1887 to 1934 their only address is 5 Billingsgate Market. They are first
recorded as Limited in 1931. The 1935 Directory entry shows the Company name
as Grant & May (& Salmon) Ltd., this lasts until 1978 when the Company title
reverts to Grant & May Ltd. They made the move, like many others to the ne�

Billingsgate Mkt. (E .14).

E.M. RANGECROFT, RANGECROFT & SMITH, RANGESMITH
Type A. (Fig. 2A)
Obv.

E.M.RANGECROFT. Counterstamped B36.

Rev.

Blank

Comments. Brass; triangular 41 x 36 mm, rounded corners; plain edge.
Type B. (Fig. 2B)
Obv.

E.M.RANGECROFT. Counterstamped SMITH

Rev.

FIVE SHILLINGS, aurved above a large 5.

Comments. As for Type A.
Edgar M. Rangecroft is first listed (1947) 1948 - 1954 at 36 Corridor and 37 &
38 Billingsgate Mkt. E.C.3 as Wholesale Fish Merchants. The 1955 Directory
shows a name change to Rangecroft and Smith. In 1965 the Company title
changes again, this time to Rangesmith. Address changes occur virtually
every other year but for example the Directory listing for 1966 gives this
TCS 4/8
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Company's addresses as 26/27 Corridor & 36, 37, 38, 74, 75, 76 & 238

Billingsgate Market E.C.3. Rangesmith moved to the new Billingsgate Mkt.
(E.14).

BEN SNIDERS LTD.
Type A (Fig. 3A)

Obv.

Ben SNIDERS LTD. BILLINGSGATE

Rev.

5�-

Maker's signature - R. Neal 32 Station Rd. N.11.
Maker's signature - R. Neal 49 & 50 Percival St. London

Comments: Brass, hexagon 27 x 30 mm, upright reverse, plain edge;
slotted circle cut-out.

�B (Fig. 3B)
Obv.
Rev.

BEN SNIDERS LTD. BILLINGSGATE 5/=

Blank

Comments:

Brass; hexagon 27 x 30 mm; 'plain edge

Ben Sniders Ltd. is first listed in 1931 at 12 Billingsgate Bldgs. E.C.3 and 36,
37 & 38 Billingsgate Mkt., apparently superseding Sniders & Clark who are

recorded in 1930 at the aforementioned addresses. From 1935 the Billingsgate

Market Numbers are 39, 40 & 41. The Billingsgate Buildings Number changes
to l0A from 1947 to 1953 and then to Number 2 from 1954 to 1964. No listing
can be found at any address in 1965 for this Company.
J.C. SUDDERS (Fig. 4)
Obv.
Rev.

J.C.SUDDERS.VAN

Maker's signature - C. Neal Tudor 2464
Blank but countersigned 496

Comments: Brass; 39 mm; plain edge; off-centre stud.

James Charles Sudders is listed in 1934 as a Business Transfer Agent at 13
Fish Street, E.C.3. The 1935 and 1936 Directory entries give him as a

Business Transfer Agent (B.T.A.) at 16 Monument St., E.C.3 and Fish

Salesman at 13 Fish St. Hill, E.C.3. In 1937 he is only listed as a B.T.A. at
the same address as for 1935, also noted was the fact that someone of the

same name appears as proprietor of a Fried Fish Shop at 92 King's Highway,

Plumstead, S.E .18. Until 1943 all Directory entries show him only as a B.T.A.,
TCS 4/8
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in 1943 the address shown is 36 & 38 Monument St, E.C.3. By 1946
J.C, Sudders is listed as a Fish Merchant and again someone with the same
name is recorded as Proprietor of a Fried Fish Shop at 606 & 608 Barking Rd.
Plaistow E.13. The use of Limited is first noted in 1961. The addresses given
in 1966 are 184/185 Billingsgate Mkt. E.C.3 and 8 Lovat Lane E.C.3. By
1980 the recorded address is 184 - 186 Billingsgate Mkt. Lower Thames St.
E.C.3.

This Company moved to the New Billingsgate Market (E.14).

All quoted details are from various Kelly's Post Office London Directories but
having to hand a 1979-80 Kelly's Manufacturers and Merchants Directory the
opportunity was taken to see what information this Tome offered on
J.C. Sudders. Unfortunately it is somewhat conflicting as the address given
is 9 West Wing, Billingsgate Mkt. E.C.3, this found under the heading
(London Section) of Fish Merchants or Salesmen, Wholesale. Another entry in
this Directory offers FOOD for thought though, that of J.C. Sudders Ltd.
operating from Chadwell Heath, Essex as Potato Merchants. I do not know if
any relationship exists between these two Companies bearing the same name
but it does conjure up pictures of generous portions of fish and chips.
H.M. SWAIN
Type A (Fig. SA)
Obv.

H.M.SWAIN l ICE.

(The 1 is countermarked)

Maker's signature - R. Neal Maker 49 & 50 Percival St.
Rev.

Blank

Comments:

Brass, square with rounded corners 25 mm, plain edge

Type B (Fig, SB)
Obv.

H.M.SWAIN BILLINGSGATE 22

Rev.

TWO SHILLINGS curved above a 2

Maker's signature - Neal
Comments: Brass, trilateral 42 x 26 mm with rounded corners, plain edge,
inverted reverse
Type C (Fig, SC)
Obv.

SWAIN VAN. Countermarked 25 and S.

Rev.

Blank

Maker's signature - R. Neal 49 & 50 Percival St. E.C,
Comments: Brass, dumpy bottle shape 55 x 40 mm, plain edge, off-centre stud
TCS 4/8
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Henry Matthew Swain is recorded ( 1893) 1894 at Billingsgate E.C. as a Fish
Salesman. He was most probably related to Harry Swain, Fish Salesman, of
27A, St, Mary-at-H_ill, E.C. who is last listed in 1893 (1894). H.M. Swain is
shown at various addresses, 12 Monument St. E.C. and Billingsgate E.G. from
1902 until 1911, then 36 Monument St. E.C. and 23, 24 I!, 47 Billingsgate
Market E.C.3. until at least 1966. By 1970 the Monument St. address had been
dropped. This Company's final listing is in 1975. From 1932 this Firm was
styled H.M. Swain l!t Co. with Ltd. added in 1938.
K.B. BAXTER 1!t SON (Fig. 6)
Obv.

K B 15, BI LLINGSGATE 1t
Maker's signature R. Neal. Maker
Rev. Blank but countermarked 603
Comments: Brass, heart shape 30 x 27 mm, plain edge, off-centre stud
The writer holds an identical tally but elm 602. Also see 1A Catalogue of
Billingsgate Market Tallies' compiled by Neil B. Todd, 1985 for further data.
After much delving it is felt that the mysterious issuer of this Tally has been
identified and is none other Baxter l!t Son, Oyster Salesmen of 15 Billingsgate
Mkt. E.C. The 1K 1 being the initial letter of Kanaar and 'B' likewise of Baxter,
these shown as Partners in the aforementioned Company. As two Companies
ran concurrently, using the same title, it has been deemed necessary to include
Directory information on both.
Entries up to and including 1910 show Baxter I!, Son at 15 I!, 16 Billingsgate
Market E.C. I!, Billingsgate E.C. Then a split occurs with the following results
in 1911:
COMPANY ONE
Baxter l!t Son (Mrs. John George
Baxter l!t Mr. George John Baxter.
Partners) 16, Billingsgate Market
E.C. and 223 I!, 224, Billingsgate
E.C.

COMPANY TWO
Baxter l!t Son (Mrs. G. H. Baxter, Mr.
A.J. Kanaar and Mr. W.H. Kanaar.
Partners) 15, Billingsgate Market E.C.
and 99, Billingsgate E.C.

l
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1912
Parenthesis details changed to (Mrs.

G.H. Baxter & Mr. W.H. Kanaar.

Partners) 99 changed to 2<!1 & 2<::2
Billingsgate

Parenthesis details change again (Miss
L.M. Baxter, Mr. Edgar Baxter and

Mr. W.H. Kanaar. Managing Partner).

Addresses as for 1912.

I

1914
Once again Parenthesis details change
and omit Miss L. M. Baxter.
1959

1959
Baxter & Son Ltd (Shellfish)

16, 223 & 224 Billingsgate Mkt.
E.C.3

Baxter & Son 15, 221 & 222 Billingsgate
Market E.C,3

t-------1960 ------Baxter & Son Ltd. 15, 16 & 221 - 224 Billingsgate Market E.C.3 and (Factory)
Sandford Rd, Bexley Heath (Shellfish Wet & Dry)

By 1970 Baxter & Son Ltd. are recorded as (Shellfish, Salmon & Dried) at the

Billingsgate Mkt. addresses only. 10 Years later this Company is listed at

15 - 16 Billingsgate Market only. They did not make the move to the New
Billingsgate (E.14),

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The writer would like to offer his sincere thanks to Mr. C. Manton of the

Museum of London for all the trouble he went to, to make available the Tallies
for inspection and the facilities offered to ease the task.

© John R.P. King
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PROVISIONAL LISTING OF U.K. DECIMAL CURRENCY TRANSPORT TOKENS

by John Tolson

This draft lists about 180 decimal currency Transport Tokens issued by

Transport Undertakings and Local Authorities from about 1970 onwards.
No 'old' currency tokens are listed even where these continued in use after

decimalisation with the old value directly transferred to the new currency, i.e.

2d. = 2p.

The following are also excluded:
(a)

Bridge Tokens

(b)

Docke;s,/Works' tokens issued by firms/Gas Board in the Grimsby/

(c)

Colliers' tokens used in the Sheffield area on Booth & Fisher
con tract services.

Hull/Wakefield area.

Some other selections/omissions may also bl· considered arbitrary. Thus the

Belfast 1 S 1 and 'M' tokens, first issued in FL·bruary 1970, are included as they

continued in use until April 1978, whilst the first Sunderland brass 'Ship' token,

although mentioned in the notes, is excluded as it was oficially replaced by a

larger version before decimalisation. The last Southport tokens with values 2,

2!, 3, intended for use before and after decimalisation, have also been excluded

as they were withdrawn on 31 July 1970, well before "Decimal Day" (15 February
1971) .
The increase in subsidised travel for pensioners, both before and after the

local governml'llt reorganisation of April 197-1, gave impetus to a new generation
of tokens issued by local authorities. The first of these, and indeed the first

British decimal currency token, was issued by Buxton Corporation in April 1970.

Other Local Authorities followed suit, Matlock, for example, issuing a unique

set of tokens bearing the date of their validity, but these were swallowed up by
the new District Councils created in April 1974, and new arrangements were

then made. Despite the spread of the National Transport Token and the use of
travel passes, a number of District, County and Regional Councils issued their

own tokens and increased their values in line with inflation. The highest value

recorded to date is S0p. issued by North Dorset D.C. in April 1984, whilst the
newest converts to Local Authority tokens are Northavon, Ryedale and

Tewkesbury, which all changed from National Transport tokens in April 1986.
TCS 4/8
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Notes on the Composition of the List
1. Items are listed under the title of the issuing Undertaking appearing on

the token. Where only initials (or no title) appear on the token the title

of the Undertaking is given in brackets. The face with the title and/or
heraldic device is given as the obverse, although it is difficult to be

consistent in all cases. The word 'arms' is used to indicate any badge or

heraldic device on the obverse.
2.

Although arranged in alphabetical order of inscription, reference is
made to the Town/City Code allocated in the 'Catalogue of World

Transportation Tokens and Passes" (excl. N. America) by Kenneth E.
Smith (1967), and updates for new locations as notified through the

American Vecturist Association.
3.
4.

All tokens are injection-moulded plastic except where indicated. No shade

or die variations are listed.

Dimensions are in millimetres and the following abbreviations are used to
indicate shape:

0

Ov

Sq

Ob

Round
Oval

Square

Oblong

Ss

6s

Five-sided
Hexagonal

(and so on)

e.g. lls27 = an eleven-sided 27 mm token.
5.

The following abbreviations are used to indicate ·manufacturers:
Grant:

I.M.I.:

Mint:

Wheatley:
Wilson:

Woollen:

C.A. Grant & Co., Trinity St., Sheffield 3

(now Grant & Marples Ltd., 156 Eyre St., Sheffield

Sl4 Q7)

Imperial Metal Industries Ltd., Witton, Birmingham 6
The Mint (Birmingham) Ltd.
A. Wheatley & Co., Stockport

F. W. Wilson & Co., Sutton Coldfield

Woollen & Co. , 19 Love St. , Sheffield
1Woollen (G) indicates that there is a strong possibility
that these tokens were manufactured by Grant using

Woollen dies)

LMore likely to be Grant 1proper 1 (15.4.87 - D.C.)]
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6.

Other abbreviations used are:
Alum.

B.C.

c.c.
Con.

D.C.
Dk.

I/u

In use

N.T.T.

National Transport

(adjective)

P.T.E.

Passenger Transport

District Council

U.D.C.

Aluminium
ijorough Council

County Council

Concessionary

Concession (noun)

Dark

Lt.

W.met

Light

Token

Executive

Urban District Council

White metal

I have endeavoured to show dates of issue/withdrawal where possible. Many

tokens were no longer officially issued after the local government

re-organisation on 1 April 1974, but continued to be accepted as long as any
remained in circulation. Both 1withdrawal 1 dates and 'end of validity' dates are
indicated where these are known.

Dates are not easy to obtain despite the willing assistance of local government
officials and some issue/withdrawal dates of tokens are therefore shown as

ca. 1973 etc. or ( ?) if no date is forthcoming. My thanks are also due to Don

Capper and Allan Wood for their help in this work and especially to my wife for

typing this list and deciphering my handwriting.

My research on these tokens (and indeed on pre-decimal issues) is at an early

stag�. and help with specific information/corrections/additions, particularly on

issue/withdrawal dates, would be much appreciated.
J.M. Tolson,

Editor's note:

TCS 4/8
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Value/
Inscription

Colour/
Metal

Size

Manuf /r

Issued

ABERDARE TRANSPORT (ATC in Monogram)
Green
Pink
Orange

lp.
l¼p,
3p.

0 22

Woollen
II

[WALES 30)

15. 2. 71

Green
Fawn
Orange

0 23
II

Woollen
II

31.8. 71

11

ABERDEEN CORPORATION TRANSPORT (Arms)
A.C.T.
A.C.T.
A.C.T.

W /Drawn Comments

Replaced by
prepaid
tickets

[SCOTLAND 30]

1971

By 1981 ) To Grampian
II
) R.T.
II
) 16.5, 75

BARROW IN FURNESS CORPORATION TRANSPORT [ENGLAND 30]
Lilac
0 25
Yellow
White
Red
II
Blue
Green
Dk.Brown
II
Pink
II
Orange

lp.
2p.
3p.
4p.
Sp.
6p.
7p.
8p.
!Op.

(BELFAST) (Arms)
M Belfast
Corp.
Transport
II
M
II
M

s
s

15.2. 71
II

3/76
8/78
1/u

Still valid for
use

II
II
II

16.10.80

[N. IRELAND 160]
lls27

W.met

IMI

0 27
0 21
lls22
0 22

II

BERKSHIRE (Value)

18.2.70

1.2. 71

12. 7. 71
18.2. 70

3.4. 78

Replaced by
multi-journey
ticket or cash
far!!

1.12.75

24.6.83

1980/1

1/u

l. 7.83

1/u

Still valid for
use. Used by
Newbury/
Wokingham.
Only used by
Windsor &
Maidenhead.
Used by
Newbury/
Wokingham.

II
II

II

[ENGLAND 543]

Sp. Con.Fares Yellow
Token

0 25

!Op.

II

Grey

7s26

25p.

II

Orange

7s26
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Value/
Inscription

Colour/
Metal

Size

Manuf/r

Issued

W/Drawn Comments

BICESTER U.D.C. [ENGLAND 65]
6p. Con. Fare

Blue

(BLACKBURN) (Arms)
lp. Blackburn Yellow
Corpn.

0 30

[ENGLAND 90)
0 23

Cerise

0 22

BUXTON CORPORATION (Arms)
2!p.

Lt.Blue

2!p.
2¼p.

Green
Red

0 25
II

15.2.71

Grant

BRADFORD CITY TRANSPORT (Arms)
lp.

To Cherwell
D.C. who
used N.T.T.

1.3.73

Grant

ca.1978

Replaced by
N.T.T.

[ENGLAND ll5]

Woollen
(G)

1971

[ENGLAND 155)
Wheatley 16.4.70
II

II

1.4.74

Pattern only
Pattern only

To High Peak
D.C. Used
until 1.10.83

CARLISLE CORPORATION 2p. BUS TOKEN [ENGLAND 157)
(as obverse)

Alum.

0 25

Mint

1971

1979

Replaced by
half fare
passes

CHAPEL EN LE FRITH RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL [ENGLAND 159)
2p.

White

0 25

Wheatley 7. 6.71

1.4.74

To High Peak
D.C. Used
N.T.T. until
1.10.83.

2 NEW PENCE TOKEN COIN
(as obverse) White

TCS 4/8

0 26

Wheatley

Used in C-en
lc-F in error
as mixed with
supplies of
above

15

Value/
In scrip ti en

Colour/
Metal

Size

Manuf/r

Issued

W/Drawn Comments

CHESTERFIELD CORPORATION TRANSPORT (Arms) [ENGLAND 170]
lp.
2p.
3p.

Red
Blue
Pink

0 23

Grant

By 1973
II

II

4.84
II

1 01d pence 1
tokens also in
use after
D-day

(COLNE VALLEY.) C.V.U.D.C. PENSIONERS TRAVEL TOKEN [ENGLAND 400]
As obverse

Lt.Green

0 24

13.7.70

1.4.75

Replaced by
Metro-permits
by Kirklees
M.D.C.

1.2. 73

1.4.74

To Windsor &
Maidenhead
D.C.

1.7.78

1.8.83

Pierced 1C 1

1.8. 83

I/u

Pierced 1C 1
20p. on
obverse

COOKHAM R.D.C. [ENGLAND 208]
3p. Con.Bus
Fare

Orange

0 25

Grant

COTSWOLD DISTRICT COUNCIL [ENGLAND 180]
l0p.Con.Fare Red
0 25
20p. Gloucestershire Con.
Dk.Green 0 25
Fare

Grant
II

-

DARWEN TRANSPORT C [ENGLAND 235]
As obverse

Issued by
Lanes C.C.

ca.1968

Dk.Brown 0 25

DERBY CORPORATION (Value) [ENGLAND 240]
2p. OAP Con. Red
11
Yellow
3p.

0 21
II 29

Grant

ca.1972
II

?
?

DERBY CORPORATION OMNIBUS 2P EMPLOYEE 2P [ENGLAND 240]
(blank)

Brass

Ov
33x 24

15.2.71

by 1979

15.2.71

by 1979

Triangular
centre hole

D.C.O.D. EMPLOYEES 3P [ENGLAND 240]
(blank)

TCS 4/8

Brass

Ob
33x 20
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Value/
Inscrip tioo

Colour/
Metal

Size

Manuf/r

W/Drawn Comments

Issued

DERBY CORPORATION OMNIBUS DEPT 2P PREPAID 2P [ENGLAND 240]
(blank)

Brass

15.2. 71

0 23

By 1979

Round centre
hole

DERBY CORPORATION OMNIBUS DEPT. 3P PREPAID 3P [ENGLAND 240]
(blank)

Brass

0 25

15. 2. 71

DERBY TRANSPORT I0P

[ENGLAND 240J

(blank)

0 27

Lt.Blue

Grant

By 1979

Square centre
hole

By 1978

EAST LINDSEY DISTRICT COUNCIL EL [ENGLAND 480]
Yellow
Sp. Con.bus
Fare Token
20p.Con.Fare Blue
Token

0 25

Grant

0 25

1.5.79

31.5.81

1.2.80

I/u

EDINBURGH CORPORATION TRANSPORT 6D
2¼p.

Dk.Brown 0 22

Woollen

[SCOTLAND 360]

Dk.Brown 0 22
Cerise
Lt.Blue
Yellow

Woollen
II

By 1978

10/70

EDINBURGH CORPORATION TRANSPORT (Arms)
2¼p.
3p.
4p.
Sp.

Not valid
after 31.5.85
Square hole

[SCOTLAND 360]

15.2. 71
?

By 1978 )
?
)
I/u?
)
Ilu
)

To Lothian
R • T • 16.5. 75
but continued
in use

FLEETWOOD CORPORATION 2P BUS TOKEN [ENGLAND 290J
(as obverse)

Alum.

0 25

Mint

1.12.71

GLASGOW CORPORATION TRANSPORT (Arms)
6d./2¼p.
Ip.
3p.

Lt.Violet
Green
Orange

0 22

Woollen

TCS 4/8

Black
White

10/70
15.2. 71
II

0 22

Woollen
II

To Wyre B.C.
but accepted
until 1981

[SCOTLAND 420]

(GREATER GLASGOW PTE) - GGPTE (emblem)
Sp.
l0p.

1.4.74

1976

By 1978 ) To Greater
11
) Glasgow PTE
II
) 16. 5. 75

[SCOTLAND 420]
By 1978
11

To Strathclyde
PTE 1/81
17

Value/
Inscription

Colour/
Metal

Size

Manuf/r

Issued

W/Drawn Comments

GRAMPIAN REGIONAL TRANSPORT (Arms) [SCOTLAND 30]
G.R.T.
Sp.
lOp.
15p.
20p.

Orange
Black
Red
Blue
Grey

0 22

Woollen
II

1976
ca.1981

II

II

II

By 1981
1/u
II

II

GRIMSBY - CLEETHORPES TRANSPORT [ENGLAND 350]
lp.
lp.
lp.
2p.
2p.
Sp.
S p.
7p.

Green
Lt.Blue
Red
Red
Gold
Lt.Blue
Blue
Gold

0 22

Grant

II
II

0 26
II

?
1971
Pattern only
Pattern only
ca, 1971
?
Pattern only
?
ca.1971
ca,1979
ca.1971
?

GRIMSBY-CLEETHORPES TRANSPORT FARE TOKEN [ENGLAND 350]
Sp.

Lt.Violet

0 25

Grant

HAMPSHIRE TRANSPORT TOKEN SCHEME AA (Emblem) [ENGLAND 705]
Sp.
!Op.

Blue
Red

0 25

Grant

1.4.75
1.4.80

1.4.80
1/u

20P HAMPSHIRE TRANSPORT TOKEN 20P [ENGLAND 705]
(As obverse)

Turquoise 9s24

Grant

1.4.86

1/u

Pierced 1 H 1

CORPORATION OF HIGH WYCOMBE 3P CONCESSIONARY FARE [ENGLAND 377]
(blank)

Red

0 26

By 1973

1.4. 74

To Wycombe
D.C.

1972

ca.1983

To Holderness
D.C. 1974

HORNSEA U.D.C. [ENGLAND 385]
lp. Con.
Travel

Orange

Sq. 25 Grant

HUNGERFORD R.D.C. [ENGLAND 408]
3p. Con.Fare
Token

TCS 4/8

Green

0 25

Grant

ca,1972/3 1.4.74

To Newbury
D.C.
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Value/
Inscription

Colour/
Metal

Size

Manuf/r

Issued

IPSWICH CORPORATION TRANSPORT (Arms)
lp.
2p.

Red
Blue

0 23
II

W/Drawn Comments

[ENGLAND 415)
?

15.2.71

Wilson

II

KINGSTON-UPON-HULL CORPORATION TRANSPORT (Arms)
lp.
2p.
3p.

Green
Orange
Yellow

3p.
4p.
Sp.
Sp.

Red
Blue
Lilac
Purple

0 25
II

II

Woollen(G) 15.2. 71
II

II

?
15.2.71
?

KINGSTON-UPON-HULL CITY TRANSPORT (Arms)
Sp.
Sp.
!Op.

Lilac
Lt.Blue
Black

0 25
II

Woollen(G) 1976
1979
1976

LOTHIAN REGION TRANSPORT (Arms)
4p.
!Op.
20p.

Lt.Blue
Green
White

0 22

I/u
I/u
I/u

?

[ENGLAND 405]
Used by
Corpn.
Employees and
general public
i.e. school
children,
mentally
handicapped.
Pattern ??
Used as above

[ENGLAND 405]
I/u
I/u
I/u

[SCOTLAND 360]

Woollen

11

I/u
I/u
I/u

Not injection
moulded

ca.1977/8 I/u
I/u
1976
1/84
I/u

MAIDENHEAD CORPORATION [ENGLAND 492]
3p. Con. Bus
Fare

Green

0 26

Grant

1.8.72

1.4.74

To Windsor &
Maidenhead
D.C.

MATLOCK U.D.C. CONCESSIONARY FARE TOKEN NOT TRANSFERABLE
[ENGLAND 510)
Token value 2¼p. valid between:
1.7.71/
Ob
Grant
Lt • Blue
30.9.71
38x25
1.10.71/
Red
31.3.72
1.4.72/
Green
30.9.72
1.10.72/
Orange
31.3.73
TCS 4/8

As shown As shown To West Derby
on token on token shire D.C. who
issued N.T.T.
until 1.10.83,
when a Half
Pri ce Travel
Permit scheme
was introduced
(N.T.T. tokens
still valid)
19

Value/
Inscrietion

Colour/
Metal

Token value 2¼p. valid
1.4. 73/
Blue
30.9.73
1.10.73/ )
Red
31.3.74

Size

Manuf/r

Issued

0 28

Grant

As shown As shown (Months in
on token on token words on
token)
II
II

W/Drawn Comments

(MELTHAM) MUDC PENSIONERS TRAVEL TOKEN (ENGLAND 520]
(As obverse)

White

?

0 24

16.8.71

1. 4.75

Replaced with
Metro-permits
by Kirklees
M.D.C.

By 9/84
By 1986

Centre hole,
still valid for
use

NATIONAL TRANSPORT TOKEN (ENGLAND 500]
2 Token
3 Token

Alum.
II

0 21
0 25

Mint
II

NATIONAL TRANSPORT TOKEN (Value)
5 ( as obverse) Alum.
II
10
( 20) Tramcar
1903 (tram)
(20) CVD6 Bus
1949 (Bus)
( 20) Class 508
Train 1980
(Elec.tram)
(20) Metrocar
1981
(metrocar)

II

0 28
0 21

Mint

7s25

1973
II

(ENGLAND 500]
5/75
1979

I/u
I/u

1.4.84

I/u

Centre hole
II

I/u
II

II

1/u
1/u

II

NEWBURY BOROUGH COUNCIL LENGLAND 543]
3p. Con.Bus
Fare

Yellow

0 26

Grant

1.12. 71.

1.12. 75

Valid until
31.12. 77
Replaced by
Berkshire
tokens

1.12. 75

Valid until
31.12. 77
Replaced by
Berkshire
tokens

NEWBURY DISTRICT COUNCIL (ENGLAND 543]
3p. Con.Bus
Fare

TCS 4/8

Blue

0 26

Grant

1.12. 72

20

Value/
Inscrietion

Colour/
Metal

Size

Manuf/r

(NEWPORT) N.C.T. (V cyeher)

[ENGLAND 550]

One Journey
Token

Mint

Brass

0 22

ca.1976

NORTHAVON DISTRICT COUNCIL (20P)

:I
I,

Issued

20p.Con.Fare Blue
Token Not
Transferable

0 25

Grant

Grant

I/u

Centre hole

[ENGLAND -135 THORNBURY]
1.4. 86

NORTH DORSET DISTRICT COUNCIL (Value)
!Op.Con.Fares Turquoise 0 25
Token
S0p.
11
Orange
7s 26

W/Drawn Comments

I/u

Pierced 'N'
Replaced
N.T.T.

[ENGLAND 93]

1. 4. 79

I/u

1.4.84

I/u

Pierced 'N'

NORTH WEST PUBLIC TRANSPORT TOKEN [ENGLAND 500]
2 Token
3 Token

Alum.

0 21
0 25

Mint

7. 71

By 9/84 ) Centre hole.
By 1986 ) Still valid for
use

NOTTINGHAM CORPORATION TRANSPORT [ENGLAND 560]
1 New Penny
2 New Pence
2¼

White
Red
Green

4
5

Blue
Yellow

OXFORDSHIRE (Value)
Sp. Con. Fares
Token
20p.

Woollen(G) 1971
0 25
II
6s25
Ov
27 X 20
Sq.29
5s26

Lt.Blue

0 31

Blue

0 25

TCS 4/8

Gold
Brown
Pink
Green
Yellow

II

[ENGLAND 3]
Grant
II

PLYMOUTH CITY TRANSPORT (Arms)
lp.
lp.
2p.
Sp.
!Op.

By 1977

0 25

Grant
II

1.4. 76

1.4. 80

1.4.80

I/u

[ENGLAND 590]
15.2. 71

?

II

15.2. 71

II

1976

II

Pattern ??
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Value/
Inscription

Colour/
Metal

Size

Manuf/r

Issued

W/Drawn Comments

CITY OF PORTSMOUTH (Arms) [ENGLAND 600]
2p.Bus Travel Orange
Token

0 30

Grant

1.7.72

1.4. 75

Now uses
Hampshire
tokens

By 9/84
By 1986

Centre hole

PUBLIC TRANSPORT TOKEN [ENGLAND 500]
2 Token
3 Token

Alum.

0 21
0 25

Mint

By 1973

II

II

ROTHERHAM TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT (Arms) [ENGLAND 630]
lp.
2p.

Lt. Green
Fawn

6s24
11

Woollen(G) 1971
11

RUGELEY U.D.C. [ENGLAND 640]
2p. Assisted
Travel
II
3p.

Yellow
Red

6s23

Grant

II

0 25

1.4. 74

II

II

To Cannock
Chase D.C.
Used N.T.T.
until 1983,
then travel
passes

[ENGLAND ? MALTON]

RYEDALE DISTRICT COUNCIL (20P)
20p.Con.Fare Blue
Token

22. 5. 72

Grant

1.4.86

Replaced
N.T.T.

I/u

SHEFFIELD TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT (Arms) [ENGLAND 685]
lp.
2p.
4p.
Sp.

Black
0 25
Pink
Orange
Turquoise

Woollen(G) 1971
II

II

By 1980?
II

II
II

(SOUTH EAST LANCASHIRE & NORTHEAST CHESHIRE PTE) - SELNEC
CONCESSIONARY FARE [ENGLAND 500]
(As obverse)

TCS 4/8

Yellow

0 25

Wheatley 1. 3.70

15.9.73* SELNEC
formed 1.11.69
*No longer
accepted after
this date
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Value/
Inscription

Colour/
Metal

Size

Manuf /r

Issued

W /Drawn Comments

STROUD DISTRIC'I' COUNCIL {Value) [ENGLAND 737]
!Op.Con.Fares Red
Token
20p.Gloucestershire Con
Yellow
Fare

0 25

Grant

□

1.8.79

31.7.83

Pierced 'S'
1
and 1

1.8.83

I/u

Pierced 'S'

SUNDERLAND CORPORATION TRANSPORT 1 TOKEN [ENGLAND 740]
(Ship)

Brass

0 23

IMI

18.1.71

7.10.84

Replaced
similar token
0 20 'l Journey'
introduced
5.9.66 because
same size as
new penny, led
to fraud.
To Tyne &
Wear P.T .E.

TAYSIDE REGIONAL TRANSPORT {Arms) [SCOTLAND 300]
3p. Tayside
Regional
Transport
II
4p.
Sp.
lOp.

Orange

0 25

Woollen

1976

Red
Blue
Yellow

I/u
llu

I/u
I/u

On sale to
general public.
Pensioners
orig. N.T • T. ,
but from 1979
Concessionary
Pass with I.D.
Photo.

BOROUGH OF TEWKESBURY [ENGLAND 782]
20p.Con.Fare Orange

0 25

Grant

1.4.86

I/u

Pierced 'T'
Replaced
N.T.T.

2.4.77

Pierced ''l''

BOROUGH OF THAMESDOWN [ENGLAND 750]
Sp. Con.Fare
II
!Op.

Orange
Green

0 25
II

Grant

1.4.74
3.4.77

VALE OF WHITE HORSE DISTRICT COUNCIL {Horse) [ENGLAND 3]
Sp. Con. Fare
Sp.

TCS 4/8

Lt.Blue
Lt. Violet

0 31

Grant

1.4.74
?

1.4.80
1.4.80

Unplanned
colour change

23

Value/
Inscription

Colour/
Metal

Size

Manuf/r

WANSDYKE DISTRICT COUNCIL ( 20P)
20p.Con.Fare Turquoise 0 25
Token Not
Transferable

Grant

Issued

W /Drawn Comments

[ENGLAND MIDSOMER NORTON]
1.9.86

WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL TRANSPORT ( Arms)
lp. W.C.T.
1 New Pence Black
2p. w.c.T.
2 New Pence White
Sp. W.C.T.
5 New Pence Red
l0p, w.c.T.
10 New Pence Blue

0 25

Woollen(G) 1.4. 76?
u

n

Pierced 'W'
Replaced
N.T.T.

I/u

{ENGLAND 820)

1983
I/u
I/u

?

II

I/u

WARRINGTON CORPORATION TRANSPORT (Arms) [ENGLAND 820]
lp.
1
2p.
2
Sp.
5

WCT
New Pence Black
WCT
New Pence White
WCT
New Pence Red

0 25

Woollen(G) 1971

II

II

II

II

II

1976

1983
I/u
I/u

WEST OXFORDSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL [ENGLAND 178)
4p. Con.Fare
6p.Con.Fare

Red
Yellow

0 30
II

Grant
II

1973
1.4.74

1. 4. 76

Replaced by
Oxfordshire
tokens

1.4.81

31.3.86

Pierced 1W 1
Replaced by
N.T.T.

12/71

1. 4.74

To West
Derbyshire
D.C. (see
Matlock)

1.4.72

1.4.76

To West
Oxfordshire

II

WIMBORNE DISTRICT COUNCIL [ENGLAND 868)
lOp.Con. Fare Yellow
Token

0 25

Grant

WIRKSWORTH U,D.C. [ENGLAND 870)
2¼p.Con.Fare Green

Sq.25 Grant

WITNEY R,D.C. [ENGLAND 872]
4p.Con • Fare

TCS 4/8

Orange

0 30

Grant

24

Value/
Inscription
'

Colour/
Metal

Size

Manuf/r

Issued

W /Drawn Comments

Grant

1.4. 72

1.4.76

To West
Oxfordshire

1. 4.74

Accepted until
June 1974 by
Bassetlaw D.C.
Used N.T .T
1.4, 74 1.7.79, when
ha!£ fare bus
pass scheme
introduced, but
N.T.T. tokens
still used in
certain areas

I

WITNEY U .D.C. [ENGLAND 872]
4p. Con.Fare

Green

0 30

WORKSOP BOROUGH COUNCIL 2P [ENGLAND 887]
(As obverse)

Green

6s24

Grant

1.9. 71

WORKSOP R.D.C. [ENGLAND 887]
2p. Con.Fare
11
2p.

Red
Yellow

0 25
II

Grant

1. 4. 74
1.9.71
Pattern only

WYRE BOROUGH COUNCIL (Bus) [ENGLAND 290]
25p.Transport Alum.
Token

0 29

Mint

1.3.86

Replaced by
County
Council Half
Fare Bus Pass

1. 4. 74

1981

1976

1.3.86

Replaced by
County
Council Half
Fare Bus Pass
scheme

5/85?

WYRE COUNCIL BUS TOKEN (Value) [ENGLAND 290]
2p.(as
obverse)
II
10

Alum.

0 26

Alum

0 31

Mint

YORKS_!:!�£ W.D. TRANSPORT CO. LTD. [ENGLAND 242]
lp.
2p.
3p.

Dk. Brown 0 22
11
Lt.Blue
Pink

Woollen(G) 15.2. 71

By 1976

Replaced by
card passes poss. limited
use until
1978

© John Tolson

TCS 4/8
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REPORT ON TOKE N C ONGRESS "1987
The sixth Annual Token Congress took place at the Post House Hotel, Cardiff,
over the weekend of 31st Oct. - 1st Nov. Despite the damp and blustery
weather conditions, all 63 of those who had booked, arrived from not only the
U.K. but also from the U.S.A., Europe and the Near East. Twenty-eight took
advantage of the special pre-Congress Friday night price to arrive early,
settle in, and enjoy some extra numismatic socialising.

A very good package

had been assembled by the Organising Committee comprising Barry Greenaway,
Alan and Noel Cox, and Yolanda Courtney (nee Stanton), in keeping with the
high standard which has come to be expected of these Congresses.

Chairman

B. Greenaway executed a smooth balance of enthusiasm, good humour and
polished expertise in conducting the proceedings.

The programme commenced

with Neil Todd and Robert Thompson paying moving and fitting tributes to
the late Roy Hawkins.

David Rogers' in-depth concisely constructed and

incisively delivered comparative study of British Jettons and Tokens 1270 1350 and 1550 - 1616 asked many questions, but was thought-provoking and
well received.

Graham Dyer's talk on the Bank of England Silver Tokens 1811 -

16, a somewhat cinderella area, was given with his usual perspicacity.
papers included talks on: Polish Hop Tokens - R. Thompson;

Other

Masonic Mark

Tokens - Ralph Wheeler; Love Tokens and Engraved Coins - B. Greenaway;
The Development of Copper Token Currency - Edward Besly;
Checks - Andrew Cunningham;
N. Todd and Noel Cox;

Brewery

befittingly two papers on Welsh tokens, by

"Six Books" - Robert Bell spoke on the recent

completion of his hexology;

The Unusual Inn Tokens of Bath - John Whitmore.

Adding in the usual Reports and Discussion, attenders received sixteen
assorted items by thirteen speakers, the programme elasticating past schedule
to cover some ten hours over the weekend. The usual Saturday evening Bourse
was well supported, though not so hectic as in previous years.

Our thanks

must go to the Organising Committee for providing an excellent venue,
accommodation and fare, and a superb programme, but such nonetheless helped
by those who attended, supported and took part in this Token Congress. The
weather did not really matter, after all!
- Editor

TCS 4/8
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For the following extract on the Congress, I take no responsibility!

Ji

,I

Barry Greenaway Gets the Bird
(A Quote from the opening address at the 1987 Token Congress)
I said to one of our members last year that I was going to Madeira for my
holidays and he said:

"Oh fine, I am thinking of going in the Spring, you are

going in the Summer, I 'll let you know how I get on, what tokens I find, and
I 1ll pass it on 11• And he did.

He typed his letters to me and he actually told

me what to ask for in Portuguese. Now the word is 1 Ficha 1, which is
Portuguese for Token. His letter, and I can prove it by the letter in my file,
said 1Fi!_cha 1• Fitcha is Portuguese for Budgerigar!

I
•,I

I now have the best

collection of Portuguese budgerigars in the whole of Wiltshire!
- Brian Edge

I

Note:

My extensive research into this important area in connection with the

possible relationship between the Tokens of the Horse Latitudes with the
ornithology of the antipodean 1 melopsittacus undulatus 1 has borne little fruit I cannot trace Fi!_cha in the dictionary. Perhaps a member has a light-hearted
answer or comment.
- Ed.
A TRIBUTE TO ROY HAWKINS
by Neil B. Todd
The following tribute to R. N. P. Hawkins was given to the members of the
Token Congress at Cardiff on the 31st October 1987:
Surely we were all devastated as the news of Roy's departure trickled down
through this community and here we are now facing the gloomy task of a Token
Congress without his wit and wisdom. But Roy woul d quickly remind me that
wit needs wisdom and therefore I'm being redundant.
In one way or another we are all here because Roy inspired us or sustained us.
So what shall we do without this pillar and this prop? Roy would say get up
and keep moving and let the proceedings be free from melancholy thoughts.
For many of us our first awareness of Roy Hawkins came with the reading of
the Dictionai;y of the Makers of Metallic Checks Etc., which began in Seaby 1 s
TCS 4/8
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Coin & Medal Bulletin in 1960. By the time this work reached its conclusion
some 15 years later the sense of scholarship and tenacity of purpose of this
man was well appreciated and this, Roy's opus magna, which in its revised
form should soon appear, has been joined by numerous other efforts on things
like Spade Guineas, Imitations, Birmingham Checks and many other pamphlets
and articles which Robert Thompson is going to tell us about later.
These notes and pamphlets of Roy's are an indispensible corpus to token
aficianados but who is the man behind all the effort? I had to go back in my
files and I have carbon copies of every letter I wrote to Roy. The first was
in January 1968. That was the beginning of correspondence which lasted until
the end. In fact my last letter went to Roy after he had died.
This correspondence often stood with 3 or 4 letters in Mid-Atlantic because we
re-communicated rather than corresponded. The content of our letters was
99% tokens but since there were so many letters, snippets of the person at the
other end gradually accumulated and coalesced into only what is my perspective.
This was reinforced on four occasions over the years by being a guest in
Roy's home, enjoying his hospitality and that of his wife and family.
Roy was a gifted eccentric, I think in the best 19th Century British tradition.
He was a Civil Servant. He worked for years in the same building as A.H.
Baldwin and by his own account he only called in two or three times.
an Englishman above all else.

Roy was

He surely would have passed comment only

partly with tongue in cheek about this being the first Token Congress to be
hel d in a foreign venue. He was a staunch patriot and outspoken. Eventually
he grudgingly forgave me for the audacity of my ancestors in defying the
Crown.

It was one of my ambitions to host him in the Colonies and had he lived

a few years longer I might have convinced him that he could have at least
tolerated a visit to New England, but he worried about Puritans.
Roy was a Roman Catholic and therein lies a thing which troubled him in his
life. He was especially disturbed at some of his co-religionists in Ireland who
had so consistently and brutally opposed the Crown. On one occasion after an
outburst of IRA activity Roy initiated his own boycott, a word that he detested
by the way, against the Republic of Ireland. He would buy no Irish goods nor
even speak to the old Irish lady who had been a neighbour of his for years.
For months he refused all post from the Republic and his correspondence was a
mysterious affair, routed via Boston, Massachusetts where I had to resort to
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rewriting the messages!
Well, despite these idiosyncrasies Roy was a fair and generous man in all his
dealings. He was ever ready and willing to share his knowledge with us. He
offered a great deal to the community of token enthusiasts.

I think it is

entirely appropriate that we dedicate this Congress to his memory knowing
that he would have dismissed it as a superfluous gesture and raised his
eyebrows at the fact that we do so in the Celtic fringe.
We shall miss you Uncle Roy and whilst this tribute is short, we shall long
benefit from the fruits of your labours.
(as transcribed by Brian Edge)

© Neil B. Todd

OBITUARY NOTICE FOR THE LATE R.N.P. HAWKINS
The untimely and sudden death of Roy Hawkins came as a sad shock to all
those who knew him and these numbered very many in the field of numismatics.
There are few serious collectors, and dealers, who have not at some time
turned to him when confronted with some identification difficulties in the sure
belief that if anyone could help it would be "R.N.P.H.11•
Roy's knowledge covering diverse numismatic subjects was respected by us all
and we were always encouraged to seek his help in the knowledge that our
queries, if they could not be answered from his foreknowledge, would be
researched with relish.
Roy possessed not only extensive numismatic works of reference but also other
works covering many unusual and specialized subjects. It is rather surprising
therefore, that his coin collection was small by comparison being mainly
representative of many series but without emphasis on any one in particular,
unless perhaps, it was to do with mining.
As is well. known, Roy was the author of a number of original catalogues and
contributed regularly to the British Numismatic Journal, Spink 1s Numismatic
Circular and Seaby 1s Bulletin.
It is hoped that the book* he laboured so hard to produce will appear in due
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course and it is very sad that he did not live to see its publication.
Roy Hawkins will certainly be missed by us all but attributions to "R.N.P.H. 11
will live on for the benefit of generations to come.
D.G.V.
* "Dictionary of Makers of British Metallic Tickets, Checks, Medalets, Tallies
& Counters, 1788 - 1910 11 •
(Reprinted here with kind permission of Spink & Son Ltd.)

AUCTION REPORTS
Glendining 1 s, 10th June 1987
This auction 1s main offering was Renaissance Medals, but it also included some
useful sections on Tickets and Numismatic books. The books section itself
included pamphlets and off-prints, and covered the 17th Century tokens of
Bath, Bedfordshire, Devon, Dudley, Gloucestershire, Hampshire, Ilchester,
Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire and Somerset. As well as a number of
examples of the standard works on the token series, books on Australian
tokens, American Transportation tokens and the Communion tokens of Scotland
and Canada were on offer.
Lots 460 - 538 contained a varied selection of 17th - 20th Century tokens,
covering tickets and passes to gardens, parks, spas and private roads, and
tickets and counters for gambling, lotteries and racing. As well as London, a
good selection covering the rest of England, plus Ireland, was on offer.
- Ed.
Sotheby's, 1st October 1987
This sale included the very important 'Erin I collection of Irish 17th century
tokens. In all, 382 different varieties of 17th century pieces were represented,
divided into 29 lots;

35 duplicates were offered as one lot.

A good number of

the tokens were of above-average quality.
The collection was the largest to have come on the market for many years and
I believe the largest ever to have been auctioned. It had previously been owned
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by Dr. T.S. Agnew, the eminent Irish numismatist, who died a few years ago.
The auction catalogue itself is well detailed in its description of the tokens,
noting varieties some of which are unpublished;

as such it is a useful

companion to the main references on the series by Williamson, Macalister and
Dickinson.
Every lot except one in the 17th century section attracted keen bidding, and
most sold for more than their higher estimates.

The exception was lot 135,

comprising a group of 26 varieties of the Mic Wilson token (W. 416), which was
bought by Clark for his opening bid of £100. Spink secured nine lots, Clark
purchased seven, as did Dickinson, who also bought the duplicates (Lot 149);
Baldwin took five lots and the National Museum of Ireland one.

The total

realised was £10,035.
Other tokens in the collection were five lots of 18th and 19th century issues,
most notably a good group of eighteen rare 18th century Dublin farthings,
mostly in extremely fine or better condition.

These were knocked down to

Schwer for £480.
Dr. Agnew's former collection of Scottish Communion tokens also appeared in
the sale, as lot 78, comprising over 800 pieces. All were sold with his original
identifying envelopes, together with extra information in some cases.
was little duplication.

There

In the same Lot also were three interesting beggars'

badges, a mould in which the token blanks were cast, and a 19th century
copper printing plate for card tokens. The bidding began at £700, at which
figure there was much interest, but developed finally into a heavyweight
contest between Baldwin and Spink. The latter was the 1champ 1 on this
occasion with a 'knockout' £4200 bid.
Elsewhere in the auction, there were some lots of tickets and passes. These
included three ivory passes for London theatres.

Simmons & Simmons paid

1

£150 each for examples from the 1790 s to the King's Theatre and the Royal
Theatre, Haymarket, and £120 for a pass to Her Majesty's Theatre dated 1847.
An engraved silver pass to the King's Theatre, dated 1793, brought £160.
All the prices quoted above exclude the 10% buyer's premium.
M. Dickinson
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Glendining's, 18th November 1987
Again, mainly billed as Historical Medals, but this auction contained some
useful 'dealers' lots packaged by century of issue. Of particular interest was
a Liverpool Race Course Proprietor's ticket in silver, by Halliday, and a 1797
Penny counterstamped ABBEY GUNMAKER BEDFORD. As catalogued, the
books section resembled a dealer's clearance sale of remainders and superseded
post-war standard token catalogues. However, take care when seeing this type
of lots grouping for, not having been present, careful bidding on overlapping
lots can reward the collector with bargains.
- Ed.
Spink 1s No. 62, 19th November 1987
Of interest here was the third (and final) part of the token collection formed
by the late Myles Z. Gerson. Lots 532 - 559 were 17th century issues in
counties or county groupings. The cataloguing was well-delineated, and
although groupings like this tend to discriminate against potential individual
collectors as bidders, nevertheless the collector should still consider such lots
and assess them on their merits, especially if some rarities are only obtainable
thus. Collections now coming onto the market are beginning to show the new
Dickinson's catalogue 'A' numbers. 17th Century rarities (Williamson catalogue
nos.) on offer included:

Berks. 125, Cambs. 103 and 108, Devon 149, Dorset

82 struck over another token, Glos. 79 (in EF grade), Kent 7, 24, 324, 335 and
338, London 11, 196, 312, 514, 542, 950, 1657, 1903 var., 2007, 2020, 2116,
2124A (Dickinson), 2693, 2741, 3332, Southwark 105, Norfolk 153, Northants 11,
Lines. 218, Oxon. 110 var., and 249, Shrops. 61, Suffolk 1, Surrey 246,
Warwicks. 7 and 142, Wilts. 80, and 222 struck over another token, Ireland 555.
The 18th century portion, Lots 560 - 586, contained a good many rarities across
a fair spread of the countries and counties in Dalton & Hamer 1s Catalogue.
Pieces condition was described as being mainly EF, some were lacquered. There
was the usual emphasis on Middlesex and on the pieces of Kempson, Skidmore
and Spence, as one tends to find in a broad collection.
(Dalton & Hamer catalogue nos.) were:

Rarities noted

Durham 1, Middlesex 514, Norfolk 8 and

9 var., Sussex 1, Birmingham 29, Munster 2a and 12, S. Wales 459, Fife 1,
Kinross-shire 1, Perthshire 4 in silver.
- Ed.
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BOOK REVIEWS AND PUBLICATIONS
German Tokens, Part I. Germany - Jerry F. Schimmel
_

1987. 13 9 x 216 mm. Pp. iv + 84, paperback, perfect binding, line

illustrations. Price US$8 from the author at xxxx

The introduction to this work interestingly outlines some of the author's family

background, and states the difficulty in distinguishing European German from
North American German tokens.

(Elsewhere, token-wise, this kind of difficulty

also occurs with pieces struck in English, French, Dutch, Portuguese and

Spanish - whereat or wherefrom, the mother-tongue country or an overseas

former dependency?) Mr. Schimmel refreshingly infers that this catalogue is

produced by someone living "across the pond", and to whom 'German' refers to
the nationality of any particular token at its time of issue, e.g. Eupen (now in
Belgium), and Stettin (Szczecin - now part of Poland), have pieces included

here. Well stated! The author has thus established his own definite reference

point. Of course, any individual using this work can then go on to define his
own particular collecting and interest borders.

Types listed include biermarken, bottle checks, tokens related to food and

drink generally, merchants, co-ops, the military and prisoner-of-war camp

money. Specifically excluded are state, district and municipal Notgeld pieces,
transportation and porcelain tokens. The catalogue arrangement is a straight

alphabetical listing by town, and not by Lander or Bezirken. This is probably

the best approach, and most likely to suit not only the wellestablished

specialist, but also the first-time user or occasional researcher/ collector. The
numbering sequence runs to 720 tokens, but this also includes 123 unidentified
pieces, fully described.

There are two useful indexes, a bibliography, and a glossary of terms. The

author includes a guide to dating German tokens (p.iii) , and a price guide

(p.iii - iv) in US dollars. The work is neatly produced. I liked the cover,

decked out in the flag colours of both the FRG (BRD) and the GDR (DDR).
Although the illustrations are crude, they are adequate for a basic catalogue of
this type. Mainly aimed at the North American market, this book should appeal
to European collectors as well.

A.J.G.
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Note: German Tokens, Part 11
Areas, is in preparation.

Austria, Luxembourg, Switzerland and Other

Mr. Schimmel has also produced works on French Tokens (1980), Costa Rica
Tokens (1984), U.S. State-Issued Sales Tax Tokens (1980).
- Ed.
Token and Medallion Analysis - John Whitmore
1987. A4. Pp. 335 (total), card covers, thermal binding. Price £20 (£15 post
free to Whitmore customers), but check availability from the author at:
Teynham Lodge, Chase Road, Upper Colwall, Malvern, Worcs. WR13 16DT.
This compilation is a straight computer sorted print-out record of some
18,000 items offered for sale in the 20 catalogues issued by Lickey Coins and
its successor, Whitmore, between November 1976 and January 1987, It is
unashamedly offered as a pure reference source for catalogue compilers and
numismatic researchers, and does not makt;l any pretensions towards scholar
ship.
The volume is set out in two sections. Section One is compiled from the
author's own computer records from January 1982 to January 1987, and numbers
137 packed pages. Section Two covers the period November 1976 to December
1981, when the computerised listing was handled by a bureau; the page
numbering here runs from 20 to 207. An index helpfully brings together both
sections. Regular receivers of the Whitmore pocket-sized catalogue will
quickly attune to the listing, others may need to read the full explanations
given at the front. Care must be exercised in reading the prices, which of
course relate to different periods, one with another. The token groupings are
the author's own, as stated, in the absence of comprehensive up-to-date
catalogues. However, this work should go some way in assisting current
researchers with their works in progress, for it contains items in series not
yet fully covered.
Mr. Whitmore should be applauded for his foresight and consideration towards
tokeno-medallic research in making this compilation abstract of his past records
available, Naked it may be, but uninteresting it is surely not.
A.J.G.
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Hop Tokens Kent & Sussex - An initial handlist of hop tokens

compiled from various sources - James Andrews

Helen Books, lla Warland, Totn�s, Devon. Price £3, Postage 58p.

Typed with drawings/rubbings. 1987.

The author is not known in token collecting circles and enquiries of the
publishing house has failed to trace him. l am informed that only 15 or so

books have been distributed.

The work is modestly introduced as being a catalogue for his personal use and

is rather crudely produced obviously to reduce costs.

He writes that the work is based on notes found and he did not have the benefit

of a copy of the Reverend Acworth 1 s two lists, the result is a good indexing

with drawings/rubbings in a workable format.

The Andrews list adds some half dozen issuers to those of Acworth which is

useful but in many places the village names are misspelt or incorrect, e.g.

N. Bishop is given as Thornden, Canterbury - it is at Rolvenden Layne, near
Tenterden.

The author is to be congratulated on producing the list - many have said they
were working on one such list. He has put pen to paper and produced a

workable index at very low cost. For those rushing to their photo copiers - I
amongst others have sent him a copy of the Rev. Acworth 1 s works.

R.H.H.
A Catalogue of Covent Garden Market Tallies - Neil B. Todd
1987, iii plus 72 pp. illustrated (rubbings), 8½ 11 x 11 11 , card covers stapled;
published by Colony Coin Company, P.O. Box 281, Newtonville, MA 02160,

U.S.A.; from who available at£? (but approximately £7.50 post paid surface,

or add£1 for airmail postage - please check first). Personal Sterling cheques

are acceptable.

This volume is No. 3 in a planned series of five to cover London Market Tallies.
(No. l reviewed in TCSB 4/4 p.32, No. 2 reviewed in TCSB 4/6 p.26). The

format is the same as before - a straight alphabetical listing. No numbering
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BOOK REVIEWS
A CATALOGUE OF

COVENT GARDEN
MARKET TALLIES

•
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system has been employed as of yet, which is a sensible approach bearing in

mind that these catalogues are intended purely as a preliminary listing of

information on the�e pieces. A careful reading of Dr. Todd's Research Notes

at the beginning sets his approach, begging further study and elucidation by

others, and expounding that much research is still to be done, especially into
trades other than fruit or potato salesmen. More information is yet still
wanting on the untraced issuers and more pieces still need to be listed. It is

welcoming to see that the Appendix showing the various planchet shapes of

R. Neal has been included here (omitted in No. 2 Borough Market Tallies).

The catalogue is very easy to use and read and liberally sprinkled with

illustrations. Further development needs come from researchers interested in
these pieces.

Planned to come in this series are:- No. 4 Spitalfields Market, and No. 5

Other London and Vicinity Markets.

A.J.G.

Political and Commemorative Pieces Similating Tradesmen's Tokens
1770 - 1802 - R.C. Bell

1987. 191 x 255 mm. Pp. vii+ 286 numbered, hardback, illustrated.

Limited edition of 200, av�ilable from: Schwer (Publications), 6 South Hill,

Felixstowe, Suffolk IPll BAA, at £36 (plus £2 inland (UK) postage)

This book sees the eventual completion of Robert Bell 1 s hexology on the 18th

century British series of tokens and medalets. Here, the author expands upon
Dalton and Hamer 1s 'The Provincial Token Coinage of the 18th Century 1, but
keeps the numismatic details to a minimum, rather giving information about

the pieces as historical stories - their manufacturers, personalities portrayed

and their politics, and thei r reasons for issue.

A reading of the 14 page introduction to Part I should be accomplished before

referring to the body of the work, for this provides us with a good background
to the mood of the times - the French Revolution in Europe, the loss of the

American Colonies, and the cry for electoral reform at home.

Part I arranges the pieces in years, beginning with 1783 and progressing to
c .1794, each year then further subdivides them into Political, Royalty,
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Celebrities (+Charities in 1794) categories. So there can be some jumping
about to be done if the reader is used to thumbing Dalton L Hamer;

but then

this earlier wotk, whilst good for listing purposes, should be put aside when
reading Bell. Bell's system is not meant to appeal to a straight numismatist.
Part II, Thomas Spence's political pieces and simulations issued by Peter
Skidmore, and Skidmore 1s political dies (attributed to Spence), begins with
its own introduction to this well-known series with its extensive muling of the
dies. The pieces brought to life in this Part, although maligned in some
numismatic quarters, are nonetheless historically important, especially at a
time when the English regal coinage was found wanting (save for Matthew
Boulton 1 s nascent leap forward). In any case, these token-medalets should be
looked at as a whole, what they portray and the messages they give.
An Appendix (why headed Number One?) reproduces Thomas Spence's 'The
Real Rights of Man 1, a lecture which he delivered in 1775. The Au Revoir on
page 276 I found very moving, perhaps it could have been placed before the
Introduction. A small typographical error here, f or Monica Bushell read
Bussell. There is an Index and a Bibliography of numismatic and general
works.
The page layouts are very clear and in sympathy with the author's previous
larger format publications in this series. I liked the arrangement of placing the
token medalet illustrations within the text, giving the impression, as one flips
over the pages, that there is one on every page. Not quite, but there arc also
twenty-five plates. Unfortunately, there are far to many spelling errors for my
liking, though this does not detract from the reading of the text.
I found the Author's Note on p. VI moving, Mr. Bell recounts the encouragement
he received to finish the series, first begun in 1963 with 'Commercial Coins 1 •
The author and publisher are both to be congratulated on its completion, for
some bravery and a drawing of breath must have taken place, especially since
the heavy remaindering of Volume V the 'Building Medalets of Kempson and

Skidmore ( 1978) 1•

'Political and Commemorative Pieces' is likely to appeal to historians as well as
numismatists, but ultra specialists if one considers the price. If you have the
previous five volumes in Mr. Bell's study, then you should consider completing
the set. As a work on its own, though, sadly its sales potential must be
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severly limited to social and political historians and sideways collecting token
and medal collectors. This explains the sensible limiting of the print-run to
200 copies only. A.t £36 (plus postage) therefore, this work cannot be

considered expensive.

The review has been written with some sentiment. I would welcome members

with a more specialised knowledge on this series, to give an in-depth appraisal
or specific critique of any of this work's aspects; to put some flesh on the

bones, so to speak. As a reminder, I think it is now relevant to list the

author's previous five books in this series:
Vol. I

Vol. II

Commercial Coins 1787 - 1804

(1963)

Copper Commercial Coins 1811 - 19

Vol. III

(1964)
Tradesmen s Tickets and Private Tokens 1785 - 1819

Vol. V

The Building Medalets of Kempson and Skidmore 1796 - 1797

Vol. IV

1

(1966)

Specious Tokens and those struck for General Circulation

1784 - 1804

(1968)

(1978)

A.J.G.
Northants Medals of Coronations, Mayors and Royal Visits - P.D.S. Waddell
1987. 34 pp., AS, paper cover, illustrated, priced at 60p (75p including

inland (UK) postage). (Price includes a contribution to the Northamptonshire

Numismatic Society). Available from P. Waddell, 69 Marlow Road, Towcester,
Northants. NNl 7AR

Another little booklet by Peter Waddell, see also my review on Northampton

shire Educational Medals in TCS Bulletin 4/6 p.28. It is simply produced and
functional, the aim being to 1get something published'. Abi,olutely right! You

can wait until the grass grows around your feet if you want to produce the

perfect and definitive listing for, as the author states, he is sure that more

pieces exist, and would welcome information on additional medals.

There is an introduction to the listing of the pieces, but then a Contents page

is found wanting. An Index is included on p.33 but it is not alphabetical,

which is not too•important. However, the medals are neatly catalogued by town,
alphabetically and within each chronologically listed event, e. g, Coronation 1902.
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The numbering runs straight through from Cl to C22, and thus would have
to be changed with the addition of further medals.

The reproduced newspaper and journal cuttings shown demonstrate that these

are a good source for research into this type of material, as well as the obvious
museum collections. I could suggest that the trade catalogues of firms such as

John Pinches, Thomas Fattorini and Toye, Kenning (& Spencer) be located and
consulted. One cannot over-criticise a preliminary listing of any kind, except
to say that it is always important to get the structure of the listing right,

straight from the beginning; this way, future problems in disseminating
conflicting donated information and duplication of listings are avoided.

A.J.G.
Note: See also 'Wants' at end.

- Ed.

Supplements to Published Works
British Machine Tokens by Ralph Hayes, reviewed in TCSB 4/6 p.31 and 4/7

p.35. Supplement No. 4 has been published, dated September 1987. It

contains details of another 270 tokens. The total now recorded exceeds 1800.
Purchasers of Mr. Hayes' book should have received the Supplement free of

charge.

Note: See also 'Wants' at end.
The Nor web Collection,

- Ed.

Tokens of the British Isles, Part I, Bedfordshire to

Devon by R.H. Thompson.

A listing of additions and corrections to the provenances was published in

Spink Numismatic Circular, December 1987 on p.323 - 4. As stated in the
aforementioned publication, before the tabulated listing, 'The great majority of
the entries ........ add a date of acquisition to the source'.

- Ed.

NOTES AND QUERIES and "QUILL CORNER" have been held over for 4/9.
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The following requests have been taken from verbal communication, letters in
general, or from lists received:
Andrew Cunningham (who spoke at Token Congress 87) requires more
Information on Brewery Checks (� Pub Checks), i.e. checks for use within
breweries and with a value stated on the reverse. Not much has been written
to date on these pieces. He would be pleased to receive any piece of
Information, and rubbings would be appreciated.

Contact him via the TCS.

Gerry Buddle has for sale a collection of about 30 0 hop tokens, and which
consists of about 1Z basic types.

He can be contacted at xxxx

For sale, a collection of 387 items of plastic/metal pre- and post-decimal
transport tokens from 67 towns and cities, mainly British Isles. Arranged
in lwo albums. Price £235.

Ralph Hayes, author, compiler and publisher of "British Machine Tokens"
( 1986), has issued a list of such tokens for sale in an effort to recoup some of

his

outlay. There is also a special offer of 20 8 different tokens, all referenced

to his catalogue, for £20 post free (UK inland). For further details and an
up-to-date list, contact him at:

xxxx

++***************************************************************************
WELSH PUB CHECKS REQUIRED
= TOP PRICES PAID =
I also swop English Pub Checks, quality modern and hammered gol d and EF
minimum British Milled silver, copper and bronze coins for the above
STUART J. NIELSON
+**************************************************************************t*
+**************************************************************************t*
17th, 18th & 19th CENTURY TOKENS, TICKETS,
PASSES, CHECKS AND TALLIES
For periodic listings of these and other paranumismatic issues, write to:
RICHARD GLADDLE

+****************************************************************************
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*tt*"'*"'"'***t"'*t*af'af',f't.****"'*"-*****"'t*i<***"'*********"'*************"'"'************
THE TOKEN SPECIALIST
FREE TWENTY PAGE MONTHLY CATALOGUE OF TOKENS, MEDALLIONS,
-- BOOKS OLD AND NEW INCLUDING OUR OWN PUBLICATIONS
WE ALS O BUY AND EXCHANGE
TEL: FELIXSTOWE (0394) 278580
OR WRITE: SIEGFRIED E. SCHWER
tt.taf'tttt*ti". tt*t*i<'f:t*'f:"'**t'fe*i<****"'*"'****"'*****"'********"'*********************"'
*******f*i<af't.tt.iaf'*'f:****'f:*********t********************************************
Specialist 17th Century Token Dealer's new list available
Send s.a.e. for free copy.. Later items, books and
specialist sale catalogues also listed therein. "Dickinson" (17th Century
Tokens and their values) available at £35 Post Free from:
NIGEL A. CLARK
-�* ***"'�·*t*t'f•t.t� t tt'f:'fe**"'*"'********"'*****"'*"'"'*****"'****************************
t.*"'"-***"-*t*'f:t***"'�**'f:***t****"'"'*********"'************************************
- BARRY GREENAWAY Trios to keep in stock a selection of all possible
types of Token, Check, Ticket and Medallion by
locality and theme. Please state your interests to: *"'**"'***"'***"'"'*****"'****'f:*"'*******"'***********"'**"'***************************
*"'*"'"'**"'**t******t"'"'"'************"'**********************"'****************"'**"'
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH TOKENS OF MAURITIUS, GIBRALTAR, FALKLANDS,
WEST INDIES, BRITISH AFRICA, FAR EAST & PACIFIC ISLANDS
WANTED, PLEASE
ALSO
Any tokens from WARRINGTON, LANCASHIRE
Bob Lyall
*•�'f",t-t.i<H ***H***"''f:af''l<*t.**"'*****"'"°"'***'f:**************1<**********'f:*****"'********
"'"'*"'*"'t****"'"'t"'*"'*"'**"'"'*****"'**********************"'*********"'*****"'**"'******
WANTED
The following 17th Century tokens (Dickinson/Williamson refs.)
1)
2)
3)

SURREY 16/17 RICHARD MILES 1656/65 Grocer's Arms
LONDON (Mark Lane) 1869A DANIELL MILES 1666 Coffee-pot
LONDON (West Smithfield) 2868 JOHN MILES 1669 At Ye Tavern
Send details via the Editor
t.**af'i"af'*af'�*af''f:*'f:******"'*"'************'f:******"'***'f:t.********"'********************
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*******�***************************�*****�***�**��**********�***�****�*�***�i
COLLECTOR'S DUPLICATE COMMUNION TOKENS

Over 900 different for sale or exchange. Detailed list 75p.
Collector welcomes offers of communion tokens (worldwide), individual or
collections, and SCOTTISH tokens of every kind (except plastic bus and co-op)
ANDREW T, MACMILLAN
*******�'***********************************************"'**�**************"'**·�
*********************"'******************�*********"'***�"'****"'***"'****"'***"'"'tt
WANTED: ESSEX (and those parts of east London formerly ESSEX)
CHECKS, TALLIES, TICKETS, PASSES, TOKENS, SPORTS, SCHOOL and all
other types of MEDALS and MEDALLIONS, in fact anything numismatic
for the period 1830 - 1940. Exchanged for like material from
other U .K. counties or purchased for cash
Contact:_ John R.P. King
*******"'*******��******"'***********"'***********"'"'**************�************t
**************"'**********"'*****"'****************"'********�*�*******�********t
DAVID MAGNAY
HAS MOVED TO
SOUTH GLAMORGAN, AND IS STILL COLLECTING, RESEARCHING AND
TRADING IN RARE AND QUALITY MOORE MODELS, LAUER MINIATURES,
COUNTERS, SPIELMARKES, JACKS, ADVERTISING SPADES, BOXES, TOY
MONEY, ONION, BRAMIGK, ROYAL MINIATURES, POW MODELS,
KYT, GAMING TOKENS ETC.
*************************************************************************�***
******************************"'*********************************************"'
TOKENS FOR SALE AND WANTED
FOR SALE: My Token List No. 2 will be ready shortly, featuring
tokens and other paranumismatica from the 17th Century onwards
For your free copy just send a large stamped s.a.e. to
MICHAEL DICKINSON
WANTED: Collections of Tokens (and coins) or valuable individual pieces
******"'*******"'**************·��****************************************"'****i:
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EDITORIAL
This edition was originally scheduled for the autumn of 1988.

Unfortunately,

personal problems (overwork and possibly consequent two concurrent
Illnesses) delayed Its production.

However, letters have continued to arrive

and you will see that this Issue Is full of notes, ,..ueries and correspondence,
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Of particular concern was the loss of about forty copies of Vol. 4 No. 8 in
the post. If you did not receive your copy, then please let me know.

complaint to the relevant Authority and subsequent pressure on my part

exposed its somewhat blase attitude to its captive, customers.

A

They have their

problems, it's true, but apparently it is _l!!Y. fault for using 2nd Class postl

Future UK inland issues will henceforth be dispatched by 1st Class mail.

The date and venue for the Token Congress 89 appears elsewhere in this

issue. Bob Lyall is organizing the event, and he deserves your support in

whatever form you can give it. I am sure that the current formula for these
Congresses will continue to ensure their success.

ANTHONY J. GILBERT

SOME UNPUBLISHED HAMPSHIRE COUNTERMARKS
by Gavin Scott

The following countermarks have come to light since publication of my book
•British Countermarks on Copper and Bronze Coins" in 1975.

Countermarks are incuse except where shown otherwise, with lettering defined
as small below 2 mm, medium 2 mm but less than 4 mm, and large 4 ml!' and

above.

COUNTERMARK

1.

OBV.(O)
OR REV.(R)

COIN TYPE

SOURCE
REF.

APPROX
DATE•

BUCKLAND/WHITE
HART/ ANDOVER/3
Small letters, large
figure with serifs

0

Halfpenny (?)
(AE blank
29 mm)

J.G.Scott

1855-59

LONG/ BASINGSTOKE/
LONG, LONG (3 times)
Medium (1,3) and small
letters with serifs

0

Irish Halfpenny J.G.Scott
1805

1830-37

LONG (at 45°) /
W(crown)R/LONG (at
45°)/LONG/
BASINGSTOKE
Medium (WR,LONG 2nd
line) and small letters
with serifs

R

Twopence
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I OBV. (0)

I OR REV.(R)

COIN TYPE

SOURCE
REF.

APPROX.
DATE•

R

Penny 1896

J,G.Scott

1907

G.Poore . Engraver
(curved)/-/Newport/1
of Wight/- (engraved)

0

Penny 1797

C.Brunel

1800-40

DYER/PORTSEA
(curved)
Very small letters with
serlf11

0

Penny 1797

J.G.Scott

1852-59

MOODY /8 KENT
STREET/PORTSEA/BUY
YOUR/SAWS & TOOLS.
OF.
Small letters with serifs

R

Penny 1797

D.G. Vorley

1852-55

LANKEST(ER)(curved),
(LANKE)STER(curved),
(SOUT)HAMPTON,
(S)OUTHA(MPTON)
R.LIGHT ,R.LIGH(T),
R.LlG(HT)
Medium letters with
serifs

0

Penny 1797

J,G,Scott

1848-57

ROBINSON/WINl'ON/
CUTLER
Small letters with serifs

0

Penny 1797

Dr.R.A.Ward 1820-50
J.G.Scott

R,OBINSON/GILLO/
CUTLER/WINTO
ROBINSON
Medium (2) and small
letters with serifs

0

COUNTERMARK
WW/HAVANT
Large (1) and medium
(Z) plain letters

I

R

:

Penny 1806

J.G.Scott

1820-50

R

• See notes on issuers. Countermarks are assumed to pre-date the 1853 Act
to prevent the defacing of the Current Coin of the Realm (16 & 17 Viet. c 102)
unless there is clear evidence to the contrary.
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NOTES ON ISSUERS (in brackets, directory publisher and date)
Andover
Buckland
Edmund Buckland, victualler, is listed at the White Hart Hotel, Bridge Street,
in 1855 (Poat Office), 1857 (Craven) and 1859 (Post Office).
was there in 1852.

Thomas Pontin

The piece appears to be a pub-check, with 3 (pence)

the denomination.
Basingstoke

Robert Long, cutler, is listed in 1823-4 (Pigot) followed by Benjamin Long,
working cutler, London St. (Pigot, 1830).

Robert Long, cutler, bellhanger

and locksmith appears in 1839 (Robson) and 1848-55 (Post Office), with
Richard Long in 1844 (Pigot).

The description of the exhibit on display at

the Willis Museum and Art Gallery, Basingstoke, reads: "Offically approved
and stamped for use as a weight for Robert Long, a cutler, bellhanger and
locksmith of London Street, Basingstoke c. 1830-7 1•
Havant
WW
A possible issuer could be William Woolgar, saddler and harness maker, 7
West Street (Poat Office, 1907), who followed George Woolgar, same trade
and address (Poat Office 1890 - 1903).
Newport
Poore
Joseph Poore, monumental mason, was at Node Hill, and William Poore, a
cabinet maker and upholsterer at 23 St. James' Square (Robson. 1839, Post
Office 1859).

G. Poore may have been a relation.

Portsea

James Dyer, cutler and surgical instrument maker was at 14 Ordnance Row
(1852-59).
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Charles Moody, sawmaker and dealer In files, Is listed at 8 Kent Street
(1852, 1855 Post Office), and as saw, file and edge tool manufacturer at 128
Queen Street (1857 Craven & Co., 1859 White).
Southampton
Lankester
Willlam and Joseph Lankester, Iron and brass founders, Ironmongers, copper
smiths, stove and grate manufacturers were at 136 High Street, with a
foundry at Holyrood In 1848 (Post Office) and 1857 (Craven & Co.).
R. Light has not been traced, but George Light was a grocer and beer
retailer, Winchester Street (1848), and James Light, a beer retailer and
shopkeeper, Northam Street, Charlotte's Place (1857).
Winchester
Robinson
Directories have been checked for 1792, 1805-7, 1816-17, 1824, 1830, 1839,
1844, 1�47, 1848, 1851, 1852, 1855, 1857, 1859, 1867 and 1878, but no cutler
named Robinson has been traced.
Charles Robinson was a furniture broker at 133 High Street (Post Office 1848,
1852), followed by Mrs. Lucretia Robinson (Post Office 1855, 1867).
In 1830 (Pigot), Charles Robinson was a llnen draper and silk mercer, 5
Kingsgate Street.
Rate books may well give more information.
© Gavin Scott

THE LONDON AND NEWCASTLE TEA COMPANY - a Welsh update
Putting together items in our collection, and other sightings, with those
Items listed by John R.P. King (see Bulletin Vol. 4 No. 5) the checks
Issued by THE LONDON AND NEWCASTLE TEA COMPANY which bear Welsh
addresses read as follows: -
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SIGNED
YIN

SHOP LOCATION

UNIT

y

Aberdare, 35 Commercial St.

l lb

1881

Todd

1881

CarmlCox

112 lb

1881

Carm

y

Cox

y

y

Neath, Green St.
Pontypridd, Market Square
Swansea, 3 High St.

114 lb

1879

y

112 lb

1881

Cox

1 lb

1881

Todd

y
y

114 lb

1879

Cox

112 lb

1879

Todd

112 lb

1879

elm DK
J.D.
Scaife
Collection

y

1Carm 1 refers to the Carmarthen Museum.

SOURCE

114 lb

y

Carmarthen, Nott St.

DATE

It would seem that of the pieces

listed by John King and of those seen that all of these items follow the
standard format and bear the ,signatures of J .A. Game and of the makers
Ardill, Leeds.
N.L. and A.G. Cox

add the following to John King TCS 415"
SIGNED
YIN

SHOP LOCATION

II

I

UNIT

DATE

I

2 oz

1880

112 lb

I

REMARKS

ENGLISH CHECKS
Jarrow, 43 • 45 Ormonde St.

y
y

Darlington (no address)
SCOTTISH CHECKS
Glasgow, Main St., Anderston
Arbroath, 17 West Port
Edinburgh, South Bridge
Glasgow, 203 Cowcaddens

•
•

63 Paisley Rd •
53 Trongate

w.

y

y
y

y
y
y

elm B

114 lb
1/2 lb

•
N

•
n

elm CB
elm 24
elm II
elm DL

Alan Judd
TCS 419
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REPORT ON TOKEN CONGRESS 1988
The seventh annual Token Congress was held over the weekend of 17118th
September at the Beckett Park Site, Leeds Polytechnic.

Some fifty-nine

people attended, of whom twenty-eight had taken advantage of the economical
rate charged for the preceding Friday night.

Those who had arrived after

dark on Friday had some fun In discovering their allotted accommodation on
the darkened campus.

Nevertheless, the evening's visit to a famous fish-and

chip restaurant in Leeds was well received by the large Token contingent
which descended upon It.

My enormous 'double haddock' no doubt added

those necessary extra brain cells (for which fish Is reputedly famous) In
preparation for the ensuing weekend's talks and conviviality.
The programme Included papers on:
Meldrum1

J. Ardlll - Co-op Tokens - Philip

An Outline History of Token Coinages and their Forgeries and

Counterfeits - Alan Judd;
Tokens - Henk Groenendljk;

Samuel Hamer - David Griffiths;

Telephone

Communion Tokens - Andrew Macmillan;

Seventeenth Century Tokens of Kingston-upon-Hull - J .D. Percival.
papers and Society reports completed the programme.
evening Bourse was again a popular feature.

Short

The regular Saturday

For the economical price paid,

the organizers should be warmly thanked for staging yet another successful
"Token Weekend".
Those members who have not yet attended a Token weekend should consider
doing so; the Congresses to date have been well organized, Informal,
pleasant and with knowledgeable company, adequate accommodation and fare.
- Ed.
In action at the Bourse:
Some of you present at the Token Congress Bourse may have been aware of
Robert Thompson's efforts in disposing of material - books, off-prints,
articles - from the library of the deceased Dr. J. Douglas Whittet, CBE,
whose Interest In seventeenth century tokens was expressed In a long running
series of articles on Apothecaries' tokens In 'The Pharmaceutical Journal'.
Amongst other subjects, he also wrote on the tokens of spectacle makers and
barber-surgeons.

As a matter of record, the following Is an extract from a

letter received by Mr. Thompson.
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••••••.••• On behalf of the President and Committee of the British Society
for the History of Pharmacy, I would like to thank you for the enclosed
cheques totalling £181.30 from sales of books from the library of the late Dr.
T .D. Whittet,

TOKEN CONGRESS 1989
Will be held in Holly Royde House, Didsbury, Manchester (same location as
about 4 years ago) on November ll/12th.

The traditional Friday night (10th

Nov.) will also be available to those who would like to come early and have
the opportunity of meeting other collectors in an uno!"ganised, casual environ
.
ment, There will be a full schedule of papers, a Saturday evening bourse
and lots of opportunities 'to meet other collectors.

The costs are expected to

be around £60 for the Congress including all meals and Saturday night
accommodation; the Friday night accommodation and breakfast will be about
£15.

Would interested parties make reservations through the organiser,

Bob Lyall, 8 Snaefell Rise, Appleton, Warrington, Cheshire WA4 5BW, with a
£10 deposit.

AUCTION REPORTS
Sale of Matthew Arnold Collection of 17th Century Tokens - Glendining
16th March 1988
This little collection, 'the Property of a Gentleman', was offered in 41 lots on
the same morning as the late Roy Hawkins' Collection was put on the block.
Whilst most counties were represented,

several by very rare pieces and

including eleven heart-shaped and two square pieces, no area was present
in quantity, and the Collection represented the interesting collecting sideline
for a specialist in other areas.
Nevertheless, the well-catalogued and illustrated presentation ensured
competitive bidding by the dealers present, some
for collectors.

as usual, on commission

The collection realised a 'hammer' value of £6,860,

illustrating the present value of good groups of 17th Century Tokens.
The heart-shaped tokens generally realised around £200 each, Schwer giving
£240 for the dated Faringdon example, and the same for Warry of Bicester,
TCS 4/9
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whilst Clark succeeded with the Basingstoke at £230 and the Maidstone at
£180.

The two square pieces, both of Surrey made £410 and £390 (all prices

exclude buyer's premium and VAT) to Baldwin and Clark respectively.

Other

notable pieces were £190 for Randall of Windsor unrecorded by 'Williamson',
and only £100 for Pepper of Loughborough, unrecorded by both 'Williamson'
and Dickinson, both going to Clark; £95 for Webb of Horn Abbey, London,
also unknown to Dickinson which sold to a 'book' bid, £100 for SJonyer of
Threadneedle Street to Dickinson, £80 for Hutcheson of Durham to Baldwin,
and £130 and £170 for two rare Westmorland tokens to Clark - Adllngton of
Kendal, and Wilson and Warde of Kirkland.
The Sale showed the continuing strength of the 17th Century Token market,
and how keen dealers are to •have good specialist pieces and 'fresh' material.
N. Clark
Splnk 1s No. 63, 28th March 1988
This sale was primarily of British and foreign coins but Included two token
collections - one of the county of Norfolk, the other chiefly of early 19th
century tokens In base metal.
The collection of Norfolk tokens, formed by
century pieces, all different except for two.
condition was average to good average.

wa

Lady w , Included 163 17th

Generally speaking, the

In a collection of this size It was not

surprising to find some extremely rare tokens, although the common town
Issues of King's Lynn, Norwich and Yarmouth were not represented.
lot except one realised more than Its higher estimate.

Every

Most notable In this

respect were Lots 578 and 579, containing Issues of Upwell and North Walsham,
Walsingham, Watton, Wells, Wilton and Wymondham respectively.

Against

estimates of £180 - 200 and £200 - 220 they sold for £490 to Schwer and £420
to Clark, respectively •
group of rarer Items.

.The 18th and 19th century pieces were a select
A private buyer bought the Wroxham threepence of

1797 and the King's Lynn penny of 1798, both in nearly mint condition and
together forming Lot 583, for £360.

Schwer parted with £490 for the three

rare 19th century county shillings, In VF to EF condition, and Baldwin paid
£500 for the three Attleborough silver tokens of which the shilling was EF
and the two 2-shlllings VF.
Peter C. Crutwell's collection of (mainly) 19th century tokens, divided Into
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71 Lots, was next under the hammer.

The quality of the pieces was mostly

rather disappointing, and interest in them was patchy.

I thought many of the

estimates were much too high, and although most lots were sold below these
figures (three lots in fact remaining unsold), actual prices paid were in
general perfectly fair considering the relative lack of interest in this series as
a whole.

As usual, there were some notable exceptions:

lovely EF example

Schwer bought a

of the rare Cornish Mount penny with the incorrect

spelling WHEEL (Lot 592: Davis no. 15) for £580 and Sharman paid £370 for
a group of 26 unexceptional Bristol and Taunton tokens (Lot 607); House bids
won the day for the extremely rare Glemham (Suffolk) halfpenny of 1812
(D.12) in nearly EF condition at £590 (Lot 626), and for the Hoxne twopence
of 1798 (D.13) in F to VF condition at £900 (Lot 627).

Other rarities in the

collection fared as follows:
Lot 594 Devon, Eddystone Lighthouse twopence (D.21)
VF but edge nicks £200
619 Staffordshire, Perry Barr, W. Booth's penny (D.90)
good VF to nearly EF £190
621 Staffordshire Pottery penny (D.92)

nearly EF

£180

634 Warwickshire, Birmingham Workhouse, sixpence (D.29)
EF but with horizontal and vertical cancellation marks on obv. £170
638 Warwicksh�re, Coventry, Free School penny (D .118)
£260

EF with lustre
639 Wiltshire, Staverion Mill, penny (D.8)

good VF, attractive dark tone £310
•

643 Yorkshire, Beverley Friendly Society threepence (D.79)
good VF, edge knocks

£210

Finally, there were six lots of 18th and 19th cent. Scottish Communion
tokens.

Each lot realized between £60 and £75 and contained between 12 and

16 pieces per lot.

Dickinson bought three lots, House bids securing the

remainder.
Note:

all the prices quoted exclude the 10% buyer's premium; all grading

descriptions are the reviewer's, not Spink's.
M. Dickinson
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Sale of Countess of Leicester's Collection of Norfolk 17th Century Tokens Spink Coin Auctions No. 63, 28th March 1988
The 17th Century tokens of Norfolk are not, to a generalist, the most
interesting county in the series.

Most are farthings, there are no 'shapes'

and there are many common pieces.

But this small collection of 163 pieces -

less than half the published number - hit the market at exactly the right
moment,

With half a dozen committed collectors keen to add to their

collections on a competitive basis, appetites whetted by the Cornell Sale of
several months previously, and dealers knowing they had ready takers for
what they acquired, prices were bound to be high,
In the event the 24 lots realised £6,820 (buyer's premium and VAT are not
included in prices quoted).

The tokens were generally in better grades

(though not as nice as catalogued) and included several from earlier good
collections such as Carthew and Murdoch (also not mentioned in the catalogue).
The collection did not seem to have been added to for many years.' and as
such was a second offering of 'fresh' material in March. As all pieces were
lotted in groups, realised prices give only a general idea of the valuation
of individual pieces,

Nonetheless it is worth recording that 8 King's Lynn

pieces made £440, and two lots of mixed village tokens made £490 for 6
pieces and £420 for 7 others.

Four dealers shared the lots, Clark buying

13, Schwer 5, Baldwin 4 and Sharman 2,

Undoubtedly most pieces, as

usual, went quickly into good collections,
N. Clark

Glendining's, 17th November 1988 - Historical Medals, Tokens and
Numismatic Books
No specialist report has been submitted for this sale which was rated as
being worthy of a 'glossy' cover by the Auction House.

Overall, it can

probably be best described as an interesting general sale for collectors of the
token and medal series.

The books section included that part of the library

of Peter J. Seaby which consisted mainly of early works,

A perusal of the

lots on offer revealed a good selection of some rare token and medal tomes,
plus some useful grouped lots of large quantities of the more well-known
auction house sale catalogues, and also background historical works relating
to token and medal research.
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The book sale was followed by sales of 17th century halfpenny and farthing
tokens, grouped by county, and in two sections.

In nine lots, unsorted,

386 eighteenth century Regal Evasion Halfpence were offered - happy sorting!
Following were large quantities of colliery lamp checks, gambling tokens,
casting counters, hop tokens, racing and race course tickets, and school
attendance medals.

Lot No. 222 contained a large quantity (approximately

1700) of gaming machine checks - have fun)
The medals section included - English medals including Victorian numismatists
and Society medals I Masonic medals, a collection of foreign medallions relating
to Inland Water Transport, Commemorative and Institutional and Society
medals, and John Pinches Archive Collection Part II.
If you do not generally bid postally at auction, rather preferring to buy more
simply from dealers• retail premises, market stalls or antique shops, then
members are missing out, potentially, on some very good sources of primary
and ancillary information; e.g. the catalogue 1s notes on Lot 449, on
Crockford1 s 10/- token of 1966, and Denner 1s Ltd., Yeovil, Store Currency.
Whilst not adding to the store of information generally on tokens, it does
give the potential researcher some point of reference, or warn of a possible
blind alley.
Pick up a copy of this catalogue if you can.

From the collecting point of

view, it is useful rather than remarkable.
- Ed.

BOOK REVIEWS AND PUBLICATIONS
�oge of Coins of the British Isles - No. 38 - The Norweb Collection Tokens of the British Isles,' 1575 - 1750, Part II: Dorset, Durham, Essex,
and Gloucestershire - R. H • Thompson
1988, 187 x 251 mm, Pp lxxxi + 171, including XLI plates, Hardback.
Published by Spink Ii Son Ltd. at £20
The appearance, after a 4 year gap, of Part II of the Sylloge of the Norweb
17th Century Token Collection, will be much welcomed by token collectors.
It is a masterly and scholarly work typical of b9th the entire series of
Sylloges, and of the author himself.
TCS 4/9
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shelf, but one that collectors of the series will refer to often,
Its form.tt, like that of Part I, will take a little bit of getting used to, but In
the main, the user will not find It difficult.

The fact that every different

token and die variety Is photggraphed within the text takes away most of the
likely problems.

This volume also Incorporates some useful Indices (which

also take a little getting used to) and some of these Include Part I material.
The actual subject matter of this volume - just 4 counties plus a separate
. study by Mr, Thompson of the Bristol Town tokens - blurs the fact that the
Norweb Collections of these counties are very good Indeed.

That they were

happy to buy entire collections of counties and add to them, should not be
taken as any less of an achievement, than that of the collector who hunts
down singles and groups.

They built on the foundations of these earlier

collectors' efforts, and It Is a wonderful source of reference for subsequent
students.
Whilst appreciating the author's logical arguments for separating tokens of an
area within a town (e.g. North Gate, Colchester) to a section after the main
town listing, and thence named Inn signs In a town to a separate section,
nonetheless dreads the problems In locating a token of Southwark or London
in future volumes.
The Bristol Town token section - a particular enthusiasm of the author - ls
very detailed, but one wonders how many collectors will be tempted to
embark upon the subject to extend the work done here.
The photogr.tphy, together with the cross-referencing to other specialist
county works, does e�able the county collectors to glean what Is actually
available.

The reviewer, who collects the second and third of the four

counties covered by this volume, was staggered by the large numbers of die
varieties and combinations which emerged from comparing his collections and
others with that of the Norwebs.

For Instance "WllllamsonK records two dies

of the token of William Jordan of Durham City (Durham W34-35).

The

reviewer owned two, but comparing these with the six different specimens
owned by the Norwebs, now knows of seven different tokens of the Issuer.
In similar fashion the token of John Dawedate of Bocking (Essex WZ7) has no
recorded die varieties in Judson's* work, but the reviewer's specimen has a
different reverse die to that in the Norweb Collection.
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Like all new publications, this volume will be used for commercial purposes in
assessing rarity.

It is important to realise that not all tokens missing from

the Norweb Collection are rare by any means, and where duplicates occur in
the collection, the pieces are not always common.
On points of detail it is a pity to record for the second volume the same
criticism as of the first, namely that many of the photographs are a little
smaller than the tokens themselves.

The author does note this fact himself.

Also, the reviewer is not convinced of the accuracy of the metal description
(copper, brass or mixed metal) accorded to some of the pieces.
Under the localities of Stockton, Durham and Bardfie1d, Essex, the readers
will notice photographs transposed, and the reviewer opines and will support
his contention that several of the cross-re(erences to the Judson 1 s

1

Relisting"

are incorrect, whilst sympathising with the difficulties of so-doing.
At the subsidised price of £20 this volume is another 11must 11 on the book
shelves of token enthusiasts.

It is to be hoped that Volume III appears at

a somewhat shorter time interval than the last.
• See next review

Nigel Clark

The Norweb Collection of Tokens, Part I, Bedfordshire to Devon
Eight additional specimens are itemised in Spink Numismatic Circular , May
1988 on p.117,
- Ed.
The Lives and Wills of Essex Token Issuers Incorporating a Re-Listing of
the Seventeenth Century Trade Tokens of Essex - Eileen Judson
1987, 147 x 207 mm, Pp iii+ 270, Card covers. Printed privately.

£4.

Available from S.E. Schwer, 6 South Hill, Felixstowe, Suffolk IPll BAA
Years of research and sheer hard work on a subject obviously close to the
heart of the author, have produced a stimulating and fascinating book which
should be read by a wider circle than the students of 17th Century Tokens.
It gives charming little insights into the life of the period - "A William Hall
of Henham was fined for not going to church for a month" - and much
TCS 4/9
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detail from the wllls of the token issuers, from which we can assess something
of the standard of life of the middle-classes during the period.
The form 0£ the book ls to list the Essex 17th Century Tokens exactly as they
had been by Mr. & Mrs. Judson in 1973, but under each Issuer to place such
information as the ever-resourceful Mrs. Judson has been able to discover
about their wills, their positions, finances, disputes, marriages, deaths and
famllles.

There ls also a lot of guess-work as to llkely relationships with

people of slmllar names, but work of this kind ls not an exact science.
The narrative features of this book are entertaining, sometimes surprising about the "Doggs Head" in Plaistow we are told that "this sign originally
indicated a dirty slovenly housewife ••••• •

- and often curious.

The cover price ls so cheap that anyone with the vaguest interest should
have one, although obtaining one ls not altogether simple due to there being
no profit bullt-ln for a bookseller.

One pity ls that for a book one also

needs to work from, the binding renders it impossible to leave open on a
table, text uppermost.
One would wish to be as interested in the numismatic part of the work.
Unfortunately no attempt has been made to update the authors' 1973 work It ls reproduced warts and all.

The original Rellsting was and continues to

be a useful basis upon which to improve.
1

It recorded all the then known

not-ln-Wllllamson' Essex tokens, and made a stab at recording the many die

varieties.

That there were deficiencies in that text was not surprising, but

it Is a great pity that no attempt has been taken to update the work a llttle
now.

Even the statement such as "Hitherto unpublished; in the collection of

••••·•• • have been repeated -obviously now untrue, and in some cases the
collection mentioned ls not now the home of the token.

Misleading

descriptions of die varieties, and th� restatement of probably non-existent
tokens (Gittings of Colchester, and Mllls of Romford are two that spring to
mind) are needless errors, if such they be, and make one suspicious of some
of the good features of the book.

Even the will documentation suffers -

e.g. •wtlllamson" and Judson record the Foxearth issuer as Tho. Brlnkwellor,
whereas the token reads "DRINK WELL (or BRINK NELL) OF".

The book just

records "Will made 1688, proved 1695" and gives much information about it.
But whose will? - Mr: Brinkwellor, Brlnkwell or Brinknell?
It ls a happy coincidence that the second part of the Norweb Sylloge which
TCS 4/9
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includes the fine Essex Collection, has just been published too, so much of the
numismatic work can be checked against this, although the Sylloge compiler
has also shown himself confused by a number of the die descriptions in Mrs.
Judson's list.

Many new die varieties emerge from the Norweb Collection, and

since most of the tokens have been in this Country for at least five years, it
is a pity that they have not been used by Mrs. Judson.

For instance,

combining the pieces already present in the reviewer's collection with a study
of the Norweb Sylloge, one finds 5 different obverses and 3 different reverses
of the tokens of Nathaniel(l) Lawrenc(e) of Colchester (Wl31).

Judson only

records 3 different die combinations.
Furthermore, one is intrigued by the 'General Notes• at the beginning of the
book.

The first three notes on the issuers are reproduced here:

Wl07

Isaac Colman, Grocer, could be the founder of Colman's
mustard.

Wl46 • a

The Satterthwaite1s, see W321 are a problem - London

Wl47

John Scolden is also a problem.

One would like to know the evidence for the first, intriguing statement.

The

second is vague in the extreme and by referring to the entries for the tokens
themselves. one finds that W32I is a l!)isprint for London 3221 where an
unsupported statement is made that Alex Satterthwaite of Colchester, and
Thomas Satterthwaite of Tower Street are brothers, and since no reference
for the former has been found in the Essex Records Office, it is concluded
that the issuers lived together in London.
the reviewer believes,

A somewhat strange conclusion,

As for poor Mr. Scolden - what has be done?!

A very good £4 worth of entertainment and stimulation with much to inform
as well, but beware taking too much for 'gospel'.
Nigel Clark

German Tokens, Part II.

Colonial Issues, Austria, Luxembourg,

Switzerland and other areas - Jerry F. Schimmel
1988. 139 x 216 mm. Pp iv + 156, paperback, perfect binding, line
illustrations. Price US$ 16 from the author at P.O. Box 40888

TCS 4/9
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Part I of this work was reviewed in TCS 4/8 p.33, and much that I said then
about structure, and treatment of the cataloguing, applies here with Part II
also.

The author's problems with Austrian tokens - in four or five languages

- is helpfully explained.

Differences between town names spelt in German or,

say, Carpatho-Ruthenian can be just as testing for the researcher as some
'uttered' spellings on English seventeenth century tokens.

For Luxembourg,

I would like to nit-pick here and state that the third language spoken is
Luxemburgesch and not -ish I

'Other Areas' includes the German language

tokens of not only the expected Central European territories adjacent to
Germany/Austria, but also Portugal, Madeira, South and Central America,
Canada, the U.S.A. and Australia.
Mr. Schimmel states that this Part is likely to be of more interest to British
collectors, as he catalogues items from the former German colonies in East and
South West Africa,

New Guinea, and also the Channel Islands.

agree and disagree here.

I have to both

In the reviewer's experience, British collectors of

colonial series tend to be interested in territories of the Caribbean, 'British'
Europe, those Middle East territories with some British connection, the
Indian sub-continent or Australia/Oceania, as well, naturally as the Channel
Islands.

Of particular interest, here, I found the Channel Islands fakes

and also the German S. W. Africa Emergency Cardboard Scrip issues of

1914 - 1916

(illustrated), and also that same territory's Native Passes

struck in brass (illustrated).
As with Part I, town Notgeld pieces have been omitted, as they are
adequately covered elsewhere.

The listings are by town and alphabetically -

a sensible approach given the many changes and adjustments to political
borders in Central Europe during the past hundred years or so,

Each

section is preceded by useful notes and a helpful precis which can assist
the reader/researcher's efforts in augmenting just such a listing greatly,
e.g. dates are given when currency values or metals used changed.
of sources and acknowledgements are given.

Plenty

I liked the fact that Mr.

Schimmel does not stand his ground if he is unsure of attribution of pieces,
but rather invites further comment, identification and clarification.

As with

Part I, the Indexes by topic and legend are welcomed.
A.J.G,
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Also available:
German Tokens, Part I, Germany - price supplement (price US$ 2) from the
author.
Worcestershire Inn Tokens - John Whitmore
1988, A4. Pp 220, card covers, thermal binding. Price fl5 (£11 post free to
Whitmore customers),

Limited first edition of 125, available from the author

at: Teynham Lodge, Chase Road, Upper Colwall, Malvern, Worcs. WR13 6DT.
This tome was inspired by Neil Todd's works on the inn tokens of Stafford
shire and Wales,

The author begs foregiveness for presenting some

unconventional features, but here the reader will understand the need to
compromise different types 0£ production techniques in order to publish a
specialized work at a reasonable price.

Also, this method is stated to allow

the author to update and then possibly to republish at a future date. I
found the illustrations to be quite adequate for their purpose. Copper and
copper alloy tokens, mostly dingy and unable to adequately reflect light, are
not the easiest of coin pieces to photograph.

No serious token collector or

researcher expects superb reproductions when viewing the token shown
reprographicalJy.
The scope of the work covers the 1old1 county of Worcestershire together with
its then former enclave of Dudley, and ignores the different Victorian
boundaries.

This problem, of what to include or leave out, can affect author

listings of quite a few British counties; but here th_e reader will understand
that each individual should make his own decision, and this Mr. Whitmore
has done.
The author includes information on function and �sage, dating and
valuation, and interestingly as a specialist dealer, he states that over half of
the entries ·1n the catalogue are known to him from a single specimen.
Nearly two hundred tokens are listed, and the catalogue devotes a minimum
of one page each to nearly all 0£ them.

Each token has its own historical

number together with a short history, and most are illustrated with either a
photograph or rubbing.

Extensive use is made of historical archival

material and notes on coliections and records where known.

Purists may

quibble at the inclusion· of some brewery tokens, e.g. Malvern Link, and
also No. 6180, the large piece for Worcester Concert Hall, but their slight
TCS 4/9
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differences to the body of the work are stated.

There are seven Appendices,

listing and tabulating - manufacturers, die-linking, face values, devices,
shapes, publicans and Inn names.

Here, I would like to have seen Appendix

7 - Index of Collections and Sources, towards the front of the Work, and
possibly swopplng places with page 6, the Select Bibliography.

I feel that the

reader needs to view the abbreviations used before the catalogue section.
Also, 'Information Please' on the last page, could have served the author
better by placing It at the front, In order to bring to immediate notice and
stimulate the reader, especially as this catalogue is intended to be a working
publication.

My last two points do not detract from the value of a catalogue

such as this, which has been produced for collector benefit.

Touchingly, the

back cover shows an Inn Token used by John Whltmore's own great-grand
father, also of the same name, and which came to light during the author's
researches for this Work.
A.J.G.

Tavern Checks from Liverpool and Viclnty - Nell B. Todd
1987. Z IO x 298 mm. Pp Ix + 45 + 7 plates, paperback, limp binding.
National Museums & Galleries on Merseyside Occasional Papers - Liverpool
Museum No. I.

ISBN 0-906367-25-5.

Price (omitted!) £5.95 plus £1 UK

postage.
Another welcome 'working list' from the pen of Dr. Todd.

The list of sources

includes not only the expected local museums and standard catalogues but
also private collectors.

The background notes - Introduction, Incidence,

Demography, Makers, Local usage, wlll be famllar reading to members of the
Pub Check Study Group and some members of the TCS, but necessary
nevertheless, as this Museum publication needs to appeal to not only the Pub
Check specialist, but also to the Social Historian and interested local history
student.
I sensed that the author exudes a slightly apologetic tone in that there arc
not more checks, that are currently known, to fill the pages between the
glossy covers.

This is not necessary when addressing a specialist audience,

but is understandable if one is responsible for filling the pages of a museum
The three map plans (reproductions of old maps) of Liverpool,
.
I found to be of not much relevant use to the work under review, the

publication.

detailing being nearly unreadable.
TCS 4/9
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not been kind to some faded or coloured originals.

No matter, Neil Todd's

0

distribution maps and charts, which readers have seen in his previous works,
are very clear and coherent,

Perhaps a different technique could be adopted

in showing Tavern Checks by County distribution.

Naked numbers inserted

inside the shown county boundaries do not, of themselves, immediately impart
either a plethora or paucity of issues to the eye.

Possibly other techniques

such as differential hachurlng or varying diameter circles, (based on, say, the
county town or chief metropolis), and matched against a master graded key,
would assist In visually explaining and locating the issuing areas of these
checks,
However, I do like the cataloguing.

It Immediately looks professional in both
To be of use, and also used, a

the layout and the quality of the printing.

catalogue needs to be carefully arranged to suit the job In hand, rather than
the items re-arranged to suit either an author's pre-conceived ideas or else
some computer program.

Here, the catalogue Is divided Into four sections -

Liverpool, Birkenhead, Sefton and St. Helens.

Liverpool commands a listing

of some 75 pieces, whilst the remaining three sections list just seven each.
The author could have arranged matters differently, for the sake of what
some might term 'balance', but I support Dr. Todd's approach here.

There

Is an Appendix of sixteen related pieces, indexes for premises, landlords'
names, street names, recorded makers' names, values and activities, a
bibliography and 74 pieces are lllstrated at the back.
I consider it appropriate to quote here from the back cover: "Although the
primary purpose of this catalogue ls to record and order the checks of
taverns, some attention has be.en paid to the circumstance that provoked
emission of the pieces and to place the entire business of taverns into a
broader perspective,

The result ls, admittedly, preliminary, but it may be

hoped that It 111 promising in suggesting further avenues of investlg;tlon".
A.J.G.

The Pub Checks of Wales - Yolanda C. Stanton
1988. 210 x 298 mm. Vols. 1 & 2 total xllii
acetate limp binding.

+

230 pp

+

23 plates.

Card

+

Occasional .Publications of the Pub Check Study Group

No. 2, from whom available - xxxx

ISBN 0 95 08127 1 4
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(Also available separately from the above - The Pub Check Phenomenon,
xxv pages, paper, stapled.

£1.50 plus 30p postage (U.K.))

This is an updated edition of the catalogue section of N.B. Todd 1 e 1Tavern
Tokens in Wales• (1980).

Included here are an extra three hundred checks.

We are treated to an introductory essay 1The Pub Check Phenomenon' (also
available separately, see above), which does much towards making this tome
stand on its own as something a bit more than just a catalogue.

I quote from

page xviii: •The ultimate aims of research in�o pub checks are to, as far as
possible, establish their origins, purposes and subsequent usages, to trace
the chronological and spatial patterning of usage including its decline, and
to assess their overall historic significance•.
Readers intending to publish their own works could benefit by studying and
taking note of this catalogue'e style of presentation and order of compilation.
Preliminary background research material is well listed in an extensive
bibliography, a listing of date sources and a useful one of Trades Directories.
An index to place names precedes the catalogue itself, which le arranged
alphabetically by county, the issuing places likewise arranged therein.

The

author explains the numbering system, stating that each check will still keep
its own number when new pieces are added.

An Unaecribed section listing

twenty seven checks follows the main work.

Indexes to pubs, and to ieeuere,

plus the illustrations, completes Volume 2.
Although the presentation is very clear, page margins are wide and printing
le on one side only.

Thie over-expansive use of paper no doubt explains

the cost, though 1 do not quibble.

Increaein� use of word processors/

computers has undoubted benefits for catalogue compilers, I just muse that I
remember reading once in a trade journal in the 170 1 s about the major bulk
paper producers' concern at these wonderfully useful machines putting them
out of bueineeel
two volume tome.

Mies Stanton has done very well, nevertheless, with this
She sets the scene nicely for all token enthusiasts when

she states in the sentence following my previous quote:

1There le still

much work to be done ••••••

A.J.G.
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Evaslves - A.B. Cobwrlght
December 1987 Edition One, one plus 38 pp, card covers, A4, plastic channel
slip binding, available, from: Coins of Beeston, P.O. Box 19, Beeston, Notts.
NG9 2NE, at £5 post paid.
In case the reader Is either perplexed or not familiar with this Interesting
series, a paragraph on the front cover explains the contents covered in this
pamphlet:
•HALPENNIES OR A listing of contemporary forgeries of Regal Halfpennies of
the 18th century with barbarous legends, Medalets of a satirical nature that
may have passed as smaII change and light weight Tokens of a Supposediy
Genuine or entirely spurious nature which a Gentleman deems flt to
Aggrandise his cablneh •
The author states In his Introduction to this computer print-out listing that
his Intention Is to Instigate a serious and comprehensive study of a neglected
series.

He presents a listing of a coIIectlon as an outline framework upon
which to build a more comprehensive catalogue of these 1evasives 1 • Additions,

corrections and comments are welcomed by the author.
There Is some background history outlined, part explaining the 1evaslves 1
appearance and use before the Issuance of the late George III heavy regal
coppers. The author's own notes In his 'Background' and 'Value' sections are
sufficiently strong in their statements on previous publications and prices as
to let the reader know how this framework listing and notes came to be
assembled.·
The catalogue

Itself Is

arranged by an alphabetical listing of the legends

under Obverse and Reverse main sections.

There Is an author-stated

attempt at spacing the lettering as It occurs on the pieces themselves.
process takes some patience, and Is to be applauded.

This

Fo]]owlng, there are

some explanations of a few of the legends, and here, with further
assistance towards the next edition, there Is room for expansion.
Next, the Dates Distribution table gives no legend for the horizontal axis.
Is one to assume that the bars are purely for quantitative mathematical
comparative analysis, or do they represent set numbers?
Statistical Analysis tables are of more use.

Presumably the 'ave. weight'

column figures represent grammes, as this Is not stated.
TCS 4/9
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column is purely author-subjective, expressed as a number relating to the
author's own desirability plus rarity rating.

As Mr. Cobwright states on p.2,

where this is explained,

•u you

not do not lose sleep•.

Possibly the main die-linking groups which follow the

understand my method all well and good, if

Statistical Analysis, could be added as another column to that section rather
than tucked away at the back - it does look lost· where it is placed at
present.
One should not despise these pieces as sue�, they should be lapked at as
being a direct result of government inaction.

Their preponderance helped to

fill the vacuum for small change, though this did not effect any legality 'for
these pieces.
In all, this offering on 1evaslves 1 ls neatly presented and simply bound,
annual corrected list is envisaged.

An

Possibly, with members' comments,

suggestions and assistance, new lists can be issued,
A.J.G.

Automatic pleasures - the history of the coin machine - Nie Costa
1988, 1• x 9,3/4•, 224 pages, over half being illustrations (30 plates in
colour).

Published by Kevin Francis Publishing Ltd., 85 Landcroft Road,

London SE22 9JS at £16,95,

Obtainable from them or bookshops.

Even without the specific interest to collectors of amusement machine tokens
this ls a fascinating work.

Nie Costa gives us the early history of coin-fed

mechanisms in all their varieties and takes us thence into the world of the
Penny Arcade, gambling machines and the legislations of various nations
which have influenced the design and use of machines and indeed their
method of payout.

There are extensive chapters on each of the

different types of machines - one-arm bandits, fortune teller, wall machines,
vending machines, viewers, etc. etc.
The book is presented in a readable style, with many anecdotes, and is
exceptionally well illustrated with, among others, copies of early advertise
ments from Pessers and Moody, Haydon • Urry, Mills Novelty and others.
There are also many photographs of machines of all types.
Being the first book to cover this subject it opens up to the collector and
general reader alike a much wider understanding of .slot machines than was
TCS 4/9
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hitherto possible.

Sadly, its value as a reference book is somewhat

restricted by the absence of an index of any lists of machines or makers.
Nevertheless it is virtually a must for anyone with more than just a passing
interest in either macliines or tokens,
Bryan Hennem

The Yorkshire Numismatist 1 - Edited by John M. Ferrett and Peter J. Seaby
1988. 210 x 146 mm, vii + 112 p., 11 plates, Yorkshire Numismatic Society.
Card covers. ISBN 0

9513414

0 5.

Available from:

Yorkshire NS, 2 Vernon Road, Heckmondwike,

The Hon. Secretary,

Price £5 plus 75p UK postage.

The re-appearance of this publication, albeit in a new series and under a new
title, is most welcome.

A complete review of a variety of ten papers on

different numismatic topics is not within the scope of the TCSB.

However,

three articles are worthy of menti9n:

I.

Unpublished Seventeenth Century Tokens of Yorkshire - Michael
Dickinson,

p.57-9

- some notes giving fuller details of the tokens listed as 'Believed
entirely unpublished' in the same author's recently published Catalogue
'Seventeenth Century Tokens of the British Isles and their Values•.
2.

Yorkshire Temperance Establishments - Part I - J.P. Moffat.

p,61-70

- notes on the Coffee and Cocoa Houses are followed by a catalogue of
the pieces,
3.

with illustrations.

German Porcelain Medallions, 1938-42 - E.F, Winkler, p, 71-80
- an illustrated catalogue of: "This group, made in the famous Meissen
factories and showing the crossed swords trademark, was issued in
It consists of twenty-four medals, in red Boettger or white
_
biscuit porcelain, in eight to twelve variations of coloured, gilded and

Munich.

silvered decorations applied and secondary fired".
A.J.G.
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Nottinghamshire School Board Medals - George Chmielinski
�\

N.D. (1987).

16 pp, AS, card covers, illustrated, 90p,

Available at £1.25

post paid (inland UK) from the publishers - Coins of Beeston, P.O. Box No,
19, Beeston, Notts. NG9 ZNE
Yet another booklet on a specialised subject, issued as East Midlands
Numismatics Pamphlet No. 1, this small catalogue is a quite detailed
numismatic listing,

The author states in his Introduction that although the

Nottinghamshire Records Office has excellent records of the medals,
descriptions of the pieces are lacking.
County?

Is this true of your particular

The booklet flows nicely through its headings - History;

Eligibility, with a table of numbers of medals issued 1887 - 18991 Makers, P. Vaughton • Sons, J.A, Restall, A.H. Darby, and Dobbs, and the
stampers G,A. Jones and Mellers • Saunders1 The Medals, a listing of
variations from the standard design1 Catalogue, listing nine obverses, six
reverses and two types of clasps, all illustrated, and with adequate
descriptions and cross-linking.

The printing is dot matrix and neatly set out.

I agree with the author's statement in paragraph 2 of his Introduction: •As
these medals are part of our local social history they should be preserved and
documented before disappearing for good•.

Well said
A.J.G.

Transport Tokens of Italy: An Updated Listing
Edited by Yosef Sa 1 ar, this is an AS eight-page proof copy of a pamphlet
presented to the participants at the Fourth European Token Conference, held
on 23rd - 24th October, 198 7, in Rome,

Of interest here, especially to the

writer, is the explanation of the system used for listing tokens.

Members

with their own word-processors (and about to throw them away ) and
struggling with setting up their own cataloguing system, may benefit from
Mr. Sa 1 ar1 s useful emission,

For a copy of the pamphlet, contact him direct

at his new mailing address Ta Doar
A.J.G,
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Ralph Hayes, author of "British Machine Tokens" (1986), has issued
Supplement No. 5, dated April 1988.
received their copies.

Purchasers of the catalogue should have

The total additions are now approaching 720, which,

together with those recorded in the catalogue, brings the total now recorded
to over 2000.

Mr. Haye!l hopes to record any more additions in future TCS

Bulletins.
See also "Quill Corner".

"QUILL CORNER"
We reserve the right to shorten letters, but this will only be done in the
interests of clarity,

Publication of a letter does not imply editorial

endorsement.
To the Editor of the Bulletin
I am compiling a list of the tokens issued for use in British restaurants during
and immediately after World War II,

All of those seen so far are of plastic •••

•••••••• • I would appreciate details of size, colour, legend, etc.

Many do not

state their place of use, but their provenance may be known to you.
Philip Mernick

MALTA I GIBRALTAR TOKENS
I am trying to assemble a listing of tokens, tickets, checks, etc (metal and
plastic) from Malta/Gozo and Glbraltari

could I ask if any readers have any

(except the well known 1802-20 Gibraltar ones and the Abrines camel piece)
If they might help, please?

I'd be most appreciative of rubbings, metal and

edge details and will be happy to give full credits,
and ••••••••
HAVE YOU GOT ANY OF THESE
I would like to obtain rubbings of any of the following tokens and am happy
t� identify them for owners - can you help, please?
TCS 4/9
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Alliance Box Co. Ltd. (sold by John Whitmore Sept 1980)
Egyptian Queen (no further details known)
Malata (no further details known but various values probably)
Morning Star (again, no fuller details known)
Robert Lyall

I am a serious collector of Regal Evasions, that is, those pieces issued in the
latter part of the Eighteenth Century which resemble regal l/2d1s and l/4d 1s
but which have irregular legends.
Romanus, Cornwallis Ind, etc.
anything on my list•.

Examples1

George Rubs, Claudius

Please offer these for sale or exchange for

I also require Nottinghamshire 17th century tokens

and London Ii Newcastle Tea Checks on the same basis.
counterstamps and all forgeries.

Please also offer

All pieces required in any condition!
Alan Judd

Coins of Beeston,

*Mr. Judd's list is produced monthly and on a rolling basis,

Token Corresponding Society members may like to know that copies of
Antony Gunstone1s Catalogue of Tickets, Checks and Passes (in the
Leicestershire Museums Service collections), published in 1984, are still
available at only 75 pence plus postage and packing.

Members requiring a

copy should write to the Publications Officer, Leicestershire Museums Service,
96 New Walk, Leicestershire LEI 6TD.
Y. C. Courtney

I have been collecting military related tokens for a number of years and I
would like to know a lot more about their background

I have

been unsuccessful in obtaining any information on the British Armed Forces
tokens in plastic or metal • . • • • • • • • I should be pleased if • • • • • • • one of your
members could supply me with information or copies of relevant published
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articles.

Photocopying costs will happily be paid.

Anything and everything

is basically required on British Commonwealth military tokens and just to be
greedy information on individual regimental tokens is also required.
John F. X:arwood

I am interested in the history of eyeglasses and would like to add some
tokens, coins, advertising tickets, etc. to my collection which presently
consists only of spectacles.

If you can suggest where I might find such

items, I would be most appreciative.
Charles Letocha

The L ove Token Society was formed in

1972

for the purpose of promoting the

collecting of love tokens and to help one another to increase our knowledge
of the history and growth of love tokens.

At present we have over 300

members in the United States and Canada.
We find a serious lack of printed material on love tokens, especially on their
origination and growth.

In the United States a number of articles have

appeared in the lal!lt 20 years or so, but deal only with specific love tokens
held or seen by tlie author.
According to the legend of love tokens it started in Great Britain, first by
bending, then irregularly cutting Into 2 pieces, then engraving, first by pin
punching, crude die punching, and engraving later in various techniques.
The market today consists of many specimens on coins dated 1840 and later.
In the United States the practice stopped in

1909

when it became illegal to

mutilate coin.
On behalf of the Society, I have undertaken the project of producing a book
on the history and development of love tokens.
English references on love tokens.

I have found only two

One is a piece that appeared in the

"Transactions of the Yorkshire �umismatic Society", Vol. II, Part IV, 1922.
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This article gives the usual general discussion and then lists some 319 love
tokens in the collection at the Hull Museum.

The other article is a copy of an

article written by Rev. R.W.H. Ackworth MA, and read at a meeting of the
Kent Numismatic Society held at the Museum in Maidstone on Friday, August
22, 1941.

This interesting article refers to coins used in early literature and

several he has seen with engraved prose and phrases, but no coin identificat
ion and dates.
According to legend, the earliest known love token is a ·1707 Queen Anne half
crown with 3 initials and a sword engraved thereon.

I have a burning desire

to get more details on this piece, especially a photograph of both sides to
include in my book.

Likewise I would like to get photographs and more data

on Rev. Ackworth's love tokens.
me?

Can you find out anything about him for

If he is still alive, where or how can I contact him? I also have a

burning desire to get documental data on how the love token tradition
developed, including photographs of specific pieces.

It seems strange to me

that there is so little available in your Country when the custom seems to
have originated there.
I am writing to you to ask your assistance in obtaining whatever information
you may have or find available that would be useful in being incorporated in
my history.

I realize there may be some costs involved, and am willing to pay

within reason.

I will deeply appreciate any help you may be able to give me,

and will give due credit in the book for all contributions.
Lloyd L. Entenmann, President
Love Token Society

I am researching on UK Bus and Tram tokens and their uses over the last

150 years, and I would welcome details of tokens (rubbings where possible),

their uses, manufacturers, dates of issue and/or withdrawal, and any brief

notes on the Undertaking (issuing Authority) or individuals that issued them.
I am also interested in exchanging or purchasing these pieces.
John Tolson
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BRITISH MACHINE TOKENS
••••••• I hope to record any more additions In future Bulletins of the TCS.

I

would appreciate (receiving) the details of any 'new finds' so that appropriate
reference numbers can be Included.
Ralph Hayes

Maybe some of you would be interested in buying Polish token books catalogs:
I.

SIKORSKI - •MONETY ZASTEPCZE I ZETONY TRAMWAJOWE Z ZIEM
POLSKICH" (Streetcar tokens catalog - from towns now situated in
Poland)
Illustrated, soft cover, 100 pages, US dollars 10

z.

SIKORSKI - •MONETY ZASTEPCZE UBOZOW JENCOW WOJEN - WYCH
1914 - 1918• (Catalog of WW I Prisoners of War Camps Tokens from
places now in Poland)
Illustrated, soft cover, llZ pages - US dollars 10

3.

SCHMIDT - SIKORSKI, - •KATALOG ZETONOW GAZOWYIH Z ZIEM
POLSKICH" (Catalog of Gas Tokens from towns now in Poland)
Illustrated, soft cover, 116 pages - US dollars 10

4.

NIEMIRYCL - •KATALOG MONET POLSKICH SPOKDLIELNI WOJSIWWYCH"
19Z5 - 1939 (Catalog of tokens of Polish Military Co-operatives 19Z5 - 39)
Illustrated, soft cover, 13Z pages - US dollars 10

All prices include packing and airmail postage.

Payment in any Inter

changeable currency at current US dollar rate.

Payment - cheque or bank

transfer to my account no. xxx
Please do not send banknotes in letters - It happens that It is lost
(confiscation?)
Other Polish numismatic books and catalogs available as well (Koplcki coins
catalogs, KAW coins catalogs etc.).
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I am looking for contacts with other collectors of tokens to trade/sell tokeri.s,
medals, literature etc.
If anybody would be interested in my offer, please write directly.
Roman Grzegorczyn

Would holders of Birmingham • Smethwick Pu,blic House Checks unrecorded in
the late R.N.P. Hawkins• work 1PUBLIC HOUSE CHECKS OF BIRMINGHAM
AND SMETHWICK 1 (1978) please send to the undersigned full details
(including, if possible, a rubbing) to enable a worth-while supplement to be
produced?

Source will be acknowledged, by name only, unless otherwi11e

requested.
John R.P. King

NOTES AND QUERIES
REPLIES
4/6-19
Owning a number of Lockhart 1s Cocoa Rooms Checks and seeing them offered
frequently for sale in the London coin markets, I assumed them to belong to
the London-based Company using this name (see following list of addresses).
A number of fellow collectors have suggested different town venues for this
Company so perhaps they were not confined to the south of England.

This

Firm is first listed in 1880 and disappears from the London directories after
19Z31

The 19Z6 Essex County Directory gives for Southend-on-Sea the

following entry: Lockharts Ltd. Refreshment Rooms, Marine Parade; but does

not record an address in Stratford (listed under Essex not London at this
period of time).

All checks would seem to be of identical design with the

exception of either milled or plain edges.
LOCKHART'S COCOA ROOMS - as in 1899
London E - lZ • 13 Aldgate; 54 Victoria Dock Rd., Canning Town; 118
Commercial Street; 338 High St., Stratford; 208 Shoreditch High St.;
TCS 4/9
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8 High St., Whltechapeh 147 Whitechapel Rd.
London E.C. - 35 Aldersgate; Z0 Barbican; 4 & 5 Beehive Passage, Lime St.;
13 New Broad St.; 319 Central Markets; 81 Charter House St.; 41 Cheapside;
117A City Road; 11 Farringdon Road; 8 London St.; 84 Fore St.; 1Z6
Fenchurch St.; 54 Finsbury Pavement; 109 & 170 Fleet St.; 150 Holborn;
3Z King WUliam St.: 41 London Walh 19 llr Z0 Old Balley; Z78 Old St.; BA Paul
St; 71 Queen St.; 115 Queen Victoria St.; 18 !Ir 19 Little Tower Hill; 57A
West Smithfield.
London N - 108 Essex Rd,1 136 !Ir 138 Boxton St.; Z7 High St., Islington;
Z70 Pentonvllle Rd.; 3 Seven Sisters Rd.
London NE - 2 Dalston Lane,
London NW - 223 High St., Camden Town; 280 Euston Rd.1 63 llr 299 High
Rd., Kilburn.
London SE - 49 Borough High St.; 45 Blackfriars Rd.; Elephant !Ir Castle
Buildings, Newington Butts; 42, 44 !Ir 355 Walworth Rd.; 161 Westminster
Bridge Rd.
London SW - 79 Brampton Rd.; 16 St. John's Rd., Clapham; 16 Lillie Rd.,
West Brompton1 1 Bond St., Vauxhall; 17 Wilton Rd., Pimlico: 565 Fulham
Rd.
London W - 26 Coventry St. 1 284 Edgware Rd.; 142 Praed St., Paddington;
2 !Ir 143 King' St., Hammersmith; 10 Church St., Kensington: 103 !Ir 252
Oxford St. 1 5 Regent Place; 113A Tottenham Court Rd; 14 Uxbridge Rd.;
1 Madise Rd., West KensingtonJ Victoria Mansions, Ladbroke Grove.
London WC - Cambridge Circus; Piazza, Covent Garden; 5 Russell St,;
20 Drury Lane; 162A & 453 Strand,

37 West St., Brightoni 11 Welllngton Place, Hastings.
64 High St. !Ir Rayleigh House, Marine Parade, Southend.
THE LOCKHART LUNCHEON 11r 'fEA ROOMS
London EC - 79 Bishopsgate St. Within; 51 Gracechurch St.
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LOCKHARTS LTD. - PROPRIETORS OF LOCKHART'S COCOA ROOMS
Offices:

8 Paul St., Finsbury, EC.

Manufactory:

16 I, 18 Paul St,, Finsbury, EC.
John R.P. King

4/7-25

A British Game Counter?

The two Gaming counters detailed by Mr, L�ne are of German origin and akin
to the pieces bearing on one side 1Spielmark(e)(n)1 within a wreath and
depicting on the other a bird/insect/building/dignitary/animal/etc., etc.
Although no longer of interest when collected these pieces abounded in
dealers' junk boxes,
J.R.P. King

REQUESTS
4/9-27
I want to know the occasion for the issue of a 38 mm brass pass,
described as follows:

Legend SPIERS Ii POND • EMPLOYEES PASS • around

the inscription INTERNATIONAL/incuse number/EXHIBITION.
the same.

My questions are:

a)

Both sides are

what Exhibition was this for, and b)

who

was SPIERS Ii POND.
I will be most grateful for any help I can get on this.
James O. Sweeny

4/9-28
The following 17th. Century undated farthing token was recently unearthed
near Winchester and I am trying to identify it for the finder.

It is in poor

condition on a very thin copper flan but I have managed to decipher the
legends and am fairly sure about the device and initials.

It has inner and

outer borders, and from the note on same in Michael Dickinson's recent
catalogue, it would appear to be from the period 1657-65.

34
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Rev:

star W-STMIN lozenge MARKET - LA around the initials W.S.H.

Obv:

star AT lozenge THE lozenge OLD lozenge MAN lozenge IN around a

device which is possibly a male head with a cloak falling from the shoulder.
The two illegible letters on the reverse are probably E and P respectively,
making the address WESTMIN (STER) MARKET PLA(CE).

It looks then like

a London token, but Westminster Market Place is not listed in Williamson and
nor will any cross reference in its index throw any light on the inn name (?),
device or initials.

Can any reader with more information on Lol)don tokens or

elsewhere help please by replying

to the undersigned?
T. Winsborough

4/9-29
'CURRENCY PEPYS SERIES'
Can anyone supply information on a thin brass item 20 mm In diameter
bearing the legend 'CURRENCY PEPY� SERIES' (incuse) arranged around a
man's head - ? Samuel Pepys.

Obverse and reverse are identical.

Leicestershire Museums, Arts and Records
Service,
96 New Walk,
Leicester, LEl 6TD

Y. C. Courtney,
Assistant Keeper, Social History

4/9-30
Perhaps one of your readers can help with these which seem to come into the
Counters or Splelmark area.

To what do they refer or are they deliberately

obscure?
1.

Brass, with traces of silvering, 19 mm, edge reeded.

Obv. centre has

a dab of solder/braze, there is a corresponding flat spot on the Rev.
Obv:

Crude Jubilee bust of Queen Victoria, left.
Around:

Rev:

DTBATO

Crowned shield of royal arms.
Around:
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2.

Brass, gilt, 16.6 mm
Obv:

Bare head almost (7/8) facing bust of George V in uniform.
Around (without spaces or punctuation);
GEORGEVKINGOF ENGLANDCRUNTIKTAN
(the L and A overlap

IA)
M.I.H. Ewing

4/9-31
These two pieces are familar to most readers 1
1).

A BEEHIVE SURROUNDED BY SEVEN BEES/PAID below//SWANSEA/1832
Copper plain edge ti 18 mm

2).

and

A LION/PAID below//TRURO/1830 Copper plain edge N 18 mm

I have two specimens of each piece, one on a thick flan and one on a thin
one.

Can there be any significance particularly as both pieces are obviously

related?
Brian Edge

4/9-3Z
A recent acquisition is a countermarked/Engraved Coin which will present
a puzzle to T.C.S. members.
The initials LUGLCO are punched incusely on the obverse of a well worn
veiled head Victorian Halfpenny.

The reverse has been filed flat and

polished and upon this surface a rugby ball has been engraved.

Presumably

there is a direct connection with the engraving and the mysterious initials.
Has anybody any ideas ?
Brian Edge

4/9-33
a brass piece with beaded borders both sides, grained edge 23 mm in
diameter.

It features on the obverse a four sail wooden windmill with the

word HILL below.

The reverse has the initials R. W.

The obverse seems to

imply Windmill Hill of which there must have been hundreds I

Notwithstanding

this has any reader knowledge of this piece?
Brian Edge
TCS 4/9
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4/9-34
A friend who is studying family history has noticed a reference in Davis &
/

Waters concerning a'l oval ba�ge/pass with coat of arms on one side and
BETTRIDGE CHARITY on the other.

Has anyone any information on this

Chl\rity?
Brian Edge

4/9-35
Has any Surrey Collector any knowledge of the following:
•JBETCHWORTH/FRIENDLY/SOCIETY/• (Countermarked across the face
LFS)//3 all with beaded circles both sides.

BRASS 24 mm plain edge tt
Brian Edge

Ralph Hayes, author of •British Machine Tokens" (1986), has issued List
of Tokens for Sale,
Supplement No. 5.

Items are referenced to his· Catalogue and to its

4

Contact him at 50 Thorpe Gdns., Alton, Hants. GU34 2BQ

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
THE TOKEN SPECIALIST

FREE TWENTY PAGE MONTHLY CATALOGUE OF TOKENS, MEDALLIONS,
-- BOOKS OLD AND NEW INCLUDING OUR OWN PUBLICATIONS
WE ALSO BUY AND EXCHANGE
TEL: FELIXSTOWE (0394) 278580
OR WRITE: SIEGFRIED E. SCHWER

·········�····································································
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
- BARRY GREENAWAY -

Tries to keep in stock a selection of all possible
types of Token, Check, Ticket and Meda11ion by
locality and theme.

Please state your interests to: LORDSWOOD

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
New list of Irish 17th and 19th Century Tokens available at cost of s.a.e.
In stock are well over 1,000 17th Century Tokens of all counties - quotations
gladly offered against 1Wants 1 lists. Exchanges happily negotiated.
Particularly wanted for cash or by exchange, are tokens of Cheshire,
Cumberland, Durham, Essex, Lancashire, Northumberland, Suffolk, Sussex,
Westmorland and all Heart-shaped tokens, all of which I collect myself
NIGEL A . CLA RK

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
100 page illustrated catalogue of coins, tokens, secondhand and new
numismatic books etc.
WA NTED:

Specimen copy free on request

A ny tokens, tickets, medallions, medallets etc. of any
period of Wolverhampton
GA LATA COINS LTD

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Canadian Merchant tokens wanted, aluminium or brass
Counterstamps on Canadian Breton tokens or Cdn. coins wanted
Encased Cdn. coins, pocket-size advertising mirrors, anything Canadian!
A lso collect Mavericks - e.g. Sc in Trade or Merchandise
(no town names) must be in cents
JOHN CHERA MY

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH TOKENS OF MA URITIUS, GIBRA LTA R, MALTA,
FA LKLANDS, WEST INDIES, BRITISH AFRICA , FAR EA ST • PACIFIC ISLANDS
WA NTED PLEASE
ALSO
A ny tokens from WA RRINGTON, Lancashire

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
WANTED

The following.17th Century tokens (Dickinson/Williamson refs.)
1)
2)
3)

SURREY 16/17 RICHARD MILES 1656/65 Grocer's Arms
LONDON (Mark Lane) 1869A DANIELL MILES 1666 Coffee-pot
LONDON (West Smithfield) 2868 JOHN MILES 1669 At Ye Tavern
Send details via the Editor

...............................................................................

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
WANTED

YORKSHIRE 17th CENTURY TOKENS
Condition Unimportant
Derek Rowland

...............................................................................

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
MONTHLY LIST of TOKENS AND PARANUMISMATICA
Contact
:

COINS OF BEESTON,

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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A. H. BALDWIN & SONS LTD.
NUMISMATISTS

ESTABLISHED 1872

Specialists in:
COINS

COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS

TOKENS
We would be pleased to receJ ve your
wants list.

A token 11st Js currently Jn prepara
tion and if you would like to receive
a copy please contact Timothy Hillett.

11 ADELPHI TERRACE
LONDON WC2N 6BJ
War M,d11ls & Decorotlona 01•839 1310
Coln• & Medals
Tolox
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TOKEN CORRESPONDING SOCIETY
(incorporating Pub Check 'study Group)
ISSN 0269 - 0187

NOVEMBER 1989

BULLETIN Vol. 4 No. 10
Editor:

Editor (Pub Checks):

Anthony J. Gilbert

Yolanda C , Courtney

Treasurer:

Robert S. Sharman

ISSUED SEASONALLY
SUBSCRIPTION (FOR FOUR ISSUES) - £6 for UK/Eire.

The overseas rate is

£10, remitted by Pounds Sterling Money Order or Cheque/Banker's Draft drawn
on a U.K. Bank, in order to avoid exchange difficulties and bank conversion
charges.
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non-members £1. 75 (UK),

Overseas rates include dispatch by Airmail.
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_
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A new subscriber joining 'mid-period'
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Subscription Charging Period of four issues.
Small advertisements - six lines or one-eighth page size, are charged at the
economical rate of £1. 50 per issue.
Copyright - is reserved to individual contributors, as may or may not be
shown thus ©.

Copyright of all residual material is reserved to the

Society.
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EDITORIAL
This is the first issue to incorporate material from the Pub Check Study Group
(PCSG), formerly produced and edited by Yolan.da Courtney.

Her publication

had reached a stage whereby sufficient regular submissions were beginning to

dry up, and thus she felt that its interests could best be served and continued
by incorporation into the Token Corresponding Society.

As long as there are

Pub Check items forthcoming, then a place or section is guaranteed, though it
may well be found in an expanded Queries section.

Mrs. Courtney's adeptness with her word-processor is expected to lead to some
improvements in the administration of the TCS, notably address labelling, I
would at this point just ask members to inform me of any changes of address,
some members appear to be quite peripatetic�

It must be stated that Pub

Check material should be submitted to Yolanda Courtney (YC) for editing, at

her address (see above), unless the item is of a general interest nature, when
members can, of course, send it to the Editor,

It has been gratifying to receive so many of the PCSG 1 s former members

(though still Pub Check specialists I) into the TCS.

Subscriptions to the TCS

Bulletin are grouped into issues of four (see above), thus former PCSG

members who have sent in £6 should also have received last April's Vol. 4
No. 9, in order to keep their subscriptions in line with everyone else,

Some

dual members have also paid an additional £6, together with YC 1 s standaz:d
form.

This is not necessary, and those members will either have had their

monies returned, credited or donated.

TCS 4/10
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Repeated below is the essence of an announcement distributed by YC to PCSG
members:
"The PCSG is to merge with the Token Corresponding· Society.

Despite less

frequent Bulletins and although a number of people are working on pub
check projects it has become increasingly difficult, partly because more work is
now being published separately, to fill the Bulletin with worthwhile material on
a regular basis,

Pub check studies are part of the wider picture of token

studies and deserve the wider audience that the TCS can give them.

The TCS

Bulletin now has an International Standard Serial Number which means that
copyright libraries receive the Bulletin automatically thus preserving the work
of token studies for the future.
I have negotiated the following deal with the Token Corresponding Society
(TCS) which ensures that the interests of pub check studies are represented,
Any planned pub check projects seeking publication will be assured of space,
I will be working as co-editor with the present editor of the TCS, Mr. Tony
Gilbert, and I shall remain as editor with responsibility for pub check and
related material.

Any material that seems likely to swamp the TCS will appear

in parts or as a separately published supplement, the mystery list will be
published as part of the Bulletin on an occasional basis;

new additions to it

and solutions will appear in the general notes and queries section.

Pub check

material can appear in each bulletin, former members of the PCSG will be
invited to review new books in the pub check field and report on relevant
conferences, auctions etc."
Sadly, two well-known token enthusiasts passed away this year, John Wetton
and Christopher Brunel.

The latter initiated this journal,

Their obituaries

appear later in this issue.
A.J.G,

LOCKHART'S COCOA ROOMS
The following is an extract of an article which appeared in the 22.2.1988
edition of the newspaper 'The Northern Echo'.

It appears here by courtesy

of its editor Mr. Prosser, and was submitted by D. Evans.
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the fashionable Cocoa Palace, Saturday
February 22, 1879"

11At one o'clock in Station Road, Darlington, fifty or more men and women are

crowding a larger corner shop at the entry of a short cul-de-sac just off
High Northgate,
Station Road.

Carriages fill the cul-de-sac and line the Northgate end of

The proprietor of the Darlington premises is already prospering elsewhere.

His name and trade are proclaimed on two bold fascia boards above the door,

curving round the corner above and beneath a curved window: LOCKHART'S
COCOA ROOMS,

The company within - although he himself is indisposed and

absent - includes an MP, men of industry and commerce, doctors, clergymen,
and more than a dozen ladies.

Since the 1850s the temperance movement has become more practical.

Interests

that once exhorted working people to keep out of pubs and bars by staying at

home now welcome the recent proliferation of eating and reading rooms and

coffee houses - the latter very different from the fashionable coffee houses of
last century.

The drink trade indeed employs ten thousand fewer workers now than it did
ten years ago;

but that is partly because of the economic recession and by

the 1890s it will have recovered.

Tea has overtaken coffee in general use, but cocoa - the newest and dearest

beverage, developed in the 1830s from drinking chocolate - is a rival of both
since its improvement in the 1860s.

In temperance esteem, too, it has the

advantage of Quaker manufacturers in Cadbury, Rowntree and Fry.

Darlington Quakers set up a Coffee Cart Company and a travelling street stall
in the year betore last, Coun. John Bowman and two or three friends

intended this year to open one of the new "cocoa palaces" (the term reflecting
their comfort) but have turned the premises over to Lockhart on hearing that

he wanted Darlington in his empire,

Promoting a London idea, Lockhart opened his first "palace 11 in Newcastle

seventeen months ago, and now has several there, with others in Gateshead,
North and South Shields, Jarrow, Sunderland and Stockton; Darlington is
TCS 4/10
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his thirteenth.
The corner door of the new Cocoa Rooms, flanked on either side in
Station Road and Melville Street by four tall windows, opens into a shop with
urns on a counter to the left, and low partitions separating tables by the
windows, as in a London eating-house.
Beyond is the equivalent of a pub parlour or "snug", with tables and chairs,
while upstairs has a large room for hiring, among others.
well as cocoa are sold, and buns, bread and cakes.

Tea and coffee as

There are newspapers,

and anyone can walk in for a rest without buying anything.
So distinguished a company can never again be expected here - Peases,
Bowmans, Hodgkins, a roll call of local Quakers and their friends, including
Mr David Dale, a partner in the Pease mines and managing director of steel
and railway companies, who is to be knighted in 1895:

and who today, at the

request of Lockhart 1 s man, is opening the proceedings.
He has been asked to say (he says) why public ceremony and the local MP
should honour a commercial enterprise.

Because, he answers, it is an under

taking for public advantage as well as private profit, not unlike the railway
inaugurated near here in 1825.
It is not a charity and offers, at a very reasonable price, wholesome refresh
ment at any hour, especially to men who go to work early;

and, like a club,

there is companionship, one of the most important features in life.
After remarks by Mr Bowman and Mr R Cameron of Sunderland - who says
Mr Lockhart feeds 600 schoolchildren there every day - the Cocoa Rooms are
formally opened by Mr Edmund Backhouse, the local banker and town 1 s MP
since it became a borough in 1867.
More custom means more profit and better service, he reminds them.

He

himself does not blame workmen, as much as some of his friends do, for
going to a pub where an alternative is lacking;

but the Cocoa Rooms provide

that opportunity and at the same time, recommend total abstinence, without
proselytising.
A resolution congratulating Mr Lockhart is carried by acclamation;

his

representative explains that penny and sixpenny tokens are sold and can be
TCS 4/10
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given t' o families;

and now Mr Backhouse takes

11

very great pleasure in

drinking to their good health" from a cup of cocoa •••••n

MINIATURE MODEL MONEY, BY JOSEPH MOORE
This extract from a proposed book has been reconstructed from an earlier
article, c.1975.

No trace can now be found of that version and when the

present version was discussed, some doubting v:oices said that it included an
imaginary piece.

I wonder if any sightings of this

11

mythicalll model can be

provoked.
The bimetallic models, made by Moore after 1844 (Section 04), became popular
and so c;Iid these miniature models.

This probably created the market for the

later toy coins, which were sold in similar small boxes.

These models and the

miniature medalets (Section 06), were sold as novelties from shops, like one
kept by Hyams in Cornhill, or by street sellers.

These miniatures were sold

in small foil boxes which contained three or more according to the size of the
box.

A quotation from the 1890 1 s explains:

"Penny, halfpenny and farthing of 10 mm 8 mm and 7 mm ••• , • constitute a
set ••••• enclosed in remarkably neat little silvered box, bearing on the cover
the badge and motto of the Prince of Wales and on the bottom the words

11

The

Prince of Wales Box" - were sold in the streets of London, in the year 1848 •••
13 mm Model half farthing 1848 • , • , • another set 1/4 1/8 and 1/16 in a similar
box •••••"
Since the miniature medals in the next section were made after 1848, and the
model coins are at least as common, they were probably still being made after
1850.

This reaches the 1851 exhibition when so many medalets were sold that

any popular line would probably have been continued.

(Section B OS lists the

boxes).
The intention behind these tiny pieces was rather more serious than is usually
realised,

(See Brahmah, Yarwood, Peck or Freeman for the traditional view.

The earlier authors, Christmas and Batty, had treated them as genuine ·
"private patterns".)

Jo'seph Moore had already produced the 1844 pattern

penny to reduce the size and weight of the money in general use, but
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ensuring that the coin remained worth the full value of one penny.

He later

produced patterns for a bronze coinage that were very close to the type
eventually adopted.

He was a supporter of the move to decimalise the pound

and in 1854 he produced a

model mille.

This was one thousandth of a pound

which was very close to the value of a farthing then in use.
serious suggestions and were accepted as such at the time.

These were all
(See Section 48).

At the middle of the nineteenth century, the value of the English sovereign was
rising in international trade markets.

.This had the unfortunate effect of

causing a need for smaller change to buy the minor items at home.

The half

farthing was originally made for the colonies, but had to be made legal tender
in England by 1842.

Before 1848, it seemed likely that a coin below the half

farthing would be required and the choice would probably have been the
quarter farthing that had already been made for use in Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) •
Joseph Moore combined his earlier ideas to reduce the size of the larger coins
with this shortage of small change.

His suggestion was to be prepared for the

eighth of a farthing and successively smaller divisions down to a one thirty
second part of a farthing.

If this sounds like too small a coin, once the gold

value rose over £40 per sovereign, during 1980, the new penny was worth less
than a quarter of a farthing.

This happened while tl;ie half new penny was

still used and was worth less than the suggested eighth of a farthing.

It is

true that it did not buy much, but poverty is now at a different level compared
with 130 years earlier.
In 1848, the pound was a gold sovereign and was r1smg in value.

Since then

the value of the pound has tended to fall against other currencies and each
time the value of the smallest coin in circulation falls under £0.0003 gold value
we have lost that coin to inflation.
1984.

Gold prices have fluctuated and was £73 in

The half new penny was worth less than the suggested eighth of a

farthing for the ten years before it was withdrawn.
Value of a
Sovereign

Denomination

last made/
demonetized

Farthing

1956/1960

£3.5

£0.0003

Halfpenny

1967/1969

£5

£0.0004

Penny

1967/1971

£4.5

£0.0009

£51

£0.0001

Half new penny

TCS 4/10
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Decimalisation caused the premature withdrawal of the old penny.

Also the

price of goltl was artificially restrained by government restrictions which were
lifted in March 1971.

The gold price reached £10 during 1973.

The penny

would then have been £0.0004 and l!as been less than £0.00026 since mid 1974.
At present a sovereign is again worth more than £50.
£0.00026

The Quarter of a farthing in 1848:

less than £0.0002

The New Penny in 1988:

£0.00014

The New Pinny in 1974, briefly:

£0.00013

The Eighth of a farthing in 1848:

The last of the small models is the model mille with an 1854 date but the boxes
continue with dates as late as 1865.

While this may have contained some other

medalet, these miniatures may have still been issued some years after the stated
date.

See also the smaller model crowns listed (in Section 04).

Thirty-second of a farthing, last reported by Batty 6779.
about this;

Some doubt exists

he reports that he could not find the two examples that he had.

None have been found in the small boxes (Section B 05), and no other report
exists to confirm that they ever existed.

However the vast majority of the

entries in Batty are confirmed, even if duplicating minor die flaws in each stage
of the deterioration of the die.

My copy of Batty has been annotated by

someone who was examining the collection (after his death?).

There is a

comment late in volume 2 that the remaining coins were loose in the drawers and
not in packets.

Therefore I am prepared to believe that a couple of 5 or 6 mm

diameter pieces could have been lost.

Christmas failed to note the sixteenth

farthing and there was no other listing of the issue until 100 years after the
issue had been made.
Miniatures Model Coins by Joseph Moore:

1848 to c 1854.

Sixteenth of a farthing, Eighth of a farthing, Quarter of a farthing and Half of
a farthing and dated 1848.

(Diameters: 7 mm, 8.5 mm, 11 mm and 13.5 mm.)

Mille dated 1854 and 29.5 mm diameter.
1848.

Farthing, Half penny and penny dated

(Diameters: 7 mm, 8.5 mm and 11 mm.)

These are known with many variations of metal and finish.

Also several dies

and mules have been reported, including a mule with the models of the
American 1849 Californian 2.1/2 dollar to 1/ 4 dollar series.

However the model

of the thirty-second of a farthing has now remained unreported for nearly a
TCS 4/10
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century,

Did it ever exist?

At least one person has now said that it was a

figment of Batty 1 s imagination, though I am prepared to believe that it was
rare and easily lost.

It will only be found, if it exists, with extra hunters.

Perhaps.
©

Note:

David J. de Sola Rogers

Section references are to the proposed book.·

- Ed

by Ralph Hayes

BRITISH MACHINE TOKENS

The following tokens have been recorded since the Catalogue and Supplement
No. 5 was issued:21.10

A.P.T, CONTROL SYSTEMS curved with P central/P = 8 mm,
Rev.

35.3

Same but P = 6.5 mm,

(Automatic Machines Ltd,)

Brass/22 mm,

As 35,

Rev, Blank but with C/M,s
Alloy/21.5 mm,

of a Maltese cross and two diamonds.
37C,1

A.W.M,C, in central line with quatrefoil above & below/circle of
dots close to plain rim.
Note.

37C. is Rev.

Rev,

3P.

Silvered Base Metal/17 mm,

1P.

NATIONAL MOTOR MUSEUM, BEAULIEU. (Turnstile entrance)
47A.

BEAULIEU curved twice with two sexifoil spacers & an old type car
depicted central within a circle/plain rim.

Rev. CHILD curved

twice with two sexifoil spacers & a motif of four discs above three
diamond shapes depicted central within a circle.
As 47A.

49,112

BELL FRUIT LTD. curved with a Bell depicted central/all incuse/
Rev,

As 47A. but ADULT curved twice.

Brass/27 mm.

47A.1

no rim.

Rev,

Brass/22,5 mm,

VALUE JACKPOT curved with £4,10,0 in central
Brass/24,5 mm,

line/all incuse.
49,113

As 49.112,

Rev.

VALUE TIC TAC TOE curved with £4,10.0 in

central line/all incuse.
Note,

Brass/24.5 mm,

The previous two tokens have a hole drilled close to the

edge.
TCS 4/10
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60.2

B. P.S.C.M curved with a dot each side of cross spacer & 3
central.

Rev.

Brass/17 .5 mm.

Same.

BUNNYS,
73A.

BUNNYS curved with a wreath below & the head of a Rabbit
facing central/all incuse/no rim.

Rev.

EUROCOIN TM incuse in
Brass/22 mm.

central line between two slots.
CAR PARKING.
82A,

(In use at Basingstoke)

BREV. above four grooves with GETTONE PER APP. AUTOMATIC!
COMMERCIO VIETATO 002 in five lines below/plain rim.

Rev.

BREV, above four grooves with APPARECCHI ELETTRICI in line &
a Machine Cabinet depicted below.

Alloy/27,5 mm,

COUNTGRADE LTD. (Weston-super-Mare?)
105B.

COUNTGRADE LIMITED curved with a motif (six discs in a square)
central/plain rim.

105B,l

Rev.

EUROCOIN TM

Brass/18 mm.

As 105B. but all incuse. Rev. EUROPOIN TM incuse between two
Brass/29 mm,

slots.
132.6

EDGARTON AUTO LIMITED curved with three dot spacers & C/M

2 central. Rev. Blank,

Brass/17.5 mm.

ELTON BINGO.
134A.

Elton in script LUCKY 7 BINGO NO CASH VALUE curved/plain
rim.
Note.

Rev.

Black Plastic/26 mm.

Same.

There is the letter R within a circle on both sides below

the 1 n 1 of Elton.

This type of token is ejected from the Bingo

machine when the correct number/s are found and is used to
claim an award,
143.60

EUROCOIN TM incuse within a raised circle/no rim.

Rev.

EUROCOIN TM incuse within a recessed circular area/no rim,
Brass/22.5 mm,
143.61

EUROCOIN TM with three star spacers above & three below/all
incuse/plain rim.

Rev. EUROCOIN TM incuse between two slots/

E = 2 mm.
Note.
TCS 4/10
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Brass/22.5 mm.
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149A,l

F.D. central/circle of dots close to plain rim.
R,NEAL curved above,
Note.

153.2

Rev. 6D with
Alloy/18 mm.

The address is below but unreadable.

(Frederick Controls Divn.) As 153,l

Rev.

As 153,l.
Brass/25 mm.

155,l

(Freemans) As 155.
Note.

175.2

Rev.

Same.

This token is Brown coated.

(Grand Pier, Weston-super-Mare)
Rev.

Alloy 30 mm,
As 64,5 but with square C/H.
'Brass/24,5 mm.

As 64,5.

Note.

The square C/H. was for identification P'l!rpose/no longer

in use.
175.3

1 at centre of recessed area/no rim,

Rev.

Yellow Plastic/29 mm,

area (3 = 1 mm)
Note,

3 at top of recessed

This is similar to a small pulley wheel & is inserted into a

slot on a Bumper car to actuate the electrical equipment.
175.4

As 134A. with Grand Pier W.S.M. incuse & Gold coloured in two
lines central.

184.2

Rev.

Same.

Beige Plastic/26 mm.

HARRISON AUTO TELESCOPE LONDON.W,6 curved with two dot
spacers & 41, THE GROVE in central line/beaded rim.

Rev.

Brass/30 mm.

Blank.
(A new or old address)
200.l

IPC central.
Note.

Rev.

Brass/27 mm.

Same,

The ends of the letters on this token are all shaped as a

radius whereas on Ref. 200. they are square.
JORVIK.
213B,

JORVIK in outline letters curved below an olden type warrior 1s
Helmet depicted/plain rim.

Rev. EUROCOIN TOKEN curved with

two star spacers & 20P central,
KARCHER.
217B,

Brass/22 mm.

( Car Wash) (In use at Gisburn Lanes.)
KARCHER in line above C/H with motif below/plain rim,

Rev.

WERTMARKE curved around �rcle that is broken by the motif.
Brass/26 mm.
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L.M.S. Machine Services, Cowley, Oxfordshire.
238A.

LMS in outline in a recessed rectangle lined as three squares/
plain rim, Rev. EUROCOIN TM incuse within a raised circle/no
rim.
Alloy/21 mm.

238A.1

EUROCOIN TM incuse above & below, a recessed circular area with
LMS in outline in a recessed rectangle lined as three squares/no
rim. Rev. LMS in outline in a recessed rectangle lined as three
squares within a raised circle/no rim,
Copper/21 mm.

269.19

GOOD FOR A PACKET OF MINTS curved with dot spacer/plain
rim, Rev. A Tomahawk depicted in outline with the letter R
Brass/21 mm,
imposed over the handle.

269.20

GOOD FOR MINTS curved with 1 PACKAGE OF in three lines/
Brass/21 mm,
plain rim. Rev. A Top Hat depicted.

NEWELL, London.
282B.

NEWELL LONDON curved with two dot spacers & central circle with
C/M, 2/beaded rim. Rev. Blank but with circle & C/M,11
Brass/17.5 mm,

NEW CENTURY AUTOMATIC CASHIER.
282C.

NEW CENTURY AUTOMATIC CASHIER curved with spacer (has been
drilled - possibly a rosette) & 2/6 central/beaded rim/milled edge.
Rev. A SOUVENIR GIVEN OUT BY THE AUTOMATIC CHANGE
Brass/32 mm,
GIVER in seven lines.
Note. C,1900 Machines were available to obtain change of a
Sovereign or Half Sovereign. Possibly the change was in Half
Crown pieces which were approximately the same size as this
Souvenir token, could provide some interesting research for any
member willing to do so.

P.C AUTOMATICS.
29BE.
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PESSERS.
300A.

BREVET PATENT curved with PESSERS in central line &
ornamental design above & below/beaded ri�.

Rev.

Blank,
Copper/15 mm.

315.6

(R) NO CASH VALUE curved with two star spacers & an ornate
R in outline central/plain rim.

Rev. FOR ONLY curved with four

four part diamond spacers & AMUSEMENT between two ornamental
Brass/30 mm.

lines central.
R.B.M,C.
317A.

R B M C separated by four arc spacers/plain rim.

322.2
338.67

(R,I.)

As 322,1 with C/H.

Rev.

As 322,1,

Rev.

Brass/21.5 mm.
Brass/19 mm.

Same.

As 338.67 with C/M. LUC curved.

Rev. As 338.67 but with C/M.
Brass/19 mm.

L above UC,
338.69

VALUE

SAMSON NOVELTY C9 LONDON curved with two dot spacers &
3 central/beaded rim,

338.68

Rev.

Silvered Brass/16 mm.

above 3P.

As 338.61 Rev.

As

338.61 with 1 central,
Silvered Brass/22.5 mm.

338.70

As 338.13.

Rev.

Brass/22,5 mm.

As 338.13

SCOTT'S.
339B.

As 306.23 but hand engraved SCOTT'S above top of circle.
As 306,23

Rev.

Brass/24 mm.

SPORTS, London.
355A.

SPORTS LONDON curved with two dot spacers & centre circle/
beaded rim.

Rev.

Brass/17.5 mm.

Same.

T.c.c.
371B.
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TMF, Lincoln.
379A.

TMF in outline with LINCOLN below/all within a circle/all incuse/
. no rim. Rev. EUROCOIN TM with 1 c1 circled & a motif depicted
1986 below/ITALY PAT. with motif depicted in vertical position/all
within a circle/all incuse between four slots/no rim. Brass/22 mm.

379A.l

As 379A. Rev. EUROCOIN TM with PAT. below/all within a
circle/all incuse between four slots/no rim.
Brass/22 mm.

401.47

(To be Spent in The House) As 401.4 Rev. Elephant depicted with
French mint mark & DEPOSE.
Brass/18 mm.

401.48

As 401.4 with lD central. Rev.

401.49

As 401.48 Rev. Small Branch with three leaves depicted.
Brass/18 mm.

401.50

As 401.9 Rev. Dog walking to right depicted with French mint
mark & DEPOSE.
Brass/18 mm.

402.4

(Token Award for Skill) As 402.3 Rev.

403.3

(Vaux) BELL FRUIT LTD. curved with VAUX BEER in two lines
central/all incuse/no rim. Rev. VALUE IN TRADE curved with
Brass/24.5 mm.
a Bell depicted above £4.10.0 central.
Note. Presumably this token is one of the predecessors of the
issues made by Bell Fruit i.e. Ref. Nos. 89. or 403.2 as
jackpot prizes for machines in clubs associated with the brewery.

Acorn depicted.

Brass/18 mm.

As 402.3
Silvered Brass/20 mm.

© Ralph Hayes

REPORT ON TOKEN CONGRESS 1989
The eighth Annual Token Congress was held over the weekend of ll-12th
November, 1989 at Holly Royde Residential Conference Centre, University of
Manchester Department of Extra Mural Studies. It was attended by fifty-six
enthusiasts, of whom half that number took the opportunity of arriving on the
Friday evening to enjoy the preliminaries.
In total, ten papers were given, covering: N.E. m1rung tokens (J. Gardiner),
Sentimental Magazine tokens (B. Edge), Cheshire 17th. Century tokens
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(N Clark), Bristol Tramways Loyalty Medal 1901 (B. Greenaway), Bolton
Concert Hall tickets (C. Stockton), 'To Hanovers 1 (J. Whitmore), Pub Check
Marketing Patterns (Y. Courtney), Gambling counters (R. Bell), Oldham Pub
checks (W. Kennett), Scottish 18/19th. Century farthings (A. Andison).
This year's Congress held a new feature - current research and
publications - admirably supported by eleven attenders taking the rostrum.
The usual Saturday evening bourse, a major Congress feature, was again a
success, lasting until the small hours.

The food was truly superb, and the

accommodation (at one of the writer's favourite venues) was spacious and
comfortable, with pleasant and professional staffing.
The high standard of a smooth running chairmanship and a varied and
interesting programme, as set by previous Congresses, was maintained here
by the organizer, Bob Lyall.

The weekend witnessed some vibrant

companionship, truly 1 synergetic1 I
A noticeable feature of these Congresses is the overall feeling of equality
amongst the attenders - the desire to contribute towards the proceedings,
rather than be talked at. The whole weekend is devoted to numismatics, with
no breaks for fun-filling perambulation.

If this is your idea of furthering

knowledge on tokens and developing personal contacts, then do consider
attending a future Token Congress.
scheduled to be held at Leicester.

Next year, the ninth Token Congress is
If you are interested in tokens, then can

you afford to miss it?
- Ed.

TOKEN CONGRESS 1990
This year's Token Congress will be held over the weekend of 2Z/23rd
September at Beaumont Hall, Leicester University.
in the region of £40.
sixty-five.

The cost is expected to be

Early booking is advisable, as numbers are limited to

A deposit of £10 will reserve your place,

All details from: Roy

Rains
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OBITUARIES
IMPRESSIONS OF JOHN L, WETTON, died August 1988
I was first introduced to John Wetton in 1976 (?) at the. Annual British
Numismatic Society Cocktail Party.

Christopher Brunel touched my arm and

said he'd like to introduce me to someone else interested in tokens,

Despite

the fact that I'd only learnt what a token was some two (?) years earlier, I
knew his name well and was thrilled to talk and chat to such an experienced
collector.
As a small boy, George Williamson, who knew John's father, had pressed a few
17th Century tokens into his hand.
collections are born!
Token Collection.

From such small beginnings great

And certainly John Wetton had a great 17th Century

In later years he didn't recall which tokens he had been

given by Williamson, but suspected they were Guildford Town pieces or common
trader's pieces of the same town.
When I met John and arranged to visit him in his Woking home, my own more
narrowly specialist 17th Century Token Collection was indeed in an embryonic
state.

I'd swept up everything I could find in Seaby's and Spink 1 s trays, and

had begun g�ing through what Baldwin regarded as their 'remnants' trays,
Only Patrick Deane, that I recall, had the semblance of an idea about these
pieces in the Trade apart from the aforementioned Houses.

Spink Auctions had

not been born and the number of pedigree names attached to 17th Century
Tokens in commerce were very few - Carthew, Taffs, Faulkner and Gilbert
were the only ones generally met with.

In this environment, and in the days

before I began correspondence with the late Henry Norweb, it was indeed a
thrill to come across a collection of probably some 4,000 tokens.
The only four published works with which.!._ associate John Wetton, were his
introductory booklet to the series - "Seventeenth Century Tradesmens 1 Tokens",
and re-listings· of Hampshire, Isle of Wight and Surrey tokens,

The first

mentioned still serves experienced collectors well with brief descriptions of
specialist coupty publications.

The other three are, to an extent, superseded

by 'Dickinson' and their numbering systems are virtually useless to (and in
fact unused by) modern writers.
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The numbering system employed in his Surrey work, whereby each locality
begins its numbering again at 1, with 1a 1 and 1 b 1 letters used for a different
token of the same issuer, serves to illustrate the lack of precision and clarity
of thought which typified John's numismatic work.

He was a collector in the

grand s_tyle of Ralph Nott - also not known for the reliability of his
documentation,

Once he had obtained a token, it was marked in his list and

that was that.

Notes of sources, costs and pedigrees were rarely recorded,

sadly - and if a piece was numbered incorrectly, he'd fall into the trap of
buying another specimen without checking his existing collection.

His own

list of tokens unrecorded by Williamson is full of items actually recorded
elsewhere by Williamson, misrecorded, or noted without evidence of their
existence.

To the extent that many modern writers referred to John's notes

without actually looking at the tokens, many of which were in John's
collection, has been the source of some misapprehensions on the series over a
period - and by no means entirely due to John.
This said, it should not detract from the immense achievements of John Wetton
as a collector ,

When this writer met him, he had already disposed of the

better pieces, or in some cases, all of the pieces of his collection of specific
counties - Wales, Northumberland, much of Hampshire, Dorset and the rarer
Suffolk and Wiltshire tokens were all missing.

His primary motivation was to

build up his collections of Surrey, Southwark, London and Kent (in that order).
Realising that prices were rismg upwards fast, he was realistic enough to know
that exchanges were going to be the order of the day.

In .my own collection I

have well over 100 pieces which were obtained by exchange with John.
Several hundred others also came my way and have either been upgraded and
passed on, or were acquired with other collectors in mind originally.
So, it is important that future collectors do not just view John Wetton1 s
achievements as a collector from the offerings in the auction room of the
remnants.

Long after I ceased to be a full-time dealer and had few chances

to trade with John, he began to buy outright again. To achieve this, the
first of his 1special 1 counties was sold off (bar a number of poorer pieces, and
a few very rare ones which went to Vincent Newbery and thence to
Baldwins) - this was Kent,

He had around 400 of the county - probably the

third best collection in private hands at the time.
numbered about 2,500 and Southwark about 400.
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he began disposing of even his 1special 1 counties.

Many Londons went in all

sorts of directions, and the better Southwarks were sold in one lot - both the
Southwark and Kent pieces are still partially available in commerce.

Surrey

remains in the family.
But perhaps the finest of his collections was one which he told me he had
bought almost intact many, many years before in a shop in Nottingham - this
was his Essex collection.

To put it into perspective, the writer has no less

than 35 pieces from the Wetton collection which were not included in the
magnificent Norweb Collection recently published (which in turn incorporated
the Carthew and Nott Collections).

Sadly we will probably never know the

previous owner of them.
Perhaps, with the passin& of the Norwebs, John Wetton was the last collector
who built tip large collections of a lot of counties; certainly few people think
for more than a few seconds of attempting to collect the whole of London and
there are remarkably few who build really good collections of any county.
John Wetton achieved this several times over.
N. Clark

CHRISTOPHER BRUNEL
The Token Corresponding Society has lost one of its keenest and most devoted
members, with the tragic death on 27th April last year of Chris Brunel,
shortly before his 69th birthday, at home in East Ham, London,
Born in London, the son of film maker and playwright Adrian Brunel, Chris
developed a passion for photography as a boy, and became a Fellow of the
Royal Photographic Society while still in his teens.

He spent his working life

as a film editor, and was an active member of his trade union, the
Association of Cinematograph, Television an.d Allied Technicians, serving on its
executive committee for many years.
Chris also imbibed his father 1 s interest in Thomas Paine, and when Adrian
Brunel died, Chris inherited his fine Paine library, building it into one of the
finest in private hands.

His father had also accumulated a small collection of

Paine tokens, and it was these that first stimulated Chris's interest in
numismatics.
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As those who knew his collections will testify, tokens, tickets, ba.dges,
passes and medallions of all kinds fascinated him, particularly those of
the 18th century.

And he seemed to collect everything!

His wide-ranging

interests were also reflected in numerous articles and reviews, and from 1966
he began a long association with

11 Coins

& Medals 11 (and its successors),

becoming a regular contributor on tokens.

("Coins 11 published a profile of him

in their February, 1971 issue, under the heading

11 Names

in Numismatics".)

The year 1971 also saw one of Chris's long cherished hopes fulfilled, with the
birth of the Token Corresponding Society, with which his name will always be
associated.

Early in 1971, he met like-minded enthusiast, Jean White, with

whom he discussed his idea of forming a society to promote interest in tokens
and exchange information about them.

Further meetings followed with other

collectors, and a statement of aims was produced and distributed.

The

response was encouraging, and plans were made to produce a Bulletin, the
first of which appeared in the Autumn of 1971, under the name of Chris
Brunel, as co-founder with Jean White.
With its mixture of articles, reviews, notes and queries, the Bulletin
established a pattern which was to continue throughout his editorship, until
pressure of other commitments, both personal and business, forced both
Jean and Chris to give up their responsibilities,

The twenty-fourth and final

issue (Volume 3, No. 2) appeared in December, 1978.

Originally intended as

a bi-monthly publication, Volumes 2 and 3 appeared less regularly than
Volume 1.
When the TCS was revived in 1984, and the Bulletin (under the editorship of
Tony Gilbert) re-launched at the Token Congress in Darlington, no one
supported the new venture more enthusiastically than Chris.
The annual Token Congresses have been an increasingly popular feature of
the token world since the first, organised by Brian Edge, at Crewe in 1982,
and Chris (along with his wife, Margaret) was a keen participator.

When I

spoke to him last year after Easter, both he and Margaret were hoping they
would be well enough to attend last year's event in Manchester.
In the years before I knew him, Chris could be seen most Saturdays, usually
in the company of Brian Edge and George Ferguson, at London's Portobello
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Road market; or on Sundays at Cutler Street, hunting for bargains.
From 1977, he and I transferred allegiance to the Saturday market under the

arches at Charing Cross, where we had a stall until the market closed for
redevelopment two years ago. He then moved to the new London Bridge market,
and could be seen there most Saturdays, a familar, bespectacled figure in
overcoat and cloth cap, until shortly before his final illness.

In fact, Chris wore many caps.

He was for many years a member of both the
a committee

London Numismatic Club and the British Numismatic Society;

member and later vice-chairman of the Marx Memorial Library (where I first met

him); a former chairman of the National Museum of Labour History; and a
founder member and chairman of the Thomas Paine Society.

His political

radicalism was inherited from his father, whose death in 1959 grieved him
I'

deeply.

Chris will be remembered by all of us who knew him as a kind and modest man;
loyal to his friends and colleagues; tolerant and deeply committed to
humanitarian and democratic principles;
enjoyed the company of others.

Congresses.

an abstemious yet gregarious man who

He will be ·greatly missed - not least at Token
Nick Wetton

AUCTION REPORTS
Glendining1s, 15th March 1989 - A Small Collection of Medals, Tokens,

Tickets, Passes and Checks relating to Transport

These pieces were on offer as Lots No. 435 - 466, tucked away following the
main sale, the Andrew C, Zabriskie collection of Polish Historical Medallions

and Coins.

This section was helpfully sub-divided into Railways, Bridges and

Tunnels (435 - 448) and Buses and Tramways (449 - 461).

Only two lots

remained unsold, those sold generally going at about estimate.

I have some sympathy with collectors who consider that money spent on books,
Fairs, numismatic magazines and auction catalogues can outweigh the value of
collectable material purchased. However, each collector should consider that
TCS 4/10
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the further he spreads his net, then the more fish he will catch. Witness
Lot 402 in this Sale, hidden amongst 1Foreign 1 :- South West Africa, Karibib
Pass Ticket in brass, 35 x 52 mm VF, estimated at £30-40.
Possibly Auction Houses have difficulty in handling adequately (for the
collector) this type of material - checks and tokens at the cheaper end of the
market, e.g. Lot 460 encompassed 'Southern and Eastern Counties', from Devon
to Suffolk, and Lot 461 contained Scotland (34), Wales (21) and Ireland (12).
A.J.G.

Glendining1 s, 28th June 1989 - Historical Medals, Tokens and Numismatic Books
No informed report has been received, so a brief resume of the lots on offer
follows.

Amongst the medallions were five lots (306 - 310) of passes, theatre

tickets and a group of ivory gambling tokens.

A grouping of 17th century

tokens, bulked in counties (Bedfordshire - Worcestershire) (lots 327 - 342),
were on offer but likely to appeal to dealers, especially as the grades averaged
Fair to Fine.
Lots 343 - 421 offered a selection of some of the rarer 18th century British
tokens, collected with references to James Conder.
the well-known Middlesex Kempson/Skidmore pieces.
arranged, and was also in the better grades.

This section was strong in
A good selection was

Lots 415 and 416 were two rare

tokens in the large Anglesey Parys Mine Co. series - a silver impaired Proof
1797 penny (DH5), and a Pattern penny by Taylor, c.1870 (DH 265 bis) in EF
condition,
�f

r
I;

A group of eight of Samuel Hamer 1 s private tokens, 1899 - 1915,

described as being in mint state, comprised lot 421.
A good collection of 18th century tokens was on offer in lots 422 - 529, with
plenty from the Kempson, Skidmore, Spence and National series, mostly in
better grades.
Of interest amongst the remammg token lots was No. 604, three (2/6d, 1/- and
4d) varnished card tokens from the Mayfield (Scotland?) factory, 1854.
Overall, not an outstanding or 1 named 1 token auction, but there was plenty on
offer to the collector willing to hunt for material.
A,J,G.
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BOOK REVIEWS AND PUBLICATIONS
-

Jetons, Medalets and Tokens: The Medieval Period and Nuremberg, Vol. 1
Michael Mitchiner
1988, 210 x 297 mm, 704 pp, over 2000 illustrations throughout, Hardback.
ISBN 1-85264-036-7

Published by B.A. Seaby Ltd. at £95.

The core of this massive tome is an_ illustrated catalogue of over 2000 jettons,
mostly from the Thames foreshore.

As such it provides a useful corpus of

types to complement those illustrated in the standard work by Barnard.
Perhaps the most useful aspect of Mitchiner 1 s work has been his collaboration
with the Research Laboratory for Archaeology at Oxford University.

This

work, published elsewhere in a series of articles in NCirc and BNJ, and
summarised in this volume, has provided a useful series of quantitive
analyses of brass compositions.
Mitchiner begins with a longwinded and unoriginal account of Roman and Saxon
metal analyses although their relevance to a work on jettons is hard to see.
He then treats us to long chunks from the Anglo Saxon Chronicle and his views
on Saxon history (and the world in Vol. 2?).

It should be pointed out that

his elaborate Thames foreshore 'so-called' stratigraphy is totally fallacious.
These finds are unstratified!

Mitchiner 1s views on the early 13th century date

of base metal tokens in London is not supported by Stott 1 s work on the finds
from the waterfront sites excavated by the Museum of London.

One must

await Peter Stott 1 s forthcoming volume for a reliable chronological sequence
of London medieval jettons and tokens to supplement those published by
Rigold from the Trig Lane site.

Mitchiner once again misquotes Hatcher and

Barker's work on the history of pewter in his argument that the early London
pewter tokens were of ecclesiastical manufacture.

Whilst they note that the

church was the major consumer of 13th century pewter they in fact suggest
that manufacture was in the hands of general (secular) metalworkers.

I also

fail to see that there was a greater demand for accounting among the London
merchants in the early 14th than in the mid-13th century.
really using calamine brass until the 1870 1 s?

Was Birmingham

Many of the historical

generalisations in this work are too glib and sweeping.
The core of the work on jettons adds very little new to the work of Barnard,
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Rigold and Continental scholars on the history of jettons and their
contributions are inadequately acknowledged in the discussion sections inter
leaved between the catalogue.

The fact that Trig Lane is the only work on

jettons by Rigold cited in the bibliography speaks for itself,

Mitchiner would

do well to copy the late Stuart Rigold 1 s careful scholarship,

References should

be intended to help the reader find the sources of statement rather than
occasionally thrown in to look impressive.

Use Mitchiner as a corpus of

illustrations but treat the chronological and historical generalisations with care.
The archaeology may confuse or mystify most readers of this review but makes
the reviewer (a professional archaeologist) very angry indeed!

The work as

a whole is pretentious, undigested, poorly organised, atrociously referenced,
historically naive and prone to sweeping generalisation,

The effort, as in

Mitchiner 1s BNJ token articles, needed to sort out the reliable from the
speculative is frankly not worth it.

Much numismatic work would benefit from

more historical context and less reticence to draw wider conclusions, but
speculation, or rather interpretation, needs to rest on a clearly separated
basis of carefully argued and supported fact,
Paul Courtney

The Walthamstow Tokens - John Coxall
Reprinted 1988,

A4. Foreword+ 26 + 6 pages.

5 plates.

Card covers.

Available from F. Bonner, 80 Painesbrook Way, Harold Hill, Romford, Essex
RM3 9JS, at £6.50 plus 95p postage (£1.80 overseas).

Payment made payable

to: Havering Numismatic 1:,ociety.
First published in 1927, plus a Supplement in 1929, this is a rep�t of the
illustrated catalogue of the 17th, 18th and 19th century tokens of Walthamstow,
and also Epping, Leytonstone, Wanstead and Woodford.

There is good

background material and historical notes on the British Copper Company and
the use of Walthamstow tokens as far afield as Keighley, Yorkshire, and
Canada,

The cataloguing is mainly concerned with listings of the Brutus,

Mercury and Vincit 1/2d 1 s, together with the known varieties, extant at the
original time of writing.
The plates are of good quality.

As this is a faithful reprint, save only for a

trimming of the original large borders, the Corrigenda and Additional Notes
should also be consulted before using the catalogue section.
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The cover is attractive, printed on a good quality speckled cream card.

The

Havering Numismatic Society is to be congratulated on having taken the trouble
and, indeed, the pride in reprinting this work, though I feel that the print run
of one thousand copies must be viewed as a brave venture for a specialised
work of this kind,
A.J.G.

Tavern Checks from Liverpool and Vicinity
Reviewed in TC S 4/9 p,20, an Errata and Addenda sheet has been issued.
Members of the Pub C heck Study Group have already been informed via their
publication.

The sheet is available free of charge from:

E.G. Southworth,

C urator of Humanities, Liverpool Museum, William Brown Street, Liverpool

L3 BEN,
TOKENS AND C OMMEMORATIVE MEDALS OF C HESHIRE Post 1820
N.D, (1989) p, xiii+ 115, AS, card covers, £7,50.

Ken Banham

Obtainable from the author

at xxx (add 50p U .K. postage)
ISBN 0-9514855-0-4
The idea for this book came out of the first Token C ongress organised by
Brian Edge, at C rewe.

It was suggested that delegates might consider

compiling C ounty catalogues of "Paranumismatica"' produced after 1820 and
therefore not listed in the standard token catalogues.

We have had several

C ounty listings of Pub C hecks over the last few years but Ken Banham has
gone further and enlisted the help of friends and fellow collectors to produce
a listing that extends to commemorative medals and all other types of check,
token and ticket.

It is as near to being complete as it could possibly be.

The catalogue is divided into various categories:

Public House and Refreshment

C hecks, Transport, Religion, Education, Societies, C o-op C hecks, Advertising
tickets, C ommemorative Medals and "Miscellaneous".
course bound to overlap.

These categories are of

For example, society checks which give the name of

the pub where they met are generally listed under "pub checks".
also several pieces listed under societies;
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for example those of the Loyal
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Stonehenge Lodge (159) and Macclesfield Conservative Club (153) which were
almost certainly Refreshment checks,

The "Miscellaneous11 section also contains

a society piece (362) which was presumably recorded too late for inclusion in
the main section.

Checks issued by the Stockport Education Committee (144

and 366) appear to be very similar (are they the same?) but are listed under
different sections.
Details of the date of issue and background notes are given after each listing
where they are known, and these are thorough and interesting,

Some

knowledge of numismatics is assumed. A non numismatist might for example
have appreciated some explanation of what a communion token was.

In this

respect though, Brian Edge has contributed a useful introduction explaining
the meaning of the various terms

11 check 11 ,

"ticket" etc.

There are no illustrations which is disappointing but has enabled the price to be
kept low;

the descriptions are detailed and clear.

The catalogue is a

convenient size, solidly bound and professionally produced.

Each piece is

numbered so we will no doubt soon find "Banham" quoted in dealers' lists;

but

I suspect the author has been so thorough that the phrase "Unlisted in Banham"
will be an infrequent one.
Only 150 copies have been issued and they have been selling very well.
Collectors who have not yet acquired a copy are advised to do so quickly,
Meanwhile Mr Banham has set an excellent example for all those who are
contemplating working on their own county to follow.
Andrew Wager

Staffordshire Tavern Checks - A Catalogue for Brierley Hill and Environs John D. Cumbers & Neil B. Todd
1989, vii plus 68 pp. illustrated, 7 11 x 8¼1', card covers stapled; published by
Colony Coin Co,, P.O. Box 281, Newtonville, MA 02160, USA; £4.50 (plus
postage). Personal Sterling cheques are acceptable. Copies also available from
Y .c. Courtney (see front page for address in U.K.), in which instance
remittance should be made out to her personally (plus 50p U.K. postage),
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Another publication from Dr. Todd, the fifth on Staffordshire Tavern Checks,
though this one is the first as a joint venture.

The introduction appears to

be slightly apologetic in explaining the approach used in defining this particular
area, which circumscribes Dudley, formerly a detached part of Worcestershire.
The accidents qf geography, and subsequent historical changes thereto need not
detract from any work's definition, provided always that the researcher clearly
states his ground, which the authors do here.
The format and style of listing is the same as in the previous works in this
series; very readable and, as of yet, the checks are un-numbered, thus
allowing for expected further research and additions.
In writing to me, one of the authors explained that the gaps in some of the
pages of check illustrations have been caused by too long a delay in obtaining
them from a particular museum.

Many readers can by now both understand and

sympathise with the authors' dilemma, publish now - or wait - for ever?
The inclusion of a, few photographs of the taverns listed does help to
'humanise' a straightforward and stark listing, though I would not criticize if
they were not there,

However, I would not mix up a page consisting of a

photograph, separate checks and some checks superimposed on to the paler
parts of the illustration - just a criticism based on visual impact, nothing else.
Overall, this series is building towards providing a useful guide and working
• tool both for researchers on Staffordshire and other counties,
A.J.G.

A Dictionary of Makers of British metallic tickets, checks, medalets, tallies,
and counters 1788 - 1910 - R.N.P. Hawkins
Edited by Edward Baldwin
1989, 175 x 248 mm, pp xiii+ 1004+ 32 plates, hardback, pub. by A.H.
Baldwin & Sons Ltd.

Price (omitted) £75.

ISBN 0-906919-15-0

Sadly, this massive tome's author did not live to see its publication, and I
think it is fitting to quote from the Preface, which has been written by the
book's editor:
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A
DICTIONARY OF MAKERS
of British metallic tickets, checks,
medalets, tallies, and counters
1788-1910

Une histoire economique
et populaire du Moyen Age
Les jetons et les mereaux
Jacques LABROT - Jacques HENCKES

Errance
75004 PARIS

R. N. P. Hawkins
edited by Edward Baldwin

16 x 24, broche
240pages

I\)
OJ

A. H. BALDWIN & SONS LTD.

Pel'ldont tout le Moyen Age exisla un mode d'<!change paronere O lo monnole. Volcl lo premiere elude de ce
phl\nomene lmPQllanl "'presentti por res m6reoux, ces objels qui ant lo forme de piece mois un cour; rm,16 o
des echonge d6finls.
Ce nvre s'ad"'sse nan seulement au coffecl!anneur et ou numismofe. mais oussr o loute personne s'inleressonl
au Mayen Age, qui decouvrlra un aspect lmpartont de reconomle medlevale.

11I hope that this volume reflects as closely as possible the wishes of its author
and that it may be a fitting memorial to a numismatist whose painstaking
research and passion for detail has brought together a wealth of background
information to help illuminate a frequently obscure and complex area of
numismatics, 11
It is structured into five parts - of makers for: London and Birmingham 1788 18ZO, (the next four parts after 1820) - Birmingham, Provincial, Fringe Firms.
There follow fifteen appen.dices, a large bibliography and two indexes.

I found

this tome too large for me to attempt to dissect to good effect, but then there
is so much in it, that any reader will find some value somewhere within its
pages,

Getting to grips with its indexes will take some mastering, no doubt

constant use will improve handleability.

Selecting particular examples of minute

inconsistencies or idiosyncracies within the actual thesaurus-like content can
always delight or tickle the fancy,

Such exercises are for the purist researcher

to discover, select, debate and put to pen and paper,

A concoction of

previously published (Seaby) separate works and articles, with the addition of
appendices and plates, though this is not meant to be criticism in itself, the
work's valu"e lies in the fact that no doubt it will be referred to, eventually, as
a new stan,dard reference book,

There is certainly a massive amount of

information contained within its pages, for which we owe a debt to its author,
In spite of its faults, this could be a work which some token collectors may
regret not purchasing �• before its short print run of ZOO is exhausted,
- Ed.

Une histoire economique et populaire du moyen age: Les jetons et les mereaux
- Jacques Labrot
Editions Errance, Paris 1989, 160 x Z40 mm, soft cover, p,Z36.
Spink & Son Ltd., £Z6 (approximate).

Available from

ISBN Z-903442-98-3

"During the Middle Ages there existed a form of exchange running parallel to
money,

Here is the first (?) study of this important phenomenon, represented

by the mereaux, objects which have a coin-like shape but a currency limited to
a definite value in trade,
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numismatist, but also for anyone interested in the Middle Ages, and who will
discover here an important aspect of medieval economics. n
The above paragraph, freely translated from the publisher's advertising sheet,
summarises the work.

I am impressed by the quality of this book, both with

its visual appeal and the presentation of its contents.

The author, Jacques

Labrot, is President of the Versailles based ncentre National de Recherche sur
les Jetons et les Mereaux du Moyen Age n .

There is plenty of technical content,

illustrations, line drawings, tables and diagrams.

I t is more than just an

economic history, almost a text book on mereaux and jetons,

It contains

chapters on their ancestry, definition, use and different types.

The Glossary

lists some good and concise definitions, a few challenging some modern works'
and writers' efforts!

Armed with O-Level French and a good dictionary, the

reader should be able to make sme headway into these fascinating series.

SOME KENT CO-OP TOKENS
May saw the publication of the fifth work in the Local Numismatics series
entitled 1Co-op Tokens & So On 1 by Steve Cribb. This is a list of over 2300
Co-operative Society checks and tokens of the British Isles and a few from
abroad.
I n the Foreword, Steve doubted if he had listed half of all Co-op pieces.

Being

a collector of all types of Kent tokens I have some used by Co-op Societies
which are not in his book; so, to account for a small part of the missing half,
and for the interest of readers who collect Co-op tokens, I 've listed these
below using the same format as Steve Cribb.
New Brompton E I & P S L
1/-.

Bronze Bracteate.

25 mm.

Dartford C S L
a576.

Also in bronze.

Deptford C S
6d.

Iron bracteate.
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Dover & District C S L
a631,

Also in bronze.

¼ pint,

22 mm.

Brass octagonal.

This last token has the die altered from RIVER to DOVER.

I have three tokens

of the Dover & District Co-op Society, the ¼ pint with altered die, and two 6d,
mutuality club pieces, in brass and bronze, which are not from altered dies.
Whether all the ¼ pint tokens were struck from altered dies I haven 1 t been able
to find out.

The small loaf token, a630, corresponds in detail to that used by

the River & District Co-op Society, al778, so perhaps this latter die was also
altered,

Perhaps other tokens in the name of River & District, quart, 1 quart

loaf and 1 pint, also exist·in the name of Dover & District.

Can readers

provide any information?
Faversham & Thanet C S
a763.

Also in aluminium.

Faversham C

SL

ld,

Brass bracteate,

19 mm.

2d.

Brass bracteate.

19 mm.

Folkstone C S
a780,

I

L

Also in bronze.

Gillingham C

i1I

L

a803.

S L

Also in bronze.

River & District C S

L

Quart.

Bronze square.

¼ pint.

Brass octagonal.

22 mm,
22 mm,

This die was later altered to read DOVER;

see above.
Royal Arsenal C S L
a1814,
6d.
1/-.

Also in,,tin.

Mutuality.
Mutuality.
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22 mm,

Aluminium same both sides.

25 mm,
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Sheerness C S
6 pence.

Iron bracteate,

4 shillings.

24 mm.

Iron bracteate.

29 mm.
© Ian Anderson

HAMPSHIRE PUB & HOTEL CHECKS
1.

(Cross Keys)

G.Richards Warblington St. Portsmouth-27mm,M/Edge

/Manufactured By T,Pope 14,Newhall St.Birm Die Coin Press &
Check Works 3D
2.

(Crown) Tavern E.Fry Commercial Road Landport- 26.5mm.M/Edge
(Edward Fry 1859) / Slate Bagatelle l¼D

3.

Engineers Tavern J,Mitchell Kent Street Portsea 28mm.M/Edge (Jno Thos
Mitchell 1859)/Subscription Bowling Room l¼

4.

Globe Hotel W.Hyles 3 - 25mm.P/Edge/Perress Maker Canal Walk
Southampton.

5.

Norfolk Arms J.A.Chase Queen Street Portsea-28mm./M/Edge /
Subscription Bowling Room l¼ with C/M I S

6.

Norfolk Arms Tavern Queen St.Portsea-24.5mm./M/Edge (Isaac Stears
1859)/ Stears 1 s Recreative l¼D

7.
8.

As previous with C/M.S on Obverse & C on reverse.
Norfolk Arms J.Collier Queen Street Portsea-28mm./M.Edge (1867)/
Subscription Bowling Room l¼

9.

As previous with C/M.W K on obverse.

10.

Old Star Tavern Wicklam Street Portsea-23mm./M/Edge/2D

11.

Richmond Arms Paul Landport-26mm,/M/Edge (Frank Paul 1878)/l¼P
II

12.
13.

II

/3!2_

Roe Buck C.B.Whitcomb Gosport-28.5mm,/M/Edge/Bowling Room Society
Hall l¼

14.

Roebuck J .L. Portsmouth-22mm/? /2D Ardill Leeds (Very poor condition)
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15.

Theatre Tavern W.Westcott Landport-28mm./P/Edge(White Swan & Theatre
Tavern 1867-1875)/Three Halfpence H W.J.Taylor Medallist London.
(Mrs. Kate Westcott is listed at the same address but the White Swan
Vaults in 1878)

16.

White Hart E.Palmer Queen St.-26mm./M/Edge(Edmund Palmer 114 Queen
St.1867-1878)/Blank but C/M/ 3 over 3

17,

White Swan Winchester-24mm./M/Edge(Hyde St.1878 and still there)/Made
By C.Rowley & Co,Birm_!!! 6Q (Zinc or Alloy)

Other checks recorded but not in my collection are: Globe Hotel R.H.Kelway Southampton :Ref.5 without the C/M/ : Ref.17 in Brass:
Fortitude Tavern James Bartlett 49,Broad St. Portsmouth(1859)

Richmond

Arms Edward Salter(1867) : Osbourne Hotel Stores Osbourne Rd. Southsea
Jas,Green Hd : Hotel Metropole Bournemouth 2d. : Royal York(Hotel) M·usic
_

Hall

© Ralph Hayes
Note:

See also 'Hampshire Pub Checks

a Preliminary Listing' in the Bulletin

of the PCSG No. 14 (1987) p.7-8.

"QUILL CORNER"
To the Editor of the Bulletin
Sir,
Mr, Reynckens and his great interest in Casino Chips, metallic and
plastic ••••• has a considerable number of duplicates for exchange and would
like to hear from any TCS member who has pieces to spare ••••• engaged on
devising a satisfactory classification system.
Marc-Andre Reynckens
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Sir,
TOKENS OF HAMPSHIRE AND THE ISLE OF WIGHT FROM 1820
I have embarked on the compilation of a catalogue of these tokens and should
be most grateful for any help by way of rubbings, descriptions, sources,
locations or indeed, actual tokens, either for sale or on loan for a short period.
The work is very much in its infancy, and apart from cataloguing those tokens
in my own collection and those of three or four friends, I have drawn only from
the following works:Steve Cribb 1 s Co-op Tokens 1986
Henk Groenendijk 1 s Telephone Tokens 1989
Ralph Hayes' Machine Tokens 1986
Leicester Museum Catalogue 1984
K en Smith's Transportation Tokens 1967
K en and K irk Smith's Ferry Ship and Canal Tokens 1981
John Whitmore 1 s Analysis 1976-86
John Whitmore1 s Catalogues 1987 onwards.
Any help beyond this will be gratefully received and duly acknowledged when
it gets into print, probably by the 1991 Congress.
Some purists may disagree but for simplicity's sake I shall include toke:p.s
issued in the Bournemouth area both before and after it became part of Dorset,
Please keep this on file and send any correspondence to:
Bryan Hennem

Sir,
Would holders of Stratford Market Tallies please be kind enough to send
details and/or rubbings to the undersigned, The information is required for
a forthcoming Catalogue and all help given will be acknowledged, However
TCS 4/10
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small the collection data is avidly sought.

Sir,
HOTEL AND PUB CHECKS OF GREATER LONDON

I am recording all available details for the above as I intend to produce,

publish and catalogue in Volume format:-

VOLUME 1 - Checks issued in establishments of the City and Borough to the
turn of the century as then administered.

VOLUME 2 - Subsequent additions including Checks issued in establishments

in the Boroughs as administered today.

I would appreciate all the normal details of these Checks such as size, material,

edge etc. as well as any ;i.vailable information.

All letters will be answered and acknowledgements given in print.
Ralph Hayes

Sir,
Does no one have any tokens from Gibraltar (post 1820) or Malta?

I am trying

to compile a catalogue and would welcome details to aid the compilation, please.
R.Lyall,
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NOTES AND QUERIES
Back issues of the Bulletin
Nick Wetton has copies, either originals or he can make up photocopies, of
Vols, 1 to 3 of the previous TCS series of Bulletins produced by Chris Brunel
and Jean White,

Prices are (about) £1 per issue, but please contact Nick for

prices (including postage) and full details at his address:
N, Wetton, xxxx

Sheffield Tokens
John F errett informs us that a very good leaflet by Vivien Lloyd has been
published by the Sheffield City Museum Service,
detailed and well illustrated.

It is stated to be quite

F urther details from:

City Museum, Western

Park, Sheffield, SlO.

I should like to record a few tokens which have come to Baldwin's since the
publication of Michael Dickinson's recent relisting of Seventeenth Century
Tokens.
London
Bell Wharf-Strand, Rob Care Woodmonger
St, Katherines - The Bruers Arms I.R. 59,
Turnmill St. Alexander Pind. A.E.P. (Bird in Cage)
Norfolk
Hackford - Will Brees At the (Kings Head) 1667
Timothy Millett
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Pub Check Notes
From JRPK:
Bulletin of the Pub Check Study Group no. 16, p. 7
Horatio Fenner piece should also read 'JOHNSON

The obverse legend of the

32 NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY';

also p,10 in the same iss\Ie the description of the type D Edinburgh Castle
ticket, reverse side, should additionally read (after 1featur�s•) 'FREE MUSEUM,
THE.BUGLE THAT SOUNDED THE BALACLAVA CHARGE'
Some solutions of pieces on the mystery list from RL:
'Bowling Green, Halliwells' (JRPK)

This depicts a ship and is clearly called

The Ship (with a bowling green) and the landlord's name Halliwell.
Wigan, The Ship, Halliwell.

Result -

The Ship was at lZ Millgate and the lic�nsee in

1881 was William Halliwell,
1Fox Inn, Milnrow Rd,, Hyde Park, G.E. Miles' (AC)

This is Rochdale and

George Edward Miles was licensee in 1881.
0

'Jamaica Inn/Jamaica Tavern Club' (RL)

Provisionally this is the Jamaica

Tavern at Jamaica Level, Rotherhithe, Surrey which was there in 1879,
'Globe Hotel, Stanley' (AGB)
the hotel still exists,
or 4D?

This is Globe Hotel, Stanley, Falkland Islands;

Does anyone have a specimen of a value other than 3D

If so, RL would like a rubbing.

From YCC:
May I draw your attention to a recently published and extremely useful book
which is available in most large reference libraries:

Shaw, G. & Tipper, A.,

1988, British Directories: a bibliography and guide to directories published ••
1850-1950.

This is an excellent compilation which includes source-locations for

the directories, but it is expensive, much easier and cheaper to photocopy the
few pages relevant to your local area.

The local reference library attitude to photocopying large chunks of printed
works varies from area to area.
research interest at the outset.
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REPLIES
4/4-13
Location of R. Simpson & Co, H D , 6D :
There is also a 3D value.

Grocer, 5 Stockwell St., Glasgow.

(I have all three values in my collection).
N.G. Brodie

4/9-28
The token to which this refers is quite well known, and appears in Williamson
under St. James 1 s Market (No, 2532),
P,J, Preston-Morley

4/9-29
1.

I well remember pieces inscribed 'CURRENCY PEPYS SERIES' from my

schooldays in the fifties,
At the time I had a board game which name I forget but which was something to
do with the Stock Exchange,

The kit which came with the game amongst other

things contained currency in notes and in coins such as you described,

'Pepys

Series• was the trade name under which the manufacturers sold this and other
card and board games.
The original game has now gone the way of all flesh but I have some old
magazines which I am trying to locate at the moment which I feel sure contain
further information,

Should I locate them I shall write again,
K,P, Church

2.

The counters were issued with a Pepys card game in the 1940 1 s called

'STOCKS AND SHARES' and consisted of 26 cards, 112 s hares and 100 brass
currency counters.
Brian Precious
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4/9-30
These belong among the copies of English coins that were made this century
for cuff-links and other purposes.

I can best illustrate the types by quoting

entries from my book on Toy Coins.
David Rogers

4/9-31
See a back number of the TCS July 1973 V�l. 1 No. 11, Query no 79
There are similar ADMIT and PAID tokens dated 1817 and there was an
extensive discussion that quoted attributions fz:om Batty, R N P Hawkins,

Russell Rulau, Wright, Edgar Adams, Wayte ,Raymond, Dr. Fuld, George C D
Odell, AND a cast of several others.

No definite conclusion for various claims

was reached and readers' views were requested,

Park theatre in New York

c 1800-20 and the Theatre Royal in Liverpool near the stated 1817 date are both
possible attributions.

The common feature is that they are thought to be

theatre tickets or passes.
As no town was stated on those, I have assumed that they could be supplied
to several theatres.

The similar Truro 1830 and Swansea 1832 PAID issues

could be similar theatre passes.

The likely names would be the Lion theatre at

Truro and Beehive theatre at Swansea.

I have not however confirmed the

existence of such theatres and there are other establishments that could have
used metal tickets or tallies of this type.

(Music Hall, Bowling Alleys, Whist

Drives etc).
David Rogers

REQUESTS
4/10-36
Does the name 'Charles W Smith' mean anything to any reader? •.••• I can find
a late reference as follows: A British sculptor and medallist Charles W Smith is first reported by Forrer in
1915 and may have been working as late as 1930,
TCS 4/10
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an alternative source for this piece, in spite of the date of 1887.
a piece related to some other company or person.

This may be

It is possible that this piece

is related to an earlier person and it may be an advertising ticket, not a toy.
It is not listed in The Token Coinage of Warwickshire, 1895 Davies.
David Rogers

4/10-37
••••• an unusual lead/pewter token dated 1583 • • •• • could throw some light on
the piece in general and the device depicted on the reverse in particular
(see Fig, 1)
Christopher Comber

4/10-38
Any information would be gratefully received (see Fig, 2),
square.

It is 23 mm
J. Gavin Scott

4/10-39
Does any reader hold the answer to the reason for issue of the following item obviously more than just a Jubilee Commemorative Medal.

It would also be of

interest to myself and others to learn the serial numbers of other extant pieces,
On record (Mr. M.I.H. Ewing, personal communication) is an example bearing
the number 88.
Obv

"VICTORIA QUEEN AND EMPRESS. ,JUBILEE' 1887 11 around bust of queen.

Rev

B 8, A on truncation,
11CHEDDON FITZPAINE * SOMERSET * 11 around wreath and within 11222 11
countermarked above and touching a row of 12 dots.

Comments

38 mm, Cu-Ni?, plain edge, upright reverse,

(See Fig. 3),
John R.P. King
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Fig. 1
Fig. 6

Fig� 7

Fig•. 2
Fig•. 5

Fig. 4
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4/10:-40
I have in my collection a silver token that I have been told might be a gaming
token ••• , , any other details exist?

(See Fig. 4).

Approx. 2 cm diameter

x 0 ,5 mm thick.

E.H. Hopgood

4/10-41
Does anyone know the provenance of the following Brass Ticket ,
OBV

STONECHAIR TEMPERANCE SOY. ID.

REV

Blank

Information gratefully received , (See Fig , 5) 22 mm diameter.
John R,P. King
4/10-42
Could you please enlighten me as to its (see Fig, 6) function and approximate
date in use etc?

It is made of aluminium, 34 mm diameter, weight 2 ,7 gm.
C.A. Johnson

4/10-43
Uniface, white metal or pewter, 27.1 x 21.6 mm, weight 7 ,5 gm (see Fig, 7).
It reads WESLEYAN CHAPEL
DUMFRIES
1787
On the reverse there is a date, faintly scratched.

It think it reads 27/10/81.

This may be either a communion token or a metal Class Ticket.

Twenty five

years ago I read about a brass Class Ticket, but since I began collecting items
associated with the history of the Methodist Church I have never been able to
find the reference again.

Nor have I been able to find an example of a metal

Class Ticket unless this be one.
Are there any other examples of Wesleyan Church metal Class Tickets or
Communion Tokens?
Cyril D. Blount
-TCS 4/10
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*******************************************************************************
THE TOKEN SJ?ECIALIST
FREE TWENTY PAGE MONTHLY CATALOGUE OF TOKENS, MEDALLIONS,
-- BOOKS OLD AND NEW INCLUDING OUR OWN PUBLICATIONS
WE ALSO BUY AND EXCHANGE
TEL: FELIXSTOWE (0394) 278580
OR WRITE: SIEGFRIED E. SCHWER

*******************************************************************************
*******************************************************************************
- BARRY GREENAWAY -

Tries to keep in stock a selectio:r;.i of all possible
types of Token, Check, Ticket and Medallion by
locality and theme. Please state your interests to:
LORDSWOOD

*******************************************************************************
*******************************************************************************
New list of Irish 17th and 19th Century Tokens available at cost of s.a.e.

In stock are well over 1,000 17th Century Tokens of all counties - quotations
gladly offered against 'Wants' lists. Exchanges happily negotiated.
Particularly wanted for cash or by exchange, are tokens of Cheshire,
Cumberland, Durham, Essex, Lancashire, Northumberland, Suffolk, Sussex,
Westmorland and all Heart-shaped tokens, all of which I collect myself
NIGEL A. CLARK

*******************************************************************************
*******************************************************************************
Canadian Merchant tokens wanted, aluminium or brass
Counterstamps on Canadian Breton tokens or Cdn. coins wanted
Encased Cdn. coins, pocket-size advertising mirrors, anything Canadian!
Also collect Mavericks - e.g. Sc in Trade or Merchandise
(no town names) must be in cents
JOHN CHERAMY

*******************************************************************************
*******************************************************************************
WANTED
The following 17th Century tokens (Dickinson/Williamson refs.)
l) SURREY 16/17 RICHARD MILES 1656/65 Grocer's Arms
2) LONON (Mark Lane) 1869A DANIELL MILES 1666 Coffee-pot
3) LONDON (West Smithfield) 2868 JOHN MILES 1669 At Ye Tavern
Send details via the Editor

*******************************************************************************
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********�***********************************************************************
COLLECTOR WANTS TO BUY AND SWAP LOVE TOKENS
I N PARTI CULAR PI ECES THAT MAY RELATE TO AUSTRALI AN CONVICTS.
ALSO, MEDALS, MEDALLI ONS, PASSES, TOKENS WI TH AUSTRALIAN
CONNOTATIONS. ALL REPLI ES WI LL RECEI VE A FREE MONOGRAPH ON
'KANGAROOS ON ENGLI SH TOKENS'
WRI TE TO: PETER LANE

********************************************************************************
*******************************************************************************
BRI TI SH COMMONWEALTH TOKENS OF MAURI TI US, GI BRALTAR, MALTA,
FALKLANDS, WEST I NDI ES, BRI TI SH AFRI CA, FAR EAST & PACI FI C ISLANDS
WANTED PLEASE
ALSO
Any tokens from WARRI NGTON, Lancashire
Bob Lyall

********************************************************************************
********************************************************************************
TOKENS FOR SALE AND WANTED

FOR SALE: lf you are not already receiving my lists, featuring tokens,
medallions and miscellaneous items, just send a large s.a.e. for your free copy to:
MI CHAEL DICKINSON
WANTED:

Collections of tokens (and coins) or valuable individual pieces
Tel: xxx

********************************************************************************
********************************************************************************
WANTED

TOKENS/MEDALS ETC., OR INFORMATION

Anything relating to FI RE OFFI CES, FI RE INSURANCE
or FI RE FI GHTI NG. ALSO TOKENS relating to CAB DRIVERS,
CAB SHELTERS or the CAB TRADE
Alan Farey

********************************************************************************
*********************"""*********************************************************
WANTED
All tokens used by barbers and hairdressers from any country,
including the ones described by Hawkins.
Please write to:
Thorsten Sjolin

**********•*********************************************************************
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***�*********************************************************�******************
BRIAN EDGE WANTS TO BUY TO�ENS OF CHESHIRE

SINCE 1820, COIN FORGERIES, FRENCH EMERGENCY TOKENS,
RAMATANK AS, OR ANY SURPLUS ITEMS OF
PARANUMISMATICA

********************************************************************************
********************************************************************************
B. FRANK
hold regular NUMISMATIC AUCTION SALES. For full details
of their public sales of Banknotef!, Coins, Tokens, Medals,
Scripophily, Medallions, Books, contact:
B. FRANK

********************************************************************************
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Spink

0

the oldest coin·dealers
world

Also deal in

TRADE TOKENS
Regular lists of items from stock, and the famous Norweb
Collection of 17th Century tokens, offered for sale
through our Numismatic Circular.
HumismaUc Circular Annual Subscription (10 issues per
year) UK & Ew:ope £8, Rest of World £20,
AUCTIONEERS OE TOKEN COLLECTIONS

For :rurther information please contact MRS. M� SINCLAIR

5, 6 &

7 King Street, St. James's, London SWlY 6QS

Telephone: 01-930 7888 Telex: 916711

Fax: 01-839 4853

01------------------------- 0
TCS 4/10
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A.H. BALDWIN & SONS LTD.
ESTABLISHED 1872

NUMISMATISTS

Specialists in:
COINS

COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS

TOKENS
We would be pleased to rece1 ve your
wants list.

A token list is currently in prepara
tion and if you would like to receive
a copy please contact Timothy Millett.

11 ADELPHI TERRACE
LONDON WC2N 6BJ
War Modals & Docoratlons 01-839 1310
Coins & Medals

Tolox
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EDITORIAL
Another Token Congress has come and gone, the ninth to be held since Crewe
_
1
82. Again, the event proved to be a success, and I think we have now evolved
a product for the pursuit of knowledge on Tokens, which has struck just the
right balance between numismatics, accommodation and cost.
The enthusiam of the attenders becomes ever more infectious, for the debates,
in more than one instance, threatened to reach passion level;

however, and

more to the point, criticism remained constructive and good humoured.
year's affair (for a report on which see later) offered twelve talks.

This

On being

presented with the programme upon arrival, one could be forgiven for assuming
that the Congress was devoted to some topic, event, devout passion, something
quite else (?)

Talks entitled 'Spinners', 'The Marsden Rattler', 'Casino Chips

Part 2 1 , 'At Last the Truth', 'An Idiots Guide to 19th Century Silver Tokens',
promised non-stop variety, and we were not disappointed.

The 'Researcher Spot'

and 'New Book Spot' were. both ably supported, and demonstrated just how much
this annual event has helped people to progress in their researches and move
more confidently towards publishing their findings as more Token literature.
So why attend a Token Congress?
appeal does not hold you back.

Surely the 'box's' inaneness and sub-1teens

You get:

entertainment, the making of new

contacts, renewal of acquaintanceships, perhaps struck at a previous event, the
opportunity to acquire more pieces or dispose of your own, air your views and
spread some of your own knowledge amongst like-minded others.

In short, I

firmly believe that what you get out of an interest or hobby is in direct
proportion to what you put into it.

Even shorter, and overheard at the Bourse,

"Token Congresses are paranumismatica incarnate".

Ahem!
A.J.G.

CLIFF LANE COMMUNION TOKENS

by Jeffrey Gardiner

If you find yourself in. the North Yorkshire fishing port of Whitby this summer,
and feel peckish, just drop into Trinity United !{eformed Church in Flowergate
for lunch.

There you can have a Ploughman's (lunch), while the children are

being entertained in the non-alcoholic wine bar in a cellar under the Church,
Recently the Church has been g1;1-tted and divided, which has all�wed cloakrooms
and modern catering facilities to be installed, The outside structure still
TCS 4/11
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remains unaltered, and was the last Presbyterian Church to be built in the town.
Presbyterianism came to the town in about 1695. Small meeting houses were
established firstly in Bridge Street and then Staithside. A Chapel being built in
Flowergate in 1715.

The congregation then faced crippling debts, but their prayers were answered,

A philanthropist, Mr Leonard Wilde, sailmaker, came to their rescue providing
capital and means to maintain the ministry. Like a number of congregations,

after a few years they fell out, and a split occurred in the Church in 1789.
According to Young, l the new presbyterians or associate congregation then
moved away to worship elsewhere.
Way and Brewster Lane.

Temporary meeting houses were found in New

Building their own Chapel in Cliff Lane in 1790.

first three ministers were listed in Young's work.
1)
Thomas Craig 1789 - 1793

The

Vacancy

2)

Peter Thompson* 1799 - 1804

3)

George Young 1806 - 1848

Vacancy

Herdman2 and Copinger3 references, the following communion tokens have

Using

been recorded.

Fig. 1 H22 5 - C268 (see p. 11)
Whitby, Yorkshire, Cliff Lane (1790) extinct.
0:

Circular inscription AC WHITBY. 1799. (AC for Associate Congregation)

R:

Circular inscription REV P THOMSON;

in centre, a six petalled flower.

Round Lead.

in centre, a six petalled flower

The Rev. Peter Thomson was the second minister and not, as Herdman records,

its first.
Leeds.
Fig.
0:
R:

2

He ministered there from 1799 to 1804, and then received a call to

Another H226 - C269

(see p. 11)

Circular inscription, ASSOC. CONG. WHITBY; in the field 1 COR/XI 28.
REV. GEO. YOUNG. 1806; in the field PSA/LXV-4.

Copinger records PS/LXV.4 and another Herdman 4 records PSA/LXV without
the

TCS
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The Rev, George Young was the third minister of this breakaway group and was
inducted in 1806. His ministry was to last over forty years, and he was very
popular in the town,· A scholar with several books to his credit, including The
Town's History and the Life of Captain Cook, Approximately thirty years after
his death another split occurred in the congregation, this time the deserting
group moving to a meeting house in Sandgate in 1873,
Fig, 3 Another H227 - C270
0:
R:

(see p, 11)

UNITED PRESBYTERIAN/CHURCH/CLIFF LANE/WHITBY,
THIS DO IN/REMEMBERANCE/OF ME/1 COR XI 24,

Oblong, with cut corners, white metal, Despite efforts by the Newcastle
Presbytry to reconcile the congregation differences, about eighty members broke
away from Cliff Lane and started worship in a schoolroom in Sandgate, Later
meetings were held in St, Hilda's Hall, but proved unsatisfactory, Finally the
foundation stone was laid for the present Trinity Church, the former having
become a blacksmiths shop,
This was to be the last token for the Cliff Lane· congregation, and Whitby,
References
1.

2,
3,
4,

nA History of Whitby and Vicinity" 1817 in two volumes by Rev. George
Young.
*Token reads THOMSON in both Herdman and Copinger,
nsacramental Tokens of the Presbyterian Churches of England" by
E,F, Herdman, Morpeth 1901,
"Communion Tokens Used in England, Wales and the Channel Islands" by
H.S,A, Copinger, Numismatic Chronicle, Seventli Series Vol. IV 1964,
"Yorkshire Presbyterian Church Communion Tokens" by E.F, Herdman,
An· article in the Collectors Journal p,433 - 434 circa 1900.
© J, Gardiner

AN UNRECORDED SCOTTISH COLLIERY TICKET by Norman G. Brodie
Andrew T, Macmillan sent me details of a token which the seller had been told
came from Glasgow (see p, 11 Fig. 4), Of darkened non-magnetic (white?)
metal, 27 mm square with cut corners, it has the legend on the diagonal:
J,FARIE/FARME/24 c�t COALS. raised in a waved flag-shaped recess,- and
TCS 4/11
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below this the figures 1856 incuse, apparently struck indiyidually, as they
overlap one another.
Given a Glasgow location, gazetteers and large-scale maps revealed Farme on the
R. Clyde, a mile NE of Rutherglen, but those at hand showed no colliery in the
area. So could there perhaps have been a merchant there who used checks to
"keep track of coal leaving his yard? And what of 1856; surely there could not
be that many loads of 24 cwt? But if it is a date why is it not part of the
design? Hand-punching dates figure-by-figure would be laborious, but might be
done £or security, so that old tokens could not be used later. And if the piece
is a colliery ticket, what about the precisely stated weight, compared with the
more usual vague reference to a load of coals?
In fact there was a colliery. In 1857 (consistent with 1856 being a date)
Ronald Johnston supplied Glasgow Corporation with a report on coal seams near
Rutherglen Bridge. Farme Colliery is mentioned and the various types of coal
and seams are listed (E.M. Anderson et al., "The Geology of the Glasgow
District", 1925 revised edition, pp,96-98). It was in existence in the late 1780 1 s,
as James Farie Jnr & Sen in 1790 signed an agreement with about a dozen other
coal owners (or coal masters as they were then called) to form the Glasgow Coal
Company, a cartel to restrict output and push up prices (which rose froin 3/6d
or 4/6d per cart of 12 cwt at that time to 6/6d in 1799) (Baron F. Duckham,
1970, n A History of the Scottish Coal Industry Vol. 1 1700 - 1815 n) •
The last entry in the Glasgow Trade Directories (1790 - 1918)· £or Farme, then
trading as Farme Coal Company Limited, was in 1916. The last £or Farie was
1891, as McArthur & Farie, Coal Masters, 96 Buchanan Street. James Farie had
coal offices in 1813 at 69 Broomielaw, in 1840 at 4 Broomielaw, in 1841 at 10
Robertson Street, and in 1850 at 26 Robertson Street. I have not tried to find
reasons £or his frequent moves. The locations are close together in central
Glasgow on the North bank of the Clyde.
Finally, "Glossary of Scotch Mining Terms" (1886) by James Borrowman, Mining
Engineer, Secretary of the Mining Institute of Scotland, provides some
definitions.
CART (p.15) is 11A measure of weight equal to 12 cwts. Coal sold £or delivery
in horse carts is usually sold by the cart of 12 cwts, or waggon of 24 cwts. 11
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WAGGON (p.70) is

II

A measure of weight equal to 24 cwts.

delivery in carts is usually sold by the waggon of 24 cwts. 11
CHALDER;

Coal sole.I for
We may note also

the Perth chalder was 5 tons, the River Forth chalder 30 cwts, and

the Hurlet chalder 2 tons.

LOAD, which often appears on colliery tickets, is

described as an old measure of weight for coal, varying from colliery to
colliery, depending on the size of truck or other carrier,
It is fascinating what byeways of interest and knowledge may be explored in
search of information on such a token.

This one is not recorded in "Tickets and

Passes" (Davis & Waters 1922).
© N.G. Brodie
BUTTON DIE USED FOR STRIKING A TOKEN

by D.G. Vorley

In March, 1836, Dr. Chorley of Leeds had two dies engraved by Thomas
Halliday of New Street, Birmingham, for the purpose of striking buttons for the
livery of his coachman,

The design was "On a cap of maintenance a falcon's

head erased at the neck having in its mouth a branch bearing three leaves.11
In 1913, Dr, Chorley's son Gerald Lorenzo Chorley, who was in possession of
the two dies, conceived the idea of striking a limited number of private tokens
from the larger die with a newly designed reverse. die,

Being recommended to

apply to Mr. S.H. Hamer, the Secretary of the Yorkshire Numismatic Fellowship,
he did so, leaving the matter with him to prepare a design, get the die
engraved and the token struck,

This was done by the firm which engraved the

original dies - Thomas Halliday, of Birmingham,

(See p. 11 Fig. 5)

The reverse of the new private token was on a raised portion within the rim
"GERALD LORENZO CHORLEY, LEEDS". On a sunken field the inscription
"HIS TOKEN FOR EXCHANGE", a couple of ivy branches separating the
inscription from the date - "1913 11 , The edge was stepped.
With these dies the following tokens were struck: two proofs in bright copper
from the obverse die and two from the reverse die; six complete tokens of
obverse and reverse in silver, sh. in copper gilt, twenty five in bright copper,
and twenty five in copper bronzed.

This token is unique in that the obverse

surface is convex and the reverse concave with the edge consisting of three
stepped ridges,

Also, it is the only known instance of a button di,• being used

for the purpose of striking a prlva(l, token.
TC 4/11
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The writer possesses one silver specimen and one in copper gilt.
References

1.

Halifax Daily Guardian, June Z3rd, 1913.

z.

Transactions of the Yorkshire Numismatic Fellowship, Vol. 1, Part IV

3.

Tradesmen's Tickets and Private Tokens, 1785 - 1819, by R.C. Bell.

(1914).

© D,G. Vorley
BARBERS' TOKENS AND SOME·QUERIES

by Thorsten Sjolin

I skidded into tokens because I found them interesting and a possible source of
enjoyment.

Many thousands of tokens and Token Congresses later I am more

than ever convinced that tokens are superior to coins.

Their versatility of use

and the unexpectant finds makes them ideal to a collector,
Whilst retaining an interest in tokens in general I have limited myself to tokens
used by barbers and the like.

A rather narrow subject where tokens are

difficult to come by and few and far between.
cxciJing.

This of course makes it more

I am not going to go into foreign tokens at this instance but dwell on

a couple of queries in connection with British tokens.
Most of us arc familiar with R.N.P. Hawkins' fundamental study of
11

Accounting checks used in Barbers' saloons" which once and for all placed a

misunderstood series of tokens firmly on the map,
were used by the barbers;

These tokens, or checks,

in other countries the customer bought lZ tokens -

for lZ shaves - and paid for 10, or similar usage, i.e. they were used as
payment by the customers, or indeed pre-payment.
Since Hawkins' article was published, further denominations have been found and
I would just like to add the ones I have seen:
P & 0:

3d and 9d

PS & Co:

Jd, Z½d, 4d, 4½d, 8d and 9d

OG & Co:

Jd, Sd, l/3 and Z/6

Ogcc:
Rll:

3d and 6cl
8d, 9d and Z/-

Over the years I have also picked up a number of tokens which are very
&imilar and Gavi11 Scott, who supplied most of them, is fairly convinced that they

TCS 4/11
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indeed are barbers' checks, but l am not at all sure.

Indeed, I am convinced

that they are not barbers' check at all, they just happen to look very similar.
Of the six illustrated (see p.11 Fig. 6)

only one, KEENOLIA, has a reverse

which is identical with the 2d of the OG & Co series, i.e. havin'.g the text 2D
where the D is underlined plus a small dot below and the text N° at the bottom.
My KEENOLIA token has a

11

3 11 stamped after the No.

The L & S in my collection is a 3/- token with the text N� below and it is very
similar to the RH, of which I do not possess the 3/- on which there should be
an "s" above the dash after the oblique.
Of the others, three have a

11

price

11

This "s" is missing on the L & S.

on the reverse, but no No. and one, the

MM, is blank although there is a figure

11

6 11 stamped on the obverse.

The HKH

is clearly engraved while the others have the logo in the die.
This could indicate that the KEENOLIA, a name that could have something to do
with, for example, a keen edge on a razor, could have been used as the ones
described by Hawkins and the same could be said for the L & S.

All the checks

described by Hawkins, apart from the P & O, are not all that uncommon while I
have only seen the two I have of the KEENOLIA and the L & S.

If they had

been used as barbers' checks they should be more common, one would think.
As for the remaining four I do not think they have had anything at all to do
with barbers' saloons unless they have been used for pre-payment, which I
think is highly unlikely.

WBS = William's Barber Saloon?

Why not

Wolverhampton Benevolent Society as was suggested by someone at the latest
Congress.
I find these tokens intriguing to say the least and I hope that there is
someone who knows the answers.

I would like to hear from anyone who has

either got similar tokens or, and here I live in hope, knows what they have
been used for.
© Thorsten Sjolin
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TURKISH TEA TOKENS

by Stuart Adams

In a street in Side (pronounced like bidet) Turkey, is a small shop
specialising in smoking pipes and other objects carved in Meerschaum.

While

bartcrin g a price of some items, I saw a box of plastic discs depicting a cup,
saucer and spoon, as illustrated hence. "They are for tea" the owner said in
good English.

After a conversation in not so good English it transpired that he

also owned a cafe and used these tokens as an accounting procedure every time
he gave a customer, and often a potential customer, a free cup of tea.
The current value of the tokens is 100 Turkish Lire (about 4p at the present
rate of exchange), they come in 5 colours - red, blue, yellow, green and dark
green and all are of equal value,
Of the two I obtained, a small difference occurs,

On one of the two tokens the

spoon in the glass is leaning to the left whereas on the other side and on the
other token the spoon is leaning to the right.

Have I inadvertently got a rare

variety?! (see p. 11 Fig. 7)
We parted smiling, he happy with the deal, me with my Meerschaum Turks head
and 2 Turkish tea tokens.

I still don't think he understood my interest in

these plastic discs but I guess that's just the English on holiday.
©

s.· Adams

ADVERTISING ON COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS FOR ROYAL OCCASIONS A PROVISIONAL LISTING - PART I A - J

b_y M.I.H. Ewing

This list outlines advertising by commercial firms, large and small, found
amongst the large series of unofficial medals for Coronations, Jubilees and
other Royal Occasions.

All societies, associations, organisations, institutions,

schools, public bodies and individual issuers have been omitted.
The list is bound to be incomplete.

It is to be hoped that it may prove of

inkrest to those studying aspects of advertising in numismatics.

It is my

suggC'stion/submission that students in the TCS of all aspects of Advertising
might find the list of value as a cross-reference.
Jt would be appn•ciated if new items, additional information or corrections could
be passed on via The Editor.
TCS 4/11
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Fig. 2

Fig. 7

Diameter varies 19-20 mm
Fig. 3

Fig. 1

Fig. ?>
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All entries are rou'nd unless otherwise stated, dimensions are in millimetres.
Brackets around a maker's name indicate an unsigned piece linked to the maker
by similarity to a signed piece.
ALLEN, Richard

Confectioner, Bargate

Geo. V Car. 1911

H. GRUEBER

ANSWERS

Magazine

Geo. V Car. 1911

Souvenir.

BAKER & Co.

Clothier, Cloth Hall, East St, SOUTHAMPTON

Viet. Jub. 1887

Anon

Edw. Vll Car. 1902

(No details)

BARRATT & Co.

Confectionery Manufacturer

Viet. D. Jub. 1897

Anon

Edw. VII Car. 1902

MADE IN GERMANY

Geo. V Car. 1911

(German)

BOOTS

The Chemist, NOTTINGHAM and Branches

SOUTHAMPTON
Al 38

Al 41

Austrian made

WM Cross 48 x 50

Br 22
Br 22
(several varieties)
Br 22

The following were on sale:
Investiture of Prince Charles
1969

No details

Eliz. II Jubilee 1977

No details

BOVRIL

Makers of Beef extract

LONDON EC

In 1897 known as JOHNSTONS FLUID BEEF - BOVRIL
Viet. Jub. 1887

ANON

Viet. D. Jub. 1897

ANON

Rounded cross gilt

AE 38

AE 21
(known in light and dark tones)

BRITISH ALUMINIUM Co. Ltd.

Aluminium smelters

Viet. D. Jub. 1897

FOYERS (works) ALUMINIUM

Geo. VI Car. 1937

General piece with named
suspension clip
GAUNT

Anon

Al 32
Al 35

BRITISH MOTOR CORPORATION (B.M.C.)
Eliz. II Car. 1953

Anon

Rosette in Br. gilt enamelled 30 x 35

BRITISH n:TROI,EUM (BP)
Eliz. II Jub. 1977
TCS 4/11
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Cu Ni 39 cased
12

BROWNSONS, Geo.
Viet. Jub. 1887 at Royal Jubilee Exhibition, MANCHESTER
WM Gilt 34

Anon
THE BUSY 1 B1
Eliz. II Cor. 1953

Anon

AE 33

CALLISTER, W.

Draper + Mercer

Viet. Jub. 1887

??

WM 29

Eliz. II Cor. 1953

Anon

AE 33

CINCINNATI MILACRON
Eliz, II Jub. 1977

Coin Press Manufacturers

CLARKSON, W.

Costumier and Perruquier to the King
LONDON (?)

Edw. VII Accession 1901

(LAUER?)

CONCORDE

The supersonic air liner

Queen Eliz. II first flight in
Concorde

POBJOY

DOUGLAS and PEEL, !OM

CHESSINGTON ZOO

AE 44

Anon

AE Gilt 25

AR 39 cased

COOPER, R.

Tea and Coffee merchant,

Victoria Royal Visit to
MANCHESTER 1851

??

CORONET

Stationers

Eliz. II Cor, 1953

Souvenir pile of coins paperweight
Gilt WM 120 x 138

OLDHAM
AE 20

LONDON ?

COUSIN CHARLEY'S CHILDRENS CARNIVAL
Viet. D. Jub. 1897

H.B.S. (= Sale)

DIXEY, C.W. & Sons Ltd.

Opticians

Geo. VI Cor. 1937

Anon Approved Busts

DOBBIE & Co

Royal seed growers and florists
ROTHESA Y, Scotland

Edw. VII Cor. 1902

RESTALL

TCS 4/11
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AE 35
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DRURY & Son

Specialite Clothing Company

Viet. Jub. 1887

(No details)

DUCKHAMS

Motor oils

Eliz. II Jub. 1977

Anon

DUNHAM & YALLOP

Goldsmiths

Regency 1811

Anon

DUNN, John A,

Bootmaker

Edw. VII Cor, 1902

Anon

EDGLEY, M.W.

Furnishers

Geo. V

No details

Cor. 1911

SUNDERLAND
WM 39

LONDON
WM 44
NORWICH
AE 28
The Globe House , , • ??
WM 32
LONDON

Fleet Street

EDISON-BELL PHONOGRAPH

ELECT COCOA -

WM 39

(No details)

Edw. VII 1902
See ROWNTREES

ELKINGTON & Co.
Edw. VII Cor. 1902

Plaquette

(No details)

ELY BREWERY
Eliz, II Cor. 1953 + Brewery
centenary

Anon

EMPRESS

Music Hall (?)

Edw. VII Cor. 1902

Anon

EMU

AUSTRALIAN WINES

Geo, V Jub. 1935

Anon

Gilt Br 33
BRIXTON

Devon
Br 25

Al 35.5

EPP'S COCOA

(James EPPS & Co)

Viet, D. Jub. 1897

GRUEBER

of ??

Shell medals AE and Al 38

EVELING, Walter

'OUR BOYS' CLOTHIER

Viet. Jub. 1897

Anon

CHATHAM
Lead star 47 x 50

365 = FALKLAND ISLAND CO.
Eliz. II Cor. 1953

(FATTORINI)

Al 32

(365 because mutton is on the menu 365 days of the year!)
TCS 4/11
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FAR FAME D CAKES Co. Ltd.

Poplar, LONDON E4

Viet. D. Jub. 1897

GRUEBER

FENWICK, A. Ltd.

Coin etc and medal manufacturers
BIRMINGHAM

Geo. V

(Self advert)

Cor. 1911

AE 38

FOLEY & SHOYERS Ltd.

Ironmonger

Viet. Marriage 1840

(No details)

FRAZER, H

of??

Viet. D. Jub. 1897

(No details)

GARDNER & Co,
Viet. RV to IR]i:LAND 1849

PARKES

Jeweller

AE 38
34 Little Newport;

110 Grafton St,

LOND ON

DUBLIN
WM 44

GEEVOR TIN MINE

CORNWALL

Eliz. II Royal visit

Anon

Tin 39

GRAND CLOTHING HALL, THE

Leicester, Derby, Nottingham etc.
Anon

WM 32

Grocer and Draper
(W.O. LEWIS)

WM 39

Viet. D. Jub. 1897
GREEN, Joshua & Co.
Viet.

D.

Jub. 1897

GRIFFIN, W.
Viet, Marriage 1840

STANSTED Middx.

Silversmiths and Jewellers Cornhill, LONDON
AE 30, WM 26

Birth of Pr. of Wales 1841

GRIFFIN
GRIFFIN

WM 30

Viet. RV to SCOTLAND 1842

GRIFFIN

WM 30

GROVER & BAKER & Co.
Pr. of Wales Marriage 1863

Sewing Machine manufacturer LOND ON &
LIVERPOOL
W.J. TAYLOR
WM 31

GURNEY, Alfred

Grocer

Viet. D, Jub. 1897 - Jubilee Tea

Anon

HEREFORD
WM 38

HATHAWAY, M.S. & Co.

(No details)

Edw. VII Cor. 1902

RD 377779) (= TITCOMBE)

HEATON, Ralph & Son
Pr. of Wales RV to
BIRMINGHAM 1874
TCS 4/11
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HIS MASTERS VOICE

Gramophone Company

Geo. VI Cor. 1937

Approved busts

HOCKLEYS

Boys suits

Viet. Jub. 1887 (?) (Undated)

Anon

Grey metal 38

Union St., PLYMOUTH
Br 21

THE HOLBORN RESTAURANT
Viet. D. Jub. 1897

HAYES, Middx.

LONDON
Anon

No details

HOLT, J

Hatter

Edw. VII Cor. 1902

Anon

HOOVER Ltd.

Vacuum Cleaners

Geo. VI Cor. 1937 - for
Coronation Contest

D.G. COLLINS

HUDSON, G.

(No detail)

Viet. Jub. 1897

HEATON

The Walk, ROCHDALE

HULL BREWERY Co, Ltd,

Tin 32

AR 70 and AE 29

Tin 32

No other details

HULL

Viet. D. Jub. 1897

(J. WALKER)

JACOBS

(?)

Viet. Jub. 1887

(No details)

JOHNSON, Stephano

Publisher?

Eliz. II Cor. 1953

E. MONTI

JONES, Orlando

Starch manufacturer

WM 38
Bethnal Green, LONDON
WM 32
of ??
AR, AE Gilt, AE 61

Four Royal Generations 1895:
for JONES COLD WATER
STARCH

GRUEBER

Shell Al 38 (?)

for ORLANDO JONES GOLD
MEDAL STARCH

GRUEBER

Shell Al 38 (?)

JUBILEE MEDAL Co. Ltd.
Viet. Jub. 1887

Mark Lane, LONDON EC
(Self advert)

WM 33
©
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DERBYSHIRE TAVERN CHECKS & TICKETS - 1989 Listing

by E.W. Danson

A preliminary 1982 list, which enjoyed but limited circulation, contained only
eleven Derbyshire tavern checks and tickets (which show no denomination) and
of these two were subsequently reattributed to other counties,

This present

list contains 35 items.
Actual specimens or pencil rubbings have been seen by the compiler for all
entries with the exception of the New Mills, Crown Hotel, Thomas Saxton, 2d,
whifh was recorded by Batty (p,534, 49).
Specimens are of brass, unless otherwise stated,
in brackets,

Makers• signatures are shown

Each piece declares its locality in the legend with the exception of

the Ilkeston Queen 1 s Head music hall, a specimen of which was found on the
premises.
The examination of checks and provision of pencil rubbings and other information
have been facilitated by the British Museum, the Derby Museum and Art Gallery,
the Leicestershire Museums, L. Bennett, A,G, Byde, G,C, Chamberlain,
A. Cunningham, B, Greenaway, the late R,N.P. Hawkins, J,R,P. King,
J.F. Schimmel, S,E. Schwer, N,B, Todd, D.G. Varley and others,

The compiler

is greatly indebted to these custodians and owners.
It is hoped that the publication of this listing will bring to light further types
for the county and the compiler would be delighted and grateful to receive
pencil rubbings of such, together with a note of the metal, diameter, die axis and
edge (plain or grained) •

A rubbing and other details are also required of the

above-mentioned New Mills check.

This information will be used in a future

fuller catalogue with commentary.
At a different level, the compiler would also be very pleased to receive a brief
note of all Derbyshire pub checks and tickets in the collections of readers to
assist his attempt to form some estimate of the present rarity of the different
types.

With the relatively small number of items involved compared with those of

many other counties, the supply of this information should not prove too
onerous.

TCS 4/11
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LISTING
ASHBOURNE
Bell Inn, William Miers, 2 D
(Cock), John Winterton, rev. bust of George III r.
Wheatsheaf Hotel, John Miers, 1¼
ASHOPTON
Ashopton Inn, P.R.H.A. Ltd., 4D
As last

3D

As last

2D

As last

Value impressed

(no value)

BUXTON
(Sun), Richard Stubbs, 3D
CALVER
Bulls Head Inn, J.W. West, 3D
CHESTERFIELD
Castle Music Hall, W. Hodgkinson, check 2D
DERBY
(Anchor), St. Peter's Street, T. Hardy, check Three Pence, 3D
Bell Hotel, F. Rayner, 4D

(zinc)

Crown Hotel, Two Pence
Curzon Arms, Abbey Street, J. Jackson, check H

(T. Pope)

Grange Inn, Murrow, l¼D
Midland Hotel, 1/3

6D
4D

(zinc)
(zinc)

Sir Robert Peel, Thos. Maundrell, check 3D
I D¼
Thorn Tree Inn, T.W. Starkey, 4D

(Edwin Cottrill)

(E. Cottrill)

(Edwin Cottrill)

HADFIELD
Spinners Arms, C.H., 1D¼
HAYFIELD
Pack Horse Inn, 2 D
TCS 4/11
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ILKESTON
Harrow Inn, Joseph Aldred. rev. Twist & Morris billiard etc,
Number stamped into rev. field

As last but cmk. S. Robinson applied four times in rough

square around numeral

(-)

Poplar Music Hall, S. Robinson, 3D

Queen's Head Music Hall (head of Victoria left), 3D, value impressed

on rev. (octagonal, 40 mm)

Rutland Arms, Thomas Hives, 3D . rev, Vauxhall Gardens/Ilkeston Baths

LONG EATON
Lord Nelson Hotel, 3D
MATLOCK BATH

George Hotel bowling green, S, Schofield, check 3D
Royal Pavilion, 2D

1D

NEW MILLS
Crown Hotel, Thomas Saxton, 2D.
Crown Inn, 2D

(oval)

rev. head of Victoria left

REATTRIB UTED PIECES
BAMFORD Golden Fleece bowling green, R. Ashford, 2D (oval)
LEA BROOK
SHIRLEY

(To Lancashire, nr. Rochdale)

Brittania (sic) Inn, 2D (To Staffordshire, Tipton)

Red Lion, C.T. Cooke

(To Warwickshire)

© E.W. Danson
63 Ferrers Way
Derby DE3 2BB
TOKEN CONGRESS 1990
SEPT 22 - 23
As usual Congress started on the Friday evening as delegates arrived from
diverse areas.
Saturday:
Roy Rains opened Congress with a leisurely drive through 1A Leicester Miscellany•.
TCS 4/11
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Roy is to be congratulated for continuing the Congress tradition which levies on
the Organiser the additional burden of giving a talk,
Hayes on 'Spinners', of which more below.*

After Roy came Ralph

Next, Jeff Gardiner took us on a

rail journey on 'The Marsden Rattler', a talk combining railways and mining.

A

tasty Buffet Lunch followed.
Robbie Bell opened the afternoon proceedings with part 2 of his 1989 talk on
Casino Chips.

Following the theme of travel we departed on a grand Liner to

visit Casinos of the world.

Mr. Bell admitted when pressed that he is not only

not a 'high roller' he does not, following a boyhood revelation, gamble at all.
Mr. Bell was followed by Yolanda Courtney on 'The Mapp Collection', an
accumulation of tickets and passes that somehow came to be left to the Leicester
Museum service in 1955. Gavin Scott then showed slides of several types of
countermarks commencing with those of 1local 1 interest, On problem areas Gavin
looked at counterfeit countermarks and those that elude identification.

Tea,

coffee and biscuits followed.
After tea, Arthur Cobwright spoke on 1At last the Truth', the subject of inferior
issues of the eighteenth century, that is non-regal copper which was
irredeemable.

Cobwright attempted to prove that the manufacturers of false

tokens were Kempson, Lutwyche and either Good or Westwood and that Lutwyehe
and Good/Westwood manufactured •evasions' and further that Good and Westwood
could well have been the same man.

We then received a report from the TCS

editors Tony Gilbert and Yolanda Courtney.

From 6.15 pm we enjoyed the

Congress dinner and after 8.00 pm the Bourse commenced.

The Bourse was

perhaps not quite so vibrant as last year but was still useful for disposing and
obtaining material,

The table rent had risen to an outrageous (I) £3, a good

annual wage in 10501

(For those of you that don't know the average cost of a

table at provincial coin fairs now exceeds £30),
Sunday:
A hearty 'English' breakfast.

Mike Roberts opened the proceedings with a light

hearted look at silver tokens which proved that he wasn't the idiot in 'An
idiot's guide to 19th Century silver tokens'.

Robert Thompson then gave a

scholarly illustration of his proposed chronology for 'Leicestershire Tokens 1651 72 1•

Very little work has been done on this area and Mr. Thompson is to be

congratulated for his attempt,

TCS 4/11
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1Colliery Tickets• by Tom Morrall showed the expanse of the subject,
nice to see a few old friends on the excellent slides,

It was

Tom with others is

attempting to catalogue mining issues and would like to hear from anyone who is
willing to help.

Buffet Lunch, possibly even more tasty.

Brian Edge spoke on 1The Randwick Token•, a piece issued as part of a scheme
apparently to aid the poor during a period of recession in the early 19th century.
Brian showed just how much information can be found out about the most
insignificant looking item.

It was interesting that Brian visited Randwick and the

occupants knew nothing about the issue.

The talks started in the form of

journeys and finished with 1 A token journey through Essex•, by Stuart Adams.
A few requests for information and plugs for books followed and then Congress
closed.
It is hoped that next year the Congress will be held in Essex,

If you can offer

a different venue please let us know as Stuart Adams and his prospective crew
would like an alternative in the event that a suitable venue cannot be found.
In my opinion this was a very successful Token Congress and Roy Rains is to be
thanked for his excellent and problem-free organisation.

The venue,

accommodation and refreshments were of a high standard and in this time of the
'value for money• ethos it certainly could not have been beaten.

It was nice to

meet again those who attended past conferences and to meet for the first time a
number of valued customers,

I am always surprised that customers and

correspondents look nothing like I have imagined and I am sure that for a
number of you the same is true!

I am already looking forward to next year.

* As a splendid innovation, Ralph Hayes gave away handmade examples to each
attender at Congress.

See p, 11 Fig. 8

Spinners date from at least 1939 and usually COIJ!bine an advert with a chance
method of deciding a question,

It is Ralph's contention that the gambling side

to the spinner ensures that it is shown around and so serves the advertising
purpose well.

Ralph 1s pieces are a limited edition of 82 or 83.

30 mm machine token with white paper labels stuck to each side.

The host is a
The printed

legend on the reverse reads YOUR TURN, 1991 with an arrow running from top
to bottom through the centre of the two-line legend.

The obverse reads

T.C.S., TOKEN, CONGRESS., LEICESTER, 1990 in five lines the first three
TCS 4/11
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above the nodule which acts as the pivot for the spinner.
spent many hours producing these

Ralph must have

mementoes.
Alan Judd

AUCTION REPORT
Glendining 1 s, 28th November 1990
Amongst a sale of Historical Medals, Jettons, Masonic Medals, Books and general
Tokens were 21 lots of 17th Century Issues.

Two lots were small general groups

of no special interest, and one was Irish remnants from the Agnew Sale.

But

the others consisted of 14 Lots of Lancashire containing 17 tokens, and 4 Lots
of Wales containing 5 tokens.
The prime interest seemed to be the Lancashire pieces.

They were an old

collection probably largely dating from the 1945 - 70 period, but not the major
numismatic interest of the unnamed collector, and whilst most of the comparatively
common pieces of the county were present, some major rarities were also included.

It was the largest group of the county offered in the saleroom since the last War.
Baldwin gave £240 for Ashton's 1/ 4d of Clitheroe, the same for Williamson's ¼d of
Newton and £190 for Kenion 1s 1666 ¼d of Rochdale (all prices exclude auctioneers'
premium and VAT).

Clark bought Williamson's ld of Newton at £150, Sumpners'

¼d of Preston at £210 and Barrow's ¼d of Wigan at £240 amongst 12 pieces
acquired.

An anonymous buyer, bidding through the auctioneer, succeeded with

an opening bid of £220 for Pemberton 1s ¼d of Liverpool.

The 17 tokens which

were generally better than Fine condition with several in Very Fine, realised
£2475.
The Welsh items appeared to be a different collector's duplicates.

The five

tokens realised £450 with Baldwin taking four, including Ellis Jones 1s ld of
Caernarvon at £110, and Clark the fifth.
Many coin collectors who bought a few 17th Century tokens many years ago have
not realised how fast prices have risen in the last 15 years, and whilst a kind of
plateau has been reached, one can only expect more little groups to appear in
auctions over the next few years.

It will be interesting to see whether the

buyers remain in the ascendancy, or whether sellers eventually depress prices
as happened with 18th Century tokens.
TCS 4/11
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BOOK REVIEWS AND PUBLICATIONS
Jetons, Medalets and Tokens:

The Medieval Period and Nuremberg, Vol. 1
Michael Mitchiner

Volume details as stated on p.23, Vol. 4, No. 10, except that the price has been
reduced to £69.95
Following some debate, verbal and written, critical and in praise, of the review
on p.23 of TCS 4/10, by a professional archaeologist, we are publishing another
review.

This one is by a collector specializing in the series, and is an attempt

at providing some balance of view, in accordance with Editorial policy,

Scleroidal

opinions are not to be derided, however, as they are of the stuff of which
greater advance can be made, both by engendering counter-balance to the stated
view, and ·by nurturing further debate on the true value of an opinion, premise
or standpoint.

Please also see "Quill Corner",
- Ed.

This massive volume (weighing more than six pounds) is the first of an intended
three, although we are given no information as to exactly what will be covered
in future volumes.
The first section of this book contains a detailed study of the alloys used in the
manufacture of jettons, tokens and other small objects from non-Nuremberg
sources.

This is an extension of the information previously published by

Mitchiner, Mortimer & Pollard (Num, Chron. 1987 and 1988).

The very large

number of analyses shows the amount of effort that went into the project, but
what are we to do with the information?

It all seems a rather academic exercise

once we have accepted that jettons were made of latten until Nuremberg started
making them of brass.

In the one major series where the alloy might have

helped clarify the country of manufacture (the Venus Pfennigs, which are all
of Iatten) the author ascribes som� to Netherlands manufacture jllld some to
Nuremberg.

It still seems probable that they are all German, as they surely

would have been of copper if Dutch,
If this volume was intended to cover all Medieval jettons and the complete range
of Nuremberg issues it is only partially successful, probably because the task is
so great.

With over 2000 jettons illustrated this is far more than any other work,
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but the coverage is not consistent.

The author appears to have drawn on a

relatively small number of private collections with a preponderance of metal
detector finds from London.
The illustrations are twice actual size and are alongside the text which includes
the diameter, weight and alloy of each specimen.

Although rather pale the

illustrations are generally quite acceptable bearing in mind that dark or pitted
specimens in sometimes indifferent condition are extremely difficult to photograph.
The author attempts to arrange all series covered into date bands, on stylistic
grounds or by stratigraphic e�idence where available.

This is something

archaeologists have long needed, most previous catalogues being content to
merelY: describe the specimens.
The coverage of English jettons is very extensive, with many specimens never
previously illustrated, drawn largely from the excellent collection of Mr. J. Auld.
However the very earliest included, catalogue number 1, described as Fox class
3 is a poorer condition example of the type published in Sacra Moneta (Galata
Coins) August 1986.

There it was ascribed to class 7 which seems more likely.

Number 150 is not English at all, but from an extensive series of jettons of the
Angevin Kingdom of Naples and Sicily.
The coverage of French jettons consists largely of varieties of the common types
that have been found in England.
De La Tour.

Many more unusual types are to be found in

The author's attempt to distinguish between French and Tournai

issues is in conflict with current French thinking that ascribes the great
majority of so called banal jettons to Tournai (a French mint until taken by the
forces of Charles V in 1521).

It has been suggested that the Paris mint

primarily struck jettons for named officials, well struck types with literate
legends being from the official mint in Tournai and the commonly occurring
cruder types being struck in small workshops, although still probably with
official approval.

The banal Dauphine, Lamb and Chatel types are probably all

of Tournai manufacture, indeed some legends even include the name of the
town, likewise the Moor's Head type.

As the author states, Italian jettons have

not been found in English excavations and consequently coverage is very thin,
with only 9.

Low Countries coverage is rather idiosyncratic with Flanders,

Burgundy and the Netherlands up to the end of the reign of Charles V in 1555.
Although the illustrations, particularly of the late 15th and early 16th century
specimens are valuable (the standard work being the rare Dugniolle), why
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include Charles V when the French coverage omits Louis XII and1 Francis I many
of whose jettons display medieval characteristics?

There is no mention at all of

the 14th to 16th Century Portuguese Jettons (74 listed by Barnard, Num, Chron,
1923).
Coverage of Nuremberg products is very thorough, although many more early
types could have been illustrated if other collections, surely known to the author,
had been consulted.

This could easily have been done at the expense of the

numerous die duplicates in this section.
however, included.

Many of the early 21/22 mm types are,

Although there are quite a few in the Rouyer collection

(now in the Bibliotheque Nationale and catalogued by Henri de la Tour),
Barnard did not appreciate their significance.

The late Stuart Rigold recognised

them as the earliest Nuremberg jettons to be found in English excavations, but
many new types have been recovered from the River Thames in recent years.
author attempts to ascribe these to specific periods,

The

Although it may appear

logical to date those types with a large letter S in the field, or a legend
consisting largely of esses, to Sigismund, Holy Roman Emperor 1433 - 37, this
date seems too early.

The whole complex group seems very similar in style

suggesting a starting date in the second half of that century,

The author also

distinguishes between the products of the two Hans Krauwinckels and the three
Wolf Lauffers by means of the slightly different spellings of their Christian
names:

this seems quite logical and consistent, although he has missed the fact

that there must have been another George Schultes as jettons exist with that
name but in the post 1580 style.

The Nuremberg coverage extends right up to

early 20th century Lauer products, including toy money.

These are quite

properly included, but the last section of Dassier medals and other miscellaneous
oddments could well have been omitted,
A list of valuations of all specimens illustrated appears at th� back of the book,
It is difficult to understand how these can have been derived, being in most cases
far higher than prices demanded, even by major dealers.

As a rule of thumb

Nuremberg prices could probably b'e divided by four, French by three, and
larger size English by four.
comparative rarity.

Better to use them purely as a guide to

A select bibliography is also included at the end with more

than 700 references, although many are not relevant to Volume 1,
Philip Mernick
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Hop Tokens of Kent and Sussex & their Issuers
1990. A4. 128 PP• including 60 plates.
Ltd.

ISBN O 907 605 30 3.

Alan C. Henderson

Card covers.

Published by Spink & Son

£18

At last a reference book for hop token collectors.

The much photocopied

lists of the Rev. ACWORTH were complicated, incomplete and cried out for
amalgamation and updating.

Alan HENDERSON has done this and much, much more.

The A4 size of this new work is not ideal for carrying around.

However, in this

form the price is kept down but I am sure that many of the purchasers would
have preferred an AS (half of A4} format.

A,few blank pages for further notes

would have been helpful.
For the token collector this will become the standard reference work and an
essential book for the paranumismatist.

The local history groups and individuals

will find it of value when considering social history and the 19th Century in Kent
and Sussex.
The metal detectorist has a need for this book when identifying his finds and the
excellent photographs of the tokens and the easily followed indexing will be of
great value.
Alan HENDERSON has spent many years researching this subject and before
committing his work to print he discussed his doubts on identification with all
possible authorities.

He is to be congratulated on his perseverance and help

given to the numismatist.
R.H.H.

'Coins of Beeston1 has produced an alphabetical index to the above mentioned
catalogue, free of charge, but please enclose a self-addressed envelope (9 ° x 4"}.
Send to:

P.O. Box 19, BEESTON, Notts. NG9 2NE.

The Token Tracer - An Index of Token Legends 1700 - 1860
1990. AS. p.xxiv + 109.

Card covers.

John Whitmore

Published by the author at Teynham

Lodge, Chase Rd., Upper Colwall, Malvern, Worcs. WR13 6DT, from whom
obtainable at £9 (post free U.K.}.
TCS 4/11
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1The

In a limited edition of 250 copies, I quote from John Whitmore1 s handout:
purpose of this book is to enable collectors of tokens to find the catalogue
reference which they might otherwise fail to find quickly, if at all.

It covers all

British tokens issued between 1700 and 1860 which are not easily identifiable
from their legends and appear in one of the standard reference books.
tokens with legends in English are also included.

Overseas

In addition there is a survey

of token literature and its current availability."
John Whitmore continues to provide us with basic catalogues useful for the
collector who finds the standard works, whilst essential in themselves, still an
enigma, as their quality of presentation varies so much.

Users will be familiar

with the references to which he refers - Andrews, Atkins, Bell, Peck, Breton,
Dalton & Hamer, Davis & Waters, Low, Montague Guest, Pridmore, Seaby, Vice
and Yeoman.

If you are interested in 18th and 19th century tokens, then this

pocketable guide is a good £9 1s worth aid to identification.

It covers legends,

� edges, on British, Canadian, USA and Australian tokens for the period.

The

tailpiece holds true for many works, also authors! - "If all else fails read the
introduction• - you have been warned.
The Tokens, Checks, Metallic Tickets, Passes, and Tallies of the British
Caribbean & Bermuda

Bob Lyall

1988. 155 x 235 mm. p. vii + 207.

Hardback.

illustrations on high quality paper.
Inc.

ISBN O 918492 08 4.

541 tokens listed and 450

Published by The Token and Medal Society,

Price £20 ($30 US) approx.

Seldom does there appear a numismatic book that is worthwhile to the historian,
the dealer, and the collector.

However, Bob Lyall1s new book on British West

Indian tokens is just such a book.
For the historian, Mr. Lyall has included many valuable snippets of information
and history concerning, not only the tokens themselves, but also the geographical
areas from which they originated.

Also included are ten pages of bibliography

that yield many sources for further research.
The dealer can use this comprehensive list to help identify or discard many
mystery tokens.

There is also a rarity guide that will aid the dealer and

collector in assessing availability and value of a specific token.
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Most of all, this book is written by an experienced and noted collector for

collectors.

It is the perfect companion piece to Major Fred. Pridmore 1s, The

Coins of the British Commonwealth of Nations, Part 3 - The West Indies,

Mr,

Lyall deals effectively with virtually all known tokens, checks, etc. of this
romantic part of the world.

This book is user-friendly with a practical index. It is already recognized by
many as "the reference" for this series, with many dealers using Lyall 1 s numbers
on their lists.

As a collector of Colonial tokens, I value my copy and feel that I have already

gotten (sic) my money's worth many times ove'r. I highly recommend it as a

valuable addition to the library of anyone interested in Colonial tokens.

Bill Tankersley

The Provincial Token - Coinage of the 18th Century - Dalton & Hamer
Reprinted 1990.

200 x 267 mm.

Published by Davisson1 s Ltd.
ISBN 0-9627694-0-1

p.xxix + 567.

Hardback.

Illustrated.

Distributed in the UK by Spink & Son Ltd. at £85.

This reprint contains a 29 page section inserted at the front before the actual
work itself. It brings together items from the original Addenda & Corrigenda
with those from some well-known sources and collections. The approach is fully

covered in the Introduction and Acknowledgements, though the large series of

late 18th century copper evasion pieces, and political medallets, are not added to
here. However, collectors not familiar with the original work, and thus its
ability to engender some agility at mental cross-searching, should take extra care

when using this reprint.

New readers should, of course take advantage of the

newly inserted integrated additions and corrections, but perhaps a note could

have appeared in the Introduction explaining the position of pieces listed on the
original 1 s page 553 - 'Pieces to be Deleted'. Nevertheless, some careful checking
of Allan Davisson 1 s listing seems to have clarified this.

Over 450 new varieties have been included in this reprint, and the 'update

author' requests that readers inform him of further pieces worthy of inclusion.
The paper is of a high quality, and there is also a limited edition of 26 (lettered
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a - z), each in its own slip-case complete with colour photographs slotted into a
pocket.

The price? - I think that I heard a figure of around £250; oh well, we

can always dream!
A,J,G.
Nottinghamshire Advertisement Tickets
1989. A4. 52 pp,

Card covers,

Grenville Chamberlain

Plastic channel slip-in binding,

the assistance of the Numismatic Society of Nottinghamshire.
Coins of Beeston.

Published with

Obtainable from

£5. 75 (including UK postage)

I generally find it well worthwhile reading and digesting the intonations brought
to our attention, in many of these pamphlets, on various aspects of the token
coinage.

A feature, increasingly, are the concise truths or, almost it can be

surmised, maxims or condensed thoughts which are expounded into a page or so
of Preface, Foreword and Acknowledgements.

Hence I quote from the beginning

•••• , , , .•• "When the Numismatic Society of Nottinghamshire was founded in 1948
the collecting and study of anything other than official coinage was not
considered to be serious numismatics, perhaps the only exceptions being the
token issues of the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries.

It was to be many years

before public house checks, co-operative society dividend checks, factory tallies,
market traders checks and advertisement tickets were to be accepted as serious
numismatics, worthy of study and when they were this coincided with a
tremendous burst in local history.• - Hear, hear!
The catalogue, simply produced by xerography, numbers the pieces 1 - 48 (with
53 total varieties),

There are illustrations of the pieces throughout the text,

which also contains brief historical and background notes on the issuers,
work excludes value-stated checks and factory pay and tool, checks,

This

Also listed

are three countermarks for the County,

- Ed,
Catalog of Telephone and Telegraph Tokens

H.A. Groenendijk

1989. AS. p.ix + 81.

Card covers, thermal binding,

from whom available:

Boerhaavelaan 278, 2334 EZ Leiden, Netherlands,

Published by the author,
Price

£6 (approx.) plus postage
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This is a welcome addition to the sparse amount of literature previously
published on telephone tokens, e.g. catalogues by Targonsky, Salgado, Porto
Lima, Gurgel, Earl, et al,

Henk Groenendijk sets the background very

explicitly in his long Introduction, explaining to the reader the four basic types
of telephone tokens, and their confusion with some canteen and parking tokens
issued by the Telephone companies,

U,K, telephone tokens are not widely

known, some 4Z pieces, including passes and "unidentified n are listed,

They are

much more likely to be prevalent in countries of high inflation, where a standard
issue, no-value-stated disc, would serve as a cheaper alternative to the changing
state of the local coinage, e.g. Brazil and Israel,

However, these tokens are

also in wide use throughout Europe, viz. France, W. Germany, Italy and Greece.
The catalogue lists some ZOOO tokens from 64 countries or territories, arranged
alphabetically, and with an index,

Henk would be grateful for any comments

on his listings, especially additions or corrections.

Also see his Unidentified

section, which has strangely found itself tucked between Uganda and the U.S.A.
Included is a useful Bibliography, and although there are no illustrations in the
book, the Arrangement section fully explains the symbolic and numerical system
employed in describing the pieces set out in the catalogue.
- Ed.
The J.L. Wetton Library Catalogue of Numismatic and other Works relating to
Seventeenth Century Tradesmen's Tokens
1990, AS. 3Z pp,

- compiled by N.L. Wetton

Card covers, published by Squirrel Publishing Ltd., Hobsley

House, Frodesley, Shrewsbury SYS 7HD.

ISBN O 947604 03 O.

£Z.SO plus

postage
Individually numbered in a limited edition of 400, this useful booklet has a
thought-provoking introduction.

The listings are split into General Series, The

County Series and Specific Trades or Topics,

They are worth a look, for some

sources are from publications long since defunct, and such references are sure to
provide the serious researcher with some ideas for his own further investigations
into this diverse and fascinating series.
- Ed.
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Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles, Vol, 38, The Norweb Collection,

Tokens

of the British Isles 1575 - 1750, Part II, Dorset, Durham, Essex and
Gloucestershire
Spink 1 s Numismatic Circular for October 1990 publishes three letters on this work,
listed:

(a) "Corrections, Comments and Observations", by Nigel A, Clark,

(b) "Corrections and Judson References", by R.H. Thompson (author of the
nbove work), (c) "Judson References• by Nigel A, Clark,

Seventeenth century

specialists are advised of the technical nature of the letters.

•QUILL CORNER"
We reserve the right to shorten letters, but this will only be done in the
interests of clarity,

Publication of a letter does not imply editorial endorsement.

To the Editor of the Bulletin:
Regarding Paul Courtney's review of Michael Mitchiner 1s book, I feel strongly
that one and a half pages should not have been devoted to this tirade,
In line with probably most if not all readers of the Bulletin, I am not a
professional archaeologist,

Even if Mr, Courtney is correct about the value of

the book, a few lines could inform us that the work was not worth purchasing.
Why allow Mr. Courtney to describe someone's work as glib, atrocious, naive,
fallacious etc?
H,G. Stern
Note:

See 1 Book Reviews• for a collector's review of this work,

Much rippling

of the waters has taken place behind the scenes since TCS 4/10 was published,
also amongst echelons beyond the humbleness of the Bulletin,

Surely debate is

what can only improve the substance?
- Ed,
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I am not a dealer, just a collector.

I am interested in tokens issued by various

omnibus lines, regular issues, zone checks, patterns, miscellaneous, passes,
manufacturers' samples, unidentified tokens, timetable tokens.
I would appreciate any information you can send me.
M ichael Marcus

LOVE TOKEN SOCIETY OF AMERICA - FOLLOW UP
At last year's Congress (Manchester) I made a report on the existence of a Love
Token Society in the United States and the efforts of its President, Lloyd L,
Entenmann to research the origin and development of the art of love tokens.
His research caused him to spend 5 weeks in Great Britain with collectors,
dealers, and at museums.

A year having passed, I should like to bring you up.

to date on the progress of his project.
His research took him back to the sixteenth century with the advent of what we
call Valentines.

At that time it was a custom in Wales for a young man to paint

on linen a message of his love for his girlfriend.
designs, scenes, poems, etc.

Its contents varied with

This custom did not last very long and was

followed by an exhibition of his skills in woodwork.

Using a single piece of

wood, he would carve out a knitting sheath, or a lace bobbin, busk stay, and
finally a spoon.
work.

The more skilful he was the more elaborate and ornate was his

In the case of the wooden spoon, it is said his skills would require up to

two years to complete one spoon.

If he made a mistake he had to discard the

piece and start all over again.
Since all of these customs required specific skills in the area of art, the poor
little uneducated commoner was left out in the cold with nothing.

It only seems

natural therefore, for the use of the circulating coin to be used as a means of
filling in this void.

First came the bent coin (called 'benders'), then the cut coin,

and finally the so called engraved coin, which at first was pinpunched, then
stamped with dies, then scratched on, and finally engraved.

With the advent of

engraving, the practice of engraved coins exploded into just about any field
you can imagine.
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From his research, Mr. Entenmann says he has come across some interesting
observations.

He says that after reviewing our engravei::l tokens, he felt a much

deeper ,feeling for the British people.

Our tokens gave him a feeling not only of

love and affection, but of sincerity, tradition, reality, imagination, honesty,

respect especially for one another, all of which he does not find in American
love tokens.

He says our tokens immortalize all phases of our lives, such as

engagement, marriage, birth, confirmation, death, divorce, anniversaries,
hangings, prisoners, professions ancl trades, and, yes, even portraits.

In

contrast, American love tokens are largely initials and names, all of which shows
little imagination or feeling of love or affection in itself.

�s an example, a U.S.

dime is beautifully engraved with the name "Sheila", contrasted to an English
large penny engraved: "To Sheila / my future / wife / with all my / love /
Lucky penny", and around the rim is engraved the name "Terry" five times.

The

clime only tells us that there is a female named Sheila, that is all, you are left
cold. With the penny, it tells a great deal: even though Terry may think a lot of
himself, it clearly shows his love for Sheila and that they are going to get
married.

Even though crudely made, it is more romantic, eloquent, and

meaningful than the elaborate dime, and a much more desirable piece to have in
n collection of love tokens.
With all of the information Mr, Entenmann has gathered he is in the process of
putting it into book form, and as far as is known, it will be the first book of its
kind to appear on the subject of love tokens,

He is over half way through the

first draft and hopes to have the final draft ready for the publisher by the end

of the year or early in 1991.

The book will be generously illustrated with

pictures of actual love tokens, and will cover such subjects as:

the origin of

love tokens, the various categories of love tokens, the art of engraving, styles
of engraving, and enamelling; also cataloging and pricing.

For the love token

collector, or for anyone interested in love tokens, this book should be a valuable
reference.
The Love Token Society has a membership of over Z60, including 11 in Canada
and 5 in England.

At their annual meeting in August, a motion was approved to

allow a $10.00 discount to each member on record as of December 31; 1990 on the
purchase of one copy of the forthcoming book.

If anyone would like to

communicate with Mr. Entenmann, I can give you his name, address and

telephone number.

He will be glad to hear from you and will be only' too glad to

answer all your inquiries.
listening to this report.
TCS 4/11
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Note:

The above open letter was read out by Roy Rains at the Leicester Token

Congress, September 1990,

Please also see an introduction to the Love Token

Society in TCSB 4/9 p,29 - 30.

Mr. Entenmann1s particulars are:
- Ed.

NOTES AND QUERIES
Back issues of the Bulletin
Just to repeat that Nick Wetton has copies, either originals or photocopies, of
Vols. 1 to 3 of the TCS Bulletin.

Prices are (about) £1 per issue,

Please

contact him at his address:
N. Wetton
Indian Tokens
Howard Simmons is compiling a list of Indian Tokens not in Pridmore, and he
would be grateful for any information.
Simmons & Simmons, Numismatists

J. G avin Scott is interested in acquiring early twentieth century Kelly directories
of the main ind ustrial and commercial centres of the U.K.

Norman Clarkson is interested in any pieces regarding Kingston-upon-Thames,
medals or tokens.
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International Society of Jeton Collectors
A new publication, 1The Exchequer', has been launched by the ISJC, aimed at
people interested in late medieval and modern jetons.

Intended, initially, as an

occasional newsletter, it hopes to reach a wider audience on this underrated and
Further information is available

poorly understood series of European counters,
from:

G.A. Singer

REPLlES

4/10-37
Unable to read script about the date.

See PLATTER'S TRAVELS (Thomas

Platter 1599). He recorded use of tokens that he saw in use quring 1598 and
said that 4 or 6 lead tokens were redeemed for a half penny, i.e. they were in
use for

l/3

or

1/z

of a farthing.

See also the word "CUE" in use in poems and documents around 1600 - 1610
(Oxford Dictionary etc.),

The cue is thought to have meant a "half farthing"

and both these references agree with the initial idea for Harington "farthings"
where half farthings were planned before 1613 - but only farthings were
authorised in the final patent,
As for the issuer - Shield of this tolfon - sorry.

(Earlier references less reliable,

Budelius probably quoted Erasmus and are limited.

More detailed in the Sanuio

letters about Bakers tokens - but 70 years earlier) •
D.J. Rogers

4/10-38
Jeton de Presence (?).

Similar to a visiting card or (inverted logic), similar to
an acknowledgement that 1you1 were present, i.e. it could have been used to

identify a person, or those attending a meeting could be given such a piece
when attendan1;e had a payment made later on presenting this proof,
If the shield is that of a church - it could be a communion token or serve a
similar function.

e.g. Attendance at a "parish meeting 11 entitling the holder to a

- meal or similar

11

reward 11•
D.J. Rogers
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4/10-42
Being the one who first brought these unusual stencil cut-out pieces to Roy
Hawkins' notice, may I answer Mr. Johnson by referring him to p. 636-8 of
Hawkins' "A Dictionary of Makers of British metallic tickets, checks, medalets,
tallies and counters 1788 - 1910", where he records the result of his research
into the origin of these tokens at some length.
I have since acquired an unrecorded specimen, which has the 1 D retrograde and
is without any countermarks.
D.G. Vorley
4/10-43
The piece mentioned by Mr. Blount is a communion token from the Wesleyan
Chapel, Dumfries.

It is ,described as no. 104 in Kerr & Lockie's "Various

Scottish Churches

article, PSAS 1949 - 50.

11

The date on the tokens is, I

suspect, the date of the foundation of the Chapel in Dumfries - the token
itself, from its appearance, was probably manufactured in the 1870s or close to
the 1881 scratched on Mr. Blount1 s example.
P .J. Preston-Morley
WESLEYAN CHAPEL/DUMFRIES/1787 is in the published lists as a Methodist
Church communion token.

It is not rare.

The date refers to the foundation of

the church and the token is much more modern.

An 1844 Inverness Methodist

Church token, and a few stock types referring to the Methodist Church or MC,
were used in Scotland, but I know no other referring to the Wesleyans. Being
not very numerous in Scotland the Methodists may therefore have followed the
focal custom of using communion tokens, whereas further south there would be no
pressure to do so,
1787.

A square token lettered METHODIST CHURCH is also dated

It and the Dumfries one do not have the relevant biblical texts quoted on

the other Methodist tokens, but in the absence of contrary information they seem
correctly recorded as communion tokens,
Andrew T. Macmillan
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REQUESTS
4/11-44
Northampton Museum forwarded details of a white metal ticket dated 1759 for

- The date 1759 is believed to

West Haddon F.B.S. (Friendly Benefit Society).

be the foundation date, but a copy of a page of the rates 1793 states that the
Society is for the support of members under sickness, old age and infirmity. Do any
readers know how the tickets were used?
exchangeable for money etc?

Are they passes, credit at shops or
Can readers quote any instances of use?

P.D.S. Waddell

4/11-45

Furness Iron Founders
1 would be obliged if you could tell me if there are any of the above Firm's
Tokens still in circulation.

The company was a family concern, operating in the

last century and through to the early thirties.

They produced tokens of the

value of one penny and one half penny that I know of, as I was given some of
each when, as a boy, I was taken to see my great-grandfather Furness.

along with many other family items, were lost in the Blitz.

These,

The Foundry was at Accrington in Lancashire. The main products being what
_
one would call "Highway Hardware", i.e. Grids, Poles and Points for the
Tramway, also gas lamp .standards and gate posts· for parks and large houses.

T.L. Bullock

*********************************.************************************************
TOKENS FOR SALE AND WANTED

FOR SALE: If you are not already receiving my lists, featuring tokens,
medallions and miscellaneous items, just send a large s.a.e. for your free copy to:
MICHAEL DICKINSON

WANTED:

Collections of tokens (and coins) or valuable individual pieces
Tel:

********************************************************�*************************
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**********************************************************************************
WANTED

TOKENS/MEDALS ETC., OR INFORMATION

Anything relating to FIRE OFFICES, FIRE INSURANCE
or FIRE FIGHTING. ALSO TOKENS relating to CAB DRIVERS,
GAB SHELTERS or the CAB TRADE
Alan Farey

**********************************************************************************
**********************************************************************************
WANTED
All tokens used by barbers and h11irdressers from any country,
including the ones described by Hawkins.
Please write to:
Thorsten Sjolin

**********************************************************************************
**********************************************************************************
THE TOKEN SPECIALIST

FREE TWENTY PAGE MONTHLY CATALOGUE OF TOKENS, MEDALLIONS,
-- BOOKS OLD AND NEW INCLUDING OUR OWN PUBLICATIONS
WE ALSO BUY AND EXCHANGE
TEL:
OR WRITE: SIEGFRIED E. SCHWER

**********************************************************************************
**********************************************************************************
- BARRY GREENAWAY Tries to keep in stock a selection of all possible
types of Token, Check, Ticket _and Medallion by
locality and theme. Please state your interests to:LORDSWOOD

**********************************************************************************
**********************************************************************************
WANTED - LINCOLNSHIRE TOKENS
Pub checks, Co-op, Advertisement tickets, Farmers tokens,
Traders tokens etc. from 1820 right up to present date.
Purchase or exchange for similar items from most other counties
Jim Hutchinson

**********************************************************************************
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**********************************************************************************
WANTED

MALTA, GIBRALTAR, MAURITIUS, WES'.f INDIAN
& SMALLER C OLONIES TOKENS, PLEASE
ALSO WEST INDIAN C UT/C OUNTERMARKED COINS
BOB LYALL

**********************************************************************************
**********************************************************************************
I can supply 17th C entury Tokens of virtually all counties from stock - I have
something new for even the best collections! I also hold an outstanding
stock of 19th C entury Farthing Tokens, 95% of my tokens go direct to collectors,
Of course I need to buy to supply them, so I pay good prices to dealers
and collectors for wanted collections, groups or
· singles.
'
Send S.A.E. for•list to:
NIGEL A, C LARK

**********************************************************************************
**********************************************************************************
NEW COLLECTOR

Happy to receive lists, or offers of:
Hop Tokens, Farm Tokens, C o-op Tokens, Working Mens C lubs' Tokens,
plus any items relating to radical politics, trade unions, or
Friendly/ Benefit Societies
IVAN MONC KTON

**********************************************************************************
**********************************************************************************
MONTHLY LIST of TOKENS AND PARANUMISMATICA
C ontact:

C OINS OF BEESTON

**********************************************************************************
**********************************************************************************
C anadian Merchant tokens wanted, aluminium or brass
C ounterstamps on C anadian Breton tokens or C dn. coins wanted
Encased C dn. coins, pocket-size advertising mirrors, anything Canadian!
Also collect Mavericks - e.g. Sc in Trade or Merchandise
(no town names) must be in cents
JOHN C HERAMY

**********************************************************************************
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**********************************************************************************
WANTED

The following 17th Century tokens (Dickinson/Williamson refs.)
1)
2)
3)

SURREY 16/17 RICHARD MILES 1656/65 Grocer 1 s Arms
LONDON (Mark Lane) 1869A DANIELL MILES 1666 Coffee-pot
LONDON (West Smithfield) 2868 JOHN MILES 1669 At Ye Tavern
Send details via the Editor

**********************************************************************************
**********************************************************************************
BRIAN EDGE WANTS TO BUY TOKENS OF CHESHIRE

SINCE 1820, COIN FORGERIES, FRENCH EMERGENCY TOKENS,
RAMATANKAS, OR ANY SURPLUS ITEMS OF
PARANUMISMATICA

**********************************************************************************
**********************************************************************************
COLLE CTOR WANTS TO BUY AND SWAP LOVE TOKENS
IN PARTICULAR PIE CE S THAT MAY RE LATE TO AUSTRALIAN CONVICTS.
ALSO, ME DALS, ME DALLIONS, PASSE S, TOKE NS WITH AUSTRALIAN
CONNOTATIONS. ALL RE PLIE S WILL RE CE IVE A FRE E MONOGRAPH ON
'KANGAROOS ON E NGLISH TOKENS'
WRITE TO: PE TE R LANE

**********************************************************************************
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17TH, 18TH & 19TH CENTURY TOKENS
EVASIVES
INN & REFRESHMENT CHECKS
SCHOOL TOKENS
NUMISMATIST'S TOKENS
UNOFFICIAL FARTHINGS
BONUS & DIVIDEND CHECKS
ADVERTISING PIECES
RINGED FARTHINGS
CALENDAR MEDALS
CO:M:MUNION TOKENS
COUNTERMARKED COINS
TICKETS & PASSES ETC. ETC.
Our coin catalogue includes all the above items.
If you would like to receive a free sample please write
· to:-

T"CS: 4/11
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Spink

0

0

the oldest coin dealers
in the�-�. world
Also deal in

TRADE TOKENS
Regular lists of items from stock, and the famous Norweb
Collection of 17th Century tokens, offered for sale
through our Numismatic Circular.
Numismatic Circular Annual Subscription (10 issues per
year) UK & Europe £ 10 ,Rest of World £2 5
AUCTIONEERS OF TOKEN COLLECTIONS

For further information please contact MRS,. M. SINCLAIR

0-----------------------...., 0
TCS 4/11
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\_

A.H. BALDWIN & SONS LTD.
NUMISMATISTS

ESTABLISHED 1872

Specialists in:
COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS

COINS

TOKENS
We would be pleased to rec el ve your
wants list.

11 ADELPHI TERRACE
LONDON WC2N 6BJ
Wor Modols & Decorations 01·839 1310
Coins & Medals
Telex

TCS 4/11

01-930 6879
8964093
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EDITORIAL
This is the first bulletin to appear for some time and is the first to be issued
under my editorship. I hope that I can produce the bulletins to the same high
standard as Tony Gilbert has done in the past. It is my intention to keep the
format as before with the same mixture of articles, book reviews, letters and
queries.
At this year's Token Congress in Glasgow I promised to produce a bulletin as
soon as possible after the congress, and thereafter one every four months. In
order to achieve the first aim of issuing volume 4, number 12 by the end of
October I have reduced the number of pages to 20. However in order that
subscribers do not feel cheated the index to volume 4 is also enclosed.
In order to achieve the second aim of three issues per year I shall need material
to publish and this is where the membership comes in. It is your Bulletin and
I am eagerly awaiting all contributions of any size. If you have even the tiniest
scrap of information about anything relating to tokens then sent it to me.
Subscriptions to the Bulletin are now due and I am acutely aware that since
this is the first Bulletin for some three years some subscribers may feel that it
is not worth resubscribing. However let me assure you that I am determined
that the Bulletin will continue and that a £6 cheque sent to me (but payable to
Token Corresponding Society) will be money very well spent.
Andrew D. N. Andison

Token Congress 1994
Already next year's congress is being organised by Mike Crew and will take
place in Exeter. It will take place on the same weekend as this year's congress,
presumably from Friday the 16th to Sunday the 18th of September. Expected
cost will be about £80 - £85 per person.
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Boer War Medals

- by Ralph Hayes

This series of medals issued by W.D. & H.O. Wills Ltd. in 1900 all show the
bust of a famous figure of the time on the obverse. The reverse advertises a
particular brand of tobacco or cigarette.
They are all of brass measuring 16mm in diameter with a suspension loop and
ring. They were included in the tin or packet of presumably the brand they
advertised, many of them were sent to the troops in South Africa.
The following chart shows by the crosses the ones I have been able to record
to date. They are from my own collection and other peoples collections as
well as from dealers lists.

Queen Victoria

Super
-fine
Shag

Gold
Flake
Cigarettes

Three
Castles
Cigarettes

Fine
Shag
In Air
Tight
Tins

Westward Ho!
Smoking
Mixture

Capstan
Navy Cut
Cigarettes and
Tobacco

X

X

X

X

X

X

Duke of York

X

Lord Roberts

X

X

Lord Kitchener

X

Sir Redvers H. Buller

X

X

X

General White

X

X

X

Maj. Gen. French

X

Col. Baden Powell

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

I would be grateful to receive information and details of any others known in
order to record if the series was in fact complete.
Ralph Hayes
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A Note On The E. Chew & Son Tokens From Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.

- by Gary Oddie
Although small compared with the county town, the town of Biggleswade has
a long history as a centre of commerce. Renowned in the middle ages for its
horse fair and stone bridge [1], the town was originally named after the ford
(Old English - waed) over the river Ivel, Biccel's waed [2].
The seventeenth century tokens issued in the town, give an idea of the early
trading activities of its inhabitants, an inn, a draper and an overseers token,
amongst the five main types [3]. There are but few eighteenth century tokens
of the small county of Bedfordshire, the demand for small change probably
being supplied by the surrounding counties.
A great fire in 1785 destroyed some 150 houses in the heart of Biggleswade.
The centre was quickly rebuilt with the assistance of the surrounding towns
and dignitaries. By the 1830's, the town was prospering, with a population of
some 2700, one of the largest corn markets in the country and a renowned
cattle fair. Trade was also enhanced by the navigability of the Ivel, via the
Ouse, to King's Lynn.
At this point, a Mr William Chew, a leather cutter, makes his appearance in
Shortmead Street, probably supplying the boot and shoe makers in the same
street, amongst others. As the years passed, the business expanded and
diversified, along with the town which population reached 5000 in 1900.
Regular appearances in the various trade directories of the Chew family can be
summarised as follows:
Date

Name

Trade

Address

1830
1839
1847
1850

Wm. Chew
Eb. Chew
Ebenezer Chew
"

Shortmead St.
Shortmead St.
Market Place
"

1854
-1862
1864

"

Leather Cutter
Boot & Shoe Makers
Boot Maker & Grocer
Boot & Shoe Maker
Grocers & Tea Dealers
Grocer & Shoe Dealer
Boot & Shoe Warehouse & Grocer

High St.

E. Chew

Vol.4 No.12
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1869
1871
1877

1885
1894
1898

1906
1914
1920
-1936
1940
1947

Eb. Chew

boot & Shoe WareHigh St.
house & Grocer
Leather seller
Shortmead St.
Ebenezer Chew Boot & Shoe Dealer
High St.
& Son
Chew & Son
Grocers, Wine & Spirit "
Merchants, Glass &
China Dealers
E. Chew
Resident
Station Rd.
Chew & Son
Grocers, Wine & Spirit High St.
Merchants
Chew & Son
Grocers & Wine
Merchants
"
E. Chew Senior Resident
London Rd.
Chew & Son
Grocers & Wine
Merchants
High St.
Ebenezer Chew Leather Merchant
Shortmead St.
E. Chew Senior Resident
London Rd.
E. Chew & Son Grocers, China & Glass High St.
Dealers
Ebenezer Chew Leather Merchant
Shortmead St.
E. Chew & Son Grocers
High St.
E. Chew
Resident
London Rd.
E. Chew & Son Grocers
27 High St.
Eb. Chew
Resident
21 London Rd.
H.E. Chew
Resident
165 London Rd.
Miss Chew
Resident
21 London Rd.
Hy. Chew
Coach Builders
Barkers Lane,
Bedford

Clearly the Eb. Chew trading in 1839 must have had a son of the same name.
This is confirmed by a newspaper article [5] describing Mr. Chew's 80th
birthday party on 5th February 1928. Thus Ebenezer Chew (II) was born in
1848 and joined the family business around 1869. His own son, H.E. Chew,
followed in the family business sometime around 1900. E. Chew (II) was very
involved with the local community, a pioneer of photography in Bedfordshire,
winning awards in the 1880's for some local scenes, and was noted for covering
his whole shop front with a Union Jack for the Diamond Jubilee in 1897.
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The tokens issued by the Chew's all seem to form a single issue, and can be
described as follows:
Obv. “E. CHEW & SON BIGGLESWADE”, “6d” [6]
Br Bracteate, 26mm
Obv.

“E. CHEW & SON BIGGLESWADE”, “1/-”, “2/-” [6], “3/-”

or “4/-”
Rev.
“TEA/DEALERS/FAMILY/GROCERS/&C”
Edge Plain, Br, 26mm, All die axes lie 0-5 degrees.
A variety of the 3/- is known with a milled edge.
The same reverse die is used for all four higher denominations.
The precise use of the tokens is not yet known, however, from the business
name, it is clear that they were in use at some time between 1896-1906 and
1936-40, when the grocers finally disappeared from the directories. Some years
ago, an elderly lady from the area recalled collecting these “Chewies” or “Chew
pennies” and saving them till Christmas when they were redeemed. The name
continued in other trades, and still persists in the area in the 1990's. The
original shop premises has been considerably modified, and now houses a
Gateways Store.
In researching this article, thanks must be given to N.K. Lutt and J.D. Gaunt,
and also the staff of the Bedford Record Office.
References
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

W. Camden, Britannia. 1695
K. Cameron, English Place-Names. Batsford 1977.
G.C. Williamson, Trade Tokens Issued In the Seventeenth Century.
Seaby 1967.
J. Gorton, A Topographical Dictionary of Great Britain and Ireland.
Chapman & Hall 1833.
Anon, North Beds. Courier, Biggleswade. 10th February 1928.
Coins of Beeston List 39.
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The shop front of Ebenezer Chew (central figure) circa 1895.
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A few tokens of E. Chew & Son.

Token Congress 1993
This year's congress took place in Glasgow from Friday the 17th to Sunday the
19th of September. One or two of the usual band of regulars were missing but
there were some new faces who were made to feel very welcome. The
Congress started on the Friday vening with a joint meeting with the Glasgow
and West of Scotland Numismatic Society and a talk about “The Captain's
Halfpenny” by Michael Sharp. The talks were many and varied and all were
most enjoyable. Apart from the traditional token tour of the area there were
two other talks with a Scottish theme and these helped to give the Congress
its own local identity. The future of the Bulletin was thoroughly discussed and
a new editor was chosen. Several people expressed the view that talks given at
the Congress should be written up in the Bulletin. (hint, hint!)
Accommodation was in the Halls of Residence and the meals were excellent.
Congratulations are due to Tom Morrall for organising such an enjoyable
event.
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Two “New” Lancashire Check Makers

- by Bob Lyall

The following check makers were not listed by Roy Hawkins and, having
found details of them when looking for another Lancashire check maker, I
thought they may be of some interest to devotees of Lancashire checks.
WILLIAMSON - Ashton under Lyne
John Williamson were stationers, booksellers and had a circulating library on
Stamford Street, Ashton under Lyne in 1855. By 1864 he is recorded as a
printer and stationer at 286 Stamford Street and, in the same year, Alfred
Williamson was also listed as a printer and publisher of the Ashton Standard
at 181 Old Street.
John Williamson continues to be listed as a printer at the Stamford Street and
Old Street addresses in 1869; he was also a paper bag maker at both address.
Alfred was not listed at all in 1869, nor was the Ashton Standard apparently
in publication any longer, as that is not listed either.
By 1881 Alfred Williamson was again listed as a printer at 181 Old Street and
at 286 Stamford Street, apparently having assimilated John Williamson's
business into his own. After 1891 but by 1895 they were described as a printer
of railway and roll tickets and pictorial posters and die sinkers at North Mill
Printing Works, Cotton Street and Gas Street. In 1895, and subsequently,
there is no mention of die sinking.
They were at the Cotton Street and Gas Street addresses up to at least 1959;
Bill Kennett has paper bus tickets for Greater Manchester Buses with pence
(ie not d) values which were printed by Williamson, Ashton which date to
about 1974. Williamson were no longer listed in 1989.
No mention can be found of their check making activities other than this
single mention of die sinking; it may be that when Jeffs of Manchester finished
trading in 1896 there was still a demand for metal checks in the Greater
Manchester area and this was satisfied by Williamson.
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He signed the reverse die of the following:Obv.
Rev.

WARRINGTON / JUNIOR / CONSERVATIVE / CLUB
2D in wreath with WILLIAMSON ASHTON in tiny letters
underneath.

This club was founded in 1900.
Obv.
Rev.

GRIFFIN HOTEL . BURNLEY . around BOWLING / J.D.
/ GREEN
Same die as last piece.

I have not checked directories for tying down the dates J.D. was at the Griffin
but would expect it to be early in the 20th Century.
GAYTHORPE, Harper - Barrow in Furness
Harper Gaythorpe is not known (to me) from any signed checks, but the
details of his business are recorded here as a “new” northern check maker
whose work has yet to be identified.
In 1881 he is recorded as an engraver at 12 Harrison Street, Barrow in Furness.
This entry occurs again in 1887 and 1891 when he was also a deputy registrar
of marriages! In 1895 he was a die sinker and engraver (and had expanded into
an estate agency). In 1898 his name was not listed but that of Arthur
Gaythorpe, engraver, occurs at the same address; in 1901 Harper's name
re-occurs in place of Arthur and the last entry found is for 1909. In 1913
Sydney Gaythorpe is listed at this address, again as an engraver.
If any checks occur for northern issuers with the initials HG, then Harper
Gaythorpe may well be the source of them. With a name like that how could
he not sign his dies? Can anyone identify a check in their collection which
may originate from Harper Gaythorpe?
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Obverse dies of the London & Newcastle Tea Company checks
- by Andrew Andison
This article was first given as a talk at the 1993 Token Congress.
These are some observations I have made about the obverse dies of the checks
issued by the London & Newcastle tea company. By obverse I refer to the side
bearing the company's title (and the denomination) as opposed to the reverse
which has only an address.
It was customary in early listings of these checks to merely mention whether
or not the piece was signed by the maker, Ardill of Leeds. This was because
the articles were less concerned with the London & Newcastle Tea Company
but were in relation to Ardill as a check maker. The earliest articles were:
R.N.P. HAWKINS, 1966-67. Dictionary of Makers of British Nineteenth
Century Metallic Tickets and Checks. Part 2: Makers other than at
Birmingham or London. Seaby's Coin & Medal Bulletin [1966]
pp.194-198, pp.292-294, [1967] p.9, pp.145-147.
A. HANNAH, 1966. Some Scottish Metallic Checks. Seaby's Coin &
Medal Bulletin pp.295-296.
R. C. BELL, 1968. Ardill Checks. Seaby's Coin & Medal Bulletin
p.221 [Letter to the Editor]
Andrew D.N. ANDISON, 1980. The London & Newcastle Tea
Company in Scotland, An Account of the Company, and the checks issued.
British & Irish Tokens Journal vol.1 no.1 (August 1980) pp.1-10.
Just listing whether or not specimens were signed by Ardill soon proved to be
inadequate because often there were three or more varieties which could not
be sufficiently distinguished in this way. We have all met catalogues and
listings which differentiate between varieties by using descriptions such as “like
previous but smaller lettering” which are not much use when you have only
one token. In order to circumvent this problem I made a careful study of the
dies and categorised them by denomination, then type, then legend stop, then
fine detail. I was quite surprised when I found that the entire series of several
hundred pieces was made using a total of only 36 dies.
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Denominations:
There are four denominations. The lowest is 2 oz and this is struck in zinc
and has a diameter of 21½mm. It appears that this denomination was used in
only a few places. The second denominations is ¼ lb and this is struck in brass
and has a diameter of 21½mm. Not only is this the same size as the 2 oz
checks but the same reverse die was used for both denominations. The third
denomination is ½ lb and this is struck in bronze and is 25mm in diameter.
The ¼ lb and ½ lb checks are the most common and are found for almost all
addresses and this is probably due to the fact that tea is traditionally sold in
such quantities. The fourth denomination was 1 lb, struck in brass with a
diameter of 28mm. It seems probable that all localities used this denomination
but many checks have still to be discovered.
Also rumoured to exist is a ¾ lb check but nobody seems to know where a
specimen can be found.
Types:
There are four types of obverse
and these are most easily
distinguished by the combinations
of signatures which appear.
The 1st type bears only the
signature of J. A. Game.
The 2nd type is like the 1st type
with J. A. Game's signature but is
additionally signed by the maker
“ARDILL LEEDS”.
The 3rd type has only the maker's
mark “ARDILL LEEDS”.

The obverse dies of the 1 lb checks
showing all four types.

The 4th type is like the 2nd type
but J.A.Game's signature is
replaced by an indecipherable squiggle. Ardill's mark is also present.
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I listed the types of obverse in that specific order because I now believe that it
is chronologically correct. My reasons for doing this are based on four
hypotheses and these are...
1.
The dates on the reverses are correct to within a year or so. Dates
known are 1876 (which seems to have been a frozen date and covered 1877 and
1878), 1879, 1880, 1881, 1884, 1887, 1891, 1893. In addition a few are undated.
2.
Where a particular reverse die (the side with the address) is found
paired with a range of obverse dies this is a result of reordering more supplies
of checks. When a reorder for any locality was needed the appropriate reverse
die would be paired with whatever obverse die of that denomination was
currently in use. This assumes...
3.
Ardill had only one obverse die of each denomination in use at any
one time. When it wore out a new one would be cut and that one used until
it too expired. Ardill was a small company and it certainly would not want to
produce any more dies than were needed. When a new die was required it
could not have taken more than a day to make - they are not “artistically
challenging”.
4.
Where a single obverse is paired with a range of dated reverses, the
latest date would be the most likely date that the die was in use. The earlier
dated reverses would be reorders (as in hypothesis 2).
Chronology:
The 1st type of obverse (bearing only J.A.Game's signature) is only ever found
on checks dated 1876. This seems to imply that they were the first type to be
used. Indeed the Newcastle branches of Sandhill, Scotswood Road and West
Grainger Street which I presume would be among the first branches to be
formed, given the company's name, are exclusively of this type.
It s o happens that there are two reverses for the ½ lb check from West
Grainger St., Newcastle. Quite why two reverse dies were needed is a mystery.
Perhaps one of the dies broke or was mislaid. This is the only incidence of a
reverse die variety which does not use one of the following two specific dies.
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There are two dies, one ¼ lb and one ½ lb, both signed only by Game which
do not seem to be from Ardill's workshop. The ¼ lb obverse is found with
only three reverses, one each from 94 High Street, Edinburgh; 20 New Market
Street, Consett; and 48 Clayton Street, Newcastle on Tyne. These three
reverses are not die linked to any others and form a separate set. On both of
these obverses the layout is similar to those made by Ardill but varies most
noticeably in the fonts used. In the case of the ¼ lb the legend that would
usually be serifed is san-serif, and vice-versa. Whoever made the reverse of the
¼ lb pieces seems to have had a predilection for adding small lines into the
design. The “related” ½lb die is currently only found from High St.,
Edinburgh, the same address as the ¼lb. Collectors of Consett and Newcastle
checks should keep a look out for undiscovered varieties!
Following on from this is the second type of obverse with both Game's
signature and the maker's name “ARDILL LEEDS” on them. While most are
paired exclusively with reverses dated 1876 which indicates use in 1876 - 1878,
a few are dated 1879, and a few have even later dates.
The ¼ lb and ½ lb obverses paired with the largest range of reverse dates have
been given numbers 2253 and 4281 respectively in my listings of L&N (1) checks
and I estimate that both dies were in use around 1881. For example, with the
exception of Swansea all Welsh checks are dated 1881 and use these dies.
Bearing in mind hypothesis 2, i.e. checks with a multiplicity of obverse dies
would indicate reordering of supplies, one would expect checks dated 1876
which used these dies to also exist with other obverses from the earlier period.
This is indeed the case -- with, as always, one exception! The Darlington
checks without a street address are dated 1876 and are exclusively from these
two dies. Despite the date on the checks I feel that they too were struck
around 1881.
The 3rd type of obverse (signed only by Ardill) appears to come into use in the
late 1880s. The 2 oz denomination of this type is exceptional in that it is
found with reverses dated 1876 and 1887 and the later of the two dates would
seem to be when it was issued.
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The more usual reverse for this type of obverse consists of a number in the
range 2 - 94, a single letter A or B, or just left blank. With branches opening
and closing all the time there had to come a point when it was uneconomical
to issue “personalised” checks and replace them with ones with simple branch
numbers.
Certainly Edinburgh had branches in Dalry Road and
Fountainbridge and neither place has any appropriately addressed checks.
The 4th type of obverse is signed by Ardill and an illegible signature. This is
exclusively an Irish type being used on checks from Carlow, Kilkenny and
Waterford, and dated 1891 or 1893. The signature does seem to be something
along the lines of Ceelom & Co and may reflect a break up in the company.
Until I manage to decipher the signature I am unable to give any real
information about them. One problem with directories is that they tend only
to list the trading name of a company and not the actual registered company
name.
There are two charts at the end show which list all the obverses dies and the
dates of the reverse which are paired with them.
When did the tea checks cease to be used? I don't know. A colleague of mine
at work remembers as a child being sent to the “stamp shop” in Annfield Plain.
And these are the stamps.

These observations have been made by examining a great many checks in many
collections and I would like to thank all those who have allowed me access to
their personal collections. However if you have these checks in your collection
and have not had them listed then I would appreciate the chance to do so.
Single specimens are just as important as large collections — you may even
have the ¾ lb check!
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Note: to decipher the serial numbers of the dies the first digit is the
denomination in ounces, divided by 2; the second digit is the type where 1
indicates type 3, 2 indicates type 2, 3 indicates type 1, and 4 indicates type 4.
The third digit is the number of points on the legend stop. The fourth digit
is a simple serial number and reference should be made to my published
booklet (1) on the series.
My apologies for the confusion regarding the numbering of types 1 and 3.
1876
1251

X

1161

X

1879

1880

1881

1884

1887

n.d.

X

X

1893

X

X

X

1401

X

2361

X

2362

X

2363

X

2351

X

2251

X

2252

X

2262

X

2264

X

2265

X

2261

X

X

2263

X

X

2253

X

X

X

X

X

2101

X
X

2461
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The following chart is like the previous one but lists the die/date pairings for
½ lb and 1 lb denominations.
1876

1879

4361

X

4362

X

4363

X

4364

X

4652

X

4253

X

4261

X

4262

X

4251

X

X

4264

X

X

4281

X

X

4263

X

1880

1881

X

X

1884

1887

n.d.

1891

1893

X

X

X

X

X

4101

X

4471
6xxx
8361

X

8251

X

X

X

8101

X

8451

Andrew D. N. Andison, 1991. London & Newcastle Tea Checks. Coins of
Beeston, Beeston, Notts.
(1)
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The Bookshelf
Reviews of books.
Jetons en carton de cafés luxembourgeois. Raymond Weiller. Luxembourg: [s.n.],
1993. 32pp., xx pls. Card covers. Unpriced
M. Raymond Weiller, Conservator in the Luxembourg National Museum of
History and Art, is well known for his numismatic publications. In 1985 he
catalogued the Luxembourg beer tokens in metal. (see Bulletin of the Pub Check
Study Group, no. 10, Sept. 1986, pp. 6-8), and he has now followed this with
a catalogue of his museum's holdings of café tokens in cardboard, the majority
rectangular, and printed or stamped.
In two cases known from the nineteen-thirties, when the metal tokens were
still in general use, cardboard tokens were used for games of skittles. Of the
243 pieces catalogued no less than forty mention skittles, and twelve depict the
game. Nine imitate circular metal types, and ten refer like them to beer, or call
themselves either a BON or in one case a STONG (=jeton). Ten give values,
and the remainder do not mention anything specific. Since there is some
overlap between these categories it is surprising to find them represented by a
pie chart.
In Lorraine and in the German border area cardboard tokens occur only
sporadically, but in addition to the Grand Duchy they are widespread in the
Belgian province of Luxembourg. At the Café Le Patton in Bastogne in 1992
players paid twenty Bfrs per person per game, and the winner had the right to
a cardboard token worth ten Bfrs.
All 243 pieces are illustrated, and in consequence the text of the catalogue is
confined to the colour of the card and the description of reverses. The relevant
government department, however, has supplied M. Weiller with details of the
café proprietors, even to the wife's maiden name, and the precise day on which
the proprietorship started and finished! All told, this is an excellent catalogue,
with interesting comparative material for students of pub checks.
Robert Thompson
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The following publication may be of interest to members:
The Brewing Industry: a guide to historical records, edited by Lesley Rickmand
and Alison Turton, Manchester [etc.]: U.P., 1990. Studies in British Business
Archives. £40 ISBN 0 7190 3032 3

Notes and Queries
4/12-46
Mr Roy Wells draws the following “Pork Chop” piece to readers' notice.
Obv.
Rev.
Edge

4D with PORK CHOP curved above.
As obverse.
Grained copper o 32mm
I suspect that it will never be tied down to its
issuer, but it does raise the question of how
the numerous pieces relating to food rather
than drink were used. Were they simply
receipts given up when the ordered meal
arrived? This seems the most likely.

Adverts
Does anyone have a specimen of the 17th century token of Joseph Oddie,
the Leeds (Yorkshire) apothecary, that I can photograph? Also are there
any other "Oddie" tokens extant apart from this and the Ann Oddie of
Colne (17th Century Lancashire).
Gary Oddie
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